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Abstract
Non-human species identification from animal and bacterial origin, is an important
aspect of forensic investigations and relates to criminal matters, food safety and
security, wildlife forensics and biosecurity. Animal-derived biological sources take
many forms, for example, illegal powdered animal parts used in medicines,
adulterated meat products, blood of unknown unknown origin taken from a vehicle
involved in a hit-and-run case, transferred pet hair on a suspects clothing. Many types
of non-human material can represent valuable evidence in casework. Furthermore,
bacterial species of focus in this study are biological agents that pose a concern to
national security if deliberately disseminated in an act of bioterrorism, specifically
Bacillus anthracis and Yersinia pestis which cause anthrax and plague, respectively.
An ideal method for the detection and differentiation of both animal and bacterial
species should demonstrate characteristics such as high sensitivity, specificity,
rapidity, cost-effectiveness, simplicity and should ideally be able to be employed in a
field setting.
The aim of this thesis was to detect and identify species of forensic interest,
differentiating them from each other and from potential hoax agents. This broad aim
could be further divided as follows; (1) Examine a range of DNA extraction
procedures with a view to identifying a fast and efficient method that removes PCR
inhibitors, ideally suited for use in the field. (2) Examine the use of high resolution
melting (HRM) analysis for its ability to differentiate between species of forensic
interest, including animals and bacteria (biothreat agents). (3) Examine the use of
targeted massively parallel sequencing (MPS) to identify biothreat agents and
compare this with quantitative real time PCR (qPCR). (4) Employ novel signal
processing and species classification methods for application to microfluidic capillary
electrophoresis (MCE) of proteins, HRM and MPS. The aims span two genetic targets
(proteins, DNA), four species detection methods (MCE, qPCR, HRM and MPS) and
four classification methods (peak detection algorithms, Boolean logic gates,
classification trees and MPS sequence alignment). They were combined in a number
of different permutations to provide a suite of forensic species identification solutions.
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Four commercial DNA extraction methods were applied to both Gram-negative
(Bacillus species) and Gram-positive (E. coli) bacterial cultures and were evaluated
for their application in matters of biosecurity. These were ChargeSwitch gDNA mini
bacteria kit (Invitrogen), QIAamp DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) with and without
bead-beating, and Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline). The Isolate II Genomic
DNA kit was found to remove inhibitors cost effectively for the extraction of bacterial
DNA from both culture and environmental samples.

The universal 16S rRNA gene was targeted with HRM and used to generate
derivative melt profiles for human and ten animal species typically encountered in
forensic case work, as either consumed meats (Gallus gallus (chicken), Bos taurus
(cow), Sus scrofa (pig) and Ovis aries (sheep)), domestic pets (Felis catus (cat) and
Canis lupus familiaris (dog)) or Australian road kill (Vulpes vulpes (fox), Macropus
(kangaroo), Vombatus ursinus (wombat) and Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit)). HRM
derivative melt profiles were processed and analysed by random forest classification
(such as classification trees, bagging and boosting) and peak detection algorithms
with Boolean logic paths. Random forest classification, particularly bagging, was the
most suitable for the purposes of animal species identification with a prediction
accuracy of 90.8 % for the randomly partitioned test dataset and 70 % for the
validation dataset across all species.

Microfluidic capillary electrophoresis and HRM were evaluated for their use as a
screening tool for bacterial species identification with a focus on Bacillus and
Yersinia species, E. coli and powder-based hoax agents (e.g. Dipel and plain wheat
flour). The signals generated from both platforms were characterised by peak
detection algorithms and differentiated using Boolean logic paths. When applied to
protein profiling by MCE, peak detection and classification by Boolean logic yielded
predictive accuracy of 75 % with the test dataset, across all samples. Additionally,
when the same algorithmic approach was applied to HRM derivative melt profiles, the
seven Bacillus species could be differentiated into B. cereus group members and nonB. cereus group members.
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MPS was used to develop a targeted sequencing approach to identify Bacillus species,
in particular B. anthracis, in samples collected at the Canberra Airport. Two virulence
plasmid markers (cya and capB) and a single chromosomal marker (16S rRNA gene)
were targeted to establish background B. anthracis frequencies over a 12 month
sampling period (from August 2011 to July 2012). The findings demonstrated
effective reference alignment to define bacterial entry, dispersal and movement
throughout the airport. Of the 20 samples sequenced, 15 were positive for the
B. cereus group 16S rRNA gene, two samples were cya positive in the month of
February 2012 and seven were capB positive in the sampling months of December
2011 and June 2012. A total of four samples collected in the sampling month of
February, 2012, were positive for all three markers, indicative of the potential
presence of B. anthracis.

In summary, this study has resulted in novel screening approaches, across multiple
platforms, for the effective detection and analyses of both animal and bacterial species
for forensic purposes. Moreover, the analysis has provided a foundation for future
work involving targeted sequencing of the bacterial metagenomic background of a
public transport hub and the movement of B. anthracis outside the anthrax belt.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1

1.1! Role of species identification
1.1.1! Animal species
The potential to rapidly identify animal species of origin is an important facet of forensic
investigation and relates to aspects of criminal matters, food safety and security, wildlife
forensics and biosecurity. Animal-derived biological sources such as hair, tissue, blood, bone,
saliva and epithelial cells, can represent valuable evidence in casework. Forensic examination
of animal-derived evidence may be relevant when the crime is against another person
(Menotti-Raymond et al., 1997), the animal is the offender (for a review see De Munnynck et
al. (2002)) or from the illegal trade or possession of a species and their related products
(Wasser et al., 2007). Animals involved may be from three categories; domestic (e.g. dogs
and cats), agriculturally significant (e.g. chicken, cow, sheep and pig) or regional-specific
wildlife species (e.g. Australian natives).

The co-location of pets (e.g. dogs and cats) in the home means that animal evidence can be
discovered at a crime scene (Attoh, 2010). The fur and hair from these domestic animals are
an excellent source of genetic material and may be pivotal in the investigation of certain
crimes and offences (D'Andrea et al., 1998; Menotti-Raymond et al., 1997; Schneider et al.,
1999). According to the latest release of a statistical report by Animal Medicines Australia
(2016), more than 24 million pets are owned by Australians. Of the 9.2 million Australian
households, 62 % include pets, with dogs, (sometimes two per household) being the most
common, followed by cats. Australia is a country that has a very high incidence of pet
ownership. These statistics are a good indication that in a forensic context, domestic animalderived material will often be present.

The international food industry involves trade in seafood, agriculture and livestock and
requires authentication and identification of products (Aida et al., 2005; Ballin, 2010). This
ensures that the contents of food products, particularly meat (e.g. minced meat, sausages and
hamburger patties), are not replaced with similar but cheaper substitutions unknown to the
consumer (Cawthorn et al., 2013). For example, beef that is replaced with horse meat and
purebred meat that is replaced with crossbred meat. This substitution of products is also
termed adulteration and is one of the most common occurrences of economic fraudulence in
the food industry, primarily associated with meat. However, these crimes can also involve
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fraudulent provenancing of processed, packaged, bottled or canned consumables, including
the false labelling of geographical origin (e.g. labelling South American beef as British beef)
or obfuscation of ingredients (e.g. labelling gelatin-related products from porcine as nonporcine). Such deceptions increase health risks (e.g. allergies), promote unfair trade and have
obvious ethical implications in the cases of lifestyle choices (e.g. vegetarianism) and religion
(e.g. Halal and Kosher status of foods consumed by Muslim and Jewish people, respectively)
(Bonne et al., 2008; Premanandh, 2013). To protect consumers from these fraudulent
practices of adulteration, agriculturally significant species may be submitted as forensic
evidence for identification in food-related, legal proceedings (for a review of food forensics
see Woolfe et al. (2004) and Primrose et al. (2010)). However, foods that undergo processing
present challenges, such as distinguishing one ingredient from another by being diminished,
as they are typically degraded with preservatives (Ballin, 2010).

The protection of wildlife from illegal poaching, the exportation of region-specific (e.g.
Australian) natives and the importation of exotic products all come under the purview of
wildlife forensics (see reviews by Tobe et al. (2010) and Linacre et al. (2011)). This branch
of forensic investigation not only encompasses the monitoring of specimen trafficking (e.g.
live animals, eggs or parts of animals for medicines and ornaments) but also extends to
crimes related to cruelty against animals and hunting of out-of-season or protected species. A
critical element of wildlife monitoring is the identification of the material seized. Some
specific species are not only protected at a national level, but also at an international level. In
Australia, region-specific species that are protected include native reptiles (e.g. green tree
python), birds (e.g. red-tailed black cockatoos) and flora. For a review on illegal wildlife
trade in Australia, see Alacs et al. (2008) and Ciavaglia et al. (2015). Internationally
protected animals can be vulnerable to extinction (e.g. great white shark) or critically
endangered (e.g. Sumatran tiger). A natural starting point for identification is morphological
analysis. For instance, elephant ivory, dried shark fins, a tiger pelt and live specimens are
often easily identified. However, biological material is commonly seized in powders and oils,
which are highly degraded or processed and where morphological traits are not discernable.

Animal species identification is of increasing importance in forensic investigations.
Sophisticated, transnational criminal syndicates are often involved in the illegal trade of a
variety of animal (e.g. tissue, blood and bone) and plant-derived materials. Forensic scientists
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must differentiate a number of domestic, agriculturally significant or native species in a fast
and efficient manner. Rapid, reproducible and cost-effective methods for species
classification are essential.

1.1.2! Biological agents
Biological terrorism is the threat or intentional deployment of microorganisms or their toxins.
Microorganisms that can be utilised include bacteria, parasites, fungi and viruses that can be
found within the environment. These are classified as ‘select agents’ which are a list of
region-specific security sensitive pathogens and biological toxins that can only be handled in
specialised laboratories with accreditation and a facility equipped with physical containment
levels of 3 or 4, depending on the agent.

Current select agent regulations in Australia separate agents into a two tiered system
(Australian Government, 2012). Tier 1 presents the greatest risk of misuse and consequences
in comparison to Tier 2 (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1 Security Sensitive Biological Agents in Australia

Toxin

Virus

Bacteria

Tier 1 agents

Tier 2 agents

•!

Bacillus anthracis (anthrax-virulent
strains)

•!

Vibrio cholerae (cholera; serotypes O1
and O139 only)

•!

Yersinia pestis (plague)

•!

Francisella tularensis (tularaemia)

•!

Salmonella typhi (typhoid)

•!

Capripoxvirus (sheep pox virus and
goat pox virus)

•!

Ebolavirus

•!

Foot-and-mouth disease virus

•!

•!

Classical swine fever virus

SARS coronavirus

•!

•!

Lumpy skin disease virus

Rinderpest virus

•!

•!

Peste-des-petits-ruminants virus

Highly pathogenic influenza virus,
infecting humans

•!

African swine fever virus

•!

Variola virus (smallpox)

•!

•!

Yellow fever virus (non-vaccine
strains)

Marburgvirus

•!

Botulinum toxin (reportable quantity
0.5 mg)

•!

Clostridium botulinum
(botulism; toxin-producing strains)

•!

Abrin (reportable quantity 5 mg)

•!

Ricin (reportable quantity 5 mg)

The select agents are categorised as Tier 1 and 2, depending on the potential risk of deliberate misuse
(Australian Government, 2012).

The regulations are embodied in the Australian Security Sensitive Biological Agents (SSBA)
legislative scheme which is a provision that builds on the signatory obligations to the
biological weapons convention (BWC) and United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540
agreement (Australian Government, 2012). Y. pestis and B. anthracis are bacterial species,
which fall within this Tier 1 category, being both biological agents and also naturally
occurring within the environment.

Y. pestis, the causative agent of plague, is a gram-negative, non-endospore (spore) forming
bacterium. Plague is a naturally occurring zoonotic disease that primarily affects rodents or
small mammals; humans can be infected but play no role in the long-term survival of Y.
pestis. Transmission of the plague bacterium between mammals is achieved through
associated fleas, such as the oriental rat flea (Xenopsylla cheopis). Fleas acquire the Y. pestis
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bacterium from an infected blood meal. The transmission cycle between flea and mammal
can be divided into two types; sylvatic and urban plague. In the sylvatic plague cycle, wild
mammal reservoirs (e.g. deer mice, squirrels, rabbits, prairie dogs, chipmunks, wildcats,
marmots and camels) are involved (Gupta et al., 2007; Lowell et al., 2005; Saeed et al.,
2005) compared to the urban plague cycle which occurs in metropolitan areas, affecting cityinhabiting mammals (e.g. domestic cats, dogs and rats).

Human plague develops by an infected flea bite or direct contact from an infected mammal
from either cycle, resulting in one of the three primary manifestations; bubonic, septicemic or
pneumonic. Pneumonic plague is the most threatening and infectious manifestation of the
disease, by which Y. pestis can be expelled during coughing episodes and initiate infection
via respiratory droplets in another host. Countries with identified natural foci of plague
include Southern Africa (Madagascar), the Americas (Peru and USA) and Asia (India, China,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Mongolia and Kazakhstan) (Volger et al., 2016). However, the reemergence of plague is not an uncommon occurrence with the importation of potentially
infected cargo. One such example of Y. pestis re-emergence was in Oran, Algeria, in 2003,
with 18 bubonic plague cases identified (Bertherat et al., 2007). This sudden and unexpected
outbreak in an otherwise plague free area, demonstrates that the danger of plague is not
limited to the currently identified natural foci.

B. anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax, is a gram-positive, spore forming bacterium (for
a recent review of B. anthracis see Mohapatra et al. (2013)). Primarily, B. anthracis is a
naturally occurring disease with outbreaks in domestic and wild herbivores, such as sheep,
cattle, goats and occasionally horses. Infections can also occur in humans. The entry of
B. anthracis spores into a host from the environment, or by events brought about by human
design using aerosols, results in the initial infection (Koehler, 2009). Infection in humans
results in three main clinical manifestations; cutaneous, gastrointestinal and pulmonary
anthrax. Spores are able to remain viable in the soil and on surfaces over long periods of
time, surviving extreme environmental conditions (e.g. heat, ionising and ultraviolet (UV)
radiation, pressure, dehydration, the absence of nutrients and a variety of chemical agents
used in disinfection or decontamination) and in the case of B. anthracis, are viable for
cultivation. These characteristics of B. anthracis make the bacterium a formidable agent in
both biowarfare and bioterrorism.
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In Australia, the ‘anthrax belt’ refers to the surrounding soil constituting the natural reservoir
of B. anthracis spores, extending from the grazing regions of Victoria to central New South
Wales (NSW) (Moloney et al., 2008) (Fig. 1.1). However, cases of natural outbreaks,
possibly due to the transit of the populace, freight and/or vehicles throughout Australia, have
been reported outside of this regional hotspot. In addition to the natural outbreaks of anthrax,
significant occurrences of deliberately disseminated B. anthracis as a biological agent in acts
of warfare and bioterrorism have been documented worldwide, throughout the 20th and 21st
century. One such highly-publicised case in 2001, involving the US letters containing
B. anthracis spores, caused 22 cases of anthrax (inhalation or cutaneous) and killed five
citizens (Okinaka et al., 2011).

Fig. 1.1 The Australian anthrax belt
Map of New South Wales (NSW), Australia describing the ‘anthrax belt’ region (between the dark blue lines)
extending from Victorian northern border to the central areas of NSW, adapted from Moloney et al. (2008).

In addition to the intentional release of biological agents, there is a significant increase in
reports of suspected hoaxes, ranging from ‘everyday’ white powders (such as plain wheat
flour and baking powder) to biological hoax agents (such as non-pathogenic species) (Leask
et al., 2003). Given that biological agents can resemble a wide variety of commercially
available hoax agents, incidences of suspected hoax attacks cannot be disregarded as seen
within the Bacillus genus, specifically the B. cereus group, due to these species being very
closely related (Han et al., 2006). B. thuringiensis is a well-established biological hoax
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agent, comparable to B. anthracis (Leask et al., 2003). Insecticides containing
B. thuringiensis spores such as Dipel (Nature’s Way Caterpillar Killer, Yates) are readily
available for public purchase.

Historically, B. anthracis and Y. pestis have been integrated into weapons during war
conflicts (Hawley et al., 2001; Sternbach, 2003), while in recent times, especially since the
US letter incidence in 2001, these agents have become a concern in terror attacks. Therefore,
the key to an effective response to a suspected biological release, is a rapid and reproducible
method for identifying the responsible agent, whether it be a hoax, environmental or
biosecurity agent, which can be employed in a field setting (for a review of field-based
detection methods for B. anthracis, see Irenge et al. (2012)).

1.2! Species identification and characterisation methods
An ideal method for the detection and differentiation of both animal species and biological
agents should demonstrate characteristics such as high sensitivity, high specificity, rapidity,
cost-effectiveness and simplicity (requiring personnel of limited training). There are a variety
of protocols available that exhibit a number of these traits, such as protein profiling,
immunological techniques and molecular-based methods. Additionally, identification of
animal species can utilise hair morphology if available, while microbiological and culturebased biochemical tests remain ‘gold standard’ for biological agents of a bacterial nature.

1.2.1! Hair morphology
A potential step in determining species of origin, particularly differentiation of human from
animal, is by morphological analyses. In a forensic context, this technique is used to examine
hair samples, collected as trace evidence at a crime scene. Although it is not possible to
unequivocally determine the hair’s provenance to a specific person, this technique can be
used to determine the species of origin. Microscopic analysis of key hair shaft characteristics,
including the cortex, medulla, pigment granules and particularly the cuticle, enables
differentiation between human and non-human animal hairs (Brunner et al., 1974; Robertson,
1999).
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While detection and differentiation of human hair from non-human (animal) is relatively
easy, the difficulty lies in species-specific identification. Animals produce different types of
hairs, varying dependent on provenance on the body, for example coarse guard hair compared
to soft inner fur or longer hairs seen in whiskers, tails or mane hairs (Brunner et al., 1974).
Characteristic variations within species of wild and domestic animals also exist. Schemes are
often utilised for morphological interpretation of animal hair, particularly for certain
problematic species such as mammalian furbearers. One identification scheme used for
effective differentiation of 17 guard hair furbearing species (e.g. fox, badger, mink, coyote) is
Stains (1958) guide. Although this scheme only covers certain species, it is used for
specimens from other furbearers (e.g. deer, horse, moose).

Hair examination requires both a database of reference hair samples, as well as the expertise
of an experienced analyst, the latter can be problematic with the limited number of experts in
this highly specialist field. Hair examination may link multiple victims, offenders and crime
scenes to each other and is also compatible with further molecular analyses (Verma et al.,
2012).

1.2.2! Microbiological and biochemical techniques
The first step in a suspected biological release is microscopic analysis. Bacterium
morphology is highlighted using various staining techniques including; Gram stain, India Ink
exclusion, Malachite Green endospore, Ziehl-Neelsen, Wright-Giemsa and Wayson stain. For
example, B. anthracis is a Gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium, in comparison Y. pestis is
Gram-negative and does not form a spore. Additionally, under Wayson stain (bipolar stain),
Y. pestis has an appearance of a ‘safety pin’ structure, from liquid aspirated from a suspected
bubo or from peripheral blood. As a presumptive test, this is not capable of distinguishing
hazardous from biological hoax agents, especially within the closely related B. cereus group.

Conventional culture-based microbiological and biochemical identification remains the ‘gold
standard’ for confirmation. Methods for confirmatory identification through culture can
utilise media of varying types (solid media or liquid broth). Following incubation
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(35 – 37 °C), culture on solid nutrient and blood agar, reveals colony morphology and
haemolytic properties, respectively. For B. anthracis, selective/differential media such as
polymyxin-lysozyme-EDTA-thallous acetate (PLET) agar is also recommended to remove
other non-specific bacteria (e.g. environmental or clinical in nature). Biochemical tests,
following culture are used to reveal distinctive characteristics including nitrate reduction,
starch hydrolysis, motility, lecithinase activity, the Vogues-Proskauer (VP) test or phage and
penicillin sensitivity (Rasko et al., 2005a).

Whilst these methods offer clear differentiation between bacterial species, they require
stringent physical containment laboratory capabilities and can take a minimum of 24 – 48
hours to culture (Hoffmaster et al., 2002; Inglesby et al., 2000). Time is a significant aspect
within the context of a potential bioterrorist attack or threat (Keim et al., 2004).

1.2.3! Protein profiling using electrophoresis
Protein profiling involves the separation of complex samples (e.g. bacteria, soil, animal or
human plasma, cell or tissue lysate) into their fundamental protein products and peptide ions
through the influence of an electric field. This concept has given rise to an array of traditional
protein profiling methodologies such as; sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE), isoelectric focusing (IEF) and the coupling of both techniques as
two-dimensional (2D) PAGE. Protein fractionation by component size and/or isoelectric
points (pI) (where the overall net charge is equal to zero) forms a visual protein band
(precipitin). Detection is by staining methods that are commonly visualised under an UV or
fluorescent light source.

Traditional protein profiling methodologies, namely SDS-PAGE and IEF are used to identify
meat from a variety of animal sources such as; raw (Berrini et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008)
and cooked (Montowska et al., 2007) fish, raw (Skarpeid et al., 1998) and cooked (Winterø et
al., 1990) ground meat mixtures, raw sausages (Arun et al., 2000) and cooked products
(King, 1984). Although this is a common practice to identify the species of origin from raw
meat, this method is less effective in the detection of cooked or processed products (e.g.
canning, salting, pasteurisation, sterilisation, irradiation or drying). This is due to
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denaturation and insolubilisation of native proteins, which results in faint or undetectable
precipitin. Consequently, protein-based meat identification has been surpassed by DNAbased methods as DNA is more resistant to these treatments.

In comparison, traditional protein profiling methodologies are used to a lesser extent as a
primary detection and identification of biological agents. Alternatively, downstream
approaches utilise these methods routinely to isolate and often remove specific precipitin, of
B. anthracis (Liu et al. (2013) uses IEF and 2D-PAGE to separate vegetative from spore) and
Y. pestis (Chromy et al. (2005) use of 2D-PAGE to characterise significant virulence
proteins), from other unwanted environmental analytes and/or interfering agents from a
complex sample. These targeted precipitin(s) are then used for post-analysis detection or
more commonly excised for downstream detection; including mass spectrometry analysis and
sequencing.

1.2.3.1! Microfluidic capillary electrophoresis
Microfluidic capillary electrophoresis (MCE) is a rapid, efficient and field-portable technique
that enables the analysis of up to ten samples in a single disposable chip (Fig. 1.2A and B).
Briefly, samples undergo electrophoretic separation of DNA or proteins (Fig. 1.2C and D),
followed by detection using laser-induced fluorescence (Fig. 1.2E) in approximately 40
minutes which can be reduced to 10 – 15 minutes for single sample analysis. Traditionally,
protein profiling using MCE primarily relies on the observation of common protein bands
and sizes in a densitometric gel-like image (Fig. 1.2F) and/or characteristic peak morphology
in an electropherogram (Fig. 1.2G), to visually compare species and/or samples.
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Fig. 1.2 Microfluidic capillary electrophoresis
(A) Disposable protein chip (example shows a Bio-Rad, Experion™ (Pro260) protein chip) with up to ten sample
wells, ladder, sieving gel matrices and fluorescent dye; (B) the microchannels of the glass chip which are filled
via the wells; (C) the prepared sample loaded into a well, is transported to the connected microchannels by an
electric field and is then injected into the separation channel; (D) sample components, in this case proteins or
peptide ions, undergo electrophoretic fragmentation; (E) proteins are detected by fluorescence (red dashed line)
and then translated into (F) gel-like images and (G) electropherograms, in the form of bands and peaks,
respectively. (F) The gel-like image depicts the ladder (L) and duplicates of Dipel (DP) the powder-based form
of B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and culture-based (BT) form; (G) shows an electropherogram of a single
sample of Dipel. Figure adapted from Lu et al. (2002) and Nazzaro et al. (2012).

Animal species of origin, in respect to meat products use this separation technique (Fratianni
et al., 2008), though it is primarily limited to a downstream method combined with either
molecular-based (Fajardo et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Ramírez et al., 2011) or mass
spectrometry-based technology (for a review see Nazzaro et al. (2012)). Similar to traditional
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electrophoresis, protein profiles become difficult to analyse once meat is processed or cooked
due to denaturation.

In comparison, this technique has been used for both separation and preliminary
identification of biological agents (Pizarro et al., 2007; Stachowiak et al., 2007), where no
further analysis was required. McLaughlin et al. (2014) found that MCE produced distinctive
electrophoretic protein patterns for Bacillus species, specifically B. thuringiensis,
B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus, B. subtilis and B. megaterium, using the Experion™
system (Bio-Rad). The combination of both electropherogram and gel outputs enabled the
visual screening for both preliminary identification or the exclusion of B. anthracis, as well
as the differentiation of the closely related B. cereus group members. The bacterial species in
this study of McLaughlin et al., (2014) could be distinguished from 37 white hoax powders
including plain wheat flour, talcum powder and baking powder. Bennett et al. (2017)
extended this study to incorporate seven closely related Yersinia species (specifically,
Y. aldovae, Y. frederiksenii, Y. kristensenii, Y. intermedia, Y. enterocolitica B4 SO3,
Y. enterocolitica B1A SO9 and Y. pseudotuberculosis) and compared platform reproducibility
between the LabChip GXII Touch (PerkinElmer) and the Experion™ system.

While this technique has been successful, a limitation of these previous studies was that they
have relied on the analyst to manually identify the agent by visually comparing the
electropherograms and/or gels, which was time-consuming and open to subjective
interpretation. To improve and further facilitate this technique in an operational capacity,
automated peak detection and analysis would be required (see thesis chapter 5).

1.2.4! Immunological techniques
Immunological methods are built on the premise that any compound that elicits an immune
response can be targeted as an antigen and through the antibody-antigen interaction on a plate
or strip, produce a coloured, luminescent or fluorescent detection product. There are a wide
range of immunological methods for the detection of animal and bacterial species. This
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section will cover the major types including enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),
immunoprecipitation and immunochromatography.

1.2.4.1! Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
An ELISA is a rapid and robust technique, which in some cases is field-portable. Primarily
run in a 96-well plate, there are three common forms of an ELISA; direct, indirect and
sandwich (or capture), where the key is to immobilise the target antigen for detection (Fig.
1.3). The method to accomplish this differs between the three types, where direct ELISA uses
an enzyme-conjugate primary antibody, indirect ELISA uses a secondary, and sandwich
ELISA uses a capture antibody instead.

Fig. 1.3 Three common enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) formats
(A) Direct; (B) indirect; (C) sandwich (or capture). The target antigen is immobilised to the assay plate by direct
absorption (A and B) or by attaching to a capture antibody (C). Direct ELISA uses an enzyme-conjugate
primary antibody to allow for detection of the target antigen. Indirect ELISA uses a set of unlabelled primary
and enzyme-conjugate secondary antibodies. Figure adapted from Albright et al. (2016).

ELISA, as a screening method, has been used for the detection of animal products (tissue,
serum, saliva and urine) as well as meat products both raw and cooked (poultry, pork, beef
and fish) (for review see Asensio et al. (2008)). Berger et al. (1988) encountered differing
challenges with cooked and canned meat (identification of poultry and pork), with the
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acquisition of heat-stable antigens as well as targeting suitable species-specific antisera.
Though ELISA was able to identify animal species of origin from samples of cooked meat, it
was not as sensitive in comparison to raw meat and caused cross-reactivity with non-specific
species. Subsequent studies (Andrews et al., 1992; Ansfield, 1994; Ansfield et al., 2000;
Chen et al., 2000; Giovannacci et al., 2004) improved on the heat-stable antigens, allowing
for differentiation. Furthermore, samples subjected to extreme conditions (e.g. heat, salt and
pressure), common in highly processed food such as meat patties or in cured, seasoned or
salted meats (Dincer et al., 1987), were unable to be identified due to protein degradation. A
marketed commercial kit, ‘MELISA-Tek’ (ELISA Technologies, Inc.), for meat product
identification has also become available.

This preliminary detection technique has also been used for biological agents (for a review
see Andreotti et al. (2003)). Chanteau et al. (2003) developed and validated in the districts of
Madagascar, a rapid immunoassay (F1 dipstick) to detect Y. pestis, targeting the F1 antigen in
human fluid such as peripheral blood or bubo aspirates. The immunoassay however, was
unable to detect Y. pestis from infected fleas or environmental sources (e.g. soil, water or air),
as F1 antigen is primarily produced in an infected host (approx. temperature of 37 °C).
Furthermore, the F1 dipstick could not detect natural or genetically engineered (Sha et al.,
2011) F1-negative Y. pestis virulent strains. Simon et al. (2013) broadened Y. pestis detection
to potential environmental sources, including infected water and soil samples, by targeting
the plasminogen activator (PLA protein), responsible for host invasion. However, in both
cases these targets were not broad-range which could not differentiate between Yersinia
species and were only capable of detecting Y. pestis alone.

Similarly, this was the case for the rapid detection of B. anthracis using the Centres for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommended QuickELISA™ Anthrax-PA kit
(Immunetics). This kit targeted the B. anthracis protective antigen (PA), a component of the
anthrax toxin (King et al., 2003; Mock et al., 2001) and whilst it was sufficient for
presumptive detection of B. anthracis in blood cultures from patients suspected of anthrax
exposure (Dewan et al., 2002), it could not detect the agent in the powdered form. Despite the
potential to enable rapid identification in various samples, ELISA at low spore or bacterium
concentrations, could cause cross-reactivity with closely related species, especially in the B.
cereus group (Delvecchio et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2002).
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ELISA tests, in general, are suited to preliminary testing of a singular target or analyte at a
time. If more than one known analyte is present in the sample this will require further
confirmatory testing such as culture in the case of bacteria; increasing time, labour and cost
(Liu et al., 2005; Quinn et al., 2002). In the event of a suspected biological threat, the
likelihood of a known agent or the presentation of classical symptoms in a patient is low.
Therefore, an immunoassay that simultaneously detects a varied number of species
(multiplexing) would be advantageous.

1.2.4.2!Immunoprecipitation
The key to immunoprecipitation-based reactions, is to precipitate the target protein antigen by
using the corresponding antigen bound to a solid support (plate, gel or band), for subsequent
detection by the two most commonly used techniques of immunodiffusion and
immunoelectrophoresis.

Immunodiffusion works on the principle that the diffusion of antigen and antibodies will
form complexes by cross-linkage. When the structures reach an equivalence point,
precipitation occurs as a discrete line on the solid matrix, allowing for detection. Single and
double (Ouchterlony) immunodiffusion assays exist, with the latter commonly used in a
forensic context to determine whether blood samples are human in origin (Ouchterlony,
1967). In the past four decades, this agar-diffusion test in a clinical setting, has been
recommended (for a review see Darlow et al. (1969)) for the detection of B. anthracis in
human blood and diagnosis of anthrax infection (Turnbull et al., 2009). Animal species
determination, particularly fresh, cooked and canned meat has also used this method with
varied success (Kang'ethe et al., 1986; Swart et al., 1982). However, cross-reactions with
non-target animal species has been reported (Bird, 2005; Winterø et al., 1990). Despite its
wide use in the past, the Ouchterlony test was limited in its application to a single reaction
that was time-consuming, with steps needed to raise species-specific antibodies, as well as
the time being allowed for antigen diffusion. As a result, Ouchterlony has been surpassed by
other methods, particularly for animal and biological agent identification.
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Immunoelectrophoresis incorporates an electric field for mobility, and is not reliant on
diffusion alone, so is a more rapid identification technique (Tuller et al., 2012). There are two
main approaches to immunoelectrophoresis, one-stage and two-stage, where the differences
are dependent on when an electric field is applied to the solid matrix. The one-stage
approach, particularly the counter immunoelectrophoresis (CIE) variant, subjects both the
antigen and antibodies to electrophoresis, where they migrate toward each other to reach their
equivalence point. CIE, alongside biochemical and microbiological tests, was utilised as a
preliminary strategy, by Batra et al. (1996), to characterise Y. pestis from a suspected plague
outbreak in the Indian districts of Beed and Surat using sputum from pneumonic patients and
the liver and spleen of isolated rodents (Rattus rattus). This was a confirmatory study in these
districts of a plague endemic, as a result, necessary decontamination measures and treatment
strategies were enforced. Identification of animal species from commercially available
livestock (e.g. beef, sheep, pork, poultry, horse and deer) as well as fish flesh, in cooked, raw
or otherwise canned products have employed immunoelectrophoretic techniques (Srinivas et
al., 1991), particularly CIE (Necidova et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 1995). A limitation is that
only antibodies raised against heat-stable biomarkers can be used for animal species detection
in a processed sample (for a review on meat determination see Hitchcock et al. (1985)).

Immunoprecipitation techniques, in general, have proven to be labour-intensive in nature,
especially raising specific antibodies and in common with other immunological reactions,
suffer from cross-reactivity. In the scenario of a suspected biological release, expected
samples are not only biological fluids (e.g. sputum, blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
and stool), but also powdery material, food, water and environmental air samples. Drawbacks
of immunoprecipitation are the types of samples that can be analysed, which are mainly
limited to biological fluids as well as the capabilities for multiplexing.

1.2.4.3!Immunochromatography
Immunochromatography (also known as lateral flow immunoassay) is a rapid, field-portable
screening technique for a single sample (approximately 30 minutes or less), that exploits the
formation of an antigen-antibody complex and the capillary action of the chromatographic
paper. In a forensic setting, this assay is utilised to presumptively indicate the presence of
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human Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP) in urine (e.g. RSID™ – Urine) (Akutsu et al., 2012),
human semenogelin antigen in semen (e.g. RSID™ – Semen) (Old et al., 2012), human
salivary amylase antigen in saliva (e.g. RSID™ – Saliva) (Old et al., 2009) and human
haemoglobin (hHb) in blood (e.g. RSID™ – Blood) (Turrina et al., 2008). The later takes the
form of a single step, commercial kit such as; ABAcard® HemaTrace® (Abacus Diagnostics
Inc.) (Fig. 1.4), the HemDirect Hemoglobin Assay (SERATEC®) and the RSIDTM – Blood
(Independent Forensics).

Fig. 1.4 ABAcard® HemaTrace® cassette test kit over time.
(A) Sample loading; (B) intermediate results; (C) final results. The blood sample migrates from the sample well
(A). The haemoglobin molecules, if they are human in origin (hHb), react and form a structure with the mobile
monoclonal anti-hHb conjugate-dye complex. This migrates through the absorbent membrane, to the test
window (B and C) where the complex is captured by the immobilised polyclonal anti-hHb-antibody antibodies
forming an antibody-antigen-antibody sandwich. As a consequence, the dye indicates a positive reaction and
result for human blood. To ensure the reliability, an internal control is included in the control window. Figure
adapted from Johnston et al. (2003).
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Though these particular examples are rapid and have a relatively low detection limit
(approximately 0.07µg haemoglobin for every mL), they have reported false indications
(notably HemaTrace®, reported in Horjan et al. (2016)). Furthermore, these tests were a
single reaction to detect hHb, with a limited capacity to multiplex (Hurley et al. 2009). For
animal species determination, commercially available immunochromatographic assays have
not currently been developed.
Lateral flow immunoassays have a similar limitation for the detection of biological agents in
that a single antibody is used (see review of Peruski et al. (2003)). The BioThreat Alert® test
strip (Tetracore®) (Ramage et al., 2016) and RAMP® biodefense system (Hoile et al., 2007)
are examples of commercially available immunoassays designed to screen for a single analyte
in the field. These commercial kits target B. anthracis, Y. pestis, Variola virus (smallpox) or
Francisella tularensis (Tularaemia). Rajerison et al. (2009) developed two assays for the
measurement of plague-specific antibodies against the F1 antigen, to detect
Y. pestis. The first assay detected total anti-F1 antibodies during and after plague infection in
both humans and animal reservoirs (e.g. rodents and small indigenous mammals from plague
infected areas of Madagascar, Vietnam and Algeria). This was developed as an alternative to
ELISA, for large-scale field analysis in remote communities. The second assay detected antiF1 IgM in humans and was developed to improve biological diagnosis of a plague infection.
The first assay in particular was then expanded upon by Abbott et al. (2014), to incorporate
numerous other wild animals that were known as potential reservoirs in sylvatic plague
cycles. These animals included coyotes, lynx, prairie dogs and black-footed ferrets. Zhang et
al. (2014) developed a variant, by utilising an up-converting phosphor (UCP) particle (Hampl
et al., 2001) as a biolabel for luminescence under fluorescent light, for the improvement of
lateral flow (LF) immunoassay sensitivity in the rapid detection (approximately 15 minutes)
of biological agents (three individual immunoassays for B. anthracis, Y. pestis and Brucella
species). These are referred to as UCP-LF. Although, similar to all immunochromatographic
assays for presumptive identification of biological agents, UCP-LF are easy to perform in the
field. However, for handling large numbers of clinical samples and more than one target, this
technique is expensive and not appropriate.
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1.2.4.4!Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a technology based on the ionisation and disintegration of the
target molecule, primarily proteins and peptide ions, for example, through electron
bombardment (Hofstadler et al., 2005). The molecular fragments produced are then analysed
in terms of their mass to charge (m/z) ratio to create a spectral pattern of biomarkers that can
be compared to a database and identified. There are two types of ionisation methods used in
MS, dependent on the nature of the sample and the type of information required for analysis.
These include soft ionisation, producing little to no fragment-ion content and hard ionisation,
which forms fragment-ions. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time of flight
(MALDI-TOF) MS is a soft ionisation technology (Fig. 1.5), a variant of this includes
surface-enhanced laser desorption and ionisation (SELDI) TOF-MS. In MALDI, the solution
matrix and sample mix, then co-crystallise on a chromatographic plate surface. On the other
hand, in SELDI, the sample is spotted onto the solid matrix surface, normally a
chromatographic chip, then co-crystallises.

Fig. 1.5 Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time of flight (MALDI-TOF)
analysis.
(A) The sample is loaded and mixed with a matrix on a conductive metal plate. When the matrix crystallises on
drying, the sample entrapped within the matrix also co-crystallises. Once in the spectrometer, the sample within
the matrix is intermittently bombarded with laser pulses; (B) as a consequence, the desorbed and ionised
molecules are accelerated using an electrostatic field. Molecules are injected into the metal flight tube; (C)
molecules are subjected to a vacuum while in the flight tube until reaching the detector. Separation is according
to the ions time of flight (TOF) which creates a mass spectrum. This output is composed of mass to charge (m/z)
ratio and intensity of the ions. Figure adapted from Croxatto et al. (2012).
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One of the many varied applications of MS is biological agent identification (for an in-depth
review see Pan et al. (2007) and Demirev et al. (2008)). Ayyadurai et al. (2010) found that 16
environmental and food-borne Yersinia species could be differentiated correctly from
pathogenic, Y. pestis, using MALDI-TOF MS. However misclassification arose with the
closely related ancestral strain, Y. pseudotuberculosis (Gérôme et al., 2014; Tracz et al.,
2016). MALDI-TOF MS also showed to have consistently identified Bacillus species such as
B. licheniformis, B. subtilis and B. amyloliquefaciens in contaminated fresh and processed
food products, although difficulties arose when differentiating B. thuringiensis from
B. cereus (Fernández-No et al., 2013). The spectral patterns exhibiting inadequate separation
occurred in closely related species (B. cereus group) and adversely affected the classification.
Jeong et al. (2014) built on previous studies (Jeong et al., 2013), using an alternative
technique by spotting samples directly onto the MALDI plate, then drying, to demonstrate a
high-throughput detection and identification of Bacillus species spores, including
B. anthracis. Dybwad et al. (2013) utilised this technique, constructing a reference library
and a classification algorithm to determine B. anthracis spores from closely related Bacillus
species and various suspicious powder samples. Though this method and subsequent analysis
for a suspected biological release was successfully rapid (approximately 30 minutes), it is not
field-portable.

MS technology has also been utilised for animal species identification, from a variety of
samples. Buckley et al. (2009) built on previously published methods (Buckley et al., 2008;
Buckley et al., 2010) to identify collagen-peptides that have longevity in the environment, to
characterise a range of mammalian species from fragmentary bone (often found in meat and
bone meal (MBM)) but also gelatine-products in food (Zhang et al., 2009), antler and teeth
(Tran et al., 2011). This approach, referred to as ‘ZooMS’ (Zooarchaeology by Mass
Spectrometry) fractionates peptides using C18 ZipTip® pipette tip before spotting onto the
plate for MALDI-TOF MS analysis. Biomarkers were identified from 32 different mammal
bone samples, of which domestic (e.g. chicken, cow, pig, sheep, goat and turkey) and wild
(e.g. water buffalo, elephant and rhinoceros) animals were included. Other samples such as
feathers (Hollemeyer et al., 2002) and blood (Espinoza et al., 1999) have had limited success
for animal identification.
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1.2.5!Molecular techniques
The emergence of molecular techniques and subsequent advances over the years has changed
the practice of species identification. These techniques have been designed to target specific
biomarkers in the genome or proteome allowing for a sensitive, rapid and reproducible
detection system. There are several methods and steps leading to molecular-based systems
that are utilised for species identification, of which this section includes: the choice of
target(s), DNA extraction, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA hybridisation, restriction
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP),
random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), high resolution melt (HRM) analysis and
sequenced-based technology.

1.2.5.1!Targets
Molecular methods typically rely on targeting regions for amplification. Targets include
regions of genomic DNA and/or mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). For animal species
identification, mtDNA has been widely targeted in comparison to genomic DNA, as it can be
extracted relatively undamaged, from products subjected to extreme conditions (e.g.
processed, cooked and canned meats as well as environmental samples). Furthermore, due to
its rate of evolution, mtDNA is highly conserved which is useful for cases where it is
necessary to broadly target a wide range of bacteria/animal species. Conserved mtDNA
regions of choice include; the 12S and 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) subunits, cytochrome b
(cyt b), the displacement loop region (D-loop) and the cytochrome c oxidase subunits I and II
(COI and COII) (Fig. 1.6). Potential limitations arise when using a single mtDNA target
(singleplex) to distinguish a specific organism at the strain or species level, especially in a
complex sample. Hence, an approach using more than one target is advantageous in allowing
for multiplexing.
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Fig. 1.6 Simplified view of human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA).
The circular, double-stranded molecule is approximately 16569 base pairs (bp) housing six essential genes for
species identification; 16S and 12S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), cytochrome b (cyt b), the displacement loop (Dloop) and cytochrome c oxidase subunits I and II (COI and COII). Other human genes of interest are COIII,
ATP synthase (ATPase) and NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase subunits I–5 (NDI–ND5). The coding areas for
each gene is coloured in red. Figure adapted from Yusoff (2015).

Studies for the purpose of animal species identification even in the case of mixtures, utilise
mtDNA targets. These targets; 16S (Imaizumi et al., 2007), 12S (Girish et al., 2005) and 28S
rRNA genes, the hypervariable region (Nakamura et al., 2009), the D-loop (Bellis et al.,
2003), cyt b (Kocher et al., 1989; Tobe et al., 2008), COI and COII (Dawnay et al., 2007;
Fitzcharles, 2012) are considered the most useful targets due to their conservation across
species that allow for the design of universal oligonucleotides (primers) and internal
sequences that contain species-specific variations. Similarly, bacterial studies, targets of
choice include the 5S, 16S (Chen et al., 2002; Sacchi et al., 2002) and 23S rRNA genes and
the intergenic spacer region of 16S–23S rRNA (Bourque et al., 1995). However, in some
bacterial species, such as in Y. pestis and Y. pseudotuberculosis, as well as the B. cereus
group, a species-specific approach to gene selection is required. For instance, B. anthracis is
distinguished by two virulence factors – its ability to synthesise anthrax toxin and the
presence of a poly-D-glutamic acid capsule. These virulence factors are encoded onto
plasmids, pXO1 and pXO2 (for a review see Koehler (2009)). The pXO1 plasmid (181 kilobase pairs: kbp) harbours three sequences essential in forming the anthrax toxin – the pag, lef
and cya genes encode for the protective antigen, lethal and oedema factor, respectively. The
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pXO2 plasmid (95 kbp) carries the capA, capB and capC genes vital to encode and form the
poly-D-glutamic acid capsule. Assays to accurately detect pathogenic B. anthracis from nonpathogenic strains and other closely related Bacillus species, need to target both a conserved
mtDNA (e.g. 16S rRNA) marker as well as markers on the two virulence plasmids.

Discrimination of biological agents such as. B. anthracis and Y. pestis, at the strain level,
typically use single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) markers (Okinaka et al., 2008). SNP
markers are variations in DNA and for microbial purposes, are primarily used for identifying
isolates from differing geographical regions. Additionally, SNP markers distinguish between
outbreak strains (Lienau et al., 2011; Mellmann et al., 2011), track the transmission route (Li
et al., 2015) and if possible, trace the point of origin (for a review Gilchrist et al. (2015)).

1.2.5.2!DNA extraction
An essential starting point in most molecular-based methods is the extraction of high-purity
DNA. DNA extraction incorporates cell lysis, residual contaminant removal and elution of
DNA. A variety of DNA extraction kits and methods are available. The most commonly used
represent the three major categories of nucleic acid extraction methodologies which are
organic extraction, magnetic bead purification and silica column purification. The major
differences between the methods are the steps to retain DNA and remove inhibitors. Organic
extraction (e.g. phenol/chloroform) utilises an organic/aqueous phase separation followed by
ethanol precipitation of DNA that is retained in the aqueous phase. Magnetic beads (e.g.
ChargeSwitch® gDNA mini bacteria kit (Invitrogen)) utilises a mobile solid phase with pHmediated selective retention of DNA. Silica columns employ a centrifugal force (spin
column) to selectively retain DNA on silica-membrane before elution, again after altering the
pH (e.g. QIAamp DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) and Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline)).!!
When using molecular-based methods to identify bacterial biosecurity agents and animalderived material, an efficient DNA extraction procedure that can extract pure concentrated
DNA, remove inhibitors, is time-efficient, cost-effective, reliable and require minimal
resources, is required. Extraction of human and animal DNA is relatively simple. In
comparison, the extraction protocols for biological agents pose many challenges. Whilst
extraction methods have been evaluated for the recovery of B. anthracis spores (Dauphin et
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al., 2009) from spiked powder samples (Mölsä et al., 2016) as well as Y. pestis spiked
environmental soil samples (Dauphin et al., 2010), these studies have not yet investigated the
impact of bacterial cell wall construction. In suspected biosecurity scenarios, a range of
unknown and sometimes highly infectious microorganisms can be encountered. It is essential
that the protocol lyse the cell wall of both Gram-positive (e.g. B. anthracis) and Gramnegative (e.g. Y. pestis) bacteria. Gram-positive bacteria are generally more difficult to lyse
as they have a thicker cell wall composed of peptidoglycan, teichoic acids, polysaccharides
and other proteins compared to Gram-negative bacteria (for a review see Silhavy et al.
(2010)). B. anthracis spores, in particular, are highly resistant (Nicholson et al., 2000).
Hence, an extraction procedure must also be capable of extracting DNA from cells and
spores.

1.2.5.3!Polymerase chain reaction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an integral part of molecular identification methods. PCR
employs a repetitive heating-cooling cycle, to replicate DNA sequences by the binding of
primers at two sites flanking a target region of DNA. Through the repetitive succession of
denaturation, primer annealing and extension steps the target is amplified (Saiki et al., 1988).
Reverse-transcriptase PCR allows samples, such as respiratory viruses containing a RNA
genome, to be amplified by converting their RNA into complementary DNA (cDNA)
(Maertzdorf et al., 2004). Quantitative or real-time PCR (qPCR) utilises fluorescently
labelled intercalating dyes or probes to measure in real-time, the product accumulation in
each amplification cycle (Wittwer et al., 1997). The use of qPCR has been well-documented
in previous research, with the identification and differentiation of
B. anthracis (Cheng, 2006; Drago et al., 2002), Y. pestis (Sergueev et al., 2010) and
Orthopoxviruses (causative agent of smallpox) (Nitsche et al., 2004; Olson et al., 2004).

Multiplex real-time PCR combines multiple sets of primers for the detection of several target
regions in one reaction (Wilson et al., 2005). Wielinga et al. (2011) used this PCR technique
to differentiate pathogenic B. anthracis from bacteria including Bacillus, Yersinia and
Francisella species. Similarly, Kesmen et al. (2012) differentiated turkey and chicken
admixed meat products, by using a TaqMan (Qiagen) probe and species-specific primers with
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no cross-reactivity with non-target species (donkey, horse, cow, pig and sheep). The use of
multiplex real-time PCR has been widely used for animal species determination, especially
for meat authentication (Koh et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2007a; Rodriguez et al., 2003; You et
al., 2014).

PCR inhibition is one of the most common causes of PCR failure in environmental samples,
particularly when adequate copies of DNA are present. Several common PCR inhibitors
include heme (the main oxygen carrier in blood), humic acid (a polyphenolic compound in
water and soil), melanin (a pigment found in hair and skin), collagen (a connective protein)
and calcium (a mineral present in bone and milk) (Kemp et al., 2006). These inhibitors can
interfere with any aspect of the amplification process, including the template DNA, primers,
nucleotides, polymerase enzyme and/or magnesium ion (Mg+2) (Roose-Amsaleg et al., 2001).

A number of strategies have been developed to overcome this inhibition. One strategy
removes the inhibitory substances prior to PCR, during DNA extraction. Treatment options
include polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVPP) (Chiou et al., 2001), cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) (Ye et al., 2004), cesium chloride (CsCl) density gradient
ultracentrifugation (Ogram et al., 1987; Roose-Amsaleg et al., 2001), hydroxyapatite
columns (Purdy et al., 1996), ion exchange and size exclusion chromatography (Tsai et al.,
1992), centrifugal fine filtration (Bourke et al., 1999), additional phenol/chloroform and/or
ethanol precipitation steps as well as repeat silica-based extraction methods (Kemp et al.,
2006). The limitations of these purifying strategies are their labour-intensive and timeconsuming steps.

An alternate strategy involves circumventing inhibitory actions during the PCR process itself,
either by diluting the crude DNA extract (Tsai et al., 1992), adding PCR facilitating agents
such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) and T4 gene 32 protein (gp32) or, by adding organic
solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DSMO) and/or proteinase inhibitors into the reaction
(Al-Soud et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2005). The latter strategy is effective, inexpensive and
rapid as compared to the removal of the inhibitors.
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1.2.5.4!DNA hybridisation
Since the early 1980s, identification studies for both animal species and biological agents
have involved DNA hybridisation. Briefly, species-specific oligonucleotide probes are
hybridised to form short sequences of target DNA. The probe is labelled with a fluorescent
molecule and visualisation is typically under chemiluminescent detection (for a review see
Pereira et al. (2008)). A positive result is indicated by the presence of the targeted species.

Animal products, especially in the cases of cooked meats (Buntjer et al., 1999; Chikuni et al.,
1990; Ebbehøj et al., 1991a; Ebbehøj et al., 1991b; Hunt et al., 1997; Matsunaga et al., 1999;
Winterø et al., 1990) have utilised DNA hybridisation as an identification method. Murphy et
al. (2007) developed a cloth-based DNA hybridisation variant by expanding on the study of
Armour et al. (2006). This variant differed from conventional hybridisation by amplifying
conserved mtDNA sites, then using species-specific capture probes embedded into a
polyester cloth support. Detection and identification of meat meal was successful in several
animal feeds (cow, sheep, goat, elk, deer, pig and horse).

For biological agents, Hutson et al. (1993) designed two specific probes that targeted the
anthrax toxin and capsule, for the detection of 52 B. anthracis strains in the presence of other
closely related Bacillus species. In turn, these probes were applied to admixed samples from
both environmental and clinical backgrounds. This study allowed for the detection of
B. anthracis as well as the differentiation of virulent (pXO1+ and pXO2+) from non-virulent
strains. However, detection in the environmental samples, commonly degraded or suboptimal with inhibitors, was not achieved with this technique. The probes required bacterial
culture and extraction to ensure high copy numbers and signal of the target.

Despite the fact that DNA hybridisation enabled multiplexing, the technique was short-lived
for rapid species identification purposes and overtaken by PCR-based methods, that were not
as expensive (e.g. eliminated the use of probes), time-consuming or labour-intensive and
reported higher sensitivity. Furthermore, this technology relied on a large template amount
and an analyst to manually interpret and identify the agent by visually comparing the bands
on the gels, and therefore subjective results may be reported.
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1.2.5.5!Restriction fragment length polymorphisms
Analyses using restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), involve the digestion of
DNA with the use of restriction enzymes to create specific profiles to determine species
identity. A major advantage and potential of RFLP, is that it allows for screening and does
not require prior genetic information on the organism (for a review of meat determination see
Partis et al. (2000)). There are three steps; (1) digestion cleaves the double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) at specific recognition sites, which then (2) forms fragments of varied length that
are later (3) visualised, using gel electrophoresis. Typically, more than one restriction enzyme
is required, such as EcoRI, MseI, HindIII, TaqI and XbaI.

Conventional RFLP has been used extensively for animal species determination, including;
fish flesh (Chow et al., 1993; Quinteiro et al., 1998), red meat (Girish et al., 2005; Haider et
al., 2012; Wolf et al., 1999) and dairy products (Abdel-Rahman et al., 2007). PCR-RFLP, a
combined technique of PCR and RFLP, allows for species-specific primers to amplify a
targeted region prior to the digestion step. El-Sayed et al. (2010) employed PCR-RFLP to
identify and differentiate animal blood by targeting the cyt b gene and then digestion with
TaqI. This study built on prior work that used the same conserved region (Bellagamba et al.,
2001; Pfeiffer et al., 2004) and increased the number and variety of species multiplexed to
include human, cattle, buffalo, horse, sheep, pig, dog, cat and chicken. However, blood
samples from species of cattle and buffalo were unable to be differentiated.

For biological agents, RFLPs primary purpose is to subtype and index bacterial strain
variations. The main two RFLP variants that have been applied to Y. pestis and
B. anthracis strains include; pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and an insertion sequence
(IS) element based approach to RFLP (IS-RFLP). These RFLP methods of PFGE and ISRFLP are not appropriate for animal species identification.

PFGE is similar in principal to RFLP, by using restriction enzymes to digest bacterial DNA
which is then electrophoresed to generate pattern profiles. Where PFGE differs, is the
generation of fewer and larger bands as a result of infrequent cutting enzymes and the use of
an alternating electric field during electrophoresis, respectively. This is a powerful tool in
bacterial epidemiology, and has been well-established for the subtyping of Y. pestis and
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B. anthracis strains. Zhong et al. (2007) utilised PFGE profiles generated using NotI
restriction enzyme, to identify and differentiate B. anthracis from its close relatives
(B. thuringiensis and B. cereus).

IS-RFLP is primarily used for Y. pestis strains, as four types of IS elements (IS100, IS1541,
IS285 and IS1661) have been reported and used to successfully subtype. In comparison, this
variant has not been used for B. anthracis strains. Cabanel et al. (2013) utilised IS-RFLP and
two probes (targeting IS100 and IS1541) to demonstrate that the Y. pestis strain, from plague
outbreaks in Algeria and Libya, were unrelated. As a result, this study confirmed two
different intraspecies (within a species) groups (commonly from Antiqua, Medievalis and
Orientalis), termed biovars, were responsible for the plague outbreaks.
The major drawback of RFLP and its variants (PCR-RFLP, PFGE and IS-RFLP), is the
technique’s sensitivity, especially with the existence of intraspecies mutations at restriction
sites, that could lead to misleading results, with the addition or subtraction of expected
restriction fragments. Furthermore, the technique is unsuitable for admixed samples,
especially in processed animal meats and environmental (e.g. water, food, soil and powdery)
samples for biological agents. Similar to DNA hybridisation, the procedures are both
laborious, particularly PGFE and IS-RFLP, require large amounts of templates and are open
to subjective interpretation of pattern profiles on gels.

1.2.5.6!Amplified fragment length polymorphisms
Amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP) is a presumptive identification technique.
The key step to AFLP that differs from PCR-RFLP, is the generation of genomic fragments
by restriction enzyme digestion before selective amplification (Vos et al., 1995) (Fig. 1.7).
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Fig. 1.7 Species differentiation using amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP).
Fragment generation begins with (A) whole DNA which is subject to (B) digestion in the presence of two
restriction enzymes (EcoRI and MseI), where sites are indicated with arrows; (C) ligation of specific adapters to
the fragmented ends of DNA digested by EcoRI and MseI, (green and blue, respectively); (D) addition of
specific primers that match the adapters, indicated with arrows, and carry one selective nucleotide at the 3’ end
(represented by N); (E) selective amplification, nucleotides (represented by N) are added to primers during PCR
cycles; (F) amplified products from both EcoRI and MseI are visualised by size fractionation using gel
electrophoresis. Figure adapted from Chial (2008).

Discriminatory markers from AFLP, are primarily ideal for the detection of genetic
polymorphisms and genotyping animal species, rather than identification purposes. Óvilo et
al. (2000) and Alves et al. (2002) utilised AFLP to discriminate between purebred and
crossbred Iberian pigs, to eliminate falsified labelled meat. Similarly, this was the case for
differentiating purebred Japanese black beef from a crossbred substitute (Sasazaki et al.,
2004).

AFLP has been applied in microbial studies, notably for biological agents. Velappan et al.
(2001) utilised the technique with a single restriction enzyme digest by HindIII. This was
successful for the differentiation of four Bacillus species (B. anthracis, B. thuringiensis,
B. cereus, B. mycoides), Y. pestis, Staphylococcus aureus and E. coli. Rather than using a
double enzyme digestion, this study employed a single enzyme approach, cutting down on
the cost and the labour-intensive and time-consuming steps usually associated with
conventional AFLP. Although the overall technique has potential as a reproducible screening
method for biological agents, a limitation of these studies, is the manual interpretation by
visually comparing the banding patterns of polyacrylamide gels.
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1.2.5.7!Random amplified polymorphic DNA
Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis employs the use of two primers to
anneal randomly to the DNA. When in the correct orientation and within a few thousand base
pairs from each other, fragment amplification occurs. The profile, consisting of varying
fragment lengths is then exploited for species differentiation.

RAPD has primarily been used for the identification and authentication of consumable
products in seafood (Bossier, 1999), agricultural (Yoke-Kqueen et al., 2008) and livestock
(Lee et al., 1994; Martinez et al., 1998) industries, notably, processed food which has been
salted or smoked for preservation. Discrimination between RAPD and species-specific
profiles of pork, beef, lamb, chicken and turkey have also been demonstrated for canned
products (Saez et al., 2004).
RAPD is a technique rarely used for Y. pestis. A single case of RAPD was reported for
tracing and identifying an outbreak of plague in China. Huang et al. (2000) tested 103
Y. pestis strains collected from a variety of plague foci in China, of which only two RAPD
pattern types were revealed; (1) most of the strains from the Qinghai province and (2) strains
belonging to other areas of China. For analysis of this biological agent, this subtyping
technique was a low discriminatory test and has not been utilised again. In comparison RAPD
for B. anthracis is a well-established technique to determine pinpoint sequence variations in
strain isolates of pure chromosomal DNA with a variety of primers (Andersen et al., 1996;
Daffonchio et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2005; Shangkuan et al., 2001).

Similar to AFLP and RFLP, the RAPD technique does not require prior knowledge of the
genomic sequence to amplify and traditionally, uses gels. In contrast, RAPD uses nonspecific primers to randomly amplify, rather than restriction enzymes, to generate the
genomic fragments. RAPD offers a cost and time-effective alternative to RFLP, however
there are drawbacks. RAPD is labour-intensive and highly sensitive to variations in reaction
conditions and template concentrations. Hence, RAPD has the reputation of being a
notoriously irreproducible technique (Fernandez et al., 2003), especially when comparing
pattern profiles from admixed or complex environmental (e.g. soil) samples (Power, 1996).
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1.2.5.8!High resolution melt analysis
High resolution melt (HRM) analysis is a screening method to detect small genetic variations
in a target DNA sequence, based on the choice of primers. The technology incorporates a
post-PCR melt analysis step to enable species identification. Briefly, HRM analysis starts
with PCR amplification, a process performed in the presence of a saturating, intercalating
fluorescent dye such as SYTO® 9 Green Fluorescent Nucleic Acid Stain (Life Technologies).
Once PCR is completed, HRM analysis begins. Incremental rises in temperature denatures
and eventually disassociates dsDNA into single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (Ajitkumar et al.,
2013). The saturating dye fluoresces only when bound to dsDNA and so fluorescence
decreases as DNA becomes single-stranded (Fig. 1.8A and B). A HRM curve is generated
after the completion of these incremental temperature steps and the monitoring of the
fluorescent signal at each step (Tong et al., 2012).

Fig. 1.8 Principle of high resolution melt (HRM) analysis.
(A) Amplification in the presence of saturating, intercalating fluorescent dye that will bind to double-stranded
DNA; (B) as a consequence of denaturation into single-stranded DNA, the fluorescent dye becomes unbound; I
and II illustrate fluorescence intensity as melt curves, which can be (I) a normalised fluorescent melt curve
profile; or (II) derivative melt profile indicating specific melting temperature (Tm). Figure adapted from
Meistertzheim et al. (2012).

A plot of relative fluorescence versus temperature is defined as a melt curve profile. Melt
curve normalisation and comparative software allows the comparison between individual
melt curves (Price et al., 2003). Distinct melt curve profiles (Fig. 1.8I) are often used to
identify SNPs as well as heterozygous and homozygous sequence variants based on the
overall curve shape and/or a specific melting temperature (Tm). Each characteristic melting
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curve generates an individual Tm which is where 50 % of the PCR-product is in a dsDNA
form and the remaining 50 % is in the ssDNA form. A sharp decline in fluorescence is
observed when the temperature reaches the Tm of a HRM reaction (Fortini et al., 2007; Tong
et al., 2012). The melt curve reflects certain DNA aspects, such as GC content, length and
sequence, which are fundamental in creating curve individuality (Distefano et al., 2012).

In order to enhance the separation of different profiles, melt curves are converted into a
difference plot or undergo a transformation to a derivative profile (Fig. 1.8II). If the
fluorescence intensity for all variants is plotted relative to an arbitrary reference melt profile
or a positive control, then a HRM difference profile is produced. Finally, HRM derivative
profiles (Fig. 1.8II) express the change in fluorescence intensity with respect to the change in
temperature (-dF/dT) and this allows for accurate determination of Tm.

HRM has been utilised for animal-derived biological material, including the identification of
insects (Collini et al., 2015; Winder et al., 2011), fish (Fitzcharles, 2012), mammalian species
including deer, goat and buffalo (Ramón-Laca et al., 2014; Sakaridis et al., 2013) and other
food-related products (for a review see Druml et al. (2014)). Lopez-Oceja et al. (2017), built
on previous studies (2016; 2015), to develop a universal primer pair to amplify a 148 bp
fragment from the cyt b gene, for meat species identification with HRM. Screening of eight
commonly consumed meat-products including; five mammalian (cow, sheep, pig, horse,
rabbit) and three avian (chicken, turkey and quail) species was successful. The study also
investigated five meat mixtures; a combination of two equally proportioned mammalian
species (e.g. 50 % horse and 50 % sheep) were analysed by using Bio-Rad Precision Melt
Analysis software v1.0 (Bio-Rad) to determine normalised melting curves and difference
profiles. The area between two reference curves indicated the range in which a profile of
mixed origin would lie. This concept was successful under blind testing, with both pure and
admixed samples.

HRM has previously been used to identify common and clinically significant bacterial
species (Ajitkumar et al., 2013; Cheng, 2006; Distefano et al., 2012), and to discriminate
species within the Bacillus (Antolinos et al., 2012; Sacchi et al., 2002) and Yersinia (Souza et
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al., 2012) genera specifically, based on the overall morphology of the melt profile and/or
specific Tm. In the case of a single screening test for B. anthracis identification, Derzelle et
al. (2011) developed a method incorporating HRM-based SNP analysis, to discriminate
B. anthracis from other Bacillus species members (of the 150 strains from 13 different
Bacillus species). Antolinos et al. (2012) built on previous studies to implement HRM to
distinguish the closely related B. cereus group members (B. cereus, B. thuringiensis and B.
weihenstephanensis), although B. anthracis was not included.

HRM analysis is a relatively broad-range screening approach used in this project (see thesis
chapters 2 and 4), based on the design of the primer pairs and choice of target sequence.
Identification is a rapid (approximately two hours), closed-tube method that reduces the risk
of contamination and is cheaper than probe or sequencing-based identification.

1.2.5.9!Sequence-based technology
The principal process of sequence-based technologies is to determine the genetic information
by nucleotide base in a given fragment in a gene(s), chromosome or complete genome. Two
potential sequence-based strategies exist, de novo and resequencing. The latter requires a
reference genome as a scaffold to assemble sequence data (referred to as reads) of whole
genomes or targeted markers, whereas de novo does not. Both strategies require specific
downstream bioinformatic pipelines for comparisons.

Sequence-based technologies are divided into three generations given the continuous
advancements over time; Sanger, massively parallel sequencing (MPS) used in this project
(see thesis chapter 6) and future technologies, ranging from first through to third generation,
respectively. First generation Sanger sequencing by Sanger et al. (1977) created a major
breakthrough with the Human Genome Project (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001) and
sequencing of the first whole bacterial genome, Haemophilus influenzae (Fleischmann et al.,
1995). Over recent years, the technique has improved by incorporating base-specific
fluorescent dyes and capillary electrophoresis to address the short-comings in the overall
capacity and automation. However, although these improvements increased efficiency, the
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drawbacks to sequencing more than a few genes, or a whole genome still remained both
labour-intensive and expensive. For example, H. influenzae genome sequencing took
13 months at a cost in excess of $870,00 USD (for a review see Schmedes et al. (2016)).
Additionally, despite this, hundreds more bacterial genomes, including Y. pestis (Parkhill et
al., 2001), B. subtilis (Kunst et al., 1997) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Cole et al., 1998),
the first animal genome of Caenorhabditis elegans (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium,
1998), and the human genome (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001), were sequenced this
way over the years.

Second generation sequencing has a number of terminologies that can be used
interchangeably with clonal sequencing, next-generation sequencing (NGS) and MPS, the
latter is the most common. As compared to the previous generation, MPS has a high capacity
for multiplexing. Introducing an additional index sequence or unique identifier, termed a
barcode to each DNA fragment makes it possible to sequence pooled samples or libraries that
can be distinguished in silico post-sequencing. Library pooling is a useful tool in MPS to
minimise overall costs as well as decrease the risk of sample mix-ups or contamination
(Shokralla et al., 2014).

Current MPS platforms on the market are dominated by two companies, each employing a
different method for the detection of nucleotides incorporated into complementary sequences;
Illumina and Thermo Fisher Scientific (Table 1.2). The capacity of these platforms can be
divided into two categories based on their throughput (overall data output or number of
reads), high-throughput platforms and bench-top platforms. The choice of platform depends
on the laboratories’ specifications.
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Table 1.2 Summary of second generation sequencing platforms
Illumina

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Two principal companies produce massively parallel sequencing (MPS) including Illumina and Thermo Fisher
Scientific. These companies have multiple platforms that vary in sequencing capacity, where the choice depends
on the laboratories’ specifications (high-throughput compared to bench-top). The varied chemistry for the two
company’s platforms are briefly described. Table adapted from Moorthie et al. (2011).

High-throughput platforms perform deep sequencing and include the HiSeq™/HiSeq X™,
the NextSeq™ (Illumina) and the SOLiD™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific: TFS). Higher
coverage (the average number of times each base in the template is sequenced) of sequencing
inevitably requires a higher cost and longer run time (Berglund et al., 2011). Bench-top
platforms are ideally suited for local or targeted sequencing and include the MiSeq™
(Illumina), the Ion Proton™ system, the Ion S5 XL™, the Ion Torrent personal genome
machine™ (Ion PGM™) which has recently been superseded by the Ion S5™ (TFS).
Advantages of bench-top platforms are a rapid turn-around time and lower cost. Drawbacks
are the smaller data output per run, as compared to the high-throughput platforms (Berglund
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et al., 2011). MPS workflows are relatively similar across platforms, differing by template
amplification methods, the solid support utilised and imaging technology (Table 1.2). The Ion
PGM™ is an example of a bench-top platform used in this project (see thesis chapter 6).
Advantages of this platform are its low cost per base, rapid turnover and scalability of
sequencing throughput, which is dependent on the semiconductor chip chosen (Ion 314 –
318) (Quail et al., 2012). With post-library construction (ligation of barcodes and platformspecific adapters) and pooling, the workflow of the Ion PGM™ platform can be simplified
into four steps. These steps include (1) clonal amplification through emulsion PCR, (2)
distribution of template fragments on Ion Sphere™ particle (ISP) beads, (3) sequencing and
(4) data analysis. Template preparation (workflow steps (1) and (2)) can be completed using
the semi-automated Ion OneTouch™ 2 system, comprising of the Ion OneTouch™ 2 (OT2)
for emulsion PCR and the Ion OneTouch™ ES (OT-ES) for enrichment. Alternatively,
template preparation on the Ion Chef™ system is entirely automated. To achieve sequencing
on the Ion PGM™ platform, the template-positive ISP beads are immobilised using wells in a
semiconductor chip. In turn, sequential flows of deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs;
dATP, dTTP, dCTP and dGTP) flood the loaded semiconductor chip. From this every
incorporated nucleotide to the template releases a hydrogen ion (H+), converting a pH signal
to a change in voltage, to identify each base of the read sequence (Fig. 1.9).

Fig. 1.9 Principle of massively parallel sequencing (MPS), specifically Ion Torrent
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).
(A) Single Ion 318™ chip; (B) magnified view of a single well occupied by an Ion Sphere™ particle (ISP) with
template DNA. When the correct deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) flows over the well and is incorporated
into the complementary template DNA strand (represented as red and yellow rectangles), there is a hydrogen ion
(H+) released. As a consequence, there is a change (∆) in pH which is detected by the ion sensing plate as a
change in charge (∆Q). The ion-sensitive transistor detects a voltage change (∆V) that sends the signal to record
the dNTP. Figure adapted from Chang et al. (2015).
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Resequencing has been used to distinguish significant bacterial species for the purposes of
biosecurity (Cummings et al., 2010; Sahl et al., 2016; Vogler et al., 2016) utilising both
whole genome (“shotgun”) and targeted approaches. Whole genome sequencing theoretically
allows all sequence information in a complex sample to be captured, potentially covering any
region(s) of many genomes. Be et al. (2013) utilised a shotgun approach for pure B. anthracis
Ames strain, B. cereus and B. thuringiensis cultures in addition to spiked samples consisting
of control bacterial DNA with environmental DNA (from soil and aerosol samples). For pure
cultures, this study was able to distinguish between the three species. However, difficulties in
consistency and reproducibility arose when differentiating B. anthracis from B. cereus and
B. thuringiensis in spiked samples, especially when trace amounts of these bacteria were
present. Shotgun sequencing may be able to differentiate at a species level, but due to the lack
of coverage depth may reduce taxonomic resolution. This is to be anticipated as the more area
of any given genome sequenced will enviably lead to less sequence data obtained for any one
site. Alternatively, a targeted approach to MPS is a strategy exploiting a particular region,
such as 16S rRNA (Janda et al., 2007) which is the most commonly used marker for bacterial
identification with constantly updated reference databases (Quast et al., 2013; Yilmaz et al.,
2014). Limitations arise when using a single target gene to distinguish bacteria in a complex
sample, potentially leading to inaccurate abundance ratios and insufficient species resolution
especially for closely related species (specifically, the
B. cereus group (Ash et al., 1991; Helgason et al., 2000) and between Y. pestis and Y.
pseudotuberculosis). In these species cases, more genetic markers such as virulence factors,
are required for identification.

Alternatively, multiple SNP markers with shotgun sequencing allow for the identification of
the bacterial source and spread of an infectious outbreak at a strain level (Gilchrist et al.,
2015; Lienau et al., 2011; Mellmann et al., 2011). Danforth et al. (2016) investigated two
Y. pestis infected individuals returning from Yosemite national park (located in California,
USA), one was diagnosed with septicemic plague and the other bubonic. Isolates from the
two patients were compared to the sequence variant previously identified by Kingry et al.
(2016), this demonstrated that two different Y. pestis strains were responsible. As a result,
counter measures were implemented to control the sylvatic plague cycles in Yosemite.
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A targeted approach is the most predominately utilised sequencing method for the purpose of
animal species identification (Coghlan et al., 2013; Ripp et al., 2014), especially for
mammals focusing on the 16S rRNA (Tillmar et al., 2013) (for a review see Staats et al.
(2016)). Coghlan et al. (2012) demonstrated animal species identification using 16S rRNA in
complex traditional Chinese medicine samples (e.g. powders, crystals and tablets). Animals
identified included Asiatic black bear and the Saiga antelope. Bertolini et al. (2015) applied
Ion PGM™ sequencing of 16S and 12S rRNA mammalian (pig, horse, cow, sheep and
rabbit) and avian (turkey, pheasant, duck, pigeon, chicken and goose) species in mixtures for
successful meat identification.

Third generation sequencing is predominately still under development (For a review of third
generation sequencing applied to food-related microbiology see Ronholm et al. (2016)). The
key difference between second and third generation sequencing is that the latter eliminates
the need for template amplification prior to the sequencing of longer reads. This concept is
currently integrated into the MinION™, SmidgION™ and PromethION™ systems (Oxford
Nanopore technologies) as well as the Sequel system and PacBio RS II (Pacific Biosciences).
Direct single-molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing removes time-consuming steps,
minimises the risk of contamination and in some cases, is field-portable (Roberts et al.,
2013). The advantages of this technology were demonstrated during the West African Ebola
outbreak (2014 – 2015) where the MinION™ was used in surveillance (Hayden, 2015; Quick
et al., 2016). At this present time, SMRT sequencing has not been used for animal species
identification. Drawbacks associated with this generation’s technology as compared to MPS,
are the higher costs per base, minimised coverage and the higher signal sequencing and base
call error.

Sequence-based technology, in terms of animal and bacterial identification, must be accurate
with a low error rate, cost efficient per base, produce high-quality sequence reads, have a
short run time and an appropriate depth of coverage (Cummings et al., 2010). These
characteristics have led to MPS being the most readily used sequence-based technology and
the Ion PGM™ being utilised in this project (see thesis chapter 6). However, the primary
challenges of this generation’s technology are the large volume of generated sequence data
and the bioinformatics required for analysis.
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1.3! Data analyses and predictive modelling
Many of the above identification approaches, particularly the molecular and protein analytical
techniques, generate large amounts of quantitative data that must be processed before any
meaningful information can be obtained and then implemented in an operational capacity.
For instance, MPS data, irrespective of the platform, consists of relatively short sequence
reads which can be exported in the format of FASTQ and/or BAM files. To process the large
amounts of output, raw read fragments must be aligned to a reference genome and any
variants identified. This can be performed with bioinformatic programs, all of which have
specific functions in a pipeline and are discussed in this section.

Predictive modelling employs algorithms to determine mathematical relationships between
known data sets (training data) and uses this information to forecast future behaviour in
unknown data sets (testing data). Training data is used to implement and build a predictive
model, while a test data set is used to validate the model built from the training data.
Algorithms typically require the use of external statistical environments such as R (R Core
Team, 2016), Python (Python Software Foundation) or MATLAB (MATLAB, 2016a)
programs. There are a number of classification algorithms available, where the selection
depends on the context and the type of data being analysed, hence this section includes
algorithms with the potential for species identification: random forest and Boolean logic.

1.3.1! Bioinformatic pipeline for sequence data
A bioinformatic pipeline refers to the steps taken to process and map the sequence reads,
stored in ‘cloud-based’ systems, to a reference genome by two main strategies: (1) onboard
software and (2) off-platform, open-source programs. The primary challenge for both of these
strategies, is to efficiently map the sequence read to its true location on the reference
sequence while also differentiating technical sequencing errors from genetic variation.

Onboard software is dependent on the platform. For instance, the Ion PGM™ uses the
associated Torrent Suite™ software, consisting of statistical capabilities and pre- and postalignment metrics. As a default, the software’s post-alignment metrics include signal
processing, base calling, performing variant calling, and most importantly aligning sequences
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to a reference genome with the use of a BED file. A reference genome is typically uploaded
from the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database as a FASTA file
and the BED is a tab-delimited file, containing map coordinates for sequence alignment to the
reference, defining the start and end positions. Although this approach is limited to species
where a reference genome exists.

The use of open-source tools and mappers allows for greater flexibility in analysis, especially
for whole genome sequencing, although they are time-consuming and laborious. For instance,
sequence data from the majority of platforms are stored on a cloud-based computing
environment and process raw reads in a FASTQ file format, which can display signal
processing and base calling: quality scores (Q scores) related to base calling error and quality
control checks (FASTQC package can also be used, see Andrews (2010)). Platform-specific
adapter sequences are then trimmed from each read, this can be completed using FASTQ files
and an open-source program such as Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014). Alignment is
subsequently performed by mappers to find read matches (Fonseca et al., 2012). For
example, sequencing of the 16S region in diverse studies of microbial communities readily
use Mothur (Schloss et al., 2009) or SILVA (Quast et al., 2013; Yilmaz et al., 2014) or
Greengenes (DeSantis et al., 2006) rRNA databases. Other programs for alignment can be
completed using BLAST or Smith-Waterman algorithms, however these are timeconsuming. Faster programs can be used to align to a reference genome, these include:
BWA-MEM (Li, 2013), ELAND, Bowtie2 (Li et al., 2010) and SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009b).
Mappers typically export data in a text-based sequence alignment map (SAM) format or its
binary equivalent (BAM) for each previously barcoded sample. SAMtools or alternatively
Picard, are programs that can manipulate these files such as sorting, indexing, merging or
filter duplicates. The former program is also utilised for the calculation of coverage metrics
(the number of sequences per unique amplicon/barcode combination) as well as variant
calling (detecting variation from the reference genome) where a variant call file (VCF) is
generated.

1.3.2! Predictive modelling methods
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Predictive algorithms are largely separated according to the type of learning: supervised and
unsupervised. Out of the two, supervised learning is the most commonly applied, where all
data is labelled and the algorithm learns to predict outputs from the input data. There is a
large collective of algorithms that fall within supervised learning, of which two are covered
in this section: random forest and Boolean logic. Conversely, unsupervised learning is where
the data is unlabelled and the algorithm learns to predict the outputs from the inherent
patterns and processes of the input data, for example, principal components analysis (PCA).

1.3.2.1!Random forests
A constructed random forest consists of multiple decision trees. A single tree structure
appears in a flowchart-like configuration, in a top-down or left-right manner (Breiman,
2001). Each branch node represents a choice between a number of alternatives, and each leaf
node represents a classification (Morgan et al., 1963) (Fig. 1.10). The advantages of random
forest algorithms are their ability to model complex interactions amongst predictor variables
and a variety of data types (Cutler et al., 2007; Slabbinck et al., 2009), classifying large
amounts of data input with high accuracy (for a review see Loh (2014)). Supervised learning
and training then allows the generated forests to be saved and utilised for future use on other
data sets. There are two types of random forest algorithms, bagging (Breiman, 2001;
Bylander, 2002) and boosting (Schapire, 1999), both have been designed to improve
predictive accuracy and confidence, while reducing model bias.
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Fig. 1.10 Random forest construction.
The main concept behind this method is that a group of weak learners (A) can combine to form a strong learner
(B) during the training process. Each individual classifier from a decision tree, is a weak learner, while
classifiers from a multitude of trees assembled together as a random forest constitute a strong learner. The final
trained model output used for future prediction is the strong learner based on majority voting. Figure adapted
from Mennitt et al. (2014).

Bagging works by re-sampling (sampling with replacement or bootstrapping) multiple
versions of the training set and constructing a tree on each independently drawn bootstrap
sample (Table 1.3). In each bootstrap training set replicate, approximately one-third of
observations are randomly removed and stored as an ‘out-of-bag’ sample (OOB) which are
used for performance estimates (Breiman, 1996). Alternatively, boosting works by reweighting observations in the underlying training data. The basic concept of boosting is not
to re-weight predictors in the weak learner to improve predictive performance, but to reweight observations in the underlying training data, especially those cases that are difficult to
classify. There are a variety of boosting algorithms and of these the AdaBoost or adaptive
boosting (Freund et al., 1996; 1997) is the most well recognised and readily employed for
classification. Numerous versions of this boosting algorithm exist: AdaBoostM1 (two-class
problem) (Freund et al., 1997) and AdaBoostM2 (multiple-class problem) (Schapire et al.,
1999).
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Table 1.3 Comparison of tree-based algorithms
Random forest

Learning method
Data used
Training of weak learner
Construction of strong learner
MATLAB® class

Decision tree

Bagging

Boosting

Single tree

Ensemble

Ensemble

All

Subset

All

Final output

Re-sampling

Re-weighting

N/A

Majority vote

Majority vote

Fitctree

TreeBagger

Fitensemble

N/A= not applicable for algorithm.

Random forests have become a popular modelling technique for classification, prediction, the
study of variable importance, variable selection and outlier detection. There are a number of
studies that utilise random forests in a range of scientific fields. Applications include;
classification of bacterial species (Pennekamp et al., 2017; Slabbinck et al., 2009; Slabbinck
et al., 2010) and the prediction of animal (Hollings et al., 2017) and plant (Cutler et al., 2007)
population distribution in the environment (for a review Verikas et al. (2011)). Random
forests, to my knowledge, have not currently been used for animal species differentiation and
identification.

1.3.2.2!Boolean logic
Boolean logic paths (Kauffman, 1969; Kauffman, 1993) are a supervised learning algorithm
to predict patterns based on the variables of the original training data which can be used for
identification. With this dynamic modelling approach, initially proposed for genetic
regulatory networks (Aldana et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2007b; Shmulevich et al., 2002a;
Shmulevich et al., 2002b), individual logic gates or rule-based dependencies capture
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multivariate nonlinear relationships, that result in a binary value of one or zero. These gates
are the most important aspect of Boolean logic, but also the most challenging as they rely
entirely on the selection of parameters (for a review see Huang (1999) and Hecker et al.
(2009)). Boolean logic gates are notated with logical operators such as AND and NOT to
string pattern activity and the expected output together into Boolean logic paths (Fig. 1.11).
Gates can also have alternatives, not just the directed operations, by using OR, adding a ‘socalled dynamic’ layer to the system.

Fig. 1.11 Principle of Boolean logic.
This concept of Boolean logic, shown using a Venn diagram with green shading indicating elements that pass
through the Boolean logic gate. Logical operators are: AND = only those elements in both A and B will be
included; OR = any element in either A or B will be included; NOT = elements from a specified set (in this case
B) will be excluded.

Despite the discriminating power of Boolean logic used to explain genetic regulatory
interactions (Lähdesmäki et al., 2006) and proposed for microbial community insights in the
environment (Faust et al., 2012), few studies have investigated this algorithm for the purpose
of species identification. There are two reasons for this algorithm not being extensively used.
Firstly, the data must be converted into binary values where in some cases such discretisation
is not possible. Secondly, Boolean is inherently limited to the states described by the three
operators (AND, OR and NOT) which may not adequately describe some data types.
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1.4! Project aims
Species identification is an important aspect of forensic investigations and relates to criminal
matters, food safety and security, wildlife forensics and biosecurity. Current methods to
distinguish and identify species of varying nature have been developed and a number of these
have shown particular advantages over others. An ideal method for the detection and
differentiation of both animal and bacterial species should demonstrate characteristics such as
high sensitivity, specificity, rapidity, cost-effectiveness, simplicity and in some cases, can be
employed in a field setting.

Therefore, the objectives of this project were to:
1)! Examine a range of DNA extraction procedures with a view to identifying a fast
and efficient method that removes PCR inhibitors, ideally suited for use in the
field impurities.
2)! Examine the use of high resolution melting (HRM) analysis for its ability to
differentiate between species of forensic interest, including animal and bacteria
(biothreat agents).
3)! Examine the use of targeted massively parallel sequencing (MPS) to identify
biothreat agents and compare this with quantitative real time PCR (qPCR).
4)! Employ novel signal processing and species classification methods for application
to microfluidic capillary electrophoresis (MCE) of proteins, HRM and MPS.
5)! To develop classification algorithms for protein profiling data generated by MCE,
which are able to reliably identify and differentiate Bacillus and Yersinia species
and hoax agents.
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ANIMAL SPECIES IDENTIFICATION BY HRM
ANALYSIS WITH RANDOM FOREST AND
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ABSTRACT

Species identification is an important facet of forensic investigation.
In this study, human and non-human species (cow, chicken, pig,
sheep, cat, dog, rabbit, fox, kangaroo and wombat) were assayed on
the ViiA 7 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to rapidly
screen for their species of origin using the high resolution melt (HRM)
analysis targeting the 16S rRNA gene. Classification of HRM difference
profiles using the onboard ViiA 7 software resulted in a classification
accuracy of <20%. Derivative profiles (temperature versus negative
first derivative of fluorescence, –dF/dT) were classified using random
forest algorithms supplemented by bagging and boosting, with
either a randomly partitioned test set or a variety of folds of crossclassification, in addition to a range of trees and variables. Random
forest classification with bagging conditions (constructed over 500
trees) was found to considerably outperform the ViiA 7 software for
species differentiation with 100% classification accuracy for biological
material from humans, domestic pets (cat and dog) and consumable
meats (chicken and sheep) with an average classification accuracy of
70% across all species.
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1. Introduction
The potential to rapidly identify species of origin is an important facet of forensic investigation, and relates to aspects of wildlife forensics, food safety and security, biosecurity and
criminal matters. Non-human biological sources of evidence, including hair, tissue, blood,
bone, saliva and epithelial cells, represent a viable means of identification that may link
multiple victims, offenders and crime scenes to each other.
Techniques for species identification, especially for consumed meats, typically utilize DNA
rather than protein. DNA is thermally stable and can be analysed from raw, cooked and
processed products, in comparison with protein, which is denatured at high temperatures.
Varying degrees of success have been obtained from a number of approaches including
DNA sequencing, restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), amplified fragment
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polymorphisms, random amplified polymorphic DNA, single-strand conformation polymorphisms, denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis and species-specific polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), which all exploit DNA targets to differentiate between species1−5. Targets for
inter-species and intra-species differentiation include mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genes
such as 12S, 28S and 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) subunits6−9, the hypervariable region10,
displacement loop region (D-loop)11, cytochrome b12−14 and cytochrome c oxidase I (COI)15.
Advantages of the use of mtDNA, compared with nuclear DNA targets, include its high copy
number and relatively high mutation rate. Despite the abundance of molecular tools and
targets available, the ability to carry out species identification as a rapid, screening tool for
differentiation between species commonly encountered in a forensic context, in a cost-effective manner for routine forensic use, has, to our knowledge, been limited.
High resolution melting (HRM) analysis is used to detect small genetic variations in a
target DNA sequence. It has been previously used to identify common and clinically significant bacterial species16,17, viruses18,19, insects20,21, fish15 and mammalian species such as
goat, buffalo and deer22,23. The technology incorporates a post-PCR melt analysis of PCR
where a saturating, intercalating fluorescent dye dissociates from double-stranded DNA as
it melts in a series of incremental temperature increases. A HRM melt profile is then defined
as the plot of fluorescence intensity with respect to temperature over the range of these
incremental temperature steps16. If the fluorescence intensity for all variants is plotted relative
to an arbitrary reference melt profile, then a HRM difference profile is produced and utilized
for ViiA 7 (version 2.1) onboard software classification. Alternatively, HRM derivative profiles
express the change in fluorescence intensity with respect to the change in temperature (–dF/
dT) and this allows for accurate determination of melting temperature (Tm) and classification
in this study.
Classification by HRM is a rapid (~2 h), closed-tube, screening method that reduces the
risk of contamination and is more cost effective than probe- or sequencing-based identification. However, differentiation between species requires differentiation between melt
profiles, difference profiles and/or derivative profiles and depends on the choice of an appropriate classification algorithm.
Tree-based modelling utilizes algorithms to determine the classification of a known dataset and the output takes the form of a flowchart-like configuration, appearing in a top-down
manner, which can then be used to forecast future classification in an unknown set of data.
In a single-tree structure, such as a decision tree, each branch node represents a choice
between a number of categories, and each leaf node represents a classification24. Classification
accuracy can be increased by random forests where multiple decision trees are constructed
and stacked to form an ensemble25−27. The advantages of random forest algorithms are their
ability to perform and classify with large amounts of data input and with high accuracy. Of
these, we have employed bagging and boosting.
Both bagging25,28 and boosting29 are designed to improve predictive accuracy and confidence, while reducing model bias. Bagging, or bootstrap aggregation, works by re-sampling
(sampling and replacing) multiple versions of the training subset (which can also be stored
as an in-bag sample) and constructing a tree on those independently drawn bootstrap
samples. Each bootstrap training set replicate, approximately one-third of observations, is
randomly removed and stored as an out-of-bag sample (OOB)27. This OOB sample is used
for unbiased estimates and predictive performance. In comparison, boosting works by
re-weighting observations in the underlying training data27,30,31.
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The objective of this study was to develop a rapid screening assay utilizing HRM for the
differentiation of forensically relevant human and non-human species (specifically, cow,
chicken, pig, sheep, cat, dog, rabbit, fox, kangaroo and wombat) for exclusionary purposes.
The aims were first, to optimize HRM conditions to maximize differentiation of species using
primers targeting the mitochondrial 16S rRNA region. The second aim was to evaluate the
onboard ViiA 7 (version 2.1) software for reliable species identification. Finally, given the
limitations of the onboard software, the third aim was to construct and statistically validate
a tree-based classification model as an alternative approach and compare this with the
classification accuracy from the ViiA 7.

2. Materials and methods
Downloaded by [Sorelle Bowman] at 14:43 15 December 2017

2.1. Ethics
Ethics approval for the collection and use of human DNA samples was obtained from the
University of Canberra Committee for Ethics in Human Research (CEHR project number
11−119 and its extension 15−64).

2.2. Species selection
One human and ten non-human species commonly encountered in a forensic context as
either consumed meats, domestic pets or native Australian road kill were analysed. Liquid
blood, tissue and/or buccal swabs were collected from the species. Liquid blood samples
were collected in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) tubes and stored at 4 °C. Tissue
samples were packaged in press seal bags and stored at –20 °C. Buccal samples were collected using sterile cotton tipped swabs (Copan Diagnostics Inc.) which were air dried, individually packaged and stored at –20 °C.
The 11 species were Gallus gallus subspecies domesticus (chicken), Felis catus (cat), Bos
taurus (cow), Canis lupus subspecies familiaris (dog), Vulpes vulpes (red fox), Homo sapiens
(human), Macropus giganteus (eastern grey kangaroo), Sus scrofa subspecies domesticus
(domestic pig), Oryctolagus cuniculus (European rabbit), Ovis aries subspecies aries (domestic
sheep) and Vombatus ursinus (common wombat) (Table 1). Ten individuals of each of the 11
species were collected and assayed in triplicate, to give an overall total of 330 samples (note
Table 1. Species and their sample sources.
Common name
Chicken
Cat
Cow
Dog
Fox
Human
Kangaroo
Pig
Rabbit
Sheep
Wombat

Taxonomic classification
Gallus gallus
Felis catus
Bos taurus
Canis lupus
Vulpes vulpes
Homo sapiens
Macropus giganteus
Sus scrofa
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Ovis aries
Vombatus ursinus

GenBank Accession Number
NC_001323
NC_001700
NC_006853
NC_002008
NC_008434
NC_012920
LK_995454
NC_000845
NC_001913
NC_001941
NC_003322

Source of sample
Tissue & buccal*
Liquid blood†
Tissue & buccal*
Liquid blood†
Skin tissue‡
Buccal‡
Buccal§
Tissue & buccal*
Tissue‡
Tissue & buccal*
Buccal§

Notes: The meat species ‘*’ were obtained on diﬀerent days from diﬀerent butchers, the domestic species ‘†’ were obtained
from a veterinary hospital, species donated by ‘‡’ were from various research institutes and those denoted by ‘§’ were
obtained as road kill samples.
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that post-HRM the total was 329 samples, as one individual human sample returned data in
duplicate not triplicate, due to one non-reactive replicate).
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2.3. DNA extraction
All samples were extracted using a modified phenol-chloroform method with ethanol precipitation following the method of Cho et al.32 except that an extended centrifugation of 20
min was required after lysis and the extraction process was repeated up to three times, until
a clear DNA extract was obtained. After isolation of the aqueous phase, 10 μL of 3 M sodium
acetate (pH 5.2) and 10 μL of 125 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) were added sequentially to 100 μL of
extract, followed by 250 μL of cold (–20 °C) absolute ethanol to precipitate the DNA. Extracts
were inverted 2−3 times and incubated at –20 °C for 30 min, then centrifuged at 2500 × g
for 30 min. The supernatant was discarded and the pelleted DNA was resuspended in 60 μL
of cold (–20 °C) 70% ethanol, then incubated for a further 20 min at –20 °C. A final centrifugation at 2500 × g for 15 min was employed before the ethanol was discarded and the pellet
allowed to air dry at room temperature. The DNA pellets were resuspended in TE buffer
(10 mM Tris; 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) to give a total DNA volume of 200 μL. Residual PCR inhibitors were removed using YM-100 Millipore Ultrafiltration units (Millipore Australia) and TE
buffer washes according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol. The purified DNA
extracts were stored at –20 °C until required.

2.4. DNA quantitation and purity
DNA yields were quantified using PicoGreen intercalating fluorescence dye (Qubit 2.0 fluorometer; Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol and spectrophotometric absorption at 260 nm (NanoDrop; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Purity was
determined by spectrophotometry using absorbance at 230 nm, 260 nm and 280 nm. A value
of ≥1.8 for A260/A280 nm and 2.0−2.2 for A260/A230 nm were deemed to indicate pure DNA.

2.5. High resolution melt (HRM)
Oligonucleotide primers targeting the mitochondrial 16S rRNA gene of each species were
designed with one primer in a conserved region and the other primers in an adjacent polymorphic region (variable between species). The designed primer oligonucleotides were
verified using the Basic Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and Primer-Blast NCBI to ensure
specificity and were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. The universal forward
primer was 20 base pairs (bp) in length while the species-specific reverse primers ranged
from 18−25 bp (Table 2). The amplicon lengths ranged from 142−249 bp.
Amplification and HRM analysis were performed using the ABI ViiA 7 Real-Time PCR system
(Thermo Fisher Scientific: TFS) in MicroAmp Optical 384-well reaction plates (TFS). The reaction plates were sealed using a MicroAmp Optical Adhesive Film (TFS) and centrifuged at
500 × g for one minute before loading.
The optimized HRM mastermix components contained 1 × MeltDoctor HRM master mix
(Life Technologies), 350 nM each of universal forward and species-specific reverse primer,
1 ng of DNA and DNAse free water to a total volume of 20 μL. Positive controls containing
a known amount of each species’ genomic DNA (1 ng) and negative controls were included.
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TTC TAG GAG TTC GGG TGT GG
GGT GAA GTG GGC CTC ACT
TTC TAG GGC AGG TTT TGT G
CGT ACT GGG GGA GGT TGT ATA ATA G
TCT AAG GCG CCT CTG TAA GG
TGG GTG GGT GTG GGT ATA AT
TTC GTA CTG GGA GGA ATT AAT GTA C
TGA GGT TGG TCC CAT TTC TC
AGC TCT GTG GTG CAG TAG GC
CTT TCG TAC TGG GAG AAA TAC ATA A
TTG TTT CGA AGG CTT ATC TGG

CTC GAT GTT GGA TCA GGA CA

Primer sequence (5’ → 3’)

56.2
57.3
52.5
56.2
56.3
55.7
54.3
54.5
59.7
52.5
52.9

54.2

Tm(°C)

55
61
50
48
55
50
40
50
60
39
43

50

GC (%)

Notes: Designed primer sequences with melt temperature (Tm) in degrees Celsius (°C), percentage GC content (GC) and amplicon length in base pairs (bp).

Reverse
Chicken
Cat
Cow
Dog
Fox
Human
Kangaroo
Pig
Rabbit
Sheep
Wombat

Universal forward

Primer

Table 2. Oligonucleotide primers employed for HRM analysis.
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249
173
235
142
186
231
144
170
180
145
192

Amplicon length (bp)
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The amplification process involved an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 10 min for the complete
activation of the polymerase. This was then followed by 45 cycles of 15 s of DNA denaturation
at 95 °C and one minute of primer annealing and extension at 72 °C. Fluorescence was
detected during the annealing and extension step within each cycle. Following amplification,
the PCR products were subjected to a 95 °C denaturation step for 10 s followed by annealing
at 60 °C for one minute. The melting analysis then commenced with the temperature increasing from 60−95 °C at a ramp rate of 0.025 °C per second.
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2.6. Classification using ViiA 7 software
HRM fluorescence data were collected and processed by the ViiA 7 (version 2.1) collection
software. This software presents data graphically, indicating melting temperatures (Tm) while
also providing the raw data in Excel spreadsheets for export. The exported data included
fluorescence intensity time series, aligned melt profiles, derivative profiles and amplicon
clustering and classification.
Classification using the ViiA 7 software is sensitive to the selection of the active melt
region. This defines a window that spans the entire melt profile morphology for all amplicons.
To determine the optimal active melt region, the cluster-based classifications were observed
for a number of selected active melt regions: 67.5−90 °C, 67.5−83 °C, 68−88 °C and 60−95 °C.
Classification success, based on each selected active melt region, was then compared with
the species classifications obtained using the software default pre-melt and post-melt
regions, which varied from assay to assay. The active melt region with the highest percentage
of successful classification was selected for all further data analysis.

2.7. Training and establishment of random forest classifiers
The HRM derivative profile (T versus –dF/dT) data were exported from the ViiA 7 (version 2.1)
collection software in an Excel format. The data were then imported directly into the MATLAB
software33 environment for analysis.
Cross-validation was carried out to construct a number of randomly partitioned datasets
based on holdout (10, 20 and 30%) and K-fold (2−15). For bagging and boosting, MATLAB
classes ‘TreeBagger’ and ‘fitensemble’ (method ‘AdaBoostM2’) respectively were utilized with
a number of trees that ranged from 50 to 650 in steps of 50. For bagging, OOB sample error
was used to compute the misclassification probability for the in-bag training data.
The importance of individual predictor values and their contribution to the model development and overall classifier was evaluated by a ranking system. The MATLAB property
‘DeltaCritDecisionSplit’ ranks variables based on the sum of impurity gained over all split
criteria and averages this across the entire ensemble of grown trees. Tree-based models
were constructed with the reduced subsets of the individual predictor variables found to
have greater importance whilst still retaining predictor accuracy, including the upper 150
and 700 variables with a number of trees equal to 50 and 500.

2.8. Testing and validation of random forest classifiers
Bagged random forest models underwent testing where the performance measurements
were the predictive accuracy, specificity and sensitivity. Two data sets were employed: (1)
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OOB samples and (2) defined test datasets. The first dataset for predictive performance
analysis consisted of the OOB samples, resulting in an unbiased model test (data not shown).
The second step for predictive performance analysis was based on the test data. Boosted
predictive performance was evaluated using test data only.
The model with the highest performance from earlier development underwent the process of statistical validation. An independent dataset was created from 33 new samples (one
individual from each of 11 species, each replicated in triplicate). The derivative profiles, within
the active melt window of 60−95 °C, were used to assess model performance for species
differentiation within and between plates.
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2.9 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using the R2016a software package of MATLAB with the
addition of the Bioinformatics Toolbox33.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Classification using ViiA 7 software
Classification by the ViiA 7 software was found to be most accurate for an active melt region
of 60−95 °C (Table 3) with data from all 896 temperature steps collected in this region.
However, even this optimized window resulted in 100% of chicken, cat, dog and human
replicates being unclassified, despite the visibly different morphology for each species and
presence of positive controls (Figure 1). The highest rate of classification success utilizing
the clustering feature of the ViiA 7 software was 20% for pig. Kangaroo, rabbit, sheep and
wombat species returned classification success rates of 3, 3, 7 and 13%, respectively. Seven
species comprising cow, fox, kangaroo, pig, rabbit, sheep and wombat reported misclassification as other species.
Species melt profiles that remained unclassified after clustering were then labelled by
the software as ‘variants’ of positive plate controls. A ‘variant’ is a ViiA 7 software feature that
enables a form of differentiation between species melt profiles that fall within the range of
positive plate controls and those that do not. Inconsistencies were observed, with different
species being labelled as the same ‘variant’ and replicates of the same species labelled as
different ‘variants’. For example, 20% of the unclassified sheep samples were labelled as the
same ‘variant’ as unclassified cow and pig samples (data not shown). In some instances melt
profiles that were visibly different in morphology were clustered as the same ‘variant’ while
those that were clearly very similar were clustered as different ‘variants’. For example, unclassified cow, sheep, rabbit, pig, kangaroo and fox samples were identified as the same ‘variant’
even though these six species had varied melt profile morphologies (data not shown). The
frequency of these species sharing the same ‘variant’ ranged from 20–30%. Unclassified
chicken, cat, dog and wombat samples were observed not to have shared any ‘variant’ with
any other species; however, visual comparisons between positive plate controls and respective species melt profiles displayed similarities (Figure 1).
To enhance the analysis of HRM profile data, recent studies34−38 have found that using
statistical and computational methods such as supervised or unsupervised learning algorithms, rather than onboard software packages, provide an increased ability for genotyping
55

Notes: CHICK = chicken; K’ROO = kangaroo; RAB = rabbit; WOM = wombat; U = unclassified; rows = species of origin; columns = classification; numbers = samples classified (percentage of total);
shaded cells = correct classifications.

Table 3. Species assignment using ViiA 7 (version 2.1) software for an active melt region of 60−95 °C
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Figure 1. Derivative profiles (–dF/dT vs T). Derivative melt profiles (negative first derivative of fluorescence,
–dF/dT, as a function of temperature, T) of ten individuals from each of four species generated using high
resolution melt (HRM), where A = human, B = cat, C = chicken and D = dog. All 4 × 10 = 40 individuals
were unclassified, in spite of obvious and reproducible diﬀerences between species.

or classification as well as automation. Derivative profile morphology has elsewhere been
utilized for species classification, with a higher accuracy than difference profiles39,40.
In order to address the limitations of the onboard classification feature of the ViiA 7 software, tree-based modelling was employed for the purposes of correctly identifying species
according to Tm values and peak morphologies of the derivative (–dF/dT) HRM profiles. The
accuracy of species differentiation using tree-based classifiers was then compared with that
from the ViiA 7 software.

3.2. Model development and testing – bagging
Overall, OOB error results consistently reported less error in prediction by reducing the
number of variables based on importance and increasing the number of training trees
(Table 4). An exception to this trend was the lowest training error, at 2.6%, which was obtained
from 10% holdout trained over 50 trees.
57
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Table 4. Out-of-bag training error and predictive performance for testing.
Number of variables
(Number of training trees)

Out-of-bag error (%)

Downloaded by [Sorelle Bowman] at 14:43 15 December 2017

Predictive error(%)

Holdout
10%
20%
30%
10%
20%
30%

150
(500)
12.5
13.9
14.3
10.0
13.9
12.3

500
(500)

17.3
9.2

700
(500)
12.5
14.7
10.0
13.9

All
(50)
2.6
15.5
19.5
10.0
15.5
16.3

All established bagged random forests underwent testing to determine model performance with partitioned test sets (Table 4). Predictive error utilizing the 10% holdout resulted
in no improvement in model predictive performance when reducing the number of variables
or increasing the number of trees. This resulted in 10% classification error in each species
case, with the highest misclassification for kangaroo and pig samples (data not shown).
Similarly, model predictive error from 20% holdout returned 13.9, 13.9 and 15.5% for 150,
700 and all variables, respectively (Table 4). While the model trained with the top 150 individual predictor variables could determine all human samples correctly, other models constructed (using the entire variable set trained over 50 trees and the top 700 variables trained
over 500) were unable to do so (data not shown). The 30% holdout models established by
means of the top 150 and the entire variable set (of a total of 898 variables) reported predictive error at 12.3% and 16.3%, respectively. For 30% holdout the model built utilizing the
top 500 variables resulted in the lowest predictive error of 9.2%, hence the highest performance of 90.8% success (Table 4). For this model there was no misclassification for chicken,
cat, cow, dog, fox, rabbit and human (Table 5). In contrast, sheep, pig, kangaroo and wombat
had misclassification that ranged from 11–44% error.
An optimal number of training trees and K-folds were determined by establishing multiple
models, using trees from 50 to 650 in steps of 50 and a K-fold range from 2 to 15. The results,
displayed in a 3D-surface plot with contours and colour map (Figure 2), show that there is
little improvement in prediction accuracy for K-folds ≥7 and the prediction accuracy is relatively insensitive to the number of trees. The optimal combination was 100–200 trees with
nine-folds, resulting in an 89% accuracy rate.
From these results a bagged random forest model utilizing a K-fold partitioning technique
was constructed with optimal conditions. The OOB training error for the developed model
was calculated at 13.7%, an average for the nine-folds. The model performance was measured
using randomly partitioned test data for each fold, resulting in an average predictive error
of 11%.
Comparisons between various parameters including the cross-validation methods (holdout and K-fold), the number of variables utilized and trees trained were made to optimize
the bagged random forests. For the holdout partitioning, 30% returned the highest predictive
performance in contrast to models utilizing a smaller holdout percentage (20% or 10%) as
well as the K-fold partitioning. Furthermore, bagged random forests constructed using a
holdout of 30%, trained under the parameters of 500 trees and a reduced subset of the top
500 predictive variables, returned a model performance of 90.8% success rate for the test
set (Table 5).
58

Notes: CHICK = chicken; K’ROO = kangaroo; RAB = rabbit; WOM = wombat; rows = species of origin; columns = classifications; numbers = samples classified (percentage of total); above the diagonals = bagging with optimal conditions (30% holdout, top 500 variables and 500 trees); below the diagonals = boosting with optimal conditions (seven-folds, with 500 trees); shaded cells =
correct classifications.

Table 5. Predictive performance of optimized bagging and boosting conditions.
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Figure 2. Bagging optimization. The horizontal axes represents the number of K-folds utilized in
partitioning, ranging from 2–15, and the number of trees utilized in training. The vertical axis indicates
prediction accuracy (%) where the highest accuracy is indicated in black on the colour map.

3.3. Model development and testing – boosting
Boosted random forests were then established. Predictive performance was calculated for
three models; 10, 20 and 30% holdout, trained over 500 trees. The overall performance for
each model resulted in a misclassification of fox, kangaroo, pig and sheep samples, whereas
cat, chicken, cow, dog, human and rabbit was successfully classified. The predictive error for
10, 20 and 30% holdouts were 36.4, 34.8 and 35.7%, respectively (data not shown). Unbiased
estimation of predictive performance was carried-out for the three boosted models using
fivefold partitioning. Average predictive error for 10, 20 and 30% holdouts were 39.2, 37.1
and 40.7%, respectively (data not shown).
An optimal number of training trees and K-folds was determined for boosting by establishing multiple models, using trees from 50 to 650 in steps of 50, and a K-fold range from 2
to 15. For each fold the number of trees trained had a positive effect on the predictive performance, increasing the classification accuracy (Figure 3). Models trained with trees less
than or equal to 200 returned a lower predictive performance than models trained with

Figure 3. Boosting optimization. The horizontal axes represents the number of K-folds utilized in
partitioning, ranging from 2–15, and the number of trees utilized in training. The vertical axis indicates
prediction accuracy (%) where the highest accuracy is indicated in black on the colour map.
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trees greater than 200. Overall, the optimal combination of trees and K-folds for this dataset
using boosting methods, resulting in a classification success of 62.6%, was 400–500 trees
and seven-folds, respectively (Figure 3). From these results a boosted random forest model
utilizing K-folding was constructed with optimal conditions (Table 5). The model performance
was measured using withheld testing data, different for each fold. The predictive error for
the developed model was calculated at 37.4%, an average for the seven-folds.
Compared with bagged random forests, boosting resulted in lower predictive performance. This difference in performance is likely to be due to the training methods utilized to
construct the tree-based models, with re-weighting used for boosting. The basic approach
of boosting is to build multiple models to calculate a combined weighted average. By
re-weighting, the predictive performance for a wider range of input data is improved. On
the other hand, bagging utilizes re-sampling, where additional data are generated from the
original dataset for training. By increasing the training set size the predictive performance
and accuracy is improved.

3.4. Tree-based classifier validation
The optimal model with the highest performance from earlier development, during the
training-testing process, underwent the process of validation with the independent test set
of 33 derivative profiles, which was utilized to assess variation in species predictive performance of the model within and between plates.
The bagged random forest classifier, constructed over 500 trees with 30% holdout and
the top 500 variables, resulted in the highest predictive performance. Utilizing the new
dataset, this predictive model classified species with an average classification accuracy of
70% across all species (Table 6). However, human, cat, chicken, dog, kangaroo and sheep
samples were classified with an accuracy rate of 100%. Misclassification was reported in
kangaroo (with one pig predicted as kangaroo), at a rate of 33%. Rabbit and wombat were
predicted with an accuracy of 67%, while fox species were predicted with an accuracy of
33%. The highest error rate across all non-human species was for cow and pig, which were
both 100% misclassified.
Table 6. Predictive performance of validation test set.

Notes: CHICK = chicken; K’ROO = kangaroo; RAB = rabbit; WOM = wombat; rows = species of origin; columns = classification; numbers = samples classified (percentage of the total validation test set); shaded cells = correct classifications.
This bagged random forest model was constructed over 500 trees trained using 30% holdout and the top 500 variables.
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4. Conclusion
The objectives of this study were to develop a rapid screening assay for the differentiation
between human and ten non-human species, encountered as either consumed meats (e.g.
cow), domestic pets (e.g. dog) or Australian road kill (e.g. kangaroo). This was achieved utilizing HRM profiles obtained from primers targeting the mitochondrial 16S rRNA region, in
combination with tree-based classification. Results showed the clustering feature of the ViiA
7 software lacked the discriminating power required for consistent species classification
and, even with the inclusion of positive species controls, there were inconsistencies in ‘variants’. This was the case for a number of different active melting domains. By employing
random forest classification with bagging and boosting options to derivative (–dF/dT) profiles, we were able to improve classification accuracy after model development, testing and
validation. The highest performing model utilized a bagged random forest classification
algorithm constructed over 500 trees, built with 30% holdout and utilizing the top 500
variables (T versus –dF/dT data points). This model resulted in an overall predictive performance of 90.8%, showing indicative classification for human and species such as cat, chicken,
cow, fox and rabbit.
Validation using a smaller independent dataset verified that the method can always differentiate human from non-human species and also presumptively identify biological material frequently encountered at crime scenes, with an accuracy of 100% for humans, two
domestic pets (cat and dog) and some consumed meats (chicken and sheep). Species assignment was less accurate for native Australian road kill samples, but these species are less likely
to be encountered at crime scenes, although they are important in the Australian context.
Confirmatory tests for these and other species could involve the sequencing of regions that
are well characterized, including 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, cytochrome b and cytochrome c oxidase I (COI).
Although the tree-based models provided greater classification accuracy for all 11 species
with the same active melt window, it should be noted that this approach requires a second
analysis environment (instead of the ViiA 7 software) and is therefore more time intensive.
It is also important to note that the number of temperature steps in the derivative profile
for any unknown species must be exactly the same as that of the training data.
The classification trees developed in this study were applied to HRM data generated using
MeltDoctor (Life Technologies) chemistry and our optimized HRM method on the ViiA 7
Real-Time PCR System (TFS). Other chemistries and instruments may not yield the same
results and this will be investigated in future work.
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2.2 Species identification using HRM analysis with
peak detection algorithms
2.3! Introduction
Animal species identification is of increasing importance in forensic investigation, and
extends to many other key fields of study. Animal-derived biological sources take many
forms from seized materials of illegal powdered animal parts used in medicines, adulterated
meat products, unknown origin of blood taken from a vehicle involved in a hit-and-run case
to transferred pet hair on a suspects clothing. All types of non-human material represent
valuable evidence in casework. Despite the abundance of molecular tools and targets
available for species identification, there is, to my knowledge, no screening tool available that
encompasses consumed meats, domestic pets and Australian road kill. Therefore, there is an
urgent need for a rapid, broad-range and cost-effective species identification tool for
implementation in forensic casework.

Bowman et al. (2017) (section 2.1) has developed a broad-range HRM methodology,
targeting the 16S rRNA gene, for the identification and differentiation of forensically relevant
animal and human species on the ViiA™ 7 Real-Time PCR System (TFS). The animal
species selected were common sources of consumed meat (cow, chicken, pig and sheep),
domestic pets (cat and dog) and Australian road kill (rabbit, fox, kangaroo and wombat). The
derivative (temperature versus first derivative of fluorescence, -dF/dT) melt profiles were
utilised for species identification in combination with the random forest classification
algorithms of bagging and boosting. Random forest classification significantly outperformed
the ViiA™ 7 software for species identification resulting in an average classification
accuracy of 70 % across all species and there was 100 % correct classification for human, cat,
chicken, dog and sheep.

This thesis section uses the data from Bowman et al. (2017) (section 2.1) with the aim to
further develop an alternate statistical approach to improve the predictive accuracy. Here we
trial a previously detailed method in Bowman et al. (2018) (see thesis chapter 5), for the
purpose of animal species identification based on derivative HRM profiles. The objectives of
this study were to firstly optimise the peak detection algorithm (i.e. PROcess) parameters for
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Tm recognition to enable automated identification of derivative melt profiles generated using
HRM. The second aim was to determine Boolean logic gates, which were based on indicative
Tm peak activity (presence or absence) in specified temperature windows (ºC). These gates
were combined using the logical operator AND to form unique Boolean logic paths which
were assessed through training for predictive accuracy. The final aim was to evaluate the
overall Boolean logic performance to differentiate species as compared to the tree-based
classification previously investigated.

2.4! Materials and methods
2.4.1! Data
All HRM derivative profiles were in a Microsoft® Excel (Excel) 2016 workbook format. The
dataset that was analysed consisted of human and ten animal species commonly encountered
as either consumed meats, domestic pets or location specific road kill. The 11 species were
Gallus gallus (chicken), Felis catus (cat), Bos taurus (cow), Canis lupus familiaris (dog),
Vulpes vulpes (fox), Homo sapiens (human), Macropus (kangaroo), Sus scrofa (pig),
Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit), Ovis aries (sheep) and Vombatus ursinus (wombat). Ten
individuals of each of the 11 species were assayed in triplicate on one HRM plate to give a
total of 330 derivative melt profiles (note that post-HRM the total was 329 samples, as one
individual human sample returned data in duplicate not triplicate, due to one non-reactive
replicate).
!
2.4.2! Peak detection algorithm
The Excel workbook was imported into the working environment in R (R Core Team, 2016)
using the package openxlsx (Walker, 2015). A single clean-up step was applied to the signal
prior to further processing, where the values of temperatures (x-axis) from 60 – 95 ºC were
truncated to 67 – 89 ºC (Fig. 2.1A).
!
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Fig. 2.1 Peak detection for Felis catus
Plots display a single Felis catus (cat) replicate in each step as an example to represent the procedure for all
training data. (A) Initial derivative melt profile (60 – 95 ºC) indicating the clean-up step. (B) Peak detection of
cleaned derivative melt profile (67 – 89 ºC) using the PROcess package and optimal ‘isPeak’ parameters (local
smooth signal and variability). In plots (A) and (B), the x- and y-axes represent temperature (ºC) and derivative
fluorescence, respectively. The layout of the figure has been adapted from Yang et al. (2009).

!!
!
PROcess (Li, 2005) was utilised with the ‘isPeak’ function to detect peaks in each species
HRM derivative melt profile. Important peak recognition parameters included smoothing and
two additional conditions involving signal to noise ratio (SNR) and shape ratio (Fig. 2.1B).
All function parameters were used as per the methods of Bowman et al. (2018) with the
exception of smoothing, the SNR and one variable calculating shape ratio.

Briefly, smoothing uses a moving average filter of K-nearest neighbours, where an optimal
filter width was identified as 5 ºC points. This filter was determined from a training range of
3 – 15 ºC points (data not shown). Following smoothing, a peak was recognised when the
SNR and shape ratio exceeded the user-defined thresholds. The SNR relies on a local
variability window determined by using a range from 15 – 30 ºC points, in steps of three.
Lastly, the shape ratio was set at 0.3 and the area under the curve was determined at 0.05,
calculated by a training distance of 0.01 – 0.05. Supplementary R packages including
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PROcess, stringr (Wickham, 2015), reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and ggplot2 (Wickham,
2009) assisted in graphically visualising the detected peaks.

2.4.3! Peak specific temperature windows
Detected peaks were clustered into specific temperature windows (ºC) ranging between 0.28
ºC and 2.34 ºC (Fig. 2.2). As a result, a peak matrix was generated. This output identified key
morphology of the derivative HRM profiles, with columns representing each temperature
window and rows detailing peak activity (the number of peaks present or absent) of
individual species (for peak matrix see Appendix 1.2).
!

!
Fig. 2.2 Peaks identified for Felis catus
Plot displays Felis catus (cat) peaks identified, for each replicate (1–30) on the y-axis and temperature detected
(ºC) on the x-axis. This is an example of one particular species to represent the procedure for all 11 species. The
dashed lines demarcate two time windows with peaks specific for cat samples (73.0 – 75.3 and 77.85 – 80.40
ºC).
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2.4.4! Boolean logic paths
Boolean logic paths for species were trained by analysing the peak matrix. Each Boolean
logic gate was combined to form a single individualised path by a logical operator (AND).
An established Boolean logic path specified the peak activity expected in the defined
temperature windows, and did not utilise the fluorescence intensity (represented as the
y-axis).

2.4.5! Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the open-source program R v3.2.4 (R Core Team,
2016) in addition to openxlsx (Walker, 2015), PROcess (Li, 2005), stringr (Wickham, 2015),
reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) packages (for R script see
Appendix 1.3 and for the R script for the figure generation in this thesis section see
Appendices 1.4 – 1.8).
!

2.5! Results
2.5.1! Peak detection
The two user-defined ‘isPeak’ function parameters, smoothing filter width and window width
of the local variability, were optimised for HRM peak recognition with values of 5 ºC and
21 ºC points, respectively (data not shown). Shoulder peaks, primarily found in the cat and
dog samples, were detected by setting the parameter to calculate shape ratio at 0.05 (Fig. 2.3).
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Fig. 2.3 Peak detection for Canis lupus familiaris
Plots display a single Canis lupus familiaris (dog) replicate in each step as an example to represent the
procedure for all dog samples. (A) Cleaned derivative melt profile (67 – 89 ºC). (B) Peak detection using the
PROcess package and optimal ‘isPeak’ parameters (local smooth signal and variability). In plots (A) and (B),
the x- and y-axes represent temperature (ºC) and derivative fluorescence, respectively. The layout of the figure
has been adapted from (Yang et al., 2009).

!
!
The optimised parameters for peak detection were then applied to the training dataset
consisting of truncated HRM derivative species profiles (67 – 89 ºC) from 11 species. The
generated results, involving identified HRM peaks are displayed in Fig. 2.4.
!
!
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!
Fig. 2.4 Peak analysis of derivative high resolution melt (HRM) profiles
Scatter plot displaying peaks detected as a dot point for each replicate (1–30) on the y-axis, and temperature
detected (ºC) on the x-axis. Species identifications are represented by colour.

2.5.2! Peak specific temperature windows
Temperature windows were determined for each species peak activity. For all species, except
wombat, a singlet peak was observed within the temperature window of 73.0 – 75.3 ºC and
there were no peaks in the 75.5 – 76.5 ºC window. For cat samples, a characteristic doublet
was detected within the temperature window of 77.85 – 80.45 ºC (Fig. 2.2). This
characteristic doublet for cat samples could also be deconstructed as a singlet detected in
77.9 – 78.1 ºC and a shoulder peak observed in 79.4 – 80.0 ºC. The latter window (79.4 –
80.0 ºC) also enclosed a characteristic singlet peak for chicken samples. For human samples a
singlet peak presented within the 78.2 – 78.6 ºC window. The derivative melt profile pattern
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of wombat samples comprised of a singlet peak in the window of 76.5 – 77.6 ºC. Cow
samples generated a single peak within 77.6 – 77.9 ºC. Dog samples were found to have a
single predominant peak observed within a temperature window of 81.5 – 82.9 ºC in contrast
to sheep samples, which had a single peak within the window of 81.0 – 81.7 ºC. The
temperature windows of 77.3 – 77.6 ºC and 76.5 – 77.3 ºC were used in combination to detect
a single peak for kangaroo, fox, pig and rabbit samples. Overall, 12 time windows were used
for the identification of indicative peaks across the 11 species. This was also used to generate
the peak matrix output (see Appendix 1.2).

2.5.3! Boolean logic paths
The combination of active Boolean logic gates, in up to 12 specified temperature windows,
was utilised to model and predict seven out of 11 species identification using the HRM
derivative melt profiles (Fig. 2.5). The remaining four species of kangaroo, fox, pig and
rabbit were unable to be separated based on peak activity.

!
Fig. 2.5 Boolean logic paths for human and animal species
Optimised Boolean logic paths for seven out of the 11 samples: HU = human; CA = cat; CO = cow; WO=
wombat; CH = chicken; DG= dog; SH= sheep. Samples of kangaroo, fox, rabbit and pig could not be separated
into Boolean logic paths. The green boxes represent the active Boolean logic gates (traversed from left to right)
and specify the number of peaks (P) present or absent in up to 12 temperature windows (ºC). Single horizontal
lines between gates represent the logical operator AND.

!
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As an example, for the chicken (CH) samples detailed in Fig. 2.5, there were nine active
Boolean logic gates joined with the logical operator AND. For a sample, to be identified as
CH there should be no peak in the six temperature windows of 75.5 – 76.5 ºC, 77.9 – 78.1 ºC,
77.6 – 77.9 ºC, 77.3 – 77.9 ºC, 78.2 – 78.6 ºC , an expected peak absence (P = 0) at
76.5 – 77.6 ºC, a single peak (P = 1) in the 73.0 – 75.3 ºC window and a single peak (P = 1)
observed in the temperature windows of 79.4 – 80.0 ºC and 77.6 – 80.0 ºC.

The predictive performance for the training dataset, 329 HRM derivative melt profiles of
seven out of the 11 species, using seven optimised Boolean logic paths are detailed in Table
2.1. The paths classified replicates of human, cat, chicken, cow and dog samples with 47 %,
60 %, 67 %, 57 % and 30 % accuracy, respectively. Whilst the overall path design was to bias
towards non-classification (UN) instead of misclassifying, there was between 3 % and 23 %
error present. This was seen in three paths for the identification of sheep, wombat and cow
samples all of which had the greatest amount of misclassification. For fox, kangaroo, pig and
rabbit samples these could not be identified based on a unique Boolean logic path and so
remained unclassified.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 2.1 Classification performance of Boolean logic paths for derivative HRM profiles
!!
HU!
HU!

CLASSIFICATION!(%)!!

CA!
WO!
CH!
DG!
CO!
SH!
UN!

CLASS!
CO!

SH!

PI*!

RA*!

KR*!

FX*!

!

!

7!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

3!

!

!
!
!

!
!
!

3!

3!

10!

3!

!

!
!

!

!

30!

!

3!

!

!

!

!

3!

57!

13!

23!

!

7!

3!

10!

!

30!

3!

!

!

!

57!

33!

54!

65!

97!

80!

94!

WO!

CH!

3!

3!

60!

!

7!

!

!

47!

!

!

3!

!

67!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

53!

37!

50!

24!

47!
!
!
!

CA!
!

DG!
!
!

HU = human; CA = cat; WO = wombat; CH = chicken; DG = dog; CO = cow; SH = sheep; PI = pig; RA =
rabbit; KR = kangaroo; FX = fox; UN = unclassified; * = animal species that were not differentiated by Boolean
logic paths; rows = classifications; columns = species of origin; numbers = samples classified (percentage of
total); numbers = training samples classified (percentage of the total training set); shaded cells = correct
classifications. The optimised Boolean logic paths for these results were constructed using up to 12 specific
temperature (ºC) windows for identification.!

!

2.6! Discussion
HRM analysis of DNA can rapidly determine the species of origin of animal and human
samples, by targeting the 16S rRNA gene and utilising the derivative melt profiles generated.
Tree-based prediction has shown potential as a classification algorithm for these derivative
melt profiles (Bowman et al. (2017); thesis section 2.1) but to potentially improve predicative
accuracy, a comparative analysis was undertaken with another algorithm – Boolean logic. To
train the latter classifier, this research aimed to optimise the peak detection algorithm
PROcess for derivative melt profiles, identify peak clusters in temperature windows (ºC) and
establish Boolean logic paths.
!
!
!
!
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2.6.1! Peak detection and temperature windows
The ability to classify 11 species commonly encountered in a forensic context, has previously
been investigated using tree-based models (Bowman et al. (2017) and thesis chapter 2).
While the highest performing tree-based classifier (utilising a bagging approach, constructed
over 500 trees, with 30 % holdout and the top 500 variables) was 90.8 % successful for
species identification, in order to improve the identification methodology there was a need to
automate Tm peak detection for further algorithmic transparency and to reduce the timeconsuming steps inherent to tree-based identification approaches.

Findings from our prior study on the PROcess R package (Bowman et al. (2018) and thesis
chapter 5) has shown that peak detection strategies for mass spectra (Cruz-Marcelo et al.,
2008; Li et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009) can be repurposed to protein
electropherogram data. Electropherograms represent elution times (seconds) on the x-axis,
with the protein and peptide induced fluorescence intensities on the y-axis. Similarly,
derivative melt profiles generated by HRM represent temperature steps (ºC) on the x-axis and
the derivative fluorescence intensity of Tm on the y-axis (Fig. 2.1A). PROcess developed by
Li (2005) is a peak detection algorithm that firstly employs a moving average filter to smooth
the original input signal (Fig. 2.1B). Local maxima in the smoothed signal are recognised as
true peaks when they exceed two user-defined parameters: SNR and shape ratio. Compared to
electropherograms with a propensity for ‘noisy’ data, an intensity threshold was not
employed for HRM data to combat this.

Here we successfully optimised the ‘isPeak’ parameters for the detection of peak Tm
morphology in training HRM derivative melt profiles. Detection was reproducible across
species replicates for the training data, even though there was a small difference observed in
fluorescence intensity. Despite these slight differences, the optimised PROcess algorithm was
trained to account for fluorescence fluctuation, represented as peak height on the y-axis.
Furthermore, the optional user-defined parameter of intensity threshold was not utilised in
this algorithm to remove recognised local maxima below a certain height. Detection limits
arose during training with additional morphological identifiers, such as shoulder peaks. For
instance, the shoulder morphology in cat samples (Fig. 2.1B) was identified primarily due to
its spurious peak and by optimising the smoothing span window. Short and wide shoulder
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peaks characterised in dog samples (Fig. 2.3), were detected by increasing the overall shape
ratio from 0.03 to 0.05. These results highlight that there is more to a melt profile signature
than a single Tm value, that a second peak or other identifiers enable morphology
identification for human and animal species.

Temperature windows were used to identify peaks, allowing for small shifts in species Tm
(represented in Fig. 2.2). Intraspecies Tm migration could be the result of inter-individual
(between individuals) variations in the ten subjects when the source DNA was extracted.
Windows were designed to capture indicative peaks for the majority of species and their
replicates to distinguish curve morphology. Training in this case accounted for window width
and location in temperature steps. However, if clustered peaks of different species were very
close to each other, allowing for their clear separation, a smaller window was employed in
favour of an expanded window. In total, 12 specific temperature windows were obtained to
define Boolean logic gates. There are certain limitations to this morphological approach for
identification especially when the target of the species generates amplicons with a different
sequence which may have resulted in similar Tm and characteristic peaks. In such cases, the
species cannot be distinguished by these identified peaks, hence more discriminatory regions
or additional species-specific targets could have been added to the assay and should be
considered for future work. Furthermore, the number of species targeted could be reduced to
encompass domestic pets and consumable meats only, by removing the native animal
component, which would improve identification.!!
!
2.6.2! Boolean logic
The Boolean logic methodology (Kauffman, 1969; Kauffman, 1993) has been utilised to
discriminate amongst human and four widely consumed meats, two domestic pets and four
Australian native species. The combination of Boolean logic gates using the AND operator
formed a single path (Fig. 2.5) resulting in seven out of the 11 species being classified.
Boolean logic paths were not established for four species (kangaroo, pig, rabbit and fox) on
the basis of negligible detected Tm morphology differences. Hence, these species, the
majority of which were Australian native species, remained unclassified with peak activity
being clustered in two windows (73.0 – 75.3 ºC and 76.5 – 77.3 ºC). Training the parameters
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of Boolean logic gates was biased so as to assign non-classification rather than
misclassification. As a result, dog, sheep and human samples had an increased percentage
unclassified, ranging from 57 – 53 % (Table 2.1). These results highlight that as a
presumptive identification procedure, it was less likely to generate false positives.

Training results show misclassification from our Boolean logic paths, particularly with some
of the consumed meat samples of pig and sheep samples being assigned as cow at 23 %
(seven out of a total 30) and 13 % (four out of a total 30) error, respectively. This was the
highest error rate in any path despite training gates being biased towards non-classification. A
reason for this poor separation was that cow, pig and sheep had similar peak morphology at
indicative temperature windows. The highest rate of classification success was 67 % and
60 % for the chicken and cat samples. These also returned negligible misclassification with
3 – 7 % (one – two out of 30). Differentiation of cat samples was primarily attributed to the
detection of the additional shoulder peak identifier. Similarly, dog samples were
differentiated from sheep based on the shoulder peak clustered in 81.5 – 82.9 ºC. By
employing peak detection algorithms, this research demonstrates objective Tm identification
of HRM derivative melt profiles, to differentiate humans, two domestic pets (dog and cat),
three consumable meats (chicken, cow and sheep) and one Australian native (wombat).
Although to further improve the identification process based on animal-derived evidence, the
number of species could be limited especially from the native species selected in this project,
which are regional-specific and of interest to Australian forensic investigators only.

2.6.3! Comparison between tree-based classifier and Boolean logic
Derivative HRM profiles can be classified or assigned to a reference species using predictive
algorithms to infer peak patterns and Tm. Here we investigate and compare two different
classification algorithms to improve predictive accuracies. These algorithms are tree-based
modelling (Breiman, 2001; Breiman et al., 1984) and Boolean logic (Kauffman, 1969;
Kauffman, 1993).
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Tree-based classifiers are split into decision trees and random forests, where the latter
mitigates overfitting problems from the former by applying bagging (Breiman, 1996;
Dietterich, 2000) or boosting (Schapire, 1999). A decision tree is a single model that relates
the classification to an explanatory variable, in this case Tm, by recursive binary partitioning
(one and zero) of the input data. The binary output (one and zero) can also be expressed as a
logical value of TRUE or FALSE. At each node, partitioning or branching occurs by rulebased dependencies and is repeated for each new subset until classified. For instance, in the
random forest classifier (For MATLAB® script see Appendix 1.1) a classification of a cat
sample is TRUE if the profiles derivative fluorescence exceeds the coordinate of 7.1168 e+06
at a Tm of 78.5 °C. Random forests are the collective of many individual decision trees.

Boolean logic is a ‘dynamic modelling’ approach applied to capture multivariate nonlinear
relationships shown as a binary value. Boolean logic modelling is expressed through rulebased dependencies or individual logic gates. Gates reflect peak activity as an expected
number of Tm peaks (present or absent) in specified temperature windows. A classification
requires traversing a logic path with a TRUE value at each active gate. Non-classification
results from any peak pattern that is unable to traverse any logic path in this way. Boolean
logic gates are notated with logical operators (AND, NOT and OR) to string pattern activity
and the expected output together into Boolean logic paths. For example, the classification of
derivative melt profiles of chicken (CH represented in Fig. 2.5) is TRUE when traversing a
path consisting of nine active Boolean logic gates combined with an AND operator.

Classifiers based on both random forest and Boolean logic, provide relative algorithmic
transparency. This term is important as it gives feedback to the operator on variable
importance which influences data understanding and for this study, refers to the location of
Tm peaks in temperature windows. Algorithmic transparency also allows for clarity on the
decision-making process to classify and the expected performance of the system. In the case
of Boolean logic, this extends to the expression of binary values, which is later used to
represent a logical value of TRUE (one) or FALSE (zero). Various other ensemble methods
are often opaque and ambiguous (Verikas et al., 1999), namely support vector machines
(SVM) (Shawe-Taylor et al., 2004; Vapnik, 1999), especially in regards to variable
importance. Algorithmic transparency is an essential factor in forensic applications.
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As one can expect, both of these computer-intensive modelling techniques have demonstrated
superiority over the onboard classification feature in the ViiA™ 7 software. For all species
and training data the ViiA™ 7 software reported an average predictive accuracy of < 20 %.
The application of random forest algorithms with bagging resulted in a statistically significant
improvement with 90.8 % predictive performance across all species, for the testing dataset.
Boolean logic during training underperformed with an average predictive accuracy of 32 % in
comparison to tree-based modelling with 90.8 %. This could be explained by the different
parameters governing the designing process, especially variable importance. Thus, when
aiming to improve predictive performance in future work a range of different classification
algorithms should be evaluated when solving complex problems.
!

2.7! Conclusions
This research explored the use of automated peak detection and analysis of derivative melt
profiles generated by HRM for species identification. Tm which form peaks, were
successfully recognised by the optimised PROcess parameters. Characteristic Tm peak
patterns were used to identify and implement up to 12 temperature (ºC) windows for common
sources of meat (cow, chicken, pig and sheep), domestic pets (cat and dog) and native road
kill (rabbit, fox, kangaroo and wombat). These temperature windows were used to design
Boolean logic gates that combined to establish Boolean logic paths. Of the 11 species, seven
(cat, chicken, human, wombat, sheep, cow and dog) were identified by a unique Boolean
logic paths, while the other four (kangaroo, rabbit, fox and pig) remained unclassified.

When applied to training data, the Boolean logic classifier at 32 %, did not outperform the
predictive accuracy of the previously developed tree-based models with 90.8 % (Bowman et
al. (2017); thesis section 2.1). Conversely, accuracy of species differentiation using Boolean
logic was of a higher performance than the onboard feature of the ViiA™ 7 software which
resulted in a classification accuracy of only < 20 %. Our algorithm, during training, resulted
in an average predictive accuracy of 32 %, reported 10 % misclassification and 58 %
unclassified. The main difference between the two classifiers was the choice of peak
attributes, whether the coordinates or a single temperature point characterised Tm. In
summary, this section of work has shown that classification based on random forest and peak
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coordinates, rather than Boolean logic with Tm points provided a greater accuracy across all
11 species.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER THREE

EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL DNA EXTRACTION
METHODS FOR BIOSECURITY APPLICATIONS
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An essential starting point when using molecular methods to identify bacterial
biosecurity agents is an efﬁcient extraction procedure that can extract DNA from
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, lyse bacteria and remove inhibitors.
ChargeSwitch gDNA mini bacteria kit (Invitrogen), QIAamp DNA extraction kit
(Qiagen) with and without bead-beating, and Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline)
were assessed for DNA extraction from Gram-positive (Bacillus thuringiensis) and
Gram-negative (Escherichia coli) culture and environmental wipe samples. DNA
was quantiﬁed using ﬂuorometry, spectrophotometry and real-time polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), and correlation between methods examined. In general, ChargeSwitch resulted in the highest DNA yield, however it was more expensive, did not
remove environmental inhibitors or lyse all bacteria. Silica-based methods were efﬁcient at lysing bacteria, removing inhibitors and generating sufﬁcient DNA for
downstream applications. Bead-beating added additional time and costs but did not
signiﬁcantly increase yields. There was limited correlation between DNA quantiﬁcations determined using ﬂuorometry, spectrophotometry and real-time PCR. Results
show a range of methods should be considered when developing extraction protocols for biosecurity applications with the optimal method dependant on sample type
and starting material amount. Isolate II is recommended for extraction from culture
or wipe samples, particularly with small quantities commonly encountered in
biosecurity scenarios.
Keywords: Bacillus; biosecurity; DNA extraction; E. coli

Introduction
An essential starting point when using molecular methods to identify bacterial biosecurity
agents is an efﬁcient DNA extraction procedure that can extract pure concentrated DNA,
remove inhibitors, is time-efﬁcient, cost-effective, reliable and requires minimal
resources. Furthermore, as a range of unknown and highly infectious micro-organisms
can be encountered in biosecurity scenarios, it is essential the protocol lyse Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria. This not only ensures a sufﬁcient DNA yield but eliminates
risk of infection from the DNA extracts, particularly as downstream molecular methods,
such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR), may be carried out in lower containment level
laboratories (level 1 or 2). Gram-positive bacteria are generally more difﬁcult to lyse as
they have a thicker cell wall composed of peptidoglycan, teichoic acids, polysaccharides
and other proteins compared with Gram-negative bacteria with a thinner and simpler cell
*Corresponding author. Email: michelle.gahan@canberra.edu.au
© 2015 Australian Academy of Forensic Sciences
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wall structure1. As part of the life cycle, and primarily in response to a lack of nutrients,
Bacillus and Clostridium species form dormant endospores that allow survival for decades
in harsh environments. Endospores have a thick multi-layer structure that confers resistance to ultraviolet radiation, high temperatures, freezing, chemical and mechanical stress,
and desiccation2. Therefore, the extraction procedure must also be capable of extracting
DNA from highly resistant endospores.
A variety of DNA extraction kits and methods are available. The most commonly
used represent the major types of nucleic acid extraction methodologies such as organic
extraction, magnetic bead puriﬁcation and silica column puriﬁcation. Whilst methods
have been evaluated for recovery of speciﬁc micro-organisms including Bacillus
anthracis3,4, Burkholderia pseudomallei5,6, Yersinia pestis7, Clostridium botulinum8 and
Francisella tularensis9,10, to our knowledge no single study has comprehensively compared extraction methods for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
The objectives of this study were to compare commercial DNA extraction procedures for extraction from Gram-positive (Bacillus thuringiensis) and Gram-negative
(Escherichia coli) bacteria. Four methodologies were selected; the magnetic bead ChargeSwitch gDNA mini bacteria kit (Invitrogen), the silica spin-column QIAamp DNA
extraction kit (Qiagen) with and without bead-beating, and the silica spin-column Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline). Methods were assessed for their ability to recover
DNA from culture (1.0 mL and 0.2 mL) and an environmental wipe sample containing
known PCR inhibitors. DNA yields were quantiﬁed using three methods: PicoGreen
intercalating dye ﬂuorescence (Qubit 2.0 ﬂuorometer; Invitrogen), spectrophotometric
absorption at 260 nm (NanoDrop; Thermo Scientiﬁc) and real-time PCR (RT-PCR) and
the correlation between quantiﬁcation methods was examined.
Materials and methods
Bacterial strains and culture conditions
Commercially available Dipel Caterpillar Killer Bio-insecticide (Yates Australia) was
used as a source of B. thuringiensis spores. E. coli was provided by the University of
Canberra, Faculty of Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics, Australia.
Bacterial strains were cultured in nutrient broth or on nutrient agar (Oxoid) prepared
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Media was sterilised by autoclaving for
20 min at 103.4 kPa and 121°C. Broth cultures were grown with aeration in an orbital
shaker incubator (Bioline) at 210–240 rpm and 37°C. Agar plates were incubated under
aerobic conditions at 37°C. All strains were stored in nutrient broth containing 50% (v/
v) sterile glycerol (Unilab) at –80°C.
Optical density
Optical density (OD) of bacterial cultures was measured in triplicate at 600 nm using
the Jasco V-630 spectrometer (ATA Scientiﬁc).
Environmental samples
Environmental samples were collected from a single high foot-trafﬁc site at the University
of Canberra, Australia. A sterile wipe (Sentry Medical 7.5 cm × 7.5 cm non-woven) was
pre-moistened with 2 mL of sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and a 0.5 m × 1.0 m
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area of the ﬂoor wiped in a horizontal and vertical direction, followed by the perimeter.
Wipes were placed in a 50 mL tube and sealed. A total of 12 wipes were collected and
processed separately. A volume of 40 mL sterile PBS was added to the tube containing
the wipe and samples vortexed at full speed for 3 min using a Vortex-Genie 2 (SI Scientiﬁc Industries) with a horizontal 50 mL attachment. Following a 5 min rest in an upright
position, the wipe was removed and the tube centrifuged at 4000 × g for 15 min at 4°C.
The supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in 300 μL sterile PBS. The 12
samples were pooled, then spiked with 5 mg humic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), vortexed and
stored at –20°C until required.
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DNA extraction methods
Four commercially available extraction methods were evaluated in replicates of seven.
DNA was extracted from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of bacterial culture (OD 1.5 and 1.7 for
B. thuringiensis and E. coli respectively) and a 0.1 mL aliquot of the environmental
sample. DNA extractions were stored at –20°C until required.
DNA was extracted using the ChargeSwitch gDNA mini bacteria kit using a modiﬁed protocol as previously detailed11. DNA was eluted twice with 100 μL of preheated
(55°C) elution buffer, giving a ﬁnal volume of 200 μL.
A modiﬁed version of the DNA puriﬁcation from tissue protocol was performed
using the QIAamp DNA extraction mini kit. Brieﬂy, 300 μL of Buffer ATL was added
to the sample and incubated at 80°C for 20 min. Proteinase K (20 μL) was then added
and incubated at 56°C for 1 h to lyse cells. The proteinase K was inactivated by incubation at 95°C for 15 min, 200 μL Buffer AL was added and the sample incubated at
70°C for 10 min. Following addition of 200 μL ethanol (96–100%) and vortexing, the
contents were transferred to a mini spin column and the extraction proceeded according
to the manufacturer’s instructions with the following exceptions: two washes with Buffer AW1; three washes with Buffer AW2; and DNA eluted twice with 100 μL of 37°C
ultrapure water with 5 min incubation at room temperature, giving a ﬁnal volume of
200 μL. A modiﬁcation of this protocol, involving an additional bead-beating disruption
step, was also evaluated. After incubation at 80°C for 20 min the sample was transferred to a 2 mL tube containing 0.1 mm glass beads and 5 μL Antifoam Y-30 (Precellys) and homogenised at 6000 rpm for 3 × 20 s intervals (15 s rest between
intervals) in a Precellys 24 Bead-beater (Bertin Technologies). Samples were then centrifuged at 4000 × g for 3 min to pellet the beads and the lysate transferred to a 1.5 mL
tube for proteinase K digestion and DNA extraction using the modiﬁed method as
detailed above.
DNA was extracted using the Isolate II Genomic DNA kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was eluted with 100 μL of 70°C Elution Buffer G following
incubation at room temperature for one minute.
DNA yield and purity
DNA yields were quantiﬁed using PicoGreen intercalating dye ﬂuorescence (Qubit 2.0
ﬂuorometer; Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, spectrophotometric
absorption at 260 nm (NanoDrop; Thermo Scientiﬁc) and RT-PCR. DNA concentration
was multiplied by the ﬁnal extraction volume to calculate the total DNA yield recovered, expressed in ng, to enable comparison between methods. Purity was determined
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by spectrophotometry using absorbance at 230 nm, 260 nm and 280 nm. A value
of ≥1.8 for 260/280 nm and 2.0–2.2 for 260/230 nm were used as measures of purity.
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Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Oligonucleotide primers for B. thuringiensis12 and E. coli13 were purchased from
GeneWorks. The primer sequences were Bacillus 16S rRNA forward [5’-AAT
AAGCGTCGTCAGGAACG-3’], Bacillus 16S rRNA reverse [5’AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCA-3’], E. coli 16S rRNA forward [5’-AATAAGCGTCGTCAGGAACG-3’] and E. coli 16S rRNA reverse [5’-AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCA-3’].
RT-PCR ampliﬁcation was carried out in a 7500 Real Time PCR System (Life
Technologies) with pipetting performed using a CAS-1200 Liquid Handling Robot
(Corbett Robotics Pty Ltd). Reactions typically contained 1 × Faststart SYBR Green
Master (Roche), 0.05–0.2 μM primers, up to 100 ng DNA and DNAse free water to a
total volume of 25 μL. In some reactions, 400 ng of bovine serum albumin (BSA) was
added. Positive controls containing a known amount of B. thuringiensis genomic DNA
(85 ng) or E. coli genomic DNA (100 ng) and negative controls were included.
For quantitative RT-PCR analysis a standard curve was generated from a 5-fold
dilution series ranging from 84.9 ng to 5.4 × 10−3 ng of B. thuringiensis DNA or from
99.5 ng to 6.4 × 10−3 ng of E. coli DNA. From the standard curves DNA concentration
was multiplied by the ﬁnal extraction volume to calculate the total DNA yield recovered, expressed in ng, to enable comparison between extraction and quantiﬁcation
methods. Standard curve DNA was extracted from culture using the ChargeSwitch
gDNA mini bacteria kit procedure.
PCR cycling comprised an initial denaturation of 95°C for 10 min followed by 40
cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C (B. thuringiensis) or 60°C (E. coli) for 30 s and 72°C
for 30 s. Fluorescence was detected during the extension step at each PCR cycle.
Cell lysis efﬁciency
Seven 5 μL aliquots of each B. thuringiensis and E. coli extraction were plated onto
nutrient agar and incubated overnight at 37°C. The original culture (20 μL of 1/1000
dilution) and un-inoculated nutrient broth (20 μL) were plated as positive and negative
controls, respectively. Cell lysis efﬁciency was determined by comparing colony forming unit (CFU) counts of the samples to the count from the original culture.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using GraphPad Prism software, version 6.01. Data
were analysed using a one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison posttest. A probability value (p value) of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant.
Results
Comparison of total yield of DNA from culture
DNA extracted from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of B. thuringiensis and E. coli cultures were
quantiﬁed using the Qubit 2.0 ﬂuorometer (Figure 1), NanoDrop (Figure 2) and
RT-PCR (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Comparison of four extraction protocols for the extraction of bacterial DNA from culture and quantiﬁed by Qubit. DNA was extracted from (a) 1.0 mL B. thuringiensis, (b) 0.2 mL B.
thuringiensis, (c) 1.0 mL E. coli, (d) 0.2 mL E. coli and quantiﬁed using Qubit. Data presented
as individual samples with the line indicating the mean. Data analysed using a one-way ANOVA
with a Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test. All pairwise comparisons of the extraction
methods are signiﬁcantly different (p ≤ 0.05) with the exception of those pairs marked with 1
and 2. BB = bead-beating.

Using the Qubit ﬂuorometer, ChargeSwitch was found to generate the highest DNA
yield from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of B. thuringiensis culture with an average of 5800 ng
and 1100 ng, respectively, and was signiﬁcantly higher than all other methods
(Figure 1(a,b)). QIAamp without bead-beating generated the lowest yields of 460 ng
and 50 ng respectively (Figure 1(a,b)). From 1.0 mL of E. coli culture QIAamp without
bead-beating generated 8700 ng, which was signiﬁcantly higher than all other methods
whilst Isolate II gave the lowest yield of 4690 ng DNA (Figure 1(c)). From 0.2 mL of
E. coli culture ChargeSwitch and Isolate II recovered the highest DNA yield and were
signiﬁcantly higher than the other methods (Figure 1(d)).
While the overall recoveries as measured by the NanoDrop were higher, the same
general trends were observed. ChargeSwitch generated the highest yield of DNA from
1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of B. thuringiensis culture with an average of 18,000 ng and
5500 ng, respectively, and was signiﬁcantly higher than the other methods (Figure 2(a,
b)). QIAamp without bead-beating resulted in the lowest yields of 3400 ng and 850 ng,
respectively (Figure 2(a,b)). From 1.0 mL E. coli culture, QIAamp without beadbeating generated the highest DNA yield (47,000 ng), which was signiﬁcantly higher
than all other methods (Figure 2(c)). From 0.2 mL of E. coli culture Isolate II
(9160 ng) had the signiﬁcantly highest yield (Figure 2(d)).
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Figure 2. Comparison of four extraction protocols for the extraction of bacterial DNA from culture and quantiﬁed by NanoDrop. DNA was extracted from (a) 1.0 mL B. thuringiensis, (b)
0.2 mL B. thuringiensis, (c) 1.0 mL E. coli, (d) 0.2 mL E. coli and quantiﬁed using NanoDrop.
Data presented as individual samples with the line indicating the mean. Data analysed using a
one-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test. All pair wise comparisons
of the extraction methods are signiﬁcantly different (p ≤ 0.05) with the exception of those pairs
marked with 1–3. BB = bead-beating.

Using quantitative RT-PCR, ChargeSwitch was again found to recover the highest
DNA yield (4800 ng) from 1.0 mL B. thuringiensis culture (Figure 3(a)). ChargeSwitch
and Isolate II both recovered the highest DNA yield from 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis culture (1400 ng) and were signiﬁcantly higher than the other methods (Figure 3(b)). For
B. thuringiensis (1.0 mL and 0.2 mL culture) QIAamp without bead-beating generated
the lowest DNA yield. From both 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL E. coli culture the differences
were less pronounced (Figure 3(c,d)).
Correlation between quantiﬁcation methods
Correlations between the total yield of DNA quantiﬁed by Qubit, NanoDrop and RTPCR, were determined using the Pearson’s r statistical value. There was a strong correlation between DNA yield determined by NanoDrop and Qubit from 1.0 mL (r = 0.99)
and 0.2 mL (r = 0.94) of B. thuringiensis culture; however, for E. coli the correlation
was weaker (r = 0.68 and 0.41, 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL culture respectively). With the
exception of 1.0 mL of B. thuringiensis culture (r = 0.91), there was limited correlation
between yields determined using Qubit and RT-PCR with r values of 0.49, 0.38 and
0.65 for 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis, 1.0 mL E. coli and 0.2 mL E. coli cultures respectively. For NanoDrop and RT-PCR there was only a strong correlation (r = 0.90) for
88
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Figure 3. Comparison of four extraction protocols for the extraction of bacterial DNA from culture and quantiﬁed by real-time PCR (RT-PCR). DNA was extracted from (a) 1.0 mL B.
thuringiensis, (b) 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis, (c) 1.0 mL E. coli, (d) 0.2 mL E. coli and quantiﬁed
using RT-PCR. Data presented as individual samples with the line indicating the mean. Data analysed using a one-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test. All pair wise
comparisons of the extraction methods are signiﬁcantly different (p ≤ 0.05) with the exception of
those pairs marked with 1–3. BB = bead-beating.

1.0 mL B. thuringiensis culture while for 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis and 1.0 mL and
0.2 mL E. coli culture values were 0.59, 0.18 and 0.14, respectively.
Comparison of DNA purity
For 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of E. coli culture, all extraction methods had A260/A280
ratios ≥1.8. From 1 mL B. thuringiensis culture all methods were ≥1.8 with the exception of ChargeSwitch which was 1.7. From 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis culture, whilst no
method had an A260/A280 ratio greater than 1.8, QIAamp and Isolate II were 1.7 and
1.5, respectively.
For A260/A230 from the B. thuringiensis extractions, only Isolate II (1.0 mL) had a
ratio of 2.0, however QIAamp with bead-beating (1.0 mL) and Isolate II (0.2 mL) were
1.9. From 1.0 mL E. coli culture, with the exception of ChargeSwitch, ratios were
2.0–2.2 and from 0.2 mL E. coli culture only Isolate II was greater than 2.0.
Cell lysis efﬁciency
For B. thuringiensis (1.0 mL and 0.2 mL culture), with the exception of ChargeSwitch,
all methods resulted in 100% lysis efﬁciency, with no CFU observed for any of the
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seven replicates. Growth was observed for all seven replicates of ChargeSwitch with
CFU ranging from 6–45 and 2–75 colonies, for extractions from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL
culture, respectively. This equated to 99.99% lysis efﬁciency when compared to the
unlysed control B. thuringiensis culture (CFU of 5 × 105). For E. coli (1.0 mL and
0.2 mL culture) all methods resulted in 100% lysis efﬁciency, with no CFU observed
for any of the seven replicates.
Ability to remove inhibitors in environmental samples
DNA was extracted using the four extraction methods from 0.1 mL replicates of an
environmental sample spiked with 5 mg humic acid. Post extraction DNA samples were
spiked with 85 ng B. thuringiensis genomic DNA or 100 ng E. coli genomic DNA.
The same trends were observed for both species with no ampliﬁcation from the ChargeSwitch extractions and all silica spin-column methods able to remove inhibitors
resulting in PCR ampliﬁcation (Figure 4). Of the spin-column methods Qiagen with
bead-beating had the highest DNA yield. The inclusion of BSA to the PCR resulted in
a signiﬁcant increase for Qiagen without bead-beating but was not able to overcome
the inhibition for the ChargeSwitch extractions (Figure 4).
Analysis of additional features
The cost, processing time and additional materials required were determined (Table 1).
Isolate II was the least expensive method ($3.20 per extraction) and QIAamp with
bead-beating the most expensive ($9.50 per extraction) and does not include the purchase cost of the bead-beating machine. Isolate II was the fastest at 2:30 h (Table 1).
Discussion
ChargeSwitch (magnetic bead extraction), QIAamp (silica spin column) with and without a bead-beating step, and Isolate II (silica spin column) were compared to determine
their ability to recover DNA and remove inhibitors from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL of Grampositive (B. thuringiensis) and Gram-negative (E. coli) culture and from an inhibited
environmental sample. Additionally this study compared three commonly used quantiﬁcation methods; Qubit, NanoDrop and RT-PCR to determine the impact of quantiﬁcation method on DNA yield.
Correlation of quantiﬁcation methods
Within the literature, studies commonly select a single method to quantify DNA,
although often in tandem with a spectrophotometric method to determine purity. As the
choice varies it can make it challenging to compare results between studies. Results
showed DNA yields determined by NanoDrop were higher than those from RT-PCR
and Qubit. This is not surprising given that RT-PCR and Qubit utilise a ﬂuorescencebased quantiﬁcation system that speciﬁcally distinguishes double-stranded DNA from
contaminants such as RNA, free nucleotides and single-stranded DNA. In contrast, the
NanoDrop is a UV instrument with concentration generated by anything that scatters or
absorbs light at 260 nm14. The higher NanoDrop concentrations are consistent with a
previous study, which extracted DNA from hair root follicles and found ten-times
higher NanoDrop concentrations than Qubit15.
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Figure 4. Total yield of DNA extracted from an environmental wipe sample. DNA was
extracted from inhibited environmental samples spiked with (a) B. thuringiensis or (b) E. coli
DNA and quantiﬁed using real-time PCR. Data presented as individual samples with the line
indicating the mean. The open shapes indicate the absence of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
the PCR and the closed shapes the presence of BSA. Data analysed using a one-way ANOVA
with a Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-test. Signiﬁcant differences (p ≤ 0.05) between
extractions with and without BSA are marked with a *. BB = bead-beating.

Based on the Pearson’s r statistical value there was a strong correlation between
DNA yield from 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL B. thuringiensis culture determined by NanoDrop
and Qubit and for 1.0 mL B. thuringiensis culture determined by NanoDrop and
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Table 1. Comparison of cost, time and additional materials required for four commercial DNA
extraction methods
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Extraction
method

Cost/
extraction*

Time
(h:min)

ChargeSwitch

$7.75

QIAamp
without
bead-beating
QIAamp with
bead-beating
Isolate II

Additional reagents

Additional equipment

3:00

Lysozyme

$7.20

3:00

Ethanol (96–100%);
deionised water

Magnetic rack;
microcentrifuge;
heating blocks
Microcentrifuge;
heating blocks

$9.50

3:30

$3.20

2:30

Ethanol (96–100%);
deionised water; antifoam solution
Ethanol (96–100%)

Glass beads; beadbeater; microcentrifuge;
heating blocks
Microcentrifuge;
heating blocks

*The cost/extraction was calculated by dividing the cost of each extraction method (AUS dollars), based on
pricing quotes from each manufacturer in 2013, by the number of samples that could be extracted using each
method. Cost/extraction does not include the price of the additional equipment.

RT-PCR and by RT-PCR and Qubit. However, there were limited correlations for
0.2 mL B. thuringiensis culture and both E. coli culture volumes. These results suggest
bacterial species and volume impacts on the strength of correlation between extraction
methods. Whilst comparisons within a study could be undertaken using any quantiﬁcation method, as any errors in exact values would be consistent across groups, this study
suggests caution should be exercised when comparing results between studies utilising
different methods. It should be noted that whilst Qubit and RT-PCR, due to their speciﬁcity, are likely to give a more accurate estimation of DNA concentration than NanoDrop, NanoDrop is able to determine purity from a single measurement and this purity
reading could be used to complement quantiﬁcation results obtained using Qubit and/or
RT-PCR. Whilst RT-PCR is likely to give a more accurate and speciﬁc quantiﬁcation,
Qubit is quicker (minutes compared to hours) and less expensive and so is recommended as an alternative to RT-PCR for DNA quantiﬁcation, particularly if time and/or
costs are a limiting factor.
Comparison of methods based on DNA yield
Although, as previously mentioned, caution should be taken when comparing DNA
quantiﬁed by NanoDrop, Qubit and RT-PCR due to differences in their DNA detection
speciﬁcities, our study showed, regardless of the quantiﬁcation method, in general the
highest DNA yields were obtained using the ChargeSwitch method, particularly for B.
thuringiensis culture (Figures 1–3(a,b)). Similar trends were observed for E. coli when
quantiﬁed using RT-PCR with ChargeSwitch generating the highest or equal highest
yields (Figure 3). This result is consistent with a study by Cho et al.11 who found
ChargeSwitch yielded the highest amount of bacterial DNA from culture and drug samples compared with QIAamp and phenol chloroform. As ChargeSwitch employs magnetic bead-based technology, the higher yields may be due to increased surface area of
the beads, compared with the surface area of the silica membranes in the columns,
allowing capture of more DNA molecules.
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Of the silica spin-column methods (Isolate II and QIAamp), Isolate II generally
performed better at the lower culture volume (0.2 mL) for both bacterial species
whereas QIAamp was better at the larger volume (1.0 mL). Given that, according to
the manufacturer, 1.0 mL was the recommended maximum volume for Isolate II,
whereas QIAamp had a maximum of 3.0 mL, saturation of the silica column may
explain the poorer result for Isolate II at 1.0 mL. As biosecurity samples are likely to
be small in quantity, based on DNA yields from 0.2 mL culture, Isolate II is recommended as the preferred spin column. It should be noted that the QIAamp method had
previously been optimised in our laboratory whereas we used the standard manufacturer’s protocol for Isolate II so there is further room for improvement in DNA yields
using the latter.
The use of beads in an agitator disrupts the bacterial cell wall and has been shown
to result in higher DNA extraction efﬁciencies16,17. This was the case for 1.0 mL B.
thuringiensis culture, as determined by all three quantiﬁcation methods, with QIAamp
and bead-beating resulting in signiﬁcantly higher DNA yields compared with QIAamp
alone (Figures 1–3(a)). However for 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL E. coli culture and 0.2 mL B.
thuringiensis culture bead-beating was not found to signiﬁcantly increase yields. Whilst
the beads and agitation may disrupt the cell wall and release more DNA, it is difﬁcult
to re-capture this DNA from the beads. This, coupled with additional time and costs,
reduces the usefulness of bead-beating as an extraction method, particularly for low
volumes.
Purity
Purity was assessed for all methods using the ratios of A260/A280 and A260/A230. The
A260/A280 ratio for 1.0 mL and 0.2 mL E. coli culture were ≥1.8 for all extraction
methods so cannot be used to differentiate between them. However, for B. thuringiensis
culture, ChargeSwitch had the lowest ratios. On the whole, extractions from E. coli
resulted in higher A260/A230 ratios than extractions from B. thuringiensis and commonly ChargeSwitch had the lowest ratios and so were the least pure. Overall results
suggest ChargeSwitch, whilst generally yielding the highest amount of DNA, was
unable to remove contaminants from Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. This
has the potential to impact negatively on downstream applications including PCR and
sequencing.
Cell lysis
In a biosecurity scenario involving highly infectious agents, whilst culture and DNA
extraction procedures will be carried out under high level containment (level 3 or 4),
downstream molecular methods, such as PCR, may be carried out in lower containment
laboratories (level 1 or 2). As these involve the use of less personal protective equipment it is essential to eliminate risk of infection from DNA extracts by ensuring the
method lyses 100% of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria (and endospores).
Whilst for E. coli all methods resulted in 100% lysis efﬁciency, for B. thuringiensis
(1.0 ml and 0.2 mL culture) ChargeSwitch had 99.99% lysis efﬁciency in comparison
with 100% for the other methods. This is consistent with a study by Dauphin et al.3
who found DNA extractions using a variation of the ChargeSwitch method contained
viable B. anthracis spores. A similar trend was found for Y. pestis using the ChargeSwitch kit7. In contrast, Cho et al.11 found that after the lysis step of the ChargeSwitch
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method there was no viable B. thuringiensis, however this difference may be due to the
lower culture volumes used (0.1 mL and 0.02 mL). ChargeSwitch employs magnetic
bead puriﬁcation technology and so lacks a ﬁlter or membrane that could ‘trap’ unlysed
bacteria, which may account for its inability to remove all viable bacteria, particularly
Gram-positive bacteria, which are more difﬁcult to lyse due to their cell walls containing the thicker peptidoglycan layer1.
Given micro-organisms in a biosecurity sample will be unknown, the use of a protocol that does not completely lyse viable cellular material potentially poses risks to
laboratory workers. Based on the results of this study the ChargeSwitch method, in its
current form, is not recommended for volumes larger than 0.2 mL. However, given the
high yields obtained, further optimisation, such as lengthening the incubation time or
use of a higher temperature, may improve lysis efﬁciency.
Removal of inhibitors
PCR inhibition is one of the most common causes of PCR failure in forensic samples,
particularly when adequate copies of DNA are present, and can be caused by substances including heme, humic acid, cleaning products and calcium (for a review of
inhibitors see the work of Alaeddini18). The extraction methods were assessed for their
ability to remove inhibitors from an environmental sample obtained from a high-foot
trafﬁc area using a wipe and spiked with additional humic acid. Following extractions,
the extracts were spiked with a known amount of B. thuringiensis and E. coli genomic
DNA and DNA yields determined by RT-PCR in the presence and absence of BSA.
BSA has been shown to relieve inhibition from humic acid in previous studies19 and in
our laboratory from similar environmental wipe samples20.
For ChargeSwitch there was no DNA ampliﬁcation from B. thuringiensis or E. coli
even in the presence of the BSA (Figure 4(a,b)). This supports the purity results, suggesting inhibitors can be co-extracted with the DNA and that, in its current form, ChargeSwitch is not recommended for inhibited biosecurity samples. Inclusion of additional
wash steps may help to overcome the inhibition. Of the silica spin-column methods
Qiagen with bead-beating had the highest DNA yield (Figure 4), followed by Isolate II
for B. thuringiensis and Qiagen without bead-beating for E. coli, suggesting species
variation effects. However, it should be noted the RT-PCR ampliﬁcation proﬁles for
three of the ﬁve replicates for B. thuringiensis using Qiagen with bead-beating had
abnormal sigmoidal curves (data not shown) suggesting there was still some inhibition.
Interestingly the inclusion of BSA to the PCR for both species only resulted in a significant increase in yield for the Qiagen without bead-beating extractions, bringing DNA
yield back to equivalence with Qiagen with bead-beating (Figure 4). This suggests that
although inhibitors were co-extracted with the DNA when bead-beating was not used,
inclusion of BSA could overcome the inhibition. Given BSA did not impact negatively
on any of the reactions, and in some cases improved RT-PCR ampliﬁcation, regardless
of the extraction method inclusion of BSA in PCR applications is recommended.
Conclusion
The objectives of this study were to compare commercial DNA extraction procedures
for their ability to extract DNA from 0.2 mL and 1.0 mL Gram-positive (B. thuringiensis) and Gram-negative (E. coli) culture and from an inhibited environmental wipe sample. Results showed the ChargeSwitch method consistently recovered the highest DNA
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yield from culture; however, in its current form, it was the second most expensive
method, had lower purity ratios, could not remove inhibitors from environmental samples and did not lyse 100% of Gram-positive bacteria. Of the silica spin-column methods tested, Isolate II is recommended as it is the most economical, quickest, had 100%
lysis efﬁciency and, in our hands, consistently yielded pure DNA, particularly at the
lower volumes, which would be commonly encountered in biosecurity scenarios. Given
the general lack of correlation between DNA quantiﬁcation methods, this study suggests caution should be exercised when comparing results between studies utilising different quantiﬁcation methods. For greater accuracy, a quantiﬁcation method speciﬁc for
double-stranded DNA, such as Qubit or RT-PCR, is recommended with the choice
depending on factors such as time, cost and equipment availability. Spectrophotometry
could be used to complement quantiﬁcation results by providing a measure of DNA
purity. This study shows a range of extraction methods should be considered when
developing protocols for extraction of bacterial DNA for biosecurity applications. As
micro-organisms in a ﬁeld sample are likely to be unknown, it is essential the method
be tested and optimised for Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
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CHAPTER FOUR

BACTERIAL IDENTIFICATION BY HRM ANALYSIS
WITH PEAK DETECTION ALGORITHMS
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4.1! Introduction
The identification of the highly versatile Bacillus cereus group of bacteria, termed
B. cereus sensu lato, is of interest due to its wide distribution in the environment and ability
to cause disease. This closely related group with a high level of genetic similarity is
comprised of seven species, B. anthracis, B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, B. mycoides,
B. pseudomycoides, B. weihenstephanensis and B. cytotoxicus, all of which can be clustered
into seven different phylogenetic groups (Guinebretiere et al., 2008; Guinebretiere et al.,
2010). The main three members are B. anthracis which is the causative agent of anthrax and
can potentially be used in acts of bioterrorism; B. thuringiensis which is commercially used
as a bioinsecticide and a commonly encountered hoax agent; as well as B. cereus which is an
opportunistic human pathogen causing food poisoning. In view of this groups’ dynamic
virulence characteristics and risk potentials alone it has been suggested that these bacteria are
different species. However, further investigation revealed that these three B. cereus group
members could potentially be a single ‘species’ (Han et al., 2006; Marston et al., 2006).

Phylogenetic studies have suggested that there are three distinct clusters within the
B. cereus group. These clusters include I (B. pseudomycoides), III (B. cytotoxicus) and IV
(B. weihenstephanensis and B. mycoides) (Guinebretiere et al., 2008; Guinebretiere et al.,
2010). Among the remaining three main members (B. anthracis, B. thuringiensis and
B. cereus), whilst phylogenetic groups can be distinguished, the strains of these ‘species’ are
indistinguishable. Comparisons using multilocus sequence typing (MLST) (Helgason et al.,
2004) and multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MEE) (Helgason et al., 1998; Helgason et al.,
2000) have indicated that these three members, currently distinguished as separate ‘species’,
could be considered as a single ‘species’ (Helgason et al., 2000; Kaneko et al., 1978). This is,
however, a notion that has long been the cause of controversy amongst bacteriologists
(Hansen et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2006).

This close relationship has been corroborated with high 16S rRNA sequence similarity (> 99
%) among the three B. cereus group members (Sacchi et al., 2002) however DNA
hybridisation studies have shown opposing results in that these species appear different
(Guinebretiere et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 1995). Overall, relatedness is reflected in the
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high levels of sequence similarity, sharing up to 75 – 80 % of all conserved genes and
chromosomal material, suggesting that these three at least originate from a common ancestor
and/or underwent intensive horizontal gene transfer (Ash et al., 1991; Ivanova et al., 2003;
Rasko et al., 2005a; Sacchi et al., 2002). To further complicate the matter, distinction of these
species often occurs by plasmid-borne virulence markers/toxins (Rasko et al., 2005a; Rasko
et al., 2005b), which are prone to horizontal transfer (Modrie et al., 2010; Van der Auwera et
al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2010) or can be lost in the environment (te Giffel et al., 1997) or
laboratory (Bizzarri et al., 2008). Plasmid targets commonly used for B. anthracis
identification are anthrax toxins located on the plasmids, pXO1 (e.g. cap genes) and pXO2
(e.g. cya gene) (Mock et al., 2001). Alternatively, plasmid targets for B. thuringiensis
identification targets the insecticide crystal toxins (cry genes) (Schnepf et al., 1998) and for
B. cereus the emetic toxin (ces genes) are used (Ehling-Schulz et al., 2006).

The potential to rapidly identify and differentiate biological, hoax and environmental agents
is an essential facet for front-line defence to a threat of bioterrorism. Here the objective is to
develop a screening method for eight bacterial species using derivative profiles generated by
HRM analysis on the ViiA™ 7 System (TFS). A universal primer set, targeting the 16S – 23S
rRNA intergenic spacer region (ISR), was employed to detect and identify the B. cereus
group and other non-B. cereus group members. Universal primers have the advantage of
targeting the conserved region across species while also identifying internal sequences that
contain species-specific variations. Members of the B. cereus group included in the study
were B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and
B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis. Four non-B. cereus group members, specifically,
B. mycoides, B. subtilis, B. megaterium and E. coli were also included. To enable
identification we optimised a peak detection algorithm previously utilised (i.e. PROcess) for
electrophoretic protein pattern recognition of hoax powders, non-pathogenic and pathogenic
bacterial species (Bowman et al. (2018); thesis chapter 5). Classification was undertaken
through the use of unique Boolean logic paths, which were based on indicative peak activity
(presence or absence) in specified temperature windows (ºC).
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4.2! Materials and methods
4.2.1!Bacterial strains and culture conditions
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (contained in Nature’s Way Caterpillar Killer Dipel
bioinsecticide, manufactured by Yates), B. cereus, B. subtilis and E. coli were provided by
the University of Canberra, Faculty of Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics,
Australia. B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. megaterium and B. mycoides were supplied by the
Australian Federal Police. B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis (contained in VectoBac®WG
Biological Larvicide bioinsecticide manufactured by Valent BioSciences) was made available
by Pathwest Laboratory Medicine.

All bacterial strains were initiated from frozen glycerol stocks (containing a 50:50 suspension
of nutrient broth media and sterile glycerol stored at -80 ºC) and cultured in nutrient broth or
on nutrient agar (Oxoid). Media was sterilised by autoclaving for 20 minutes at 121 ºC. Broth
cultures were incubated aerobically for 18 hours at 37 ºC with shaking at 210 – 240
revolutions per minute (rpm). Incubation of agar plates was under aerobic conditions at 37 ºC
for 18 – 20 hours.
!
4.2.2!DNA extraction
DNA was extracted from the bacterial samples using a silica-membrane spin column
technology in the Isolate II Genomic DNA extraction kit (Bioline) as per methods according
to the manufacturer. We have previously shown the Isolate II kit is able to recover highyields of pure bacterial DNA compared to organic and magnetic bead extraction methods,
especially in the presence of an environmental inhibitor, namely humic acid (Bowman et al.
(2016); thesis chapter 3). Briefly, 180 µL Lysis Buffer GL and 25 µL of proteinase K was
added to the cell suspension, which was then mixed and incubated for 90 minutes at 56 ºC. A
volume of 200 µL of Lysis Buffer G3 was added, then incubated at 70 ºC for ten minutes.
Following cell lysis, 210 µL of ethanol (100 – 96 %) was added to adjust the binding
environment. The sample was transferred to the Isolate II Genomic spin column, centrifuged
for one minute at 11,000 x g and washed twice – once with 500 µL of Wash Buffer GW1 and
once with 600 µL of Wash Buffer GW2. DNA was eluted with 100 µL of preheated (70 ºC)
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Elution Buffer G following incubation at room temperature for one minute, giving a final
volume of 100 µL. DNA was stored at -20 ºC until use.
!
4.2.3!DNA concentration and purity
The concentration of the extracted DNA was determined using the Qubit® 2.0 fluorometer
(Invitrogen) and PicoGreen fluorescent intercalating dye according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. The purity and concentration of DNA was also determined by spectrophotometry on
the NanoDrop ND–1000 (TFS) using absorbance at 230 nm, 260 nm and 280 nm. A value of
approximately 1.8 for the ratio 260/280 nm and a value between the range of 2.0 and 2.2 for
the ratio 260/230 nm were used as measures of purity.

4.2.4!High resolution melt (HRM)
Oligonucleotide primers were purchased from GeneWorks and were verified using a basic
local alignment search tool (BLAST) and Primer-Blast NCBI to ensure specificity to the
seven targeted Bacillus species (B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis, B. cereus, B. subtilis, B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. megaterium and B. mycoides)
and E. coli. The primer sequences targeted the 16S – 23S rRNA ISR with a forward
[5’-CGAAGCATATCGGCGTTAGT-3’] and reverse [5’-CCCTTATGACCTGGGCTACA3’] primer (Antolinos et al., 2012). The amplicon product length was approximately 560 bp.

Optimised HRM reactions contained 1 x MeltDoctor™ HRM Master Mix (Life Technology®
– consisting of magnesium chloride, dNTPs, MeltDoctor™ HRM dye and AmpliTaq Gold®
360 DNA polymerase), 0.3 µM each of forward and reverse primer, 1 ng bacterial DNA and
DNAse free water to a total of 20 µL. Negative (no DNA) and positive controls (1.0 ng of the
known bacterial DNA) were included. Reactions were pipetted using a CAS-1200 Liquid
Handling Robot (Corbett Robotics Pty Ltd) into MicroAmp® FAST 96 well reaction plates
(TFS). The reaction plates were sealed using a MicroAmp™ Optical Adhesive Film (TFS)
and homonogised (500 x g for one minute) prior to loading onto the ABI ViiA™ 7 Real-Time
PCR system (TFS).
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The eight bacterial species were assayed in replicates of seven on one HRM plate and this
was repeated on three consecutive days to give a total of 168 derivative melt profiles. The
cycling conditions typically comprised of an initial denaturation of 95 ºC for 10 minutes
followed by 45 cycles of 95 ºC for 30 seconds, 56 ºC for 30 seconds and 72 ºC for 30
seconds. Amplified products were subjected to a further 95 ºC denaturation for 15 seconds
and 56 ºC annealing for one minute. Following PCR fluorescence was detected during a melt
stage where temperature was increased between 56 – 95 ºC at a transition rate of 0.025 ºC per
second.

4.2.5!Classification using ViiA™ 7 software
HRM fluorescence data was collected and processed by the ViiA™ 7 (version 2.1) collection
software. Classification was based on an optimal active melt region, which defines a window
encompassing the morphology of the melt profile, between 65 ºC and 90 ºC. Each replicate
was interrogated using the transformed derivative melt profiles, which displays the overall
sigmoidal curve morphology in addition to the Tm. These profiles display the change in
fluorescence intensity with respect to the change in temperature (-dF/dT). All HRM
derivative profiles (T versus -dF/dT) were exported as an Excel 2016 workbook.

4.2.6!Peak detection algorithm
The Excel workbook was imported into the working environment in R (R Core Team, 2016)
using the package openxlsx (Walker, 2015) and partitioned into two data sets – train and test.
The training set comprised of 112 derivative HRM profiles consisting of eight bacterial
species in replicates of seven from two HRM plates repeated over consecutive days. The
independent test data comprised of 56 derivative HRM profiles from the third HRM plate. A
single clean-up step was applied to the signals prior to further processing, where the values of
temperature (x-axis) from 56 – 95 ºC was truncated to 65 – 90 ºC (Fig. 4.1A).
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!
Fig. 4.1 Peak detection for Bacillus anthracis Sterne strain
Plots display a single Bacillus anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1- pXO2+) replicate on plate one, in each step, as an
example. (A) Initial derivative melt profile (56 – 95 ºC) indicating the clean-up step. (B) Peak detection of
cleaned derivative melt profile (65 – 90 ºC) using the PROcess package and optimal ‘isPeak’ parameters (local
smooth signal and variability). In plots (A) and (B), the x- and y-axes represent temperature (ºC) and negative
derivative of fluorescence, respectively. The layout of the figure has been adapted from Yang et al. (2009).

The ‘isPeak’ function from the PROcess (Li, 2005) package was used to detect peaks in each
species HRM derivative melt profile. User-defined parameters for peak recognition included
smoothing plus two additional conditions, SNR and shape ratio (Fig. 4.1B). All function
parameters were used as per our previously published methods (Bowman et al. (2018) and
thesis chapter 5) with the exception of the smoothing filter and the SNR window. Smoothing
used a moving average filter of K-nearest neighbours and an optimal filter width was
identified as 7 ºC points from a training range of 3 – 15 ºC points (data not shown). Postsmoothing, peaks were recognised when the user-defined thresholds exceeded the parameters
of SNR and shape ratio. SNR used a local variability window while an optimal width was
determined by using a range from 21 – 81 ºC points, in steps of 10. Finally, the shape ratio
was set at 0.3 and the area under the curve was set as 0.01 as per Bowman et al. (2018).
Graphical visualisation of peaks detected used the supplementary R packages of PROcess,
stringr (Wickham, 2015), reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009).
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4.2.7!Peak specific temperature windows
Peaks detected were clustered into specific temperature windows (ºC) typically from
0.7 – 1.2 ºC width. These windows identified the peak activity (the number of peaks present
or absence) of individual species and their replicates as well as characteristic curve
morphology features such as shoulder peaks. This was expressed as rows and columns in a
peak matrix (For training and testing peak matrices for this section see Appendix 2.1 and 2.2,
respectively).

4.2.8!Boolean logic paths
Five Boolean logic paths were trained by analysing the peak matrix. One path was used to
identify and treat the B. cereus group (B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis and B. cereus) as a single classification. The
other four paths were for B. subtilis, B. megaterium, B. mycoides and E. coli. Each Boolean
logic gate was combined to form a single individualised path by a logical operator, AND. The
Boolean logic path specifies the peak activity expected in the defined temperature windows,
and did not rely on the fluorescence intensity (represented as the y-axis). Independent testing
data was used to assess the intra- (within) and inter- (between) plate classification in addition
to the overall performance of the Boolean logic paths developed.

4.2.9!Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed as per thesis chapter 2 using the open-source program R
v3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) and supplementary R packages. (For this Chapters’ R training
and testing script see Appendix 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. For the scripts to generate the
figures in this section see Appendices 2.5 – 2.9).
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4.3! Results
4.3.1! Classification using ViiA™ 7 software
Using the three HRM plates completed over consecutive days, the ability of the software on
board the ViiA™ 7 to determine the species of origin between the melt region of 65 – 90 ºC
was assessed (Table 4.1). Despite the presence of known bacterial controls for each species
on each HRM plate, for which the ViiA 7 software could use as a reference, the majority of
replicates were misclassified. Overall, the highest rate of correct classification was 42.9 % for
B. anthracis Sterne strain (BA). Of the incorrect B. anthracis Sterne strain classifications
15 % were misclassified, while 43 % remained unclassified. BA profiles were misclassified
as B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (BTA) and B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis (BTB) at a
rate of 9.5 % and 4.8 %, respectively. This misclassification trend was indicated across all
eight species, especially for visually different derivative profiles, where E. coli was
misclassified 33 % as B. anthracis Sterne strain.
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Table 4.1 Species assignment using the ViiA™ 7 (version 2.1) software for an active melt
region of 65 – 90 ºC!
!

!CLASSIFICATION!(%)!!

!!

CLASS!
BA!

BTA!

BTB!

BC!

BS!

BME!

BMY!

EC!

NTC!

BA!

43!

24!

24!

29!

29!

28!

29!

33!

14!

BTA!

5!

24!

14!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!

BTB!

9!

9!

33!

43!

33!

29!

43!

5!

!

BC!

!

14!

9!

14!

!
!

5!

!

!

!

BS!

!

5!

5!

14!

38!

19!

14!

14!

!

BME!

!

!

!

!

!

14!

!

!

!

BMY!

!

!

5!

!

!

!

14!

!

!

EC!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

24!

!

NTC!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

24!

UN!

43!

24!

10!

!

!

5!

!

24!

62!

The high resolution melt (HRM) dataset had a total number of 168 profiles. BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain;
BTA = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; BTB = B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis, BC = B. cereus; BS =
B. subtilis; BME = B. megaterium; BMY = B. mycoides; EC = E. coli; NTC = no-template control; UN =
unclassified; rows = classifications; columns = bacterial species of origin; numbers = training samples classified
(percentage of total); shaded cells = correct classifications.!

!
4.3.2! Peak detection
The ‘isPeak’ function (Li, 2005) consisted of user-defined parameters which were optimised.
These included the smoothing filter width and the SNR window width, where peak
recognition was achieved with values of 7 ºC and 31 ºC points, respectively (data not shown).
Optimal ‘isPeak’ conditions were applied to clean derivative HRM profiles (65 – 90 ºC) of
the eight bacterial species to recognise and identify peaks. The generated results, involving
identified HRM peaks are displayed in Fig. 4.2.
!
!
!
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Fig. 4.2 Peak analysis of bacterial high resolution melt (HRM) profiles
Scatter plot displaying peaks detected as dot points (plates one and two) for each replicate (1 – 14) on the y-axis,
and derivative peaks (ºC) on the x-axis. Species identifications are represented by colour where; BA =
B. anthracis Sterne strain, BTA = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, BTB = B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis,
BC = B. cereus, BS = B. subtilis, BME = B. megaterium, BMY = B. mycoides and EC = E. coli.

!
!
!
4.3.3! Peak specific temperature windows
Training was carried out to define temperature windows for each individual species and their
reproducible characteristic peak activity. In all cases except E. coli, a singlet was expected
within the temperature window of 83.8 – 85.0 ºC and an absence in 82.5 – 83.2 ºC (Fig. 4.3).
A characteristic peak of B. subtilis presented as a singlet peak in the specific window of 76.8
– 77.5 ºC. The peak pattern of B. megaterium was found to be comprised of a singlet within
the 75.5 – 76.5 ºC temperature window. Windows including 75.5 – 76.5 ºC and 81.5 – 82.2
ºC were used in combination to detect the peak activity of B. mycoides. The individual
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members of the B. cereus group showed similar characteristic peak activity and could not be
distinguished from each other (Fig. 4.3). For this reason, this group was combined and
identified using three temperature windows within 76.8 – 77.5 ºC, 81.5 – 82.2 ºC and
83.8 – 85.0 ºC (Fig. 4.3). Typically, five temperature windows in specific positions were
activated for optimal identification of characteristic peaks which generated the peak matrix
(Appendix 2.1 and 2.2).

Fig. 4.3 Peak detection for Bacillus cereus group
Plots display examples of B. anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1- pXO2+), B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. cereus
and E. coli as black, green, blue and red colours, respectively. (A) Truncated derivative melt profile (65 – 90 ºC)
indicating peak morphology for a single replicate of each species on plate one. (B) Peak detection for the four
species replicates on plate one using the PROcess (Li, 2005) package and optimal ‘isPeak’ parameters (local
smooth signal and variability). In plot (A) the x- and y-axes represent temperature (ºC) and negative derivative
of fluorescence, respectively. (B) Plot displays peaks identified, for each of the four species replicates (1 – 7) on
the y-axis and temperature detected (ºC) on the x-axis.
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4.3.4! Boolean logic paths
The assembly of active Boolean logic gates in an optimised path was used to model and
predict the morphological pattern of derivative HRM profiles based on the peak matrix. Peak
activity (presence or absence of indicative protein peaks) in five specified temperature (ºC)
windows was encapsulated in Boolean logic gates (Fig. 4.4). Gates in this case were typically
combined by the AND logical operator.
!

Fig. 4.4 Boolean logic paths for bacterial species
Five optimised Boolean logic paths: BC* = encompasses B. cereus group (including B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis, B. anthracis Sterne strain and B. cereus), BS = B. subtilis, BME =
B. megaterium, BMY = B. mycoides and EC = E. coli. The green boxes represent the active Boolean logic gates
(traversed from left to right) and specify the number of peaks (P) present or absent in up to five temperature
windows (ºC). Single horizontal lines between gates represent the logical operator AND.

!

!
!
For instance, the logic path for the B. cereus group, inclusive of B. anthracis Sterne strain,
B. thuringiensis and B. cereus (Fig. 4.4 (BC*)) was comprised of five active Boolean logic
gates joined by the AND operator. For BC*, two active gates predicted a peak absence
(P = 0) between 82.5 – 83.2 ºC and 75.5 – 76.5 ºC temperature windows, while there was a
possibility of a singlet peak (P ≤ 1) within 76.8 – 77.5 ºC. Singlet (P = 1) characteristic peaks
were expected in two active gates of 83.8 – 85.0 ºC and 81.5 – 82.2 ºC for BC*.
Using the optimised Boolean logic paths with the training data collected across two HRM
plates, no misclassification was shown for species of B. subtilis and E. coli (Table 4.2). For B.
megaterium and B. mycoides there was 7 % misclassification (one replicate from 14), while
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for the B. cereus group there was 21 % misclassification (three replicates from 14).
Replicates of B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and
B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis were classified as a single B. cereus group, with 57 %,
86 %, 43 % and 79 % accuracy, respectively. The total correct classification of the B. cereus
group was 66 % (a total of 56 replicates in the group). Individual Boolean paths of B. subtilis,
B. megaterium, B. mycoides and E. coli classified replicates with 86 %, 71 %, 71 % and 93 %
accuracy, respectively. All paths were designed to bias assignment towards non-classification
in preference to misclassification. Replicates that displayed extensive non-classification at a
rate of 50 %, 39 % and 29 % were B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis and B. mycoides, respectively (Table 4.2).
!
!
Table 4.2 Classification performance of Boolean logic paths
!
!!

CLASS!

!CLASSIFICATION!(%)!!

BC*!

BA!
BTA!
BTB!
BC!
57!
86!
43!
79!
!
43!
71!
43!
57! !

!
7!
!

!

EC!

!

!

!

43!
!

!
!

!
!

!
100!

!
!

BMY!
! 21!
!
14!

71!

!

7!
!

!
!

EC!
UN!

!

100!
!

7!
!

BME!

86!

!
!

14!

!

BME!
BMY!

!

!

BS!

BS!

14!

!

71!
!
!

!

14!
!

93!
71!

36!

14!
57!

43!
15!

21!
57!

14!
! !

29!
!

8!

7!
58!

29!

BC* = encompasses B. cereus group including B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (BTA); B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis (BTB), B. anthracis Sterne strain (BA) and B. cereus (BC); BS = B. subtilis; BME = B. megaterium;
BMY = B. mycoides; EC = E. coli; UN = unclassified; rows = classifications; columns = bacterial species of
origin; numbers = samples classified (percentage of total); above the diagonals = training samples; below the
diagonals = testing samples; shaded cells = correct classifications. The optimised Boolean logic paths for these
results were constructed using up to five specific temperature (ºC) windows for identification. The HRM dataset
had a total number of 168 profiles, for training 112 profiles were utilised and for testing 56 profiles.

!
!
!
!
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To assess the performance of the established Boolean logic paths, an independent test set
comprised of seven replicates of each species run on a single HRM plate was analysed (Table
4.2). Parameters tested were the variation and reproducibility within and between the HRM
plates over multiple days. Non-B. cereus group members of E. coli, B. megaterium and
B. subtilis were classified with 71 %, 100 % and 100 % accuracy, respectively. For the
B. cereus group, the total average performance was 54 % (a total of 28 replicates in the
group). Overall, misclassification for all species ranged from 7 – 43 % (one – three
replicates).
The lowest rate of classification was in the B. mycoides path with 14 % correct classification,
resulting in 58 % non-classification (Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.5). The path for B. mycoides
detailed in Fig. 4.4 (BMY) was comprised of five gates with one that required a singlet in the
temperature window of 75.5 – 76.5 ºC. Based on the results of the independent test data (plate
3), the majority of indicative test peaks were detected outside this temperature window. This
resulted in a FALSE value for this gate, where these replicates were then unable to transverse
the B. mycoides path or any other. Thus, non-classification was high and predictive
performance demonstrated low success rates for B. mycoides.
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Fig. 4.5 Peak detection and windows for B. mycoides
Plot displays identified B. mycoides peaks as dot points, for each replicate (1 – 7) on the y-axis and temperature
detected (ºC) on the x-axis. The point colours indicate HRM plates one, two and three as black, blue and red,
respectively. The dashed lines demarcate three time windows with specific for B. mycoides (from left to right:
75.5 – 76.5 ºC, 81.5 – 82.2 ºC and 83.8 – 85.0 ºC). Shape indicates correct species classification as T (TRUE) or
non-classifications as F (FALSE).

!
!
!
!

4.4! Discussion
The onboard ViiA™ 7 analysis software enabled automated classification based on selected
positive controls of each bacterial species included on the HRM plate. However, despite the
positive controls the software resulted in a limited ability to determine a species’ identity
based on derivative melt profile morphology and Tm. From the evaluation of seven profiles
for each bacterium, across three independent HRM reaction plates, there was a high
percentage of incorrect classification by the software with only 14 – 43 % correct
classification (Table 4.1). This result was not unexpected for visibly similar derivative profile
morphology such as the closely related B. cereus group (Fig. 4.3A). However, inconsistencies
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were also observed where visibly different profiles were being classified. For instance, 33 %
of E. coli profiles were classified as B. anthracis Sterne strain, both of which have varying Tm
and peak morphology (Fig. 4.3A).

According to the ViiA™ 7 HRM software manual (TFS), classification is primarily based on
the variation in the difference melt curve (fluorescence intensity plotted relative to an
arbitrary reference or control). Hence, replicates of a single species may have similar melting
temperatures, but due to differing melting rates they either remain unclassified or were
misclassified as another species. These inconsistencies and limitations of the ViiA™ 7
classification software for bacterial species is consistent with our previous work using human
and animal HRM profiles (Bowman et al. (2017); thesis chapter 2). As a result of the
classifier used by this software, out of the eight species assayed, the majority were
misclassified. In order to address the limitations of the onboard software, peak detection
algorithms and Boolean logic paths were used as an alternative for the purpose of correctly
identifying species using their derivative HRM profile morphology and Tm.

For successful peak recognition, the ‘isPeak’ function in PROcess, which is a BioConductor
package written by Li (2005), was optimised. The ‘isPeak’ function was determined by the
boundary parameters for the three user-defined measurements of smoothing filter, SNR and
shape. A local maximum was considered a peak when values exceeded all of the user-defined
boundaries. Therefore, in working with the peak detection algorithm, PROcess, we noticed it
was relatively easy to tune the parameters. We were able to get sensible results, (meaning
these were visibly true peaks in profiles) by only modifying the smoothing filter and SNR
parameter width, while using the same settings as per Bowman et al. (2018) for the other
parameters. In terms of pre-processing, we utilised a cleaning step to truncate the original
signal from 56 – 95 ºC to 65 – 90 ºC, which was the optimal active melt region utilised in the
ViiA™ 7 classification software. This approach to peak detection demonstrated objective and
reproducible Tm identification and profile morphology for both training and testing.
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Detected peaks were clustered into five temperature windows. Employing windows to
capture indicative peak activity, rather than individual temperature points, allowed for the
slight peak shifts in temperature between the three independent HRM plates. A reason for this
temperature variability from run-to-run or across a well plate are due to slight differences in
instrumentation or chemistry components (Herrmann et al., 2006; Li et al., 2014). Regarding
window width and position on the x-axis, represented by temperature (ºC), we found during
training that whist a window should be employed, a reduced window size at the Tm was
recommended over a larger one. These windows were used to establish Boolean logic gates.

Peaks detected for the B. cereus group of bacteria could not differentiate pathogenic and nonpathogenic species within this group, namely B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis
subsp. Israelensis, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus. Hence, a combined
Boolean logic path was formed. The B. cereus group are genetically considered closely
related (Han et al., 2006; Helgason et al., 2000; Marston et al., 2006). This close relationship
among B. cereus group members has been displayed through high levels (> 99 %) of
sequence similarity by DNA hybridisation (Ash et al., 1991; Helgason et al., 2000; Sacchi et
al., 2002). Further analyses by MLST (Helgason et al., 2004), AFLP (Hill et al., 2004; Keim
et al., 1997), MEE (Helgason et al., 1998; Helgason et al., 2000) were unable to consistently
distinguish B. cereus and B. thuringiensis. The findings of this study support previously
established work which found that this group of bacteria are closely related and are difficult
to separate.

The ability to classify eight bacterial species, including four B. cereus group
(B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis and B. cereus) and four non-B. cereus group (B. mycoides, E. coli,
B. megaterium and B. subtilis) members, were investigated using active gates based on
Boolean logic. The Boolean logic path of E. coli (EC) resulted in the highest correct
classification with no misclassification. Replicates of E. coli from training and testing profiles
classified with 93 % and 71 % accuracy, respectively (Table 4.2). This is likely explained by
the fact that E. coli originates from another bacterial genus, Escherichia, as compared to the
other seven species deriving from the Bacillus genus. Differentiation of
E. coli was primarily attributed to the detection of a unique singlet at 82.5 – 83.2 ºC (Fig.
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4.3). Similarly, Bacillus species were distinguished by the singlet at 83.8 – 85.0 ºC. These
two windows could be considered genera-specific. Although to further improve the
identification process based on genus, species from the Yersinia genus which are of interest
to biosecurity, should also be considered for future work.

Our modelling approach applied in this work focused on training gates to be biased towards
non-classification rather than misclassification, it was less likely for the presumptive test to
generate false positives. Despite this, the highest error rate in any path was 21 % (three out of
the 14 replicates) and 14 % (one out of the seven) of B. mycoides profiles being misclassified
as the collective B. cereus group (Table 4.2) for training and testing, respectively.
Conversely, 43 % (three out of the seven) of B. cereus test profiles were misclassified as
B. mycoides by the BMY Boolean logic path (Fig. 4.4). Therefore, while B. mycoides can be
considered genetically similar and one of the seven species to comprise the B. cereus group,
previous studies have proposed it can be differentiated into a separate phylogenetic group,
specifically IV (Guinebretiere et al., 2008; Guinebretiere et al., 2010). Hence, our findings
were consistent with this notion, simply by visual comparison of derivative HRM profile
morphology being differentiated. In turn, we have accounted for these clusters by employing
two differing paths for the B. cereus group (BC*) and B. mycoides (BMY) (Fig. 4.4).

As with every novel approach to rapid identification, there were limitations as well as
advantages. It is well known that certain bacterial species share almost identical
16S rRNA sequences. In such cases, more discriminatory regions or additional speciesspecific targets (e.g. genes harboured on plasmids) could have been added to the assay.
Another limitation of this morphological approach to identification was that some bacterial
species generating amplicons with a different sequence may have resulted in similar Tm and
characteristic peaks detected. This was the case for the B. cereus group, where a single,
collective Boolean logic path was established. This inability to distinguish between the main
three B. cereus group members into individual species may simply be a result of the
extremely small genetic differences seen in members of this phylogenetic group, which
supports other studies findings (Han et al., 2006; Helgason et al., 2000; Marston et al., 2006).
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4.5! Conclusions
The potential to rapidly identify and differentiate biological, hoax and environmental agents
is an essential facet for front-line defence to a threat of bioterrorism. For this reason, eight
bacterial species, comprising of four members of the B. cereus group (B. anthracis Sterne
strain, B. cereus and B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis)
and four non-B. cereus group members (B. mycoides, B. subtilis, B. megaterium and E. coli)
were assayed on the ViiA™ 7 Real-Time PCR System (TFS). Parameters assessed included
variation within and between HRM plates and species as well as the ability to identify and
discriminate between species. Results obtained using the onboard ViiA™ 7 (version 2.1)
software, lacked the discriminating power required for consistent species classification with
an average accuracy of only 56 %.
Hence, the focus of this study was to develop a method to build Boolean logic paths that
formed relationships between peak morphology and Tm of derivative HRM profiles targeting
the 16S – 23S rRNA ISR to increase the success of identifying bacterial species in a
screening assay. By employing Boolean logic modelling to derivative HRM profiles
(temperature versus first derivative of fluorescence), we developed an approach to species
identification that considerably outperformed the ViiA™ 7 software. The Boolean logic
approach we developed had an average training and testing classification accuracy of 73 %
and 63 %, respectively, across all species. Our Boolean logic paths resulted in classification
with the highest accuracy for the non-B. cereus group members of E. coli (71 % correct
identification), B. megaterium (100 %) and B. subtilis (100 %) (Table 4.2). However, based
on the differences in amplicon Tm and peak morphology, it was concluded that the universal
primer targeting the 16S – 23S rRNA ISR could not be used to consistently differentiate
species within the main B. cereus group, namely B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis
subsp. Israelensis, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus. Accordingly, we employed
a single, combined Boolean logic path for all the B. cereus group. The groups’ classification
and taxonomic separation has long been the cause for controversy among bacteriologists, and
distinguishing these as separate species is a rather difficult task, even with modern molecular
tools. These results from our study, utilising HRM, complimented and supported the
previously established findings.
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MPS has allowed high-throughput genetic fingerprinting of suspected pathogens responsible
for outbreaks in both biosurveillance and control contexts (Chin et al., 2011; Grad et al.,
2012; Hendriksen et al., 2011). Although sequencing technologies will keep its role for
detailed characteristic bacterial markers, this methodology detailed in our study has
demonstrated the feasibility of using cost and time efficient analysis by HRM, supplemented
with Boolean logic modelling, for bacterial speciation. This approach could be of
considerable interest to forensic scientists and clinical microbiologists seeking a rapid
molecular method for species identification without sequencing equipment. An early
indicator about the underlying genus or species may have a major impact on the appropriate
response, decontamination measures as well as treatment strategies. Although it is not a
turnkey solution to complete all bacterial species identification, this study may inspire
continued progress towards simple solutions for amplicon characterisation and differentiation
for species identification in clinical microbiology and forensics, particularly the area of
biosecurity.
!
!
!
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CHAPTER FIVE

IDENTIFICATION OF BACILLUS & YERSINIA SPECIES
& HOAX AGENTS BY MICROFLUIDIC CAPILLARY
ELECTROPHORESIS WITH PEAK DETECTION
ALGORITHMS

CONTAINS MANUSCRIPT
Bowman S, Casares de Cal M, Alvarez-Dios JA, Gomez-Tato A, Roffey P, Richardson A,
McNevin D, Gahan ME. Identification of Bacillus and Yersinia species and hoax agents by
protein profiling using microfluidic capillary electrophoresis with peak detection
algorithms, J. Forensic Leg Med – (Article submitted and under review).
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5.1! Abstract
Bacillus anthracis and Yersinia pestis are biological agents that pose an increasing concern to
national security if deliberately disseminated. Hoax agents, including suspicious white
powders and environmental bacterial species, can also cause disruption. In either scenario it
is of high importance to rapidly and accurately identify any suspicious powder as hazardous
or hoax. Protein profiling, using MCE, provides a rapid, reliable and field-based screening
method. Two commonly encountered hoax agents (Dipel containing B. thuringiensis and
plain wheat flour), three Bacillus species (B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki and B. cereus), two Yersinia species (Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and Y.
pseudotuberculosis) and E. coli were profiled using MCE on the Experion™ System (BioRad).

Peak detection algorithms were developed for the recognition and identification of protein
peaks in electropherograms. Boolean logic paths were then employed to model and predict
the electrophoretic protein pattern of samples based on the presence or absence of indicative
peaks in up to 12 specified time windows. Parameters assessed included variation within and
between Experion™ Pro260 chips and the ability to identify and discriminate between
samples over time intervals, between operators and between field and laboratory analyses.
The results show that this technique is rapid (less than 40 minutes), accurate and reproducible
for automated front-line identification and differentiation of hoax, biological and
environmental agents. Classification with optimal Boolean logic paths reported no
misclassification with an accuracy of 100 % for B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis
subsp. Kurstaki (powder and culture-based), B. cereus and plain wheat flour, and 75 %
performance overall for the eight sample types tested.

5.2! Introduction
The potential threat of bioterrorism warrants the development of an accurate and field-ready
response which can distinguish pathogenic biological agents from hoax attacks involving
suspicious white powders and environmental agents. It is imperative to rapidly and reliably
establish a suspicious powder as hazardous or hoax to facilitate an effective and appropriate
response assessment, decontamination measures and treatment strategy (for a review see
Nelson et al. (2014)).
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Bacillus anthracis and Yersinia pestis are the causative agents of anthrax and the plague,
respectively. Due to their pathogenicity, ease of dissemination and transmission and, in the
case of B. anthracis, durability as an endospore, both bacterial species have been used as
bioweapons throughout history from as early as the 14th century (Bossi et al., 2006; Bush et
al., 2001; Duncan, 2005; Franz, 2009; Ligon, 2006; Morris et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2010;
Takahashi et al., 2004). Since the US anthrax letter attacks in 2001, B. anthracis in particular
has gained renewed attention as a bioterrorism agent. Given that powder-based pathogenic
bacteria can resemble a wide variety of commercially available products, incidences of
suspected hoax attacks cannot be disregarded. Commonly used hoax agents include white
powders (plain wheat flour, talcum and baking powder), non-pathogenic bacterial species
such as B. thuringiensis which is found in insecticides, and environmental species such as
B. cereus and Y. enterocolitica which display a high degree of genetic and phenotypic
similarity to their pathogenic relatives.

Techniques to detect Yersinia and Bacillus species have traditionally relied on timeconsuming cultivation involving morphological and biochemical testing prior to
identification. Varying degrees of success have been obtained from a number of molecular
approaches such as real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing (notably
whole genome sequencing). However, these techniques are not amenable for rapid or in-field
analysis (from hours to days for identification: for a review of identification methods for
Yersinia see Vogler et al. (2016) and for Bacillus see (Herzog et al., 2009; Hutchison et al.,
2015; Irenge et al., 2012)). Protein profiling, using MCE, enables analysis of up to ten
samples in a disposable chip and has been previously used to identify biological agents
(Bennett et al., 2017; McLaughlin et al., 2014; Pizarro et al., 2007; Stachowiak et al., 2007).
Samples undergo electrophoretic separation of proteins, followed by detection using laserinduced fluorescence in approximately 40 minutes which can be reduced to 10 – 15 minutes
for single sample analysis. This rapid screening technique has been previously used to
differentiate between and provide presumptive identification of Bacillus (McLaughlin et al.,
2014) and Yersinia (Bennett et al., 2017) species, and distinguish these from a range of hoax
powders. However, a limitation of these previous studies is that they have relied on the
analyst to manually identify the agent by visually comparing the electropherograms, which is
time-consuming and open to subjective interpretation. To improve and further facilitate this
technique in an operational capacity, automated peak detection and analysis are required.
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The PROcess (Li, 2005) algorithm facilitates protein and peptide ion induced peak detection
in mass spectrometry data (Cruz-Marcelo et al., 2008; Li et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2010; Yang
et al., 2009). Primarily applied to mass spectra generated by matrix assisted laser desorption
and ionization (MALDI) and surface-enhanced laser desorption and ionization (SELDI) time
of flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS), the algorithm is designed to recognise and quantify
peaks from the y-axis values (intensity signals) based on user-defined parameters. For its
original application, the x-axis differentiated mass to charge (m/z) ratios but it can also be
employed for electrophoresis elution time (in seconds).

Here, we employ Boolean logic paths (Kauffman, 1969; Kauffman, 1993) to predict
electrophoretic protein patterns of eight sample types, based on the presence or absence of
indicative peaks in specified time windows, in order to automate presumptive identification.
With this approach, initially proposed for genetic regulatory networks (Aldana et al., 2002;
Shmulevich et al., 2002a; Shmulevich et al., 2002b), individual logic gates or rules capture
multivariate nonlinear relationships that result in a binary value of one or zero. Variables
represent peak activity as an expected number of peaks (present or absent) in specified time
windows and the binary output from each gate (1 and 0) represent logical values of TRUE
and FALSE. A classification requires traversing a logic path with a TRUE value at each
active gate. Non-classification results from any protein pattern that is unable to traverse any
logic path in this way. Gate parameters were designed to preferentially assign nonclassification rather than generate false identifications.

The objective of this study was to develop a rapid, automated and accurate screening method
for first responders in the field, to identify and differentiate Bacillus and Yersinia species as
well as hoax agents. The aims were firstly to optimize the peak detection algorithm and
parameters in PROcess to maximize recognition of indicative proteins in an electropherogram
generated by the Experion™ System (Bio-Rad). The second aim was to identify and cluster
detected peaks in specific time windows to establish individual Boolean logic gates. The third
aim was to create a unique Boolean logic path for each sample made up of individual logic
gates joined by logical operators (AND, OR). Finally, the logic paths were evaluated for
reproducible identification and assessed through independent testing. !

!
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5.3! Materials and methods
5.3.1! Bacterial strains
B. anthracis (Ames and Vollum strains) and Y. pestis are highly regulated, tier one security
sensitive biological agents (SSBA) (see http://www.health.gov.au/ssba) hence were not
available for this study. Rather, we used close relatives as models; five unregulated
pathogenic species and one non-pathogenic species. Members of the B. cereus group
(B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus) and Yersinia
species (Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and Y. pseudotuberculosis) were provided by the
Australian Federal Police. E. coli was provided by the National Centre for Forensic Studies,
Faculty of Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics, University of Canberra.
Bacterial species were cultured on nutrient agar and in broth (Oxoid), as per the method of
McLaughlin et al. (2014).

5.3.2! Hoax powders
Two powder-based samples were selected based on their frequency of occurrence and
induced response from a forensic context. These were plain wheat flour (Coles brand) and
Nature’s Way® Caterpillar Killer Dipel® Bio-insecticide (Yates Australia) containing
endospores of B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (referred to hereafter as ‘Dipel’).

5.3.3! Protein analysis
Protein profiling was performed using MCE on the Experion™ System with the Pro260
Analysis kit (Bio-Rad). Hoax powders and bacterial species were prepared under reducing
conditions according to previously validated methodology (McLaughlin et al. 2014). Eight
samples, comprised of six bacterial species and two hoax powders, were run in replicates of
20, across 18 Experion™ Pro260 chips. Each chip also contained nano-pure H2O as a negative
control and a protein ladder ranging from 10 – 260 kilodaltons (kDa) to calculate size. Each
well also contained two internal markers (1.2 kDa and 260 kDa) which were used to
normalize elution times. The combination of ladder and internal markers enabled sample
comparisons within and between chips.
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Following protein separation, sample data was processed by the Experion™ collection
software and exported in two formats: (1) an electropherogram (baseline corrected plot of
fluorescence intensity versus time, with proteins represented as peaks) and (2) a
densitometric gel-like image. Negative controls showed no protein induced peaks and were
excluded from further analysis. All exported sample electropherograms for each Experion™
Pro260 chip captured as paired x-y data were combined as a Microsoft® Excel (Excel) 2016
workbook.

5.3.4! Peak detection algorithm
The Excel workbook was imported as training data into the working environment in R (R
Core Team, 2016) using the supplementary package openxlsx (Walker, 2015) (Fig. 5.1A).
Two clean-up steps where applied; all negative values of fluorescence (y-axis) from 0 – 70
seconds (x-axis) were replaced with zero and the x-axis was then truncated to 23 – 63
seconds (data between system peak and the upper internal marker) (Fig. 5.1B).

PROcess (Li, 2005) was then used, with the ‘isPeak’ function, to detect protein induced peaks
in each cleaned electropherogram. Parameters of importance for peak recognition included
smoothing and three conditions: signal to noise ratio (SNR), intensity threshold and shape
ratio (Cruz-Marcelo et al., 2008; Li et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2010) (Fig. 5.1C).
!
!
!
!
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Fig. 5.1 Peak detection
Plots display a single B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki replicate (powder-based as Dipel) in each step as an
example. (A) Initial electropherogram (0 – 70 seconds) indicating clean-up steps one and two. (B)
Electropherogram (23 – 63 seconds) following the clean-up steps. (C) Peak detection of cleaned
electropherogram using the PROcess (Li, 2005) package and optimal ‘isPeak’ parameters (intensity threshold,
local smoothed signal and variability). In plots (A), (B) and (C), the x- and y-axes represent time (seconds) and
fluorescence, respectively. (D) Plot displays peaks identified, for each replicate (1–20) on the y-axis and time
detected (seconds) on the x-axis. The dashed lines demarcate two time windows with peaks specific for
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (32.40 – 34.65 and 40.40 – 45.40 seconds). Black and red dots indicate samples
in powder (Dipel) and culture, respectively. The first window (32.40 – 34.65 seconds) has excluded peaks from
the culture medium that would otherwise lead to misclassification. The Figure is adapted from (Yang et al.,
2009).

!
!
!
!
!
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Smoothing in PROcess uses a moving average filter of K-nearest neighbours to enhance
detection (Yang et al., 2009): the greater the filter width, the more intense the smoothing
effect and the greater the loss of potential identity peaks. An optimal filter width of 11 time
points was determined from a training range of 3 – 15 (data not shown).

Following smoothing, a local maximum was recognised as a peak by the algorithm when
SNR, the intensity and the shape ratio all exceeded the user-defined thresholds. Firstly,
PROcess defined noise and signal, for a SNR threshold set at 2.0, as the local variability
estimate and local smoothed signal, respectively. Local variability was estimated as the
median of the absolute deviations of K-nearest neighbours within a set window. An optimal
window width was determined using a training range, from 15 to 100 time points, in steps of
5. Secondly, PROcess used a defined intensity threshold to remove small, recognised peaks.
Training for an optimal intensity threshold was performed using a range from 0 – 5
fluorescence units. Lastly, an optimal shape ratio value was set at a threshold of 0.3. The
shape ratio for local maxima in an individual smoothed signal was calculated using the area
under the curve within a small distance set at 0.01 of the peak candidate, then divided by the
maximum of all such peak areas. Supplementary R packages including PROcess, stringr
(Wickham, 2015), reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) assisted in
graphically visualising detected peaks.

5.3.5! Peak specific time windows
Peaks detected by PROcess were clustered into specific time windows (in seconds) (Fig.
5.1D). These enclose and identify consistent peaks between replicates and characteristic
features (e.g. doublet detection) into analysis windows, ranging between 0.50 and 4.50
seconds. A peak matrix was produced as the output, with the peak activity identified in each
time window, represented as rows and columns, respectively (for training and testing peak
matrix see Appendix 3.1 and 3.2, respectively).
!
!
!
!
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5.3.6! Boolean logic paths
Boolean logic paths for seven samples (noting that Dipel and culture-based
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki were treated as a single sample), were trained by analysing
the peak matrix. Individual Boolean logic gates were combined with logical operators (AND,
OR) to form a single, unique path for each sample that specified the number of peaks present
or absent in defined time windows. Gate parameters were set to bias sample assignment
towards non-classification rather than misclassification when assessing classification
performance during training.

We investigated the reproducibility and overall robustness of the Boolean logic paths for
classification by testing data sets of Bacillus and Yersinia species collected in protein
profiling studies up to three years apart (Bennett et al., 2017; McLaughlin et al., 2014).
Electrophoretic data generated by McLaughlin et al. (2014) contained duplicates of
B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. cereus and plain wheat flour
(Coles brand) from two Experion™ Pro260 chips. This study was completed by two operators
in both field and laboratory settings. Field-based analysis was performed in the Australian
Federal Police mobile laboratory, using generator power (Norman et al., 2009). Data from
Y. enterocolitica B1A S09, Y. pseudotuberculosis, E. coli and Dipel duplicates were provided
by Bennett et al. (2017) across two chips, completed by one operator in a laboratory setting.
!
5.3.7! Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the open-source program R v3.2.4 (R Core Team,
2016) supplemented with the packages openxlsx (Walker, 2015), PROcess (Li, 2005), stringr
(Wickham, 2015), reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) (For the training
and testing script used in this manuscript see material in Appendix 3.6 and 3.7, respectively.
For code to generate figures in this manuscript see Appendix 3.3 – 3.5).

!
!
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5.4! Results
5.4.1!Peak detection
Optimisation of the user-defined parameters in the ‘isPeak’ function (Li, 2005), included the
smoothing filter width, window width of the local variability and the intensity threshold,
where maximum electrophoretic peak recognition was achieved with values of 11 time
points, 25 time points and 5 fluorescence units, respectively (data not shown). The optimum
algorithm conditions were applied to cleaned electropherograms (23 – 63 seconds) of Dipel,
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus, Y. enterocolitica B1A
S09, Y. pseudotuberculosis, plain wheat flour and E. coli to recognise and identify protein
peaks (Fig. 5.2).
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Fig. 5.2 Peak analysis
Scatter plot displaying peaks detected as dot points, for each replicate (1 – 20) on the y-axis, and time detected
(seconds) on the x-axis. Samples are represented by colour where; DP = Dipel, BT = B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki, BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain, BC = B. cereus, FL = plain wheat flour, EC = E. coli, YE =
Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and YP = Y. pseudotuberculosis.

5.4.2!Peak specific time windows
Initial analysis was carried out to determine specific time windows for individual samples
and their reproducible characteristic peak activity. In the case of B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki (Dipel and culture), a singlet and doublet protein peak combination was detected
within the 32.40 – 34.65 and 40.40 – 45.40 second time windows, respectively (Fig. 5.1D).
For B. anthracis Sterne strain, an indicative singlet protein peak was identified in the 36.15 –
39.15 second window. Characteristic protein peaks of B. cereus presented as singlet protein
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peaks in each of the three windows of 23.90 – 25.15, 25.15 – 27.15 and 27.90 – 29.60
seconds. The protein pattern of Y. pseudotuberculosis was comprised of singlets in each of
the two windows of 27.90 – 29.60 and 30.90 – 33.00 seconds. In contrast, Y. enterocolitica
B1A S09 had an indicative singlet protein peak in the specific window of 29.85 – 30.60
seconds. Windows including 28.90 – 31.40 and 31.40 – 33.90 seconds, and 27.80 – 31.40 and
29.65 – 31.15 seconds were used in combination to detect peak activity of plain wheat flour
and E. coli, respectively. Overall, 12 time windows were activated for optimal identification
of indicative protein peaks and were used to generate the peak matrix output.

5.4.3!Boolean logic paths
The optimal combination of active gates in the Boolean logic path was employed to model
and predict the electrophoretic protein pattern of samples based on the peak matrix. This then
defined the peak activity (presence or absence of indicative protein peaks) in up to 12
specified time windows (Fig. 5.3). Gates were mostly combined by the AND logical operator,
in some cases, the OR operator was utilized. For example, the logic path for powder and
culture-based B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki detailed in Fig. 5.3 (BT) consisted of six active
Boolean logic gates, of which four were joined with the AND operator and two with the OR
operator. For BT, time windows of 36.15 – 39.15 and 25.15 – 27.15 seconds were specific for
peak absence (P = 0), while in overlapping windows of 32.40 – 34.65 and 31.40 – 33.90
seconds there was a possibility of a singlet peak (P ≤ 1). Singlet (P = 1) OR doublet (P = 2)
characteristic peaks were expected in the window of 40.40 – 45.40 seconds.
!
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Fig. 5.3 Boolean logic paths
Optimised Boolean logic paths for seven samples: BT* = powder (Dipel) and culture-based B. thuringiensis
subsp. Kurstaki, BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain, BC = B. cereus, FL = plain wheat flour, EC = E. coli, YE =
Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and YP = Y. pseudotuberculosis. The green boxes represent the active Boolean logic
gates (traversed from left to right) and specify the number of peaks (P) present or absent in up to 12 time
windows (seconds). Single horizontal lines between gates represent the logical operator AND while a
bifurcation represents OR.

!
!
Overall classification performance of the optimal Boolean logic paths from training data
collected across 18 chips is shown in Table 5.1. Bacillus species (powder and culture-based),
plain wheat flour and Y. enterocolitica B1A S09, showed no misclassification. For
Y. pseudotuberculosis and E. coli there was 5 % misclassification (one replicate from 20).
Replicates of B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (powder and
culture), Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and plain wheat flour were classified with 95 %, 100 %,
85 %, 85 % and 70 % accuracy, respectively. The Boolean logic paths were designed to bias
assignment towards non-classification in preference to misclassification. As a result, 50 %,
40 % and 35 % of E. coli, B. cereus and Y. pseudotuberculosis replicates, respectively, were
unclassified (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Classification performance of Boolean logic paths for protein profiles
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BA = B. anthracis strain Sterne; BT = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (culture and powder-based), BT* =
culture-based B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, DP = powder-based B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki as Dipel;
BC = B. cereus; FL = plain wheat flour; YE = Y. enterocolitica B1A S09; YP = Y. pseudotuberculosis; EC =
E. coli; UN = unclassified; rows = species of origin; columns = classifications; numbers = samples classified
(percentage of total); above the diagonals = training samples; below the diagonals = testing samples; shaded
cells = correct classifications. The optimised Boolean logic paths for these results were constructed using up to
12 specific time windows for identification.

!
!
!
To test the accuracy and the reproducibility of the established Boolean logic paths, two
electrophoretic data sets collected up to three years previously (Bennett et al., 2017;
McLaughlin et al., 2014) were analysed with classification performance detailed in Table 5.1.
Parameters assessed included the variation within and between four chips, under field and
laboratory conditions and by three different operators. Five of the eight samples, including all
Bacillus species (powder and culture-based) and plain wheat flour, were identified correctly
with 100 % classification accuracy. Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and E. coli had 50 % correct
classification while Y. pseudotuberculosis remained unidentified. In the test data set, there
were no misclassifications across all eight samples (Table 5.1).
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5.5! Discussion
It is important to rapidly and accurately identify any suspicious powder as hazardous or hoax
in the case of a suspected biological attack. Protein profiling by MCE has demonstrated its
potential as a rapid (less than 40 minutes), field-based screening technique for identification
of pathogenic and non-pathogenic Bacillus (McLaughlin et al., 2014) and Yersinia (Bennett
et al., 2017) species, and has the ability to distinguish these from a range of hoax powders.
To enable automated identification, this study aimed to optimise a peak detection algorithm
for electrophoretic protein patterns, identify and cluster detected peaks in specific time
windows, and to establish and test Boolean logic paths for reproducible classification.

5.5.1!Peak detection
Traditionally, protein profiling using MCE has primarily relied on the observation of
common protein bands and sizes in a densitometric gel-like image and/or characteristic peak
morphology in an electropherogram to visually compare species and/or samples. While this
method has been successful, to improve the identification process there was a need to
formalise the notion of a peak to reduce the risk of operator subjectivity and false positives.
By implementing automated analyses using peak detection algorithms, this study
demonstrates objective classification of protein profiles generated by MCE.

Peak detection strategies from other applications were employed, notably those of mass
spectra generated by MALDI-TOF-MS and SELDI-TOF-MS (Cruz-Marcelo et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009). The key features in mass spectra represent
the mass to charge (m/z) ratio on the x-axis with the intensity of the protein or peptide ions on
the y-axis. Similarly, electropherograms represent elution times on the x-axis and protein and
peptide induced fluorescence intensities on the y-axis (Fig. 5.1). To locate peaks and quantify
their intensities, we identified PROcess (Li, 2005) as a potential detection algorithm. Briefly,
this algorithm (using ‘isPeak’) smooths the input by a moving average filter, then identifies
the local maxima in this smoothed signal. A final local maximum is recognised as a peak
when its SNR, intensity and shape exceed user-defined thresholds. Although designed
primarily for mass spectra, we were able to optimise the thresholds for recognition and
identification of indicative protein peaks for our electropherograms (Fig. 5.1C).
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Whilst the detection of indicative proteins was reproducible across sample replicates for the
training data, there was a slight difference in fluorescence intensity due to varying
concentrations of samples loaded onto different chips. Despite these differences, independent
testing with the optimised PROcess algorithm and parameters was successful. Furthermore,
limitations arose for one E. coli and both Y. pseudotuberculosis replicates, where not all
indicative peaks could be detected (data not shown). Comparisons between the training and
testing sets indicated a distinct difference in fluorescence intensity of species, namely
Y. enterocolitica B1A S09, Y. pseudotuberculosis and E. coli (data not shown). These
differences in signal are likely to be attributed to a modification used by Bennett et al. (2017)
in which the bacterial samples were standardised to an optical density of 1.0 resulting in a
lower concentration of bacteria than used by McLaughlin et al. (2014) and in this study. As a
range of starting concentrations and mixtures will be encountered in forensic field samples,
future studies are recommended to enable the peak detection algorithm to manage these
possible scenarios.

5.5.2!Peak specific time windows
We defined specific windows rather than single time points to identify peaks (represented in
Fig. 5.1D). This allowed for the small shifts in migration time observed between Experion™
Pro260 chips, detailed in Fig. 5.2. These slight differences could be the result of varied
chemistries in different kit lot numbers, varying voltages and/or fluctuations in temperature
conditions (Bennett et al., 2017). During training of the algorithm, the windows were
designed to capture indicative protein peaks from the majority of sample replicates. However,
if an expanded time window increased the likelihood of false positives, it was abandoned in
favour of a reduced window. In total, 12 specific time windows were identified which defined
individual Boolean logic gates.

Verification of the performance of these time windows, using independent testing data,
demonstrated the capture of all indicative peaks for the majority of samples and their
replicates across chips. One Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 replicate was an exception, resulting in
a non-classification. In this single case, the indicative singlet protein peak was detected at an
elution time of 30.70 seconds (data not shown). The Boolean logic path for Y. enterocolitica
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B1A S09 detailed in Fig. 5.3 (YE), consisted of 11 active logic gates with one time window
(29.85 – 30.60 seconds) requiring a singlet peak. The detected peak was 0.10 seconds outside
this time window and this resulted in a FALSE value for this gate. Hence this replicate was
unable to traverse the Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 logic path, or any other path, and was thus
not classified.
!
5.5.3!Boolean logic
The manual process to establish active gates or rule-based dependencies for each sample was
based on Boolean logic (Aldana et al., 2002; Shmulevich et al., 2002a; Shmulevich et al.,
2002b). Our Boolean logic paths (Fig. 5.3) resulted in negligible misclassification across all
eight samples (Table 5.1). This was achieved by training logic gate parameters so that the
assignment was biased towards non-classification rather than misclassification and was
therefore less likely to generate false positives. As a result of this bias, there was an increase
in the number of E. coli, B. cereus and Y. pseudotuberculosis training replicates that remained
unclassified. Misclassification was reported in E. coli and Y. pseudotuberculosis (with one E.
coli assigned as Y. pseudotuberculosis, and vice-versa), at a rate of only 5 % error (one of 20
replicates). Replicates of B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (powder
and culture) and Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 were classified with 95 %,
100 %, 85 % and 85 % accuracy, respectively.

Testing using a smaller independent data set verified that the optimised Boolean logic paths
were able to reproducibly differentiate biological agents from hoax and environmental agents
with an accuracy of 100 % for two hoax agents (Dipel containing B. thuringiensis and plain
wheat flour) and three members of the B. cereus group (B. anthracis Sterne strain,
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus). There was 50 % correct classification of
Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and E. coli, while Y. pseudotuberculosis remained unclassified.

We have demonstrated the overall utility of the Experion™ for automated peak detection and
classification when applied to protein profiling using MCE. In the future, we plan to extend
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the assessment to other systems such as the LabChip GXII Touch (PerkinElmer) and the 2100
Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies).

5.6! Conclusions
This study is the first, to our knowledge, to apply automated peak detection and analysis of
protein profiles generated by MCE. Electrophoretic protein patterns of two commonly
encountered hoax agents (Dipel containing B. thuringiensis and plain wheat flour), three
Bacillus species (B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus),
two Yersinia species (Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and
Y. pseudotuberculosis) and E. coli were successfully recognised by the optimised parameters
of the peak detection algorithm PROcess (Li, 2005). Indicative protein characteristics and
peak activity were used to identify up to 12 informative time windows (seconds), which in
turn were used to define Boolean logic gates that combined to form Boolean logic paths.
When applied to an independent test data set, our algorithm resulted in 100 % correct
classification of all Bacillus species, Dipel and plain wheat flour. Overall, no
misclassifications were reported with 75 % classification accuracy for the eight sample types
tested. The results were reproducible within and between the 22 Experion™ Pro260 chips,
between four operators and between field and laboratory analyses, up to three years apart.
The findings from this study, in combination with those from previous work (Bennett et al.,
2017; McLaughlin et al., 2014), indicate that this screening technique is rapid (less than 40
minutes), accurate and reproducible for automated front-line presumptive identification and
differentiation of hoax, biological and environmental agents, whilst being compatible with
secondary confirmation analysis such as DNA sequencing.
!
!
!

!
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CHAPTER SIX

CHARACTERISATION OF BACILLUS ANTHRACIS
USING MPS: A 12 MONTH STUDY OF THE
CANBERRA AIRPORT
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6.1! Introduction
Bacillus anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax, is a gram-positive, spore-forming
bacterium (for a recent review, see Mohapatra et al. (2013)). Anthrax is primarily a naturally
occurring disease with outbreaks in domestic and wild herbivores such as sheep, cattle, goats,
horses and occasionally causing infections in humans. B. anthracis exists in two forms: active
vegetative cells (within the host) and dormant spores for persistence in the environment. The
entry of B. anthracis spores into a host from the environment, or as a consequence of
biocrimes, bioterrorism or biological warfare using aerosols, results in the initial infection
(Koehler, 2009). Infection in both animals and humans can be by three main routes;
cutaneous (by abrasions of the skin), gastrointestinal (by ingestion of infected food-products
or grazing) and pulmonary (by inhalation of airborne spores). Spores can remain dormant in
the soil over long periods of time, surviving extreme environmental conditions and can regain
metabolism by germination when exposed to the proper stimulus, termed a germinant. The
possibility to easily recover, germinate to re-establish vegetative growth, purify and preserve
B. anthracis spores from a natural reservoir in soil makes it one of the largest bioterrorist
threats.

B. anthracis is distinguished by two virulence factors: one is responsible for the synthesis of
anthrax toxin and the other produces a poly-D-glutamic acid capsule. These factors are
encoded onto two virulence plasmids, pXO1 and pXO2, respectively (for a review see
Koehler (2009)). The pXO1 plasmid (181 kbp) harbours three sequences essential in forming
the anthrax toxin: the pag, lef and cya genes encode the protective antigen, lethal and oedema
factors, respectively (Okinaka et al., 1999). The pXO2 plasmid (95 kbp) carries the capA,
capB and capC genes which encode the poly-D-glutamic acid capsule (Makino et al., 1989).
These characteristics of B. anthracis make the bacterium a formidable agent in both
biowarfare and bioterrorism, presenting a security risk (Blackburn et al., 2015; Fowler et al.,
2011; Inglesby et al., 2002).

While B. anthracis is usually associated with bioterrorism, there are higher occurrences of
natural outbreaks in many parts of the world due to endemic soil reservoirs. Natural
outbreaks in the human population affect a relatively small percentage and are related to
occupational exposure. In Australia, the ‘anthrax belt’ refers to a natural reservoir of
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B. anthracis spores, extending from the grazing regions of Victoria to central NSW
(Durrheim et al., 2009).
!
However, natural outbreaks, possibly due to the transit of people, freight and/or vehicles
throughout Australia, have been reported outside of the anthrax belt (Moloney et al., 2008;
Turner et al., 1999). Anthrax dissemination by the spilling of highly contaminated body
fluids of infected cadavers by scavengers has also been hypothesised to play a role in spore
distribution from one region to another (Bellan et al., 2013). Hence, B. anthracis spores could
naturally be present at low levels Australia wide, especially in areas of peak foot traffic
observed in public transport hubs of rail, roads, ports and airports.

In addition to natural outbreaks, the bacterium has gained renewed attention since 2001 as a
bioterror agent (Okinaka et al., 2011). The highly-publicised US letters containing
B. anthracis (Ames strain) spores were mailed in 2001, causing 22 cases of anthrax
(inhalation or cutaneous), five deaths and the widespread contamination of the postal system
(Okinaka et al., 2011). To further define the scope of a potential bioterrorist impact, a study
conducted by the World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that approximately 125,000
individuals would be incapacitated and 95,000 deaths would occur if 50 kg of powdered
B. anthracis spores were aerosolised over a city of 500,000 inhabitants for two hours (World
Health Organization, 1970). The breakdown of the civilian infrastructure would quickly
follow, especially in the medical system where the strain on hospital bed requirements and
antibiotics for 125,000 people would be greatly experienced, in addition to the disposal of
95,000 bodies. Prior experience in the Gruinard island testing has shown that residual
contamination of the ground would occur for decades (Hawley et al., 2001).

Furthermore, there has been a significant increase in reports of suspected hoaxes, ranging
from ‘everyday’ white powders (such as plain wheat flour and baking powder) to biological
hoax agents (such as non-pathogenic species) (Leask et al., 2003). Biological hoax agents are
difficult to detect if they share similar phenotypic and genetic characteristics with hazardous
biological agents. This is especially the case for the Bacillus genus, specifically the B. cereus
group, with pathogenic and non-pathogenic species being very closely related (Han et al.,
2006). B. thuringiensis is a well-established biological hoax agent, comparable genetically
and microscopically to B. anthracis (Leask et al., 2003). Bioinsecticides containing
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B. thuringiensis spores such as Dipel (Nature’s Way Caterpillar Killer, Yates) are readily
available for public purchase.

Assays designed to accurately detect pathogenic B. anthracis and distinguish it from nonpathogenic strains and other members of the B. cereus group, need to target both a conserved
genetic marker as well as markers for the two virulence plasmids. The use of real-time
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) has been well-documented in previous research, with the
identification and differentiation of biological agents, such as B. anthracis (Cheng, 2006;
Drago et al., 2002), Y. pestis causing plague (Sergueev et al., 2010) and Orthopoxviruses
causing smallpox (Nitsche et al., 2004; Olson et al., 2004). Gahan et al. (2015) utilised a
single genomic (PL3 gene) and two plasmid (cya and capB genes) targets with a rapid qPCR
to detect low background levels of Bacillus species (B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki,
B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis and B. anthracis) within the transport hub of the Canberra
Airport. A standardised sampling approach allowed for the daily collection of representative
biota in both high and low traffic areas over a 12 month period (August 2011 – July 2012).
B. anthracis targets were detected in fourteen samples (out of a total 575) which were PL3
positive, 24 for the cya pXO1 marker and five for the capB pXO2 marker. Of the samples
that were positive for B. anthracis targets no samples were positive for all three markers. A
total of five samples, all from the collection month of February 2012 were positive for both
PL3 and cya pXO1 markers. Current molecular techniques to detect trace B. anthracis spores
as well as subtype strain diversity from complex matrices such as soil (Jesmok et al., 2016),
food or aerosol (Be et al., 2013) samples now typically rely on sequencing. To improve the
sensitivity of the assay and further define bacterial entry, dispersal and movement throughout
the Canberra Airport, MPS was employed.

MPS has allowed high-throughput genetic fingerprinting of suspected pathogens responsible
for outbreaks in both biosurveillance and control contexts (Chin et al., 2011; Grad et al.,
2012; Hendriksen et al., 2011). This level of throughput allows for high resolution and the
detection and characterisation of microbes in mixtures, whether abundant or trace, intact or
degraded and even from genetically engineered origins. Until recently, one of the major
drawbacks of MPS has been the long run times. This lag time in the case of a bioterrorism
event is a limitation, where a rapid identification is required to activate an effective response,
management and decontamination procedures. The advent of bench-top platforms with easy
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to use, cost-efficient and streamlined workflows have reduced lag times. If applied properly,
targeted sequencing of species-specific and even strain-specific markers on bench-top
platforms can enable the differentiation of pathogenic strains from non-pathogenic strains,
provide a valuable tool for tacking a biocrime (inclusion) and eliminating natural outbreaks
as a source (exclusion) for investigative purposes. As for human identity testing in routine
forensic investigations, the ability to exclude should not be underestimated (reviewed by
Cummings et al. (2002) and Budowle et al. (2005)).

The Ion PGM™ is an example of a bench-top platform which is built on the semiconductor
chip technology and was employed in this project. Important aspects when dealing with MPS,
are the three workflow steps leading up to data generation that are target enrichment, library
construction and template preparation. Briefly, the first step in any MPS workflow is target
enrichment by PCR which amplifies the regions of interest. Library construction follows, as
this ultimately ligates platform-specific adapters as well as an additional barcode to each
DNA fragment in a sample. This step in particular is critical as it allows for subsequent
pooling of multiple samples to form a library and also prepares these libraries for the final
step prior to sequencing. Template preparation, in the case of the Ion PGM™, binds the
libraries to an ISP bead for clonal amplification by emulsion PCR. These ISP beads are then
loaded into wells of a semiconductor chip for sequencing. Another bottleneck in the MPS
workflow is the number of computational tools used for filtering, mapping and
characterisation of sequence reads.

The objective of this study was to develop a sequencing assay for Bacillus species (and in
particular B. anthracis) to interrogate a subset of environmental samples collected from the
Canberra Airport over a 12 month period (from August 2011 to July 2012). An Ion PGM™
was used to sequence a single broad-range genetic marker (16S rRNA gene) and two specific
virulence plasmid markers (cya and capB genes). The prevalence of B. anthracis at the
Canberra Airport was then compared with the results of qPCR (Gahan et al., 2015). MPS
produced a metagenomic background for each sample which distinguished it from the qPCR
approach that could only report a “presence” or “absence” for any particular target.
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6.2! Materials and methods
6.2.1! Bacterial strains and culture conditions
B. anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1+, pXO2-) and B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki were
provided by the Australian Federal Police. Bacterial strains were initiated from frozen
glycerol stocks (containing a 50:50 suspension of nutrient broth media and sterile glycerol
stored at -80 ̊C) and cultured in either a nutrient broth or on a nutrient agar according to
manufacturer’s instructions (Oxoid). Media was sterilised by autoclaving for 20 minutes at
121 ̊C. Broth cultures were incubated for 18 hours at 37 ̊C with shaking at 210 – 240 rpm.
The incubation process of agar plates was under aerobic conditions at 37 ̊C for 18 – 20 hours.

6.2.2! Environmental source of DNA
Twenty DNA samples were selected for this study from the total of 575 collected and
purified by Gahan et al. (2015). Briefly, samples were collected from six different sites
within and around the Canberra Airport (Canberra, Australian Capital Territory (ACT),
Australia) over a 12 month period (August 2011 – July 2012). Each collection site
corresponded to the movement of people, luggage and freight (Australian Air Express)
arriving and departing the Canberra Airport (Table 6.1). A low foot traffic control was also
included.
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Table 6.1 Location of environmental samples
Name!

Description!

People!in!!
Luggage!in!!

Arrival!into!
Canberra!Airport!

Source!and!sampling!surface!
Outside!one>way!door!at!the!base!of!domestic!exit!escalator!!!
(level!1,!CA)!*!
QANTAS!baggage!claim!carousel!(level!1,!CA)!§!

Freight!in!!

Freight!storage!case!(AAE)!†!

Freight!out!!

Freight!security!scanning!machine!(AAE)!§!

Luggage!out!!

Departure!from!

Luggage!“check!in”!carousel!for!all!domestic!flights!(level!2,!CA)!^!

Canberra!Airport!
Approx.!4!m!from!security!checking!zone,!air>side!for!all!domestic!
flights!(level!2,!CA)!*º!

People!out!!
Low!traffic!
control!
!

Low!traffic!location!

Underneath!exiting!escalator,!only!access!from!level!2!via!minimal!
use!elevator!(level!1,!CA)!*!

in!the!Airport!

Description and source (location and surface type) of sample from the Canberra Airport and Australian Air
Express Freight depot (modified from Gahan et al. (2015)). Samples “ * ” were obtained from tiles, “ º ” from
carpet, “ ^ ” from smooth rubber, “ § ” from textured rubber and “ † ” from stainless steel. All samples were
collected from August 2011 – July 2012, however freight samples could only be collected from August 2011 –
January 2012. CA= Canberra Airport; AAE= Australian Air Express

!
The 20 samples selected for sequencing (Table 6.2) were chosen based on the qPCR results
of Gahan et al. (2015) showing that a peak of positive B. anthracis markers were detected in
the collection month of February 2012, with secondary peaks in the months of April and June
2012. Hence, 11 out of the 20 selected samples were from February 2012, while four were
from April and three were collected from the month of June 2012. Samples from the
Canberra Airport and Australian Air Express Freight depot varied across the chosen samples,
however the majority were from the luggage departing (LO) sampling area. Furthermore, the
five samples that were identified by Gahan et al. (2015) as B. anthracis positive for the
genomic marker PL3 and cya gene on pXO1 were also included in this study.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 6.2 Twenty selected samples for sequencing
Sample!Name!
Date!

Description!
!
Sample!location!
!

CA9!POV!20.2!

20/02/2012!

People!out!

CA9!LC!20.2!

20/02/2012!

Low!traffic!control!

CA9!PO!21.2!

21/02/2012!

People!out!

CA9!LO!21.2!

21/02/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA11!LO!23.4!

23/04/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA11!PO!29.4!

29/04/2012!

People!out!

CA11!LI!29.4!

29/04/2012!

Luggage!in!

CA9!LO!20.2!

20/02/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA9!LC!24.2!

24/02/2012!

Low!traffic!control!

CA9!LC!25.2!

25/02/2012!

Low!traffic!control!

CA9!POV!21.2!

21/02/2012!

People!out!

CA13!LO!21.6!

21/06/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA7!FI!19.12!

19/12/2011!

Freight!in!

CA13!LO!20.6!

20/06/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA9!LI!20.6!

20/06/2012!

Luggage!in!

CA9!POV!22.2!

22/02/2012!

People!out!

CA9!LO!24.2!

24/02/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA9!LO!25.2!

25/02/2012!

Luggage!out!

CA11!POV!29.4!

29/04/2012!

People!out!

S56!FO!20.8!

20/08/2011!

Freight!out!

Twenty samples collected by Gahan et al. (2015) were selected from a total of 575. Locations included areas in
and around the Canberra Airport and the Australian Air Express freight depot from August 2011 – July 2012
and August 2011 – January 2012, respectively. Sample name = [sampling month, sampling location, date of
collection].

6.2.3! Bacterial DNA extraction
For the isolation of DNA from inactivated bacterial cultures and environmental samples, a
modified QIAamp DNA extraction mini kit (Qiagen) with an additional bead-beating
disruption step using 0.1 mm glass beads (Precellys) was used as previously described
(Bowman et al., 2016; Cho et al., 2014; Gahan et al., 2015). DNA solutions were stored at
-20 °C until further use.
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6.2.4! PCR enrichment and pooling
Oligonucleotide primers were purchased from GeneWorks and were verified using BLAST
and Primer-Blast NCBI to ensure specificity to B. anthracis, but also broad enough to target
other Bacillus species (specifically, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis, B. cereus, B. subtilis, B. megaterium and B. mycoides) and E. coli. Three regions
were targeted in this study, the 16S rRNA conserved genetic region (Antolinos et al., 2012),
the cya gene on pXO1 and the capB gene on pXO2 (Wielinga et al., 2011). The primer
sequences are detailed in Table 6.3. The resulting PCR amplicons of 16S rRNA, cya and
capB genes had approximate product lengths of 184 bp, 150 bp and 148 bp, respectively.
!
!
Table 6.3. Oligonucleotide primers employed for PCR enrichment
Primer!

Primer!sequence!(5'!→!3')!

Gene!target!

Amplicon!
length!(bp)!

!
cya!(F)!
cya!(R)!
!
capB!(F)!
capB!(R)!
!
16S!rRNA!(F)!
16S!rRNA!(R)!!

!
!
AGGTAGATTTATAGAAAAAAACATTACGGG!!!!!!! Oedema!factor!
GCTGACGTAGGGATGGTATT!!
(pXO1)!
!
!
AGCAAATGTTGGAGTGATTGTAAATG!!
Capsule!synthesis!
AAAGTAATCCAAGTATTCACTTTCAATAG!
component!B!(pXO2)!
!
!
AATAAGCGTCGTCAGGAACG!!
16S!rRNA!
AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCA!
!

!
150!
!
!
148!
!
!
184!

Forward (F) and reverse (R) primer sequences used to target B. anthracis with approximate amplicon length in
base pairs (bp).

!
!
Reactions for PCR enrichment contained 5U/µL MyTaq DNA polymerase (Qiagen) and
MyTaq Reaction Buffer, 0.4 µM (16S rRNA and capB primer sets) or 0.2 µM (cya primer
set) of each forward and reverse primers, 400 ng of BSA, up to 1 ng DNA extract and DNAse
free water to a total volume of 50 µL. Positive controls containing a known concentration of
B. anthracis Sterne strain DNA (85 ng) and B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki DNA (100 ng)
and two negative controls, including a no-template control (NTC) and TE (10 mM Tris-HCl,
0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) buffer control, were included.

PCR enrichment was carried out in a GeneAmp® PCR system 9700 (Applied Biosystems).
The cyclic conditions comprised of an initial denaturation of 95 °C for 10 minutes followed
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by 35 cycles of 95 °C for 15 seconds, 55 °C (capB primer set) or 56 °C (cya primer set) or
58 °C (16S rRNA primer set) for 30 seconds and 72 °C for 30 seconds. Amplified products
were subjected to a final 72 °C extension for 3 minutes.

PCR products were visualised using gel electrophoresis. Briefly, the agarose gels were made
to 1 % using 100 µL of 1 X Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer and 1.0 g of molecular biology
grade agarose (Bioline). These components were heated until all particulates were dissolved
before adding 10 µL of SYBR® Safe DNA gel stain (Life Technologies). The mixture was
poured and set before loading a combined amount of 5 µL PCR product and 1 µL of 5 x DNA
Loading Buffer (Bioline) into each well. Hyperladder™ 25 bp (Bioline) was used to
determine the size of the PCR products. Gels were visualised after 40 minutes at 100 V and
photographed using an UV transilluminator (Bio-Rad).

The DNA yield of each PCR amplification was quantified using PicoGreen® intercalating dye
fluorescence (Qubit® 2.0 fluorometer; Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer’s protocol,
prior to equimolar pooling of the three amplicons to a total minimum volume of 40 µL.

Pooled targets, at a volume of 40 µL, were transferred into 1.5 µL LoBind tubes (Eppendorf),
homogenised and then purified using an AMPure XP bead (Beckman Coulter) clean-up step
with MagnaRack™ (TFS). Briefly, 36 µL (x 0.9 of original PCR volume) of AMPure XP
beads were homogenised and incubated with the pooled DNA targets at room temperature
(RT) for 5 minutes then placed on the MagnaRack™ for 5 minutes. To remove larger DNA
fragments, 70 µL of supernatant was transferred to a new 1.5 mL LoBind tube and the beads
were discarded. To bind target DNA, an additional 64 µL (x 1.6 of original PCR volume)
AMPure XP beads were homogenised and incubated with the pooled targets at RT for
5 minutes then placed on the MagnaRack™ for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed and
the beads were washed twice with 200 µL of 80 % ethanol and removed prior to drying the
beads for 15 minutes. To elute the target DNA, 28 µL of nuclease-free H2O was added. A
total of 25 µL of supernatant was stored at -4 °C.
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DNA quantity and quality post-purification was evaluated using MCE on the 2100
Bioanalyzer instrument (Agilent Technologies) with the DNA 1000 Bioanalyzer kit and chips
(Agilent Technologies) which were used according to the manufacturer’s recommended
protocol.

6.2.5! Library preparation
Library construction for targeted Ion PGM™ sequencing involved the following Qiagen
workflow: end-repair of cleaved DNA (GeneRead DNA library L core kit), adapter ligation
(GeneRead DNA Adapter L set 12 plex kit), DNA purification post-adapter ligation,
amplification of library (GeneRead DNA L Amp kit) and a final purification step. Two
alternate purification protocols were employed; centrifugal silica columns (MiniElute® spin
column manufactured by Qiagen) or magnetic beads (AMPure XP manufactured by Beckman
Coulter). The first protocol (from herein referred to as ‘library preparation one method’) is
documented in Appendix A: Library Construction Using the GeneRead Library Prep Kits for
Ion PGM™ Sequencer/Proton, from the GeneRead DNAseq Targeted Panels V2 Handbook
(2014). The second protocol (from herein referred to as ‘library preparation two method’) is
documented in Appendix B: Library Construction Using the GeneRead Library Prep Kits for
Ion PGM™ Sequencer/Proton, from the GeneRead DNAseq Targeted Panels V2 Handbook
(2015).

Briefly, both protocols typically required 20.5 µL (10 – 200 ng) of purified target DNA from
the previous step for the end-repair reaction. Since the DNA concentrations of the elutes from
samples were low, these were not diluted prior to end-repair and the maximum volume was
used. For the adapter-ligation, 12 barcode adapters from Qiagen were utilised to label and
correspond to sample 1 (Bc 1) – sample 12 (Bc 12) on each of the two Ion 314™
semiconductor chips, giving a total of 24 samples (Table 6.4).
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Table 6.4 Samples for Ion PGM™ sequencing
!
Barcode!No!#!

Chip!one!

Sample!Name!
Chip!two!

1!

CA9!POV!20.2!

CA9!LC!24.2!

2!

CA9!LC!20.2!

CA9!LC!25.2!

3!

CA9!PO!21.2!

CA9!POV!21.2!

4!

CA9!LO!21.2!

CA13!LO!21.6!

5!

CA11!LO!23.4!

CA7!FI!19.12!

6!

CA11!PO!29.4!

CA13!LO!20.6!

7!

CA11!LI!29.4!

CA9!LI!20.6!

8!

CA9!LO!20.2!

CA9!POV!22.2!

9!

BT1!CONTROL!

CA9!LO!24.2!

10!

BA!CONTROL!

CA9!LO!25.2!

11!

NTC!

CA11!POV!29.4!

12!

TE!BUFFER!

S56!FO!20.8!

Chip and barcode number corresponding to sample for sequencing. Sample notation = [sampling month,
sampling location, date of collection]. BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain; BT1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki;
NTC = no-template control; TE = Tris-EDTA buffer solution.

The 2100 Bioanalyzer with a DNA 1000 kit was added to the protocol for quality control
after the final purification step. DNA molarity (nM) was measured using the 2100
Bioanalyzer smear analysis software according to the manufacturers’ manual (Data Analysis
– DNA and DNA Smear Analysis (page 31 – 61)). The DNA controls of B. anthracis Sterne
strain and B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki were diluted to 8 pM prior to library pooling
(Table 6.5).
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Table 6.5 Library dilution for pooling prior to template preparation
Control!
name!

Conc’n!
(nM)!

Conc’n!
(pM)!

DF!required!
for!8!pM!

Dilutions!
required!

Dilution!!
1!

Dilution!!
2!

Dilution!! Final!DF!
3!

!

!

Molarity!(nM)!
x!
1000!

Library!Conc’n!
!8!

!

Sample:!
water!ratio!
(μL)!

Dilution!1:!
water!ratio!
(μL)!

Dilution!2:!
water!ratio!
(μL)!

!

BA!

15.2!

15200!

1900!

10!x!then!
10!x!then!!!
19.0!x!

2:18!

2:18!

1.6:28.4*!

1900!x!

BT1!

2.7!

2700!

337.5!

10!x!then!
10!x!then!!!
3.3!x!

2:18!

2:18!

6.1:13.9!

337!x!

BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain; BT1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; Conc’n = concentration; DF = dilution
factor; nM = nanomolar; pM = picomolar; µL = microlitre; “*” = total volume is 30 µL rather than 20 µL.

!
For the Canberra Airport samples, these were undiluted. Aliquots of 2.5 µL of each of the 12
purified samples (12 per chip) were pooled and homogenised for a total of 2 × 30 µL. For
template preparation, subsequent aliquots of 2 × 25 µL from the previous pooling step were
utilised.

6.2.6! Template preparation
The template preparation stage of sequencing employs two instruments; the Ion OneTouch™
2 (OT2) (TFS) and the Ion OneTouch™ 2 ES (OT-ES; TFS). The OT2 carries out the initial
stages of template binding to an Ion Sphere™ Particle (ISP), amplification by emulsion PCR
and recovery of template positive ISPs. The OT-ES instrument then enriches the captured
ISPs. Emulsion PCR and enrichment of template positive ISPs utilised the Ion PGM™ Hi-Q
OT2 200 kit (TFS) chemistry and was performed according to the Quick Reference Ion
PGM™ Hi-Q Template guide (TFS 2015) from step 2. Enriched ISPs were briefly stored at 4 °C prior to sequencing.

6.2.7! Torrent Suite™ sequence run plan
For targeted sequencing on the Ion PGM™, a planned run is required to be created on the
Torrent Suite™. This server requires run information on the reference library and target
regions (BED file) format utilised, details on barcodes and their corresponding sample, the kit
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chemistry, the type of Ion semiconductor chip and the number of flows employed. The run
details for the sequencing plan are described in Table 6.6, while the three target BED files for
16S rRNA, cya and capB gene regions are located in Appendices 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5,
respectively.

Table 6.6 Planned run summary for Ion PGM™ sequencing
Run!plan!name!

Reference!library!

Chip!1!

canberra!airport!samples_chip1!

Chip!2!

canberra!airport!samples_chip2!

16S!rRNA!
cya!gene!

BA_genome(Bacillus!anthracis!str.!‘Ames!ancestor’!complete!genome)!
BA_pXO1(Bacillus!anthracis!str.!‘Ames!ancestor’!plasmid!pXO1!complete!
genome)!
BA_pXO2(Bacillus!anthracis!str.!‘Ames!ancestor’!plasmid!pXO2!complete!
genome)!
ba_genome(27_4).bed!

capB!gene!

Target!regions!
Hotspot!regions!
Application!
Target!technique!
Template!kit!
Sequencing!kit!
Number!of!flows!
Chip!type!
Barcode!set!
Plugins!

16S!rRNA!
cya!gene!
capB!gene!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

ba_pxo1(27_4).bed!
ba_pxo2(27_4).bed!
None!
DNA!
TargetSeq!DNA!
Ion!PGM™!Hi>Q!OT2!kit!–!200!
Ion!PGM™!Hi>Q!Sequencing!kit!
500!
Ion!314™!Chip!v2!
GeneRead!DNA!Adapter!L!set!12!plex!kit!
Coverage!analysis!and!FileExporter!

6.2.8! Ion Personal Genome Machine (Ion PGM™) Sequencing
Prior to sequencing, the Ion PGM™ instrument required cleaning and initialisation as per the
Quick Reference Ion PGM™ Hi-Q Sequencing guide (TFS 2016). When preparing the
instrument for initialisation, there were two alterations to the manufacturers’ procedure. (1)
To Wash 2 bottle, 7 µL of 1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was added instead of 70 µL of 100
nM NaOH. (2) To Wash 1 bottle, 35 µL of 1 M NaOH was added in place of 350 µL 100 nM
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NaOH. Chip loading was carried out according to the manual using the Ion 314™ Chip kit v2
(TFS) in combination with the Ion PGM™ Hi-Q Sequencing kit chemistry (TFS).

6.2.9! Data analysis
Sequencing output files were exported in FASTQ format by the FileExporter plugin on the
Torrent™ Suite. Homebrew, a package manager for Mac OS X, was used to install UNIX
tools into the Terminal. These packages were FASTQC (Andrews, 2010), Bowtie2
(Langmead et al., 2012), SAMtools (Li et al., 2009a), Picard (Picard, 2014) and Seqtk (Li,
GitHub, year 2012).

Firstly, the FASTQC package was utilised to extract read quality control data from the
FASTQ files. The reads that passed these steps were mapped to the genome of
B. anthracis Ames ancestor (NCBI entries: chromosome NC_007530.2; pXO1
NC_007322.2; pXO2 NC_007323.3) using Bowtie2. Output from Bowtie2 was in the SAM
format and later converted to a compressed BAM format by SAMtools. The BAM files were
sorted and indexed, prior to converting to FASTA format by Picard and Seqtk. A VCF was
also generated from the sorted and indexed BAM files by SAMtools for every sample
containing variations as compared to the reference genome including the quality and
coverage information. The FASTA files were then imported into MATLAB (2016a) with the
Bioinformatics toolbox to assist in graphically visualising the target clusters by using stacked
bar graphs (for the working MATLAB® scripts see Appendices 4.1 and 4.2).

6.3! Results
6.3.1! PCR enrichment and pooling
The optimised 16S rRNA assay was found to detect PCR products from a broad number of
species using agarose gel electrophoresis. Species were B. anthracis Sterne strain,
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis, B. cereus, B. subtilis and
E. coli. Adjustments were made to the annealing and extension times by extending from
10 – 20 seconds to a final 30 seconds for both steps. Additionally, annealing temperature
conditions were optimised by increasing in steps of 1 °C from 57 °C to 59 °C (Fig. 6.1). An
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optimal annealing time of 30 seconds at 58 °C was found to target and amplify all control
species.

!

!
Fig. 6.1 Amplified products from optimised 16S rRNA polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Plots display 16S rRNA PCR products at annealing temperatures of (A) 58 °C, as originally suggested in
Antolinos et al. (2012), (B) 57 °C and (C) 59 °C. For plots (A) and (B) lanes represent: L = Hyperladder™ 25bp
(Bioline); 1&14 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis; 2&13 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; 3&12 =
B. anthracis Sterne strain; 4&11 = B. subtilis; 5&10 = B. cereus; 6&9 = E. coli; 7&8 = no-template control. Plot
(C) lanes 1&14 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis; 2&13 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; lanes 3&4 =
B. anthracis Sterne strain; 5&12 = B. subtilis; 6&11 = B. cereus; 7,9&10 = E. coli; 8 = no-template control.
Samples were run on 1 % agarose gel and visualised using SYBR® Safe DNA gel stain (Life Technologies).

!

The optimised cya assay was found to be specific for the intended plasmid targets for
B. anthracis Sterne strain showing no cross-reactivity amongst closely related Bacillus
species and E. coli, where a single specific product detected using agarose gel electrophoresis
(Fig. 6.2B and 6.2C). The combination of increasing the annealing and extension times to 30
seconds, with a subsequent rise in the original annealing temperature outlined by Gahan et al.
(2015) from 54 °C to 56 °C, resulted in optimal amplification of the cya gene located on
pXO1, with an additional modification of the final primer concentration from 0.4 uM to 0.2
uM (Fig. 6.2C). !
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!
Fig. 6.2 Amplified products from optimised plasmid polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Plots display cya and capB assay optimisation at annealing temperatures of (A) 54 °C, as originally reported in
Gahan et al. (2015), (B) 55 °C and (C) 56 °C with cya primer concentration decreased to 0.2 uM. Lanes for
targeting cya gene on pXO1 are: 1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; 2&3 = B. anthracis Sterne strain; 4 =
E. coli; 5 = no-template control. Lanes for targeting capB gene on pXO2 are: 6 = B. thuringiensis subsp.
Kurstaki; 7&8 = B. anthracis Sterne strain; 9 = E. coli; 10 = no-template control. Samples were run on 1 %
agarose gel and visualised using SYBR® Safe DNA gel stain (Life Technologies). Lane L represents
Hyperladder™ 25bp (Bioline) which was used as a standard to determine the PCR product size.

!
!
As pathogenic strains of B. anthracis (pXO1+ pXO2+) are highly regulated Tier one agents,
this study used a non-pathogenic model strain of Sterne (pXO1+ pXO2-). However, the capB
assay targets the capB gene, which cannot be detected in pXO2-negative strains. B. anthracis
Delta Ames (pXO1- pXO2+) strain was utilised to optimise the qPCR in the previous study
Gahan et al. (2015). For this study the Delta Ames strain was not available. The annealing
temperature for the capB assay was increased from 54 °C to 55 °C, primarily to remove the
cross-reactivity (Fig. 6.2A). Hence, there was no band detected for any of the controls
(Fig. 6.2B).

The PCR enriched targets were quantitated using fluorometry (Qubit® 2.0 fluorometer) and
ranged in concentration from 2.44 – 44.9 ng/µL. Concentrations were used to determine the
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volume of sample required for the subsequent equimolar pooling of samples (Table 6.7 and
Table 6.8 for chip 1 and chip 2, respectively). The pool consisted of the three targets (16S
rRNA, cya and capB genes).
!
!
!
Table 6.7 Qubit results and pooling volumes for three targets on chip 1
Barcode!
No!#!

Sample!name!

Target!

Concentration!
(ng/!μL)!

Volume!of!target!
added!(μL)!

1!

CA9!POV!20.2!

16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!

5.39!
3.31!
4.96!
4.12!
3.33!
6.38!
2.63!
2.69!
4.71!
7.85!
2.53!
6.96!
7.13!
2.64!
4.82!
7.21!
2.62!
7.30!
5.76!
2.60!
5.52!
3.87!
2.47!
6.74!
41.0!
2.84!
5.39!
44.9!
38.9!
5.26!
!

11.1!
18.1!
12.1!
15.8!
19.5!
10.2!
16.2!
15.8!
9.0!
7.6!
23.7!
8.6!
10.5!
28.4!
15.6!
10.4!
28.6!
10.3!
10.4!
23.1!
10.9!
12.9!
20.2!
7.4!
1.80!
26.4!
13.9!
5.6!
6.4!
47.5!
15.0!
15.0!
15.0!
15.0!
15.0!
15.0!

2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7!
8!
9!
10!
11!
12!

CA9!LC!20.2
CA9!PO!21.2
CA9!LO!21.2!
CA11!LO!23.4!
CA11!PO!29.4!
CA11!LI!29.4!
CA9!LO!20.2!
BT1!
CONTROL!
BA!CONTROL!
NTC!
TE!BUFFER!
CONTROL!

!

Total!volume!
of!pooled!
sample!(μL)!
41.4!
45.5!
41.0!
40.0!
54.5!
49.3!
44.4!
40.6!
42.2!
59.5!
45!
45!

BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain; BT1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; NTC = no-template control; TE = TrisEDTA buffer solution; 16S = 16S rRNA marker; cya = cya marker; capB = capB marker; sampling notation =
[sampling month, sampling location, date of collection].
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Table 6.8 Qubit results and pooling volumes for three targets on chip 2
Barcode!
No!#!

Sample!name!

Target!

Concentration!
(ng/!μL)!

1!

CA9!LC!24.2.12!

16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!
16S!
cya!
capB!

6.90!
3.16!
4.82!
3.13!
2.44!
5.50!
7.77!
3.04!
5.29!
3.84!
2.91!
5.75!
7.83!
3.14!
4.73!
7.55!
2.80!
4.64!
13.6!
2.39!
4.84!
3.59!
4.82!
6.08!
4.23!
4.15!
5.42!
3.71!
2.74!
4.76!
7.79!
2.46!
6.22!
2.83!
2.47!
6.04!

2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7!
8!
9!
10!
11!
12!

CA9!LC!25.2.12
CA9!POV!21.2.12
CA13!LO!21.6.12!
CA7!FI!19.12.12!
CA13!LO!20.6.12!
CA9!LI!20.6.12!
CA9!POV!22.2.12!
CA9!LO!24.2.12!
CA9!LO!25.2.12!
CA11!POV!29.4.12!
S56!FO!20.8.11!

Volume!of!
target!added!
(μL)!
8.7!
19.0!
12.4!
19.2!
24.6!
10.9!
8.4!
21.4!
12.3!
15.6!
20.6!
10.4!
8.3!
20.7!
13.7!
8.6!
23.2!
14.0!
4.8!
27.2!
13.4!
18.1!
13.5!
10.7!
15.4!
15.7!
12.0!
13.5!
18.2!
10.5!
9.6!
30.5!
12.1!
21.2!
24.3!
9.9!

Total!volume!
of!pooled!
sample!(μL)!
40.1!
54.7!
42.0!
46.6!
42.7!
45.8!
45.4!
42.3!
43.0!
42.2!
52.2!
55.4!

16S = 16S rRNA marker; cya = cya marker; capB = capB marker; sampling notation = [sampling month,
sampling location, date of collection].

!
!
Prior to the library preparation steps, pooled DNA quantity and quality post-purification was
evaluated by MCE on the Bioanalyzer. Electropherograms of B. thuringiensis and B.
anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1+, pXO2-) controls indicated prominent peaks at 184 bp and
150 bp indicating the presence of the 16S rRNA and the cya genes (pXO1), respectively (Fig.
6.3).
!
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!
Fig. 6.3 Electropherograms of B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis controls post-target
pooling
Plots display (A) B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and (B) B. anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1+, pXO2-) controls
post-target pooling. LP = lower ladder peak; UP = Upper ladder peak; 16S = peak indicating 16S rRNA gene;
pXO1 = peak indicating cya gene harboured on pXO1.

!
6.3.2! Library preparation
Electropherograms of the Canberra Airport samples were found to contain low DNA
quantities and hence low fluorescent intensity (data not shown). For this reason, the
electropherograms of both B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis Sterne strain controls were
evaluated for the successful ligation of the 60 bp adapter.

Using the library preparation one method there were no prominent peaks at the expected
product sizes (Fig. 6.4) which could suggest DNA loss during library construction. An
interrogation, using the Agilent Bioanalyzer smear analysis software, between the expected
size range of 150 – 300 bp, revealed that the controls of B. anthracis Sterne strain and B.
thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki had a DNA concentration of 0.08 ng/µL and 0.05 ng/µL
respectively. The NTC had a DNA concentration of 0.02 ng/µL. Due to these results, it was
decided that the library preparation one method would be discontinued at this point of the
study.
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Fig. 6.4 Electropherograms of B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis controls post-library
preparation one method
Plots display (A) B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and (B) B. anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1+, pXO2-) controls
post-library construction using library preparation one method. LP = lower ladder peak; UP = Upper ladder
peak.

!

Electropherograms performed post-library preparation two method resulted in controls with
prominent peaks at 245 bp and 210 bp, indicating a presence of the 16S rRNA and a cya
genes with the additional adapter respectively (Fig. 6.5). Furthermore, there was no dominant
peak below 100 bp indicating no adapter dimer. DNA concentration was measured by smear
analysis from the expected range of 100 – 300 bp and the controls of B. anthracis Sterne
strain and B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki resulted in 2.50 ng/µL and 0.44 ng/µL. The DNA
concentration for Canberra Airport samples were all less than 0.28 ng/uL.
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Fig. 6.5 Electropherograms of B. thuringiensis and B. anthracis controls post-library
preparation two method
Plots display (A) B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and (B) B. anthracis Sterne strain (pXO1+, pXO2-) controls
post-library construction using library preparation two method. LP = lower ladder peak; UP = Upper ladder
peak; 16S = peak indicating 16S rRNA gene; pXO1 = peak indicating cya gene harboured on pXO1.

6.3.3! Ion PGM™ output
6.3.1.1!Ion PGM™ sequencing report summary
A total of 20 samples and four controls were sequenced on the Ion PGM™. The sequencing
summary report available on the Torrent Suite™ for chip 1 and chip 2 showed 73 % and 74
%, loading capacity, respectively. For chip 1, 912,207 library ISPs were enriched, of which
16.4 % (or 150,040) of these ISPs produced usable reads. For chip 2, a total of 924,698 ISP
loading was reported and from these 4.9 % (or 45,345) ISPs produced reads that could be
utilised for downstream applications. Briefly, the usable read percentage was calculated by
the Torrent Suite™ after the ISPs were filtered for being of low quality (chip 1 = 20.8 %;
chip 2 = 11.3 %), polyclonal (chip 1 = 54 %; chip 2 = 80.2%) or exhibiting adapter dimer
(chip 1 = 8.2 %; chip 2 = 1.6 %). The percentage of adapter dimer was further corroborated
with the histogram, depicting read lengths (Fig 6.6). For both chips, read lengths ranged from
148 bp and 184 bp which was expected. However, a large number of read lengths were
reported below 50 bp, indicating an adapter dimer. For the entire sequencing report see
Appendices 4.6 and 4.7.
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Fig. 6.6 Read length histogram of Ion semiconductor chips
Plots display (A) read lengths of chip 1 and (B) chip 2. The x-axis represents the read length measured by base
pair (bp) and the y-axis represents the number of reads reported in the library. Based on the three targets,
expected read lengths are 184 bp (16S rRNA gene), 130 bp (cya gene) and 147 bp (capB gene).

!
6.3.1.2!Target alignment and relative abundance
Individual sample FASTQ files were imported into the Mac OS X Terminal and underwent
quality control measures prior to Bowtie2 alignment. Overall, the sensitivity of the assay, by
employing MPS technology, allowed for further definition of bacterial entry, dispersal and
movement throughout the Canberra Airport in comparison to qPCR (Table 6.9). Additionally,
MPS was able to detect a higher incidence of plasmid markers in Canberra Airport samples,
particularly the capB target at low concentrations, which were below qPCR quantifiable
levels. Of the 20 Canberra Airport samples, 15 (75 %) were capB marker positive and nine
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(45 %) cya marker positive. However, three sequenced samples did not align to the plasmid
markers that were otherwise detected by qPCR. These three samples consisted of the low
traffic controls from the 24th and 25th February 2012 (specifically, CA9 LC 24.2 and CA9 LC
25.2) which were identified as pXO1-negative, while the sampling site for people departing
on the 21st February 2012 (specifically, CA9 POV 21.2) was pXO2-negative.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 6.9 Comparison of real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and massively
parallel sequencing (MPS) detection
Table displays alignment results of the sequence reads in comparison to qPCR.

!!

!!
No#!of!
reads!
!!

!!

pXO1!

pXO2!

Sample!name!

cya!gene!

capB!gene!

!!

A!

A!

1/1!

626!

CA9!POV!20.2!

!!

2/1!

20309!

CA9!LC!20.2!

!!

3/1!

582!

CA9!PO!21.2!

4/1!!

26358!

5/1!

Barcode/chip!

!
PL3)

16S!

B!

A!

B!

!!

^

!!

!!

^

!!

!!

!!

^

!!

CA9!LO!21.2!

!!

!!

^

!!

10795!

CA11!LO!23.4!

!!

!!

6/1!

33522!

CA11!PO!29.4!

!!

!!

^

!!

7/1!

8531!

CA11!LI!29.4!

!!

!!

^

!!

8/1!

19159!

CA9!LO!20.2!

!!

!!

^

!!

9/1!

603!

BT1!CONTROL!

!!

!!

!!

10/1!

608!

BA!CONTROL!

!!

!!

!!

11/1!

352!

NTC!

!!

!!

!!

12/1!

626!

TE!BUFFER!

!!

!!

!!

1/2!

1677!

CA9!LC!24.2!

!!

*

2/2!

361!

CA9!LC!25.2!

!!

!

*

3/2!

675!

CA9!POV!21.2!

!!

!

4/2!

14803!

CA13!LO!21.6!

!!

5/2!

5646!

CA7!FI!19.12!

!!

!!

!!

6/2!

1490!

CA13!LO!20.6!

!!

!!

!!

7/2!

324!

CA9!LI!20.6!

!!

!!

!!

8/2!

1823!

CA9!POV!22.2!

!!

^

!!

^

!!

9/2!

2881!

CA9!LO!24.2!

!!

^

!!

^

!!

10/2!

1327!

CA9!LO!25.2!

!!

^

!!

11/2!

1677!

CA11!POV!29.4!

!!

!!

12/2!

1802!

S56!FO!20.8!

!!

!!

!!

B!

^

!
!!

!!

^

!!
!!

*

!!

^

!!

!!
^

!!
!!

BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain; BT1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; NTC = no-template control PCR; TE =
Tris-EDTA; Sample notation = [sampling month, sampling location, date of collection]; blue = target detected;
green = target undetected; A = target detected through qPCR by Gahan et al. (2015); B = target detected by
MPS; “ * ” represents were a plasmid marker was not detected; “ ^ ” represents the detection of targets at low
qualities by MPS.
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An alignment of reads from the positive controls to the B. anthracis Ames ancestor genome
reference (NC_007530.2) resulted in a high abundance of 16S rRNA reads for both
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. anthracis Sterne strain (Fig 6.7). The latter also had
reads that mapped to the cya gene harboured on pXO1. Conversely, the negative controls
(specifically, TE buffer and NTC) returned no read alignment. A total of 16 out of the 20
(80 %) of the Canberra Airport samples were positive for the B. cereus group target of 16S
rRNA across chip 1 (Fig 6.7A) and chip 2 (Fig 6.7B). These samples were collected in
December 2011 and February, April and June 2012. In particular, there was a trend towards a
higher abundance of 16S rRNA reads at the Canberra Airport in the luggage out (LO)
samples in addition to the Australian Air Express freight departing (FO). Eight out of the 20
(40 %) Canberra Airport samples aligned to the B. anthracis Ames ancestor pXO1 reference
(NC_007322.2) and all eight were collected in February 2012. Of the eight samples that were
positive for the cya marker, there was a higher abundance and occurrence in two different
sites for people leaving (PO and POV) the Airport. A total of 14 out of 20 (70 %) collected
samples aligned to the B. anthracis Ames ancestor pXO2 reference (NC_007323.3) with two
of these samples collected from the Australian Air Express site, particularly the freight
departing (FO) and arriving (FI) in August and December 2011. The sampling sites with the
highest incidence of positive cya marker alignment across all months were people (PO and
POV) and luggage (LO) departing the Canberra Airport. Of the samples that aligned to the
16S rRNA B. cereus group marker and two plasmid markers for B. anthracis, four samples
were positive for all three targets. These positive samples were collected in the month of
February 2012. Two of the positive samples were from luggage departing and one sample
from the people departing and low traffic control (LC) sites.

As a consequence of mapping a moderate set of reads to a small set of targets, a high
proportion of the data remained unmapped and redundant, as our primary aim was to detect
trace levels of B. anthracis in environmental samples. There was a high abundance of
unmapped reads, particularly for the controls of NTC and TE buffer (100 %). However, this
was also displayed for the site of luggage arrival on the 20th June (CA9 LI 20.6) with 99 %
unmapped.
!
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!
Fig. 6.7 Relative abundance and bacterial target composition of the Canberra Airport
samples and controls
Plots display (A) relative abundance of sample sequence reads in chip 1 and (B) chip 2 that aligned to specific
targets as well as unaligned reads. The x-axis represents the individual samples and the y-axis represents the
percentage of reads reported. BA = B. anthracis Sterne strain; BT1 = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; NTC =
no-template control; TE = Tris-EDTA buffer solution; sampling notation = [sampling month, sampling location,
date of collection]. Colours are based on the three targets, navy blue = 16S rRNA gene; light blue = cya gene on
pXO1; green = capB gene on pXO2; yellow = unaligned reads.

!
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6.4! Discussion
Monthly samples collected previously by Gahan et al. (2015) at several site locations from
porous and non-porous surfaces at the Canberra Airport and Australian Air Express freight,
over a 12 month period between August 2011 and July 2012, allowed for an analysis of
seasonal and traffic fluctuation. The key findings of this previous study, using qPCR, was
that there was a higher incidence of positive B. anthracis targets in February as well as in
April and June 2012. Here this study sequenced representative samples with positive and
negative results for B. anthracis targets on the Ion PGM™. A total of 20 samples and four
controls underwent targeted sequencing on two Ion 314™ chips for three markers; the
conserved 16S rRNA gene, cya gene harboured on pXO1 and capB gene carried on pXO2.
On each semiconductor chip ISPs were loaded to a capacity of 73 – 74 %. However, for the
specific targets we had 4.9 % – 16.4 % of usable sequence reads. The percentage of usable
reads were formulated only after the ISPs, from both chips, were filtered for polyclonal reads
(54 % – 80.2 %), low quality reads (11.3 % – 20.8 %) and adapter dimers (1.6 % – 8.2 %), all
of which were removed prior to analysis. The greatest loss of potential reads were due to
polyclonality, meaning that more than one amplicon attached to an ISP. A reason for this
high polyclonality was likely caused by the concentration of Canberra Airport libraries. In
future work on environmental DNA undergoing targeted sequencing on an Ion 314™ chip or
similar, it is recommended to dilute all Canberra Airport libraries to a lower starting
concentration of 8 pM prior to library pooling.

The plasmid targets, cya and capB genes, were similarly used by Gahan et al. (2015) and this
study. Overall, the sensitivity of the assay by MPS allowed for further definition of
B. anthracis movement throughout the Canberra Airport in comparison to qPCR (Table 6.9).
The greatest difference between the MPS results and qPCR, was the ability to detect low
quantifiable levels of plasmid markers, particularly the capB target. This is likely due to the
increased sensitivity inherent to sequencing technologies, especially for trace detection. The
findings of this study diverged from Gahan et al. (2015), for three samples. These sequenced
samples lacked a pXO1 or pXO2 marker post-sequencing alignment. The low traffic controls
from the 24th and 25th February 2012 (specifically, CA9 LC 24.2 and CA9 LC 25.2) were
pXO1-negative while the sampling site for people departing on the 21st February 2012
(specifically, CA9 POV 21.2) was pXO2-negative. The source DNA for this study was stored
since 2012 and during the optimisation of target enrichment and subsequent library
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preparation, the sample went through a number of freeze-thaws. As a result, there was a loss
in concentration and as such may possibly be below the limit of MPS detection (Shao et al.,
2012).

While pXO1 and pXO2 are associated with B. anthracis, similar plasmids have been
identified in B. cereus strains cultured from dead animals or humans who presented with
anthrax-like symptoms (Koehler, 2009; Pilo et al., 2011). Strains lacking either pXO1 or
pXO2, or both plasmids, were either avirulent or exhibited attenuated virulence (Uchida et
al., 1986). In the design of the MPS screening panel, a broad 16S rRNA primer set was
utilised in this study instead of the PL3 B. anthracis genomic target in Gahan et al. (2015).
The 16S rRNA marker allowed for the B. cereus group (B. anthracis, B. thuringiensis and
B. cereus) and other Bacillus species enrichment (specifically B. subtilis and
B. megaterium), while the PL3 marker was a specific target of B. anthracis. This was
demonstrated in Fig 6.7A, for the controls of B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and
B. anthracis Sterne strain sequence with the reads aligned to the same reference.

Although read alignment to the B. anthracis Ames ancestor references was considered a
presumptive positive result in this study, the level of identity for the 16S rRNA marker was to
the B. cereus group. Of the 20 Canberra Airport samples sequenced, 16 aligned to the
16S rRNA marker, all from varying months of collection. There was a higher abundance of
16S rRNA alignment for the Canberra Airport in the luggage out (LO) samples in addition to
the Australian Air Express freight departing (FO). However, given the high degree of genetic
similarity between B. anthracis, B. cereus and B. thuringiensis, to ensure accuracy and instill
confidence in bacterial identification, this 16S rRNA marker requires investigation. Further
work is required to de-convolute the 16S unmapped and mapped sequencing data, in order to
avoid false negative as well as false positive results and to ensure a representative
metagenomic fingerprint. The use of 16S databases involving SILVA (Quast et al., 2013;
Yilmaz et al., 2014), Mothur (Schloss et al., 2009) or Greengenes (McDonald et al., 2011)
are recommended to distinguish this B. cereus group.

Of the 15 samples that were positive for the B. cereus group 16S rRNA marker, two samples
were also pXO1-positive in the month of February 2012 and seven were also pXO2-positive
which spanned across the sampling months of December 2011 and June 2012 (Fig 6.7). A
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total of four positive samples aligned to all three markers which were collected in the
sampling month of February 2012. As discussed in Gahan et al. (2015), Queensland and
NSW experienced flooding during December 2011 – January 2012, which may have caused a
peak in B. anthracis. Environmental and climatic factors have a great influence on the
ecology of B. anthracis, especially factors of rainfall and temperature (Blackburn et al.,
2007). Daytime temperatures in February 2012, at the Canberra Airport were above the
average at 30 – 31 degrees, moderate winds (2 – 24 km/h) and relatively high humidity
(approximately 74 %) (Time and Date, 2012). However, another more likely scenario was
reflective on human activities rather than climatic effects. For instance, there may have been
heightened foot traffic in February possibly due to returning passengers from Christmas and
school holidays or passengers celebrating the Lunar New Year period from late January to
early February (Freed, 20 March 2015).

Of the samples from the B. cereus group 16S rRNA marker that were positive luggage out
(LO) and the Australian Air Express freight departing (FO) had the highest incidence (Fig.
6.7). Similarly, pXO1-positive samples occurred in two different sites for people leaving (PO
and POV) the Canberra Airport, while pXO2-positive samples peaked in the luggage (LO)
departing site. Additionally, from the samples sequenced, our two plasmid markers of
B. anthracis and one conserved B. cereus group marker, were detected at low quantities for
luggage and people departing the Canberra Airport. In turn, this may indicate that
B. anthracis was primarily entering the airport locally on the luggage and from people
departing Canberra. Gahan et al. (2015) commented on the luggage sampling site (LO and
LI) which was two conveyer belts that consistently returned dirty and with dark samples,
which was also the case for samples collected from the people departing (PO). Samples taken
from the low traffic control (LC) site were routinely the cleanest surface, which may have
been due to its remote location and limited foot traffic. Interestingly, one of the low traffic
control samples was positive for all three markers, suggesting that once bacteria enter the
airport they immediately disperse, possibly due to the ventilation. However, another scenario
may involve two factors, the remoteness of the site and the frequency of the cleaning
schedule that lead to the accumulation of dispersed bacteria in this area.
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February 2012, as previously stated, was a dry, humid and hot month in the ACT as was
Australia in general (Bureau of Meteorology, 2012). Therefore this climate could indicate a
propensity for overworked heating–ventilation–air-conditioning (HVAC) units that may have
assisted in the circulation of bacteria throughout the building interior. There have been a
number of studies which demonstrated the dispersal and migration of microbes by people, air
movement, HVAC and electrostatic forces in the indoor urban environment (Li et al., 2007;
Prussin et al., 2015; Tringe et al., 2008). Sextro et al. (2002) in particular, employed
predictive modelling to examine the dispersion of B. anthracis in a building from a single
point of origin, while Van Cuyk et al. (2012) used an aerosolised simulant
(B. thuringiensis) to model the movement from an outdoor release into a building. These
studies on the dispersal of bacteria highlight that in our future work, sampling of the air duct
surfaces, in conjunction with air sampling of the locations, is recommended to give weight to
our hypothesis. Air sampling in particularly will negate the effects of the cleaning procedures
at the Canberra Airport. In addition, there is room for further work on in-depth sequencing
and analysis of the full collection of the 2011 – 2012 Canberra Airport samples, particularly
for the collection months of December and January. Sequencing results from these months
would broaden our understanding of the relationship of peak bacterial occurrence with: (1)
the fluctuations in flight volume and foot traffic during the holiday season and (2) the effects
of the summer climate which draw heightened conditioned air from the HVAC system. It
would also be noteworthy to investigate the surrounding ACT soil composition to determine
if sporulation is inherent in Canberra by instigating a geospatial metagenomics and forensic
genetic map. Sample collection for an additional 12 month period at the Canberra Airport as
well as other travel hubs within the anthrax belt, would also be recommended for a largescale comparison of bacterial dispersal and migration.

6.5! Conclusions
B. anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax, occurs naturally in Australian soil and primarily
affects livestock between Victoria and central NSW. However, cases of natural outbreaks
have been reported outside of this region, possibly due to populace, freight and vehicle travel.
As such, it is of high importance to determine the background frequencies of B. anthracis at
transport locations, as this biological agent, if deliberately disseminated, poses a national
security concern.
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In this study of the Canberra Airport, 20 representative samples spaning from August 2011 to
July 2012, underwent targeted sequencing on the Ion PGM™. Two virulence plasmids (cya
and capB genes) and a conserved B. cereus group (16S rRNA gene) marker were targeted
which allowed for the presumptive identification of pathogenic and non-pathogenic
B. anthracis. Overall, the sensitivity of the assay by employing MPS technology allowed for
further definition of bacterial entry, dispersal and movement throughout the Canberra Airport
in comparison to qPCR by Gahan et al. (2015). Of the samples sequenced, our two indicative
markers of B. anthracis and one conserved marker for the B. cereus group were primarily
detected at low quantities from the sampling month of February 2012. Given the nature of
this transport hub, dispersal of bacteria is highly likely to be due to the HVAC ventilation (Li
et al., 2007; Sextro et al., 2002; Tringe et al., 2008). As such, results were inconclusive on
whether the bacteria were entering locally or from another external area. To address this,
surface sampling from the HVAC system, air sampling from the Canberra Airport sites and
soil composition of the surrounding ACT area would be required. Furthermore, in-depth
sequencing of the holiday period of December, January and February should also be
considered. There is also further scope required on the work to de-convolute the already
available 16S unmapped and mapped sequence data to resolve the B. cereus group and
specifically identify B. anthracis.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

GENERAL DISCUSSION, FUTURE RESEARCH &
CONCLUSIONS
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7.1!General Discussion
Species determination of non-human evidentiary material is an important component of
forensic analysis. These species can be of animal and bacterial origins. The overall aim of
this thesis is to detect and identify species of forensic interest, differentiating them from each
other and from potential hoax agents. The five aims span two genetic targets (proteins and
DNA), four species detection platforms (MCE, qPCR, HRM and MPS) and four
classification algorithms (peak detection algorithms, Boolean logic gates, classification trees
and MPS sequence alignment). They combine in a number of different permutations so as to
provide a collection of forensic species identification solutions.

Evidence from an animal source can vary on a case-by-case basis. Sources include tissue,
powder, blood, bone or oils as well as samples that are highly processed or degraded. For
instance, material that is seized from sophisticated, transnational criminal syndicates involved
in illegal trafficking range from live animal specimens, eggs or parts of animals through to
medicinal products or even raw plant materials. Cases of fraudulent meat adulteration
frequently involves admixed samples, especially when quality meats are replaced with
cheaper substitutes. In all cases, these present challenges with species identification.
Furthermore, forensic scientists must differentiate a number of domestic animals (pets such
as dogs and cats), agriculturally significant products (particularly meat involving chicken,
beef, lamb and pork) or native species (Australian natives) in an efficient manner.
Classification of animal-derived material by HRM analysis and three classification methods
(specifically, classification trees, peak detection algorithms and Boolean logic gates) are
explored in this thesis (chapter 2).

The threat from a potential biological agent release in the act of bioterrorism, specifically the
bacterial pathogens B. anthracis and Y. pestis, are a very real concern within Australia and
internationally. In such a scenario, the impact would not only affect human health but the
populations infrastructure, economy, trade relations and agriculture. This potential
breakdown in civilian foundation and resources warrants the maintenance of continuous
preparedness in order to deploy an effective response assessment, decontamination measures
and treatment strategy. The major investigative focus of a suspected bioterrorist attack is to
determine the bacterial origin at the species level. It is imperative that there is a rapid and
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field-ready response to establish the bacterial species as either hazardous or non-hazardous to
ultimately facilitate an appropriate and coordinated effort for containment and management
procedures. There are also significant increases in reports of suspicious white powders or
hoax agents, particularly following the 2001 US letter incident (Leask et al., 2003). The
primary challenge in this research area is that current screening methods predominately detect
individual pathogens. They are also limited in their ability to detect and identify multiple
unknown pathogens and closely related non-pathogenic species. This is essential in
differentiating a biological agent from a hoax. The results of this study recommends Isolate II
(Bioline) as a commercial DNA extraction method for biosecurity purposes (see thesis
chapter 3), details two screening methods for presumptive bacterial identification using HRM
(see thesis chapter 4) and MCE (see thesis chapter 5) with two classification methods
(specifically, peak detection algorithms and Boolean logic gates). Furthermore, this thesis
develops a targeted sequencing approach for the presumptive identification of pathogenic and
non-pathogenic B. anthracis by MPS read alignment (see thesis chapter 6).

7.1.1! Platforms for bacterial species identification
The four techniques utilised in this study for bacterial species identification; MCE (thesis
chapter 5), HRM (thesis chapter 4), qPCR and MPS (thesis chapter 6), were assessed. This
evaluation was based on additional features including cost (start-up and running expenditure),
processing time, field portability and the accuracy, specificity and reliability for species
identification. This evaluation established the most efficient method to identify biological
agents from potential hoax or environmental agents (Table 7.1).
!
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Table 7.1 Qualitative evaluations of four techniques for bacterial species identification
Technique

Platform
used in this
study

Primary
kits/reagents used in
this study

Cost/sample ^

Time/sample
(hour:min)

Portability
(for field or
laboratory
use)

Specificity
(confirmatory/
presumptive)

MCE

Experion™
(Bio-Rad)

Experion™ Pro260
analysis kit

$ 8.69/ Pro260
chip well

0:15

Field

Presumptive

1. 2-Mercaptoethanol
2. DEPC-treated H2O

qPCR

7500 Real
Time PCR
system (LT)

FastStart SYBR Green
Master (Roche)

$ 0.93/ sample

1:30

Laboratory

Presumptive

1. Oligonucleotides and
DNA extraction strategy
2. Bovine serum albumin
(BSA)

HRM

ViiA™ 7
(TFS)

MeltDoctor™ HRM
master mix (LT)

$ 1.39/ sample

Ion PGM™
(TFS)

1.GeneRead DNA L
AMP (Qiagen)
2. GeneRead DNA
CORE kit (Qiagen)
3. GeneRead Adapter
L 12-plex (Qiagen)
1. Ion PGM™ Hi-Q
OT2 kit (TFS)
2. Ion PGM™
Enrichment beads
(TFS)
1. Ion PGM™ Hi-Q
sequencing kit (TFS)

$ 57.41/ library
preparation

Laboratory

Confirmatory

1. AMPure XP beads (BC)
2. QIAmp DNA extraction
mini kit with bead-beating
($ 9.49/extract)
3. Precellys anti-foam
4. PCR enrichment strategy
5. Ethanol (80-100%)
6. DNA 1000 Bioanalyzer
kit and chips ($ 3.71/ chip
well)
7. Qubit dsDNA HS Assay
kit ($ 1.68/ sample)
8. Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH)

1. Ion 314™ chip V2
(TFS)

$ 130.40/ Ion
314™ chip

MPS

Additional reagents
and/or kits used in this
study

Additional equipment used in
this study

1. Priming station & Experion™
software
2. Microcentrifuge and water
bath
1. Microcentrifuge
2. Fast 96-well plate (AB; $
7.40/plate)
3. Optical adhesive film (AB; $
1.30/ plate adhesive)

2:00

$ 241.35/
template
preparation
$ 230.00/
sequencing run
(reagents)

62:00 + (time
calculated for
manual setup)

1. Ion OT2 system
2. MagnaRack™ ($ 313.00)
3. Microcentrifuge and
GeneAmp® PCR system
4. Precellys glass beads
($ 2.92/ prep)

^ The cost/sample was calculated by dividing the cost of each kit(s) and/or reagent(s) used for the methods in this study (AUS dollars), based on pricing quotes from each
manufacturer in 2018, by the number of samples that could be used for each method (Kit size). TFS = Thermo Fisher Scientific; LT = Life Technologies; BC = Beckman
Coulter; AB = Applied Biosystems; MPS = massively parallel sequencing; MCE = microfluidic capillary electrophoresis; qPCR = real-time polymerase chain reaction; HRM
= high resolution melt analysis.
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Previous studies have used MCE to differentiate between and provide presumptive
identification of biological agents (Pizarro et al., 2007; Stachowiak et al., 2007), specifically
Bacillus (McLaughlin et al., 2014) and Yersinia (Bennett et al., 2017) species and distinguish
these from a range of hoax powders in both field and laboratory analyses. Previously, the
main limitation of MCE has been the manual approach to identification through visually
comparing the electropherograms and/or gels, which was both time-consuming and open to
subjective interpretation. In chapter five, peak detection algorithms were established to
improve and further facilitate protein profiling by MCE in an operational setting, for the
purposes of biological and hoax agent identification. Electropherograms were generated on
the Experion™ System (Bio-Rad) for two commonly encountered hoax agents (Dipel
containing B. thuringiensis and plain wheat flour), three Bacillus species (B. anthracis Sterne
strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. cereus), two Yersinia species
(Y. enterocolitica B1A S09 and Y. pseudotuberculosis) and E. coli. Peak detection algorithms
were developed for the recognition and identification of protein peaks in these
electropherograms. Boolean logic paths were then employed to model and predict the
electrophoretic protein pattern of samples based on the presence or absence of indicative
peaks in up to 12 specified time windows. Classification with optimal Boolean logic paths
reported no misclassification with an accuracy of 100 % for B. anthracis Sterne strain,
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki (powder and culture-based), B. cereus and plain wheat flour,
and 75 % performance overall for the eight sample types tested. The results were
reproducible within and between the 22 Experion™ Pro260 chips, between four operators and
between field and laboratory analyses, up to three years apart.

The primary benefits of protein profiling using MCE, over other techniques used in this
thesis, were its fast output (15 minutes for a single sample), relatively low cost per sample
($ 8.69/ Experion™ Pro260 chip well) and ability to be used in a field setting (Table 7.1).
These three key factors were significant assets for automated front-line presumptive
identification and differentiation of hoax, biological and environmental agents in an
operational workflow at the point-of-release. MCE was also compatible with secondary
confirmation analyses such as DNA sequencing that forgo rapidity for specificity. In a
bioterrorist event, a timely presumptive identification in field conditions would allow for
effective response and management procedures to be implemented whilst secondary analyses
would also be underway. MCE has already established numerous applications, including
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quality control steps in MPS, quantitation of samples for qPCR or a combination with mass
spectrometry-based technology (e.g. MALDI-TOF). This meant pre-existing systems were
common inventory of many forensic laboratories.

Available MCE platforms that include the Experion™ (Bio-Rad), Bioanalyzer (Agilent
Technologies), 4200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies) and LabChip GXII Touch
(PerkinElmer). This means initial start-up costs to implement bacterial identification into
operational forensic workflows detailed in chapter 5, were marginal and the overall running
expenditures were limited to the costs derived from the disposable chips at $ 8.69 (per
Experion™ Pro260 chip well) and reagents required (e.g. DEPEC-treated H2O and 2Mercaptoethanol; Table 7.1).

Extensive studies have utilised HRM to identify clinical bacteria (Ajitkumar et al., 2013;
Cheng, 2006; Distefano et al., 2012) and to discriminate species within the Bacillus
(Antolinos et al., 2012; Sacchi et al., 2002; Derzelle et al., 2011) and Yersinia (Souza et al.,
2012) genera. In chapter four, HRM was employed with the 16S – 23S rRNA ISR target on
the ViiA™ 7 Real-Time PCR System (TFS) for eight bacterial species. The species
comprised of four members of the B. cereus group (B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus and
B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki and B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis) and four
non-B. cereus group members (B. mycoides, B. subtilis, B. megaterium and E. coli). Results
obtained using the onboard ViiA™ 7 (version 2.1) software lacked the discriminating power
required for consistent species classification with an average accuracy of only 56 %. To
address these limitations of the onboard software, alternative algorithms were developed for
the purpose of correctly identifying species using their derivative HRM profile morphology
and Tm. Peak detection and Boolean logic algorithms were developed with an average
training and testing classification accuracy of 73 % and 63 %, respectively, across all species.
Our Boolean logic paths resulted in classification with the highest accuracy for the
non-B. cereus group members of E. coli (71 % correct identification), B. megaterium (100 %)
and B. subtilis (100 %)

HRM was a presumptive screening method similar to MCE, with a relatively rapid turnover
of results within two hours (Table 7.1). Analysis was operator friendly, requiring minimal
training as it was fundamentally related to the routine setup of qPCR runs. Minor differences
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include the inclusion of a saturating, intercalating fluorescent dye and the incremental
melting step post-amplification (Tong et al., 2012). Another advantage of HRM was its
economical method. For example, the MeltDoctor™ HRM master mix used in this study
costs $ 1.39 per sample, which was relatively cheap considering the amount of additional
information acquired (including melt curves, difference profiles and derivative melt profiles)
compared to qPCR, costing $ 0.93 per sample (Table 7.1). Unlike the MCE workflow, HRM
analysis, along with many other molecular-based techniques (e.g. MPS), incorporate partial
robotic automation, particularly with a liquid handling robot for pipetting. Robotic
incorporation into a workflow speeds up throughput. However, this being said, HRM was
still considered a laboratory-bound system in contrast to MCE and could not be implemented
as a field-portable technique in a bioterrorist scenario. From the results of chapter four, HRM
had a number of merits as an early indicator of bacterial genus and some cases species.
However, it was not an ideal platform to be incorporated into a workflow for front-line
defence due to its limited capability of identifying the B. cereus group.

In chapter 6, MPS by the Ion PGM™ (TFS) was used to develop a targeted sequencing
approach to identify Bacillus species, in particular B. anthracis, in samples collected at the
Canberra Airport. It was well-established that B. anthracis identification required three
targets and these were used in this study to establish background bacterial frequencies over a
12 month sampling period (from August 2011 to July 2012). Specifically, two B. anthracis
virulence plasmid markers (cya and capB) and a single chromosomal marker for the B. cereus
group (16S rRNA gene) were targeted. Of the 20 samples sequenced, 15 were positive for the
B. cereus group 16S rRNA gene, two samples were cya positive in the month of February
2012 and seven were capB positive in the sampling months of December 2011 and June
2012. A total of four samples collected in the sampling month of February 2012, were
positive for all three markers, indicative of the potential presence of B. anthracis. The
prevalence of B. anthracis at the Canberra Airport was then compared with the results of
qPCR (Gahan et al., 2015). MPS produced a metagenomic background for each sample
which distinguished it from the qPCR approach that could only report a presence or absence
for any particular target. The overall findings from MPS demonstrated effective sequence
alignment to define bacterial entry, dispersal and movement throughout the airport.
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MPS was a confirmatory technique for bacterial species identification as compared to MCE,
qPCR and HRM (Table 7.1). This meant rather than reporting a presence and absence for any
particular target, MPS generated a metagenomic fingerprint of the sample, potentially
allowing for a higher resolution of species identification. Sequencing has numerous
advantages and can be performed on bench-top platforms, namely the MiSeq™ (Illumina)
and Ion Torrent™ (TFS) sequencers. The latter offered scalability of throughput with Ion
314™ chips (reading up to 100 megabytes (Mb) of a total sequence and 400 – 550 thousand
reads), Ion 316™ chips (up to one gigabyte (Gb) and 2 – 3 million reads) and Ion 318™
chips (up two Gb and 4 – 5.5 million reads) on the Ion PGM™ system. However, on the S5
platform, the Ion 510 chips (up to one Gb and 2 – 3 million reads), Ion 520 chips (up to two
Gb and 4 – 6 million reads), Ion 530 chips (up to eight Gb and 15 – 20 million reads) and Ion
540 chips (up to 15 Gb and 60 – 80 million reads) can also be used. The choice of sequencing
capacity and the type of sequencing (whole genome or targeted) depended on the application.
Another positive feature of MPS was the ability to automate the workflow. For example, the
Ion Torrent™ workflow included an Ion Chef™ which was employed to handle library and
template preparation (including the emulsion PCR and enrichment steps).

Like any method for bacterial species identification, there are drawbacks associated with
MPS. Limiting factors of MPS, with respect to MCE, qPCR and HRM methods, involve the
running expense, run time, bioinformatics and data storage requirements. Although MPS is
the present trend for many applications and a lot of research is being published using this
technology (for a review of forensic applications of MPS see Budowle et al. (2017)), these
three factors should be considered. Sequencing technologies expenses range from the high
initial costs and ongoing expenditure involved in the purchase of sequencing reagents
($ 57.41/ library preparation; $ 241.35/ template preparation; $ 230.00/ sequencing run
reagents) and consumables ($ 130.40/ Ion 314™ chip), to the amount of specialised training
required for an operator to conduct the necessary steps for sequencing (Table 7.1).

As a confirmatory test, MPS was time-consuming, especially when automation was
unavailable for a workflow, taking a minimum of three days (62:00 hours + time calculated
for manual setup), from initial sample collection to the generation of FASTQ files. This
period was further extended by the amount of time for optimisation when using a targeted
approach with an in-house assay. MPS, also referred to as second generation sequencing, has
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been currently limited to the laboratory and as such was not portable as yet and could not be
deployed as a field-ready diagnostic tool.

In a bioterrorism scenario there are areas around the world, especially developing countries,
where it may not be feasible, perhaps for political or logistical reasons, to export samples to
laboratories capable of performing the required analyses. This being said, third generation
sequencing, still under development, is set to revolutionise DNA sequencing in a field setting
(Roberts et al., 2013). The introduction of single-molecule real-time sequencing or SMRT,
eliminates the time-consuming steps in template amplification which are associated with
MPS technology. It is also a compact, field-portable system that can plug into a standard
universal serial bus (USB 3.0) port on a computer, although at the moment the cost per base
is higher in comparison (for a review see Schadt et al., 2010).

SMRT platforms have been integrated into several systems developed by Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (MinION™, SmidgION™ and PromethION™; for a review see Lu et al.,
2016) and Pacific Biosciences (Sequel system and PacBio RS II; for a review see Rhoads et
al., 2015). SMRT platforms have already demonstrated their diagnostic capabilities for rapid
outbreak management in the field during the Ebola epidemic in Guinea, West Africa
(Hayden, 2015; Quick et al., 2016). In this study, Quick et al. (2016) utilised three
MinION™ devices with four laptop computers to sequence a total of 142 samples
(approximately 148 MinION™ sequencing runs). This reportedly took 15 – 60 minutes for
each MinION™ sequencing run, with the total process equating to less than 24 hours,
encompassing steps for amplification, library preparation and sequencing run. Future
research could potentially apply the approach detailed in this thesis to targeted biological
agent sequencing to a SMRT platform. This could also allow rapid, confirmatory
identification and improve the overall efficiency in responding to a suspected biological
agent release.

The continuous threat to national and international security from a potential biological agent
release in the act of bioterrorism, is a very real concern. High-priority on research,
collaboration and resources have been placed on updating rapid and field-ready methods and
novel platforms for the very purpose of biological agent identification. As bioterrorism is
difficult to predict or prevent, sensitive and specific methods are essential cornerstones to
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front-line defence. It is important to minimise the spread of these agents by implementing
efficient and coordinated countermeasures. Rapid detection of a variety of biological agents
is the key, as well as the ability to differentiate hoax and environmental agents. The platforms
used in this thesis have varying attributes that relate to their overall effectiveness in their use
under such circumstances. Challenging as it is to recommend the best method as a ‘one size
fits all’ approach, MCE and MPS together as a presumptive and confirmatory test,
respectively, are reasonably practicable for an operational workflow. HRM, although is not a
turnkey solution to complete bacterial species identification, may still hold merit as an early
indicator of genus level identification.

7.1.1.1!The Bacillus cereus group
It is well-established that the B. cereus group of bacteria, also termed the B. cereus sensu
lato, have a high degree of genetic similarity (Ash et al., 1991; Helgason et al., 2004; Sacchi
et al., 2002). Currently the B. cereus group causes controversy amongst bacteriologists as to
whether the three main members of the group (namely, B. anthracis, B. thuringiensis and
B. cereus) constitute a single ‘species’ (Helgason et al., 1998; Helgason et al., 2000; Han et
al., 2006; Marston et al., 2006). Hence, the ability of MCE, qPCR, HRM and MPS to identify
and differentiate amongst the B. cereus group members is an important consideration and an
issue in this thesis. Notably, there are many differences between the four techniques,
especially in terms of varying performance levels for species and genus resolution, which is
of interest to the wider research community, particularly the area of clinical microbiology and
forensics.

In chapter five, the combination of MCE by the Experion™ (Bio-Rad) system with protein
peak detection and Boolean logic algorithms, successfully identified and differentiated
individual B. cereus group members (B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus and
B. thuringiensis) as well as identifying two commonly encountered hoax agents, two Yersinia
species and E. coli based on the electrophoretic profiles. Similarly, McLaughlin et al. (2014)
found that MCE produced distinctive electrophoretic protein patterns for Bacillus species,
specifically B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis Sterne strain, B. cereus, B. subtilis and
B. megaterium. The combination of electrophoretic peak detection algorithms and Boolean
logic paths enabled the screening for both preliminary identification or the exclusion of
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B. anthracis, as well as the differentiation of the closely related B. cereus group members
(Bowman et al. (2018); thesis chapter 5).
Considering the additional characteristics of MCE, for example, the rapid turnaround,
deployability and reliability under field conditions as well as overall cost efficiency, MCE
has the potential to play an essential role as a presumptive method in biosecurity and
monitoring suspicious powders (Burkle et al., 2002; Table 7.1). MCE is not recommended as
a stand-alone method nor a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to bacterial species identification.
However, the results presented in this thesis provide evidence for the future integration of this
technique into an operational workflow in conjunction with confirmatory analyses.
In chapter four, bacterial HRM analysis of the 16S – 23S ISR with peak detection and
Boolean logic algorithms, resulted in restricted species identification. This molecular
screening method was able to accurately differentiate the four non-B. cereus group members
of E. coli, B. megaterium, B. mycoides and B. subtilis. However, as a result of inadequate Tm
separation, the B. cereus group was unable to be differentiated at the species level, especially
at the secondary peak. The assay was limited to identifying the main B. cereus group
members as a collective group. Interestingly, by using primary temperature windows to
cluster Tm the Bacillus genus was distinguished between 83.8 ºC – 85.0 ºC, whereas the
Escherichia genus was within 82.5 ºC – 83.2 ºC. These two temperature windows could be
considered genus-specific and potentially extended to incorporate the Yersinia genus, that
would be of interest to biosecurity and should be considered for future work.

Comparatively, MCE showed an impressive level of species identification within the B.
cereus group by using protein profiling over the bacterial HRM methodology detailed in
chapter four. However, as an early indicator of the underlying genus, HRM has demonstrated
the feasibility of using a cost and time efficient analysis of small genetic differences in a
targeted DNA sequence at this level of resolution. This work was consistent with other
similar HRM studies for the identification of clinically significant bacterial species,
especially the challenge of B. cereus group separation (Antolinos et al., 2012; Sacchi et al.,
2002). Antolinos et al. (2012) in particular, implemented HRM for successful differentiation
of the B. cereus group members related to food poisoning (B. cereus) and B. thuringiensis,
although this study did not involve B. anthracis.
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In chapter six, MPS using the Ion PGM™ was established with our in-house assay targeting
two B. anthracis virulence plasmid (cya and capB genes) markers and a B. cereus group 16S
rRNA gene. Followed by MPS, sequencing alignment strategies allowed for presumptive
identification and differentiation of pathogenic and non-pathogenic B. anthracis strains in
pre-collected Canberra Airport samples over 12 months. A total of four positive samples
which aligned to all three markers were detected at low quantities for luggage and people
departing the Canberra Airport in the sampling month of February 2012. Interestingly, one of
the low traffic control samples was positive for all three markers, suggesting that once the
bacteria enter the airport they disperse, possibly due to the ventilation. However, another
scenario may involve two factors, the remoteness of the site and the frequency of the cleaning
schedule that lead to the accumulation of dispersed bacteria in this area. To further address
the species resolution of the B. cereus group members particularly involving B. thuringiensis,
de-convolution of the 16S metagenomic data is required.

Current molecular techniques to detect trace B. anthracis, as well as subtype strain diversity
from complex matrices such as soil (Jesmok et al., 2016), food or aerosol (Be et al., 2013)
samples. These type of samples rely on sequencing, predominately a whole genome shotgun
approach (Cummings et al., 2010; Sahl et al., 2016; Volger et al., 2016). Shotgun sequencing
theoretically allows all sequence information in a complex sample to be captured. Whole
genome sequencing comes at a cost and inevitably increases expenses (Berglund et al.,
2011).

Alternatively, a targeted approach detailed in chapter six, scaled down to a bench-top
platform. MPS, a confirmatory technique, was recommended to be used in conjunction with
MCE. In this thesis, it has been demonstrated that MCE identified at the resolution of species,
particularly within the B. cereus group and MPS, has the potential to identify bacteria at the
strain level.

7.1.2! Choice of computing environment
This research was conducted using four external working environments for the purpose of
data analysis and species identification: MATLAB® (2016a) in chapter two; R (R Core Team,
2016) in chapter two, four and five; GraphPad Prism (hereafter referred to as Prism) software
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in chapter 3; and UNIX programs in chapter six. While working with all four programs and
different languages of coding, we noticed there were key benefits and limitations related to
each. The intention of this section was to firstly present an overview of the software used in
this thesis and to give a recommendation based on two features involving; (1) the overall
availability and (2) user-friendly nature of the working environment.

A very attractive feature of R and UNIX programs were that they were open-source and
freely available without any cost to the user. By being an open-source system, the individual
users contributed to the development of the software and there was more flexibility (Hiebeler
et al., 2015). In contrast, MATLAB® and Prism, the latter being more analytical than
programming-orientated, were not open-sourced programs, nor were their extra Add-Ons,
especially for MATLAB® – all of which required the purchase of a license. Of the three
programming-based environments, R was the most widely used amongst the research
community with an emphasis on statistical applications. With a growing library of packages,
it was ideal for resolving machine learning problems (Searle et al., 2017). This being said, the
typical MATLAB® user was often orientated toward applications in applied mathematics,
with efficient visualisation capabilities and more user-friendly options by employing menus
through a graphical user interface (GUI; Ozgur et al., 2017). MATLAB® also had regular
program updates, while R was independent and relied on the user community to develop and
maintain software once publicly available. R also depended on a command-line approach to
plotting and graphs, rather than via a GUI. Overall, MATLAB® was easier to use in
comparison to a UNIX environment, which primarily facilitated MPS bioinformatic pipelines
with a program manager (e.g. Homebrew) and R, which had a steep learning curve if
unfamiliar with the syntax. Finally, if we looked at the overall syntax, MATLAB and R had
quite a few in common. However, the ways in which arguments were passed to functions and
output return were different in the two programming languages (Hiebeler et al., 2015). These
programming environments were used for the import of HRM and MCE data to be analysed
for presumptive species identification.

Regardless of the choice of software, all of the aforementioned protein and DNA-based data
required a working knowledge of basic script writing, with the exception of Prism. On
reflection of using one program over another, this author recommends the R software. Of the
three, R has a larger library of packages, freely available and though not easy to use, is rather
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flexible in the software capabilities. This being said, for an operational environment there is a
demand to maintain the software and commercial providers, like MATLAB®, could be a
potential solution.

7.1.3! Algorithms for species identification
7.1.3.1! High resolution melt analysis
The second aim of this thesis was to examine the use of HRM analysis for its ability to
differentiate between species of forensic interest, including animals and bacteria (biothreat
agents). HRM generated large amounts of quantitative data that required processing before
any meaningful information were assembled and implemented for identification. HRM
analysis on the ABI ViiA™ 7 Real-Time PCR system (TFS) had the option to utilise onboard
software involving the ViiA™ 7 (version 2.1) collection software. However, there were
limitations to this onboard software that we encountered. According to the ViiA™ 7 HRM
software manual (TFS), classification was primarily based on the variation in the difference
melt curve (fluorescence intensity plotted relative to an arbitrary reference or control). This
meant that replicates of a single species had similar melting temperatures, but due to differing
melting rates they either remained unclassified or misclassified as another species. These
limitations of the ViiA™ 7 classification software for human and animal HRM profiles
(thesis chapter 2) were consistent with our work using bacterial profiles (thesis chapter 4). As
a result of the classifier used by the HRM software, out of the eight species assayed, the
majority were misclassified. To resolve HRM analysis in previous studies (Reja et al., 2010;
Li et al., 2014; Palais et al., 2009; Belanger et al., 2014; Kanderian et al., 2015) statistical
and computational methods such as supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, rather
than onboard software packages, were found to provide an increased ability for genotyping or
classification as well as automation.

In order to address the limitations of the ViiA™ 7 onboard software, peak detection
algorithms (Li, 2005) with Boolean logic paths (Kauffman, 1969; Kauffman, 1993) and
classification trees (Breiman, 2001; Breiman et al., 1984) were evaluated by using the same
HRM dataset consisting of animal and human derivative melt profiles (thesis chapter 2).
Classification using Boolean logic was based on the variation in peak activity in specified
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windows (time or temperature). A classification requires traversing a logic path with a TRUE
value at each active gate. Results from any two-dimensional trace signal that are unable to
traverse any logic path in this way are unclassified. Peak detection with Boolean logic paths
underperformed on training sets with an average predictive accuracy of 32 % in comparison
to classification tree modelling with 90.8 % (thesis chapter 2). Of the eight species assayed,
the majority were misclassified. Unfortunately, this strategy was not as successful as
classification trees for HRM nor was it as successful as when applied to MCE for bacterial
species identification from protein profiles.

Peak detection (followed by Boolean logic gates) and classification tree modelling were
constructed based on differing characteristics of the derivative peak profile morphology. For
the tree-based classifier previously developed (Bowman et al., 2017), Tm peak morphology
was characterised by temperature (x-axis) and derivative fluorescence intensity (y-axis). In
comparison, peak detection relied primarily on the recognition of Tm peaks by temperature
only and did not use the derivative of fluorescence intensity (peak height) as an attributing
factor in classification.

However, it was interesting to note that in chapter 4, where bacterial HRM data was
generated and analysed by Boolean logic, there was a relatively high performance with an
average training and testing accuracy of 73 % and 63 %, respectively. This could be
explained by the different parameters governing the designing process, especially variable
importance. In future work a range of different classification algorithms should be evaluated
when solving complex problems. Other methods for future consideration may involve
supervised algorithms, namely artificial neural networks and support vector machine
learning.

7.1.3.2!Microfluidic capillary electrophoresis
Bioterrorist events within the last two decades have emphasized the need to immediately
detect and identify biological agents in a field setting. Rapid and accurate identification of
such agents were a significant step in the workflow to firstly confirm that a bioterrorism
event has occurred and secondly to determine whether suitable measures were implemented
to protect public health and prevent spread. The fourth aim of this study (chapter 5) was to
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employ novel signal processing and species classification methods for application to MCE of
proteins. The approaches applied in this work address the challenges associated with previous
studies (McLaughlin et al., 2014; Bennett et al., 2017) and now potentially translated into
actual operational practices.

In chapter 5 (Bowman et al., 2018) of this thesis, peak detection algorithms followed by
Boolean logic gates were established to predict MCE electrophoretic peaks for sample
differentiation of bacterial origins. This approach to MCE peak recognition and analyses was
designed to remove any reliance on visually comparing the combination of electropherogram
and gel outputs that enabled screening for preliminary identification. Employing algorithms
as an alternative to a manual approach was time-efficient and computational. Based on
independent testing data of McLaughlin et al. (2014) and Bennett et al. (2017), this study
identified eight samples that included Yersinia and Bacillus species, as well as common hoax
agents, with approximately 75 % accuracy. As a counter-example to Boolean logic for HRM,
the recognition of peaks by time alone (without reference to fluorescence intensity) for MCE
enabled detection from a range of starting concentrations, which essentially influenced peak
height. If varying concentrations and mixtures were encountered in forensic field samples,
the developed algorithm would be required to manage these possible scenarios.

7.2! Future research
The four aims of this thesis focused on the further development of species detection and
identification, differentiating them from each other and from potential hoax agents. The
results showed that ongoing research should target the key areas described below.

The first aim of this thesis, detailed in chapter 3, was to examine a range of DNA extraction
procedures with a view of identifying a fast and efficient method that removed PCR
inhibitors, ideally suited for use in the field. Four commercial DNA extraction methods were
applied to both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacterial cultures and as a result of this
study the Isolate II Genomic DNA kit was recommended. However, there was potential for
future work in optimising the extraction methods utilised for both bacterial and
environmental samples. For instance, the Isolate II extraction method utilised the standard
manufacturer’s protocol. Hence, optimisation would possibly further improve the total DNA
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yield and purity. Methods suggested include additional wash steps with Wash Buffer GW1
and GW2 which may enhance the removal of environmental inhibitors. Additionally, the
incubation time of 90 minutes could potentially be lowered to minimise the required
processing time for future biosecurity applications. In turn, the amount of preheated Elution
Buffer G could be increased from 100 µL to 200 µL, which may yield a higher quantity of
total DNA. Furthermore, in the current research culture of continually updated technologies
on the market, new approaches should also be compared. For instance the PureLyse®
Bacterial gDNA extraction kit (Claremont Bio Solutions), as a rapid system (three minutes
per sample), combines lysis of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria via bead-beating,
with simultaneous DNA capture using silica beads (Mojarro et al., 2017). The PureLyse®
system uses a re-usable battery and ideal for a field setting.

The second aim of this thesis was to examine the use of HRM analysis for its ability to
differentiate between species of forensic interest, including animals and bacteria (biothreat
agents). Chapter 2, focused on animal species determination. In order for this assay to
become forensically viable, the melting temperatures of the amplicons from each of the 11
species must become separable from one another and secondary melting domains better
characterised. Hence, future work on this aspect of the HRM study should centre on resolving
the Tm with the aim of increasing the degree of separation to strengthen the classification
algorithm and predictive accuracy for all species. In chapter 4, similarly to chapter 2, the
current form of the HRM identification assay for Bacillus species, utilising Tm, was unable to
significantly distinguish between all members of the B. cereus group (B. anthracis Sterne
strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki, B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis and B. cereus).
This could be improved by exploring a combination of oligonucleotide primers; a universal
target (e.g. 16S, 23S or 5S rRNA) with species-specific targets (e.g. cry1 gene) that could
also be located on plasmids (e.g. cya, pag, capB genes).

The third aim of this thesis, in chapter 6, was to examine the use of targeted MPS in
identifying biothreat agents and compare this with qPCR. The sequencing results indicated
that further work would benefit from the de-convolution of the 16S unmapped and mapped
reads in order to ensure a representative metagenomic fingerprint of Canberra Airport
samples. De-convolution, followed by the alignment of the 16S reads, to a reference
sequence should be conducted in open-source databases. The most widely adopted
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approaches to downstream bioinformatic pipelines have involved SILVA (Quast et al., 2013;
Yilmaz et al., 2014), Mothur (Schloss et al., 2009) or Greengenes (DeSantis et al., 2006; also
recommended by TFS for Ion Torrent™ workflows).

In addition, the sampling of air duct surfaces in conjunction with air sampling of the locations
was recommended to improve interpretation of the positive B. anthracis results. Air
sampling, in particular, negated the effects of the cleaning procedures at the Canberra
Airport. Conducting in-depth sequencing and analysis of additional samples within the
collection months of December and January, would expand the data obtained and allow for
firm conclusions to be drawn. Furthermore, this enhanced study would determine whether
fluctuations in holiday flight volume, foot traffic and climatic effects that draw heightened
conditioned air from the HVAC, were linked to the peak bacterial occurrence. In future, it
would also be prudent to sample the HVAC systems of the airport to confirm whether the
ventilation was equalising bacteria across all the sampling areas. Likewise, the surrounding
ACT soil composition should be analysed and mapped to determine if B. anthracis
sporulation was naturally inherent in soils of the region. Sample collections for an additional
12 month period at the Canberra Airport would also be recommended for a large-scale
comparison of bacterial dispersal and migration. Furthermore, other travel hubs within the
centre of the anthrax belt, with direct routes to Canberra Airport should be explored (e.g.
Dubbo City Airport).

The fourth and final aim of this thesis, was to employ novel signal processing and species
classification methods for application to MCE of proteins (see chapter 5), HRM (see chapter
2 and 4) and MPS (see chapter 6). In particular, chapter 5 explored the technique of MCE as
a screening tool for bacterial species identification with a focus on Bacillus and Yersinia
species, E. coli and powder-based hoax agents (e.g. Dipel and plain wheat flour). While this
method was successful, future experimentation should be considered especially with the
effects of admixed bacteria and hoax agents. Admixed combinations involving B. anthracis
with B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis with plain wheat flour, B. cereus with B. thuringiensis and
Y. pseudotuberculosis with plain wheat flour, should be included in future studies. Ongoing
research should centre around the effect of environmental inhibition, as this is a common
occurrence in forensic analysis. For instance, environmentally spiked samples could be mixed
with bacterial DNA extracted from culture. Further works on the classification algorithm also
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needs to be expanded to other MCE platforms, such as the LabChip GXII Touch
(PerkinElmer) and the 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) as it is likely that no
laboratories will use the same platform.

The number of bacterial species should also be expanded to include different B. anthracis
subtypes such as the Delta strain, which carries pXO2 and Ames strain which harbours both
pXO1 and pXO2. However, these particular strains of B. anthracis would require access to an
approved SSBA laboratory and personnel trained for handling a Tier 1 agent. Additionally,
alternative strains of B. thuringiensis, including subsp. Israelensis, should also be
investigated as these are found in another bioinsecticide that are commonly encountered as
hoax agents (contained in VectoBac®WG Biological Larvicide bioinsecticide manufactured
by Valent BioSciences). Following these extensions to incorporate other Bacillus strains,
species of biosecurity interests such as Yersinia could be considered.

7.3!Conclusions
This thesis details a novel, multi-faceted analysis of signal processing methods for output
data from a range of platforms for species identification. The species of interest in this
research were of human, animal and bacterial origins. Moreover, this study has provided a
foundation for future work involving targeted sequencing of environmental samples collected
at an Australian public transport hub, specifically the Canberra Airport.

This study was the first, to our knowledge, to apply automated peak detection to twodimensional trace signals from HRM derivative melt profiles and protein capillary
electrophoresis electropherograms for indicating species of bacterial and animal origin. We
optimised a detection algorithm, PROcess, for peak pattern recognition and developed a
Boolean logic approach for classification. Species identification was based on indicative
peaks detected in specified windows of time (seconds) or temperature (ºC). Here we
presented a ‘proof of principle’ to support both protein and DNA peak detection of samples
from both animal and bacterial sources. This approach to two-dimensional trace processing
and analysis has the potential to be applied to other prevalent signals in forensic
investigations, such as Raman spectra, as well as in medical sciences involving
electrocardiograms.
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Additionally, this thesis developed a targeted sequencing approach on the Ion PGM™ (TFS)
platform for 20 representative samples pre-collected at the Canberra Airport, spanning 12
months from August 2011 – July 2012. Targets of two virulence plasmids (targeting the cya
and capB genes) and a conserved B. cereus group (16S rRNA) marker allowed for the
presumptive identification of pathogenic and non-pathogenic B. anthracis. Findings were
derived from the mapping of reads to a corresponding reference which further defined
bacterial entry, dispersal and movement throughout the airport compared to previous qPCR
on the same samples. This study supports findings from previous studies of the movement of
B. anthracis outside the anthrax belt.

Finally, four commercial DNA extraction methods were applied to both Gram-negative
(Bacillus species) and Gram-positive (E. coli) bacterial cultures and were evaluated for their
application in matters of biosecurity. These were ChargeSwitch gDNA mini bacteria kit
(Invitrogen), QIAamp DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) with and without bead-beating and
Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline). As a result of this section of work, the Isolate II
Genomic DNA kit can be recommended over the three other methods to remove inhibitors in
a cost effective manner for the extraction of bacterial DNA from both culture and
environmental samples.
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Appendix 1.0
Below includes supplementary material that was submitted with manuscript as well as
appendix items.
1.1 Appendix Material: MATLAB® code for random forest
The following MATLAB® code for the computational aspects of human and animal species identification,
including data pre-processing, plotting, model train-test process and validation.
%===================================================================%
%%% START OF SCRIPT %%%
%===================================================================%
% 1.0A MATLAB® code for data pre-processing and importing (A data set) from Excel format into
MATLAB®
>> x1=transpose(Cat1_1);
>> x2=transpose(Cat1_2);
>> x3=transpose(Cat1_3);
>> x4=transpose(Cat2_1);
>> x5=transpose(Cat2_2);
>> x6=transpose(Cat2_3);
>> x7=transpose(Cat3_1);
>> x8=transpose(Cat3_2);
>> x9=transpose(Cat3_3);
>> x10=transpose(Cat4_1);
>> x11=transpose(Cat4_2);
>> x12=transpose(Cat4_3);
>> x13=transpose(Cat5_1);
>> x14=transpose(Cat5_2);
>> x15=transpose(Cat5_3);
>> x16=transpose(Cat6_1);
>> x17=transpose(Cat6_2);
>> x18=transpose(Cat6_3);
>> x19=transpose(Cat7_1);
>> x20=transpose(Cat7_2);
>> x21=transpose(Cat7_3);
>> x22=transpose(Cat8_1);
>> x23=transpose(Cat8_2);
>> x24=transpose(Cat8_3);
>> x25=transpose(Cat9_1);
>> x26=transpose(Cat9_2);
>> x27=transpose(Cat9_3);
>> x28=transpose(Cat10_1);
>> x29=transpose(Cat10_2);
>> x30=transpose(Cat10_3);
%% Concatenate all transposed individual data sets into one species ‘CAT’ variable.
>>
X1=[x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10;x11;x12;x13;x14;x15;x16;x17;x18;x19;x20;x21;x22;x23;x24;x25;x26;x2
7;x28;x29;x30];
>> z1=transpose(Chicken1_1);
>> z2=transpose(Chicken1_2);
>> z3=transpose(Chicken1_3);
>> z4=transpose(Chicken2_1);
>> z5=transpose(Chicken2_2);
>> z6=transpose(Chicken2_3);
>> z7=transpose(Chicken3_1);
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>> z8=transpose(Chicken3_2);
>> z9=transpose(Chicken3_3);
>> z10=transpose(Chicken4_1);
>> z11=transpose(Chicken4_2);
>> z12=transpose(Chicken4_3);
>> z13=transpose(Chicken5_1);
>> z14=transpose(Chicken5_2);
>> z15=transpose(Chicken5_3);
>> z16=transpose(Chicken6_1);
>> z17=transpose(Chicken6_2);
>> z18=transpose(Chicken6_3);
>> z19=transpose(Chicken7_1);
>> z20=transpose(Chicken7_2);
>> z21=transpose(Chicken7_3);
>> z22=transpose(Chicken8_1);
>> z23=transpose(Chicken8_2);
>> z24=transpose(Chicken8_3);
>> z25=transpose(Chicken9_1);
>> z26=transpose(Chicken9_2);
>> z27=transpose(Chicken9_3);
>> z28=transpose(Chicken10_1);
>> z29=transpose(Chicken10_2);
>> z30=transpose(Chicken10_3);
>>
X2=[z1;z2;z3;z4;z5;z6;z7;z8;z9;z10;z11;z12;z13;z14;z15;z16;z17;z18;z19;z20;z21;z22;z23;z24;z25;z26;z27;z2
8;z29;z30];
>> v1=transpose(Cow1_1);
>> v2=transpose(Cow1_2);
>> v3=transpose(Cow1_3);
>> v4=transpose(Cow2_1);
>> v5=transpose(Cow2_2);
>> v6=transpose(Cow2_3);
>> v7=transpose(Cow3_1);
>> v8=transpose(Cow3_2);
>> v9=transpose(Cow3_3);
>> v10=transpose(Cow4_1);
>> v11=transpose(Cow4_2);
>> v12=transpose(Cow4_3);
>> v13=transpose(Cow5_1);
>> v14=transpose(Cow5_2);
>> v15=transpose(Cow5_3);
>> v16=transpose(Cow6_1);
>> v17=transpose(Cow6_2);
>> v18=transpose(Cow6_3);
>> v19=transpose(Cow7_1);
>> v20=transpose(Cow7_2);
>> v21=transpose(Cow7_3);
>> v22=transpose(Cow8_1);
>> v23=transpose(Cow8_2);
>> v24=transpose(Cow8_3);
>> v25=transpose(Cow9_1);
>> v26=transpose(Cow9_2);
>> v27=transpose(Cow9_3);
>> v28=transpose(Cow10_1);
>> v29=transpose(Cow10_2);
>> v30=transpose(Cow10_3);
>>
X3=[v1;v2;v3;v4;v5;v6;v7;v8;v9;v10;v11;v12;v13;v14;v15;v16;v17;v18;v19;v20;v21;v22;v23;v24;v25;v26;v2
7;v28;v29;v30];
>> c1=transpose(Dog1_1);
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>> c2=transpose(Dog1_2);
>> c3=transpose(Dog1_3);
>> c4=transpose(Dog2_1);
>> c5=transpose(Dog2_2);
>> c6=transpose(Dog2_3);
>> c7=transpose(Dog3_1);
>> c8=transpose(Dog3_2);
>> c9=transpose(Dog3_3);
>> c10=transpose(Dog4_1);
>> c11=transpose(Dog4_2);
>> c12=transpose(Dog4_3);
>> c13=transpose(Dog5_1);
>> c14=transpose(Dog5_2);
>> c15=transpose(Dog5_3);
>> c16=transpose(Dog6_1);
>> c17=transpose(Dog6_2);
>> c18=transpose(Dog6_3);
>> c19=transpose(Dog7_1);
>> c20=transpose(Dog7_2);
>> c21=transpose(Dog7_3);
>> c22=transpose(Dog8_1);
>> c23=transpose(Dog8_2);
>> c24=transpose(Dog8_3);
>> c25=transpose(Dog9_1);
>> c26=transpose(Dog9_2);
>> c27=transpose(Dog9_3);
>> c28=transpose(Dog9_1);
>> c29=transpose(Dog10_2);
>> c30=transpose(Dog10_3);
>>
X4=[c1;c2;c3;c4;c5;c6;c7;c8;c9;c10;c11;c12;c13;c14;c15;c16;c17;c18;c19;c20;c21;c22;c23;c24;c25;c26;c27;c2
8;c29;c30];
>> b1=transpose(Fox1_1);
>> b2=transpose(Fox1_2);
>> b3=transpose(Fox1_3);
>> b4=transpose(Fox2_1);
>> b5=transpose(Fox2_2);
>> b6=transpose(Fox2_3);
>> b7=transpose(Fox3_1);
>> b8=transpose(Fox3_2);
>> b9=transpose(Fox3_3);
>> b10=transpose(Fox4_1);
>> b11=transpose(Fox4_2);
>> b12=transpose(Fox4_3);
>> b13=transpose(Fox5_1);
>> b14=transpose(Fox5_2);
>> b15=transpose(Fox5_3);
>> b16=transpose(Fox6_1);
>> b17=transpose(Fox6_2);
>> b18=transpose(Fox6_3);
>> b19=transpose(Fox7_1);
>> b20=transpose(Fox7_2);
>> b21=transpose(Fox7_3);
>> b22=transpose(Fox8_1);
>> b23=transpose(Fox8_2);
>> b24=transpose(Fox8_3);
>> b25=transpose(Fox9_1);
>> b26=transpose(Fox9_2);
>> b27=transpose(Fox9_3);
>> b28=transpose(Fox10_1);
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>> b29=transpose(Fox10_2);
>> b30=transpose(Fox10_3);
>>
X5=[b1;b2;b3;b4;b5;b6;b7;b8;b9;b10;b11;b12;b13;b14;b15;b16;b17;b18;b19;b20;b21;b22;b23;b24;b25;b26;b2
7;b28;b29;b30];
>> n1=transpose(Human1_1);
>> n2=transpose(Human1_2);
>> n3=transpose(Human1_3);
>> n4=transpose(Human2_1);
>> n5=transpose(Human2_2);
>> n6=transpose(Human2_3);
>> n7=transpose(Human3_1);
>> n8=transpose(Human3_2);
>> n9=transpose(Human3_3);
>> n10=transpose(Human4_1);
>> n11=transpose(Human4_2);
>> n12=transpose(Human4_3);
>> n13=transpose(Human5_1);
>> n14=transpose(Human5_2);
>> n15=transpose(Human5_3);
>> n16=transpose(Human6_1);
%% Note that Human6_2 is not available from the original train-test data set so has not been included, but for
validation >> n17=transpose(Human6_2); was included.
>> n18=transpose(Human6_3);
>> n19=transpose(Human7_1);
>> n20=transpose(Human7_2);
>> n21=transpose(Human7_3);
>> n22=transpose(Human8_1);
>> n23=transpose(Human8_2);
>> n24=transpose(Human8_3);
>> n25=transpose(Human9_1);
>> n26=transpose(Human9_2);
>> n27=transpose(Human9_3);
>> n28=transpose(Human10_1);
>> n29=transpose(Human10_2);
>> n30=transpose(Human10_3);
>>
X6=[n1;n2;n3;n4;n5;n6;n7;n8;n9;n10;n11;n12;n13;n14;n15;n16;n18;n19;n20;n21;n22;n23;n24;n25;n26;n27;n2
8;n29;n30];
>> m1=transpose(Kangaroo1_1);
>> m2=transpose(Kangaroo1_2);
>> m3=transpose(Kangaroo1_3);
>> m4=transpose(Kangaroo2_1);
>> m5=transpose(Kangaroo2_2);
>> m6=transpose(Kangaroo2_3);
>> m7=transpose(Kangaroo3_1);
>> m8=transpose(Kangaroo3_2);
>> m9=transpose(Kangaroo3_3);
>> m10=transpose(Kangaroo4_1);
>> m11=transpose(Kangaroo4_2);
>> m12=transpose(Kangaroo4_3);
>> m13=transpose(Kangaroo5_1);
>> m14=transpose(Kangaroo5_2);
>> m15=transpose(Kangaroo5_3);
>> m16=transpose(Kangaroo6_1);
>> m17=transpose(Kangaroo6_2);
>> m18=transpose(Kangaroo6_3);
>> m19=transpose(Kangaroo7_1);
>> m20=transpose(Kangaroo7_2);
>> m21=transpose(Kangaroo7_3);
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>> m22=transpose(Kangaroo8_1);
>> m23=transpose(Kangaroo8_2);
>> m24=transpose(Kangaroo8_3);
>> m25=transpose(Kangaroo9_1);
>> m26=transpose(Kangaroo9_2);
>> m27=transpose(Kangaroo9_3);
>> m28=transpose(Kangaroo10_1);
>> m29=transpose(Kangaroo10_2);
>> m30=transpose(Kangaroo10_3);
>>
X7=[m1;m2;m3;m4;m5;m6;m7;m8;m9;m10;m11;m12;m13;m14;m15;m16;m17;m18;m19;m20;m21;m22;m23;
m24;m25;m26;m27;m28;m29;m30];
>> a1=transpose(Pig1_1);
>> a2=transpose(Pig1_2);
>> a3=transpose(Pig1_3);
>> a4=transpose(Pig2_1);
>> a5=transpose(Pig2_2);
>> a6=transpose(Pig2_3);
>> a7=transpose(Pig3_1);
>> a8=transpose(Pig3_2);
>> a9=transpose(Pig3_3);
>> a10=transpose(Pig4_1);
>> a11=transpose(Pig4_2);
>> a12=transpose(Pig4_3);
>> a13=transpose(Pig5_1);
>> a14=transpose(Pig5_2);
>> a15=transpose(Pig5_3);
>> a16=transpose(Pig6_1);
>> a17=transpose(Pig6_2);
>> a18=transpose(Pig6_3);
>> a19=transpose(Pig7_1);
>> a20=transpose(Pig7_2);
>> a21=transpose(Pig7_3);
>> a22=transpose(Pig8_1);
>> a23=transpose(Pig8_2);
>> a24=transpose(Pig8_3);
>> a25=transpose(Pig9_1);
>> a26=transpose(Pig9_2);
>> a27=transpose(Pig9_3);
>> a28=transpose(Pig10_1);
>> a29=transpose(Pig10_2);
>> a30=transpose(Pig10_3);
>>
X8=[a1;a2;a3;a4;a5;a6;a7;a8;a9;a10;a11;a12;a13;a14;a15;a16;a17;a18;a19;a20;a21;a22;a23;a24;a25;a26;a27;a2
8;a29;a30];
>> s1=transpose(Rabbit1_1);
>> s2=transpose(Rabbit1_2);
>> s3=transpose(Rabbit1_3);
>> s4=transpose(Rabbit2_1);
>> s5=transpose(Rabbit2_2);
>> s6=transpose(Rabbit2_3);
>> s7=transpose(Rabbit3_1);
>> s8=transpose(Rabbit3_2);
>> s9=transpose(Rabbit3_3);
>> s10=transpose(Rabbit4_1);
>> s11=transpose(Rabbit4_2);
>> s12=transpose(Rabbit4_3);
>> s13=transpose(Rabbit5_1);
>> s14=transpose(Rabbit5_2);
>> s15=transpose(Rabbit5_3);
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>> s16=transpose(Rabbit6_1);
>> s17=transpose(Rabbit6_2);
>> s18=transpose(Rabbit6_3);
>> s19=transpose(Rabbit7_1);
>> s20=transpose(Rabbit7_2);
>> s21=transpose(Rabbit7_3);
>> s22=transpose(Rabbit8_1);
>> s23=transpose(Rabbit8_2);
>> s24=transpose(Rabbit8_3);
>> s25=transpose(Rabbit9_1);
>> s26=transpose(Rabbit9_2);
>> s27=transpose(Rabbit9_3);
>> s28=transpose(Rabbit10_1);
>> s29=transpose(Rabbit10_2);
>> s30=transpose(Rabbit10_3);
>>
X9=[s1;s2;s3;s4;s5;s6;s7;s8;s9;s10;s11;s12;s13;s14;s15;s16;s17;s18;s19;s20;s21;s22;s23;s24;s25;s26;s27;s28;s
29;s30];
>> d1=transpose(Sheep1_1);
>> d2=transpose(Sheep1_2);
>> d3=transpose(Sheep1_3);
>> d4=transpose(Sheep2_1);
>> d5=transpose(Sheep2_2);
>> d6=transpose(Sheep2_3);
>> d7=transpose(Sheep3_1);
>> d8=transpose(Sheep3_2);
>> d9=transpose(Sheep3_3);
>> d10=transpose(Sheep4_1);
>> d11=transpose(Sheep4_2);
>> d12=transpose(Sheep4_3);
>> d13=transpose(Sheep5_1);
>> d14=transpose(Sheep5_2);
>> d15=transpose(Sheep5_3);
>> d16=transpose(Sheep6_1);
>> d17=transpose(Sheep6_2);
>> d18=transpose(Sheep6_3);
>> d19=transpose(Sheep7_1);
>> d20=transpose(Sheep7_2);
>> d21=transpose(Sheep7_3);
>> d22=transpose(Sheep8_1);
>> d23=transpose(Sheep8_2);
>> d24=transpose(Sheep8_3);
>> d25=transpose(Sheep9_1);
>> d26=transpose(Sheep9_2);
>> d27=transpose(Sheep9_3);
>> d28=transpose(Sheep10_1);
>> d29=transpose(Sheep10_2);
>> d30=transpose(Sheep10_3);
>>
X10=[d1;d2;d3;d4;d5;d6;d7;d8;d9;d10;d11;d12;d13;d14;d15;d16;d17;d18;d19;d20;d21;d22;d23;d24;d25;d26;d
27;d28;d29;d30];
>> f1=transpose(Wombat1_1);
>> f2=transpose(Wombat1_2);
>> f3=transpose(Wombat1_3);
>> f4=transpose(Wombat2_1);
>> f5=transpose(Wombat2_2);
>> f6=transpose(Wombat2_3);
>> f7=transpose(Wombat3_1);
>> f8=transpose(Wombat3_2);
>> f9=transpose(Wombat3_3);
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>> f10=transpose(Wombat4_1);
>> f11=transpose(Wombat4_2);
>> f12=transpose(Wombat4_3);
>> f13=transpose(Wombat5_1);
>> f14=transpose(Wombat5_2);
>> f15=transpose(Wombat5_3);
>> f16=transpose(Wombat6_1);
>> f17=transpose(Wombat6_2);
>> f18=transpose(Wombat6_3);
>> f19=transpose(Wombat7_1);
>> f20=transpose(Wombat7_2);
>> f21=transpose(Wombat7_3);
>> f22=transpose(Wombat8_1);
>> f23=transpose(Wombat8_2);
>> f24=transpose(Wombat8_3);
>> f25=transpose(Wombat9_1);
>> f26=transpose(Wombat9_2);
>> f27=transpose(Wombat9_3);
>> f28=transpose(Wombat10_1);
>> f29=transpose(Wombat10_2);
>> f30=transpose(Wombat10_3);
>>
X11=[f1;f2;f3;f4;f5;f6;f7;f8;f9;f10;f11;f12;f13;f14;f15;f16;f17;f18;f19;f20;f21;f22;f23;f24;f25;f26;f27;f28;f29;
f30];
%% Labels for all rows of X data
>>YALL=categorical({'CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CA
T','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CAT','CHI
CKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','C
HICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','
CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN'
,'CHICKEN','CHICKEN','CHICKEN','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','
COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','COW','C
OW','COW','COW','COW','COW','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','
DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','DOG','
DOG','DOG','DOG','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','
FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','FOX','HUMA
N','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN',
'HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','H
UMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','HUMAN','KANGAROO','KANGAR
OO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGARO
O','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO
','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','
KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','KANGAROO','P
IG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PI
G','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','PIG','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RAB
BIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','
RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RAB
BIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','RABBIT','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','S
HEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SH
EEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','SHEEP','WOMBAT','WOMBA
T','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WO
MBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','
WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT','WOMB
AT','WOMBAT','WOMBAT'});
%% Transpose data to match up to X to form rows
>> Yall=transpose(YALL);
%% Concatenate all species in XAll
>> XAll=[X1;X2;X3;X4;X5;X6;X7;X8;X9;X10;X11];
%% Set the random number generator (Mersenne-Twister)
>> rng (0, ‘twister’);
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% 1.1A MATLAB® code for ‘HoldOut’ cross-validation
%% ‘HoldOut’ where p=0.1 (10% in test set)
>> e=cvpartition(Yall, 'HoldOut',0.1);
>> Xtrain=XAll(training(e),:);
>> XtrainIDX=find(training(e))
>> Xtest=XAll(test(e),:);
>> XtestIDX=find(test(e))
>> Ytrain=Yall(training(e),:);
>> Ytest=Yall(test(e),:);
%% ‘HoldOut’ where p=0.2 (20% in test set)
>> e=cvpartition(Yall, 'HoldOut',0.2);
>> Xtrain=XAll(training(e),:);
>> XtrainIDX=find(training(e))
>> Xtest=XAll(test(e),:);
>> XtestIDX=find(test(e))
>> Ytrain=Yall(training(e),:);
>> Ytest=Yall(test(e),:);
%% ‘HoldOut’ where p=0.3 (30% in test set)
>> e=cvpartition(Yall, 'HoldOut',0.3);
>> Xtrain=XAll(training(e),:);
>> XtrainIDX=find(training(e))
>> Xtest=XAll(test(e),:);
>> XtestIDX=find(test(e))
>> Ytrain=Yall(training(e),:);
>> Ytest=Yall(test(e),:);
% 1.1B MATLAB® code for ‘KFold’ cross-validation
%% ‘Kfold’ where K=5 (five-folds)
>> e=cvpartition(Yall,'KFold',5)
>> for i=1:e.NumTestSets
>> trainIDX=find(training(e,i))
>> testIDX=find(test(e,i))
end
%% label training= trainIDX1, trainIDX2….. trainIDX5
%% label testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDX5
%% ‘KFold’ where K=10 (ten-folds)
>> e=cvpartition(Yall,'KFold',10)
>> for i=1:e.NumTestSets
>> trainIDX=find(training(e,i))
>> testIDX=find(test(e,i))
end
%% label training= trainIDX1, trainIDX2….. trainIDX10
%% label testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDX10
% 1.2A MATLAB® code for random forest using TreeBagger and ‘HoldOut’
%% NTrees = 50
%% Cycle through: ‘HoldOut’ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 Xtrain and Xtest sets.
>> model1=TreeBagger(50,Xtrain,Ytrain,‘method’,‘classification’,'nprint',10)
%% Store the out of bag data
>> model2=TreeBagger(50,Xtrain,Ytrain,'method','classification','OOBPred','on','nprint',10)
%% out-of-bag feature importance
>> model3= TreeBagger(50,Xtrain,Ytrain,‘method’,‘classification’,…
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‘OOBVarImp’,‘on’,‘nprint’, 10)
%% NTrees = 500
>> model4= TreeBagger(500,Xtrain,Ytrain,'method','classification','OOBPred','on','nprint',100)
% 1.2B MATLAB® code for random forest using TreeBagger and ‘KFold’
%% NTrees = 50 – 650
%% Cycle through:
two –fold to 15–fold training= trainIDX1, trainIDX2….. trainIDXN
two –fold to 15–fold testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDXN
>> model1=
TreeBagger(50,XAll(trainIDX,:),Yall(trainIDX),‘method’,‘classification’,'nprint',10)
%% Store the out-of-bag data
>> model2=TreeBagger(50,XAll(trainIDX,:),Yall(trainIDX),'method','classification',…
'OOBPred','on','nprint',10)
%% out-of-bag feature importance
>> model3= TreeBagger(50,XAll(trainIDX,:),Yall(trainIDX),‘method’,‘classification’,…
‘OOBVarImp’,‘on’,‘nprint’, 10)
% 1.3 MATLAB® code for random forest using TreeBagger and oobError
%% For both ‘HoldOut’ and ‘KFold’ partition types
>> oobError(model2,'mode','ensemble')
>> oobError(model4,'mode','ensemble')
% 1.4 MATLAB® code for importance of individual variables in random forest using TreeBagger and
‘HoldOut’
>> [sortedDeltaCritDecisionSplit,sortedVars]=sort(model2.DeltaCritDecisionSplit, ‘descend’);
%% Visualize
>> bar(sortedDeltaCritDecisionSplit)
>> set(gca, ‘XLim’, [0,size(Xtrain,2)])
>> xlabel(‘Variables’)
>> ylabel(‘Improvement in split criterion’)
%% Separate variables into top 150, top 500 and top 700
>> topvars1=sortedVars(1:150);
>> topvars2=sortedVars(1:500);
>> topvars3=sortedVars(1:700);
%% Re-build model using top variables NTrees= 50 & 500
>> T1model=Treebagger(50,Xtrain(:,topvars1),Ytrain,‘nprint’,10)
>> T2model=Treebagger(50,Xtrain(:,topvars2),Ytrain,‘nprint’,10)
>> T3model=Treebagger(50,Xtrain(:,topvars3),Ytrain,‘nprint’,10)
% 1.5A MATLAB® code for random forest using fitensemble and ‘HoldOut’
%% NTrees = 500
%% Cycle through: ‘HoldOut’ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 Xtrain and Xtest sets.
>> Ada1=fitensemble(Xtrain,Ytrain,‘AdaBoostM2’, 500,‘Tree’,‘nprint’, 10)
>> Ada2=fitensemble(Xtrain,Ytrain,‘AdaBoostM2’, 500,‘Tree’,‘LearnRate’, 0.1,…
‘nprint’, 10)
% 1.5B MATLAB® code for random forest using fitensemble and ‘KFold’
%% NTrees = 50 – 650
%% Cycle through:
two –fold to 15–fold training= trainIDX1, trainIDX2….. trainIDXN
two –fold to 15–fold testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDXN
>> Ada1=fitensemble(XAll(trainIDX,:),Yall(trainIDX),‘AdaBoostM2’, 50,‘Tree’,‘nprint’,10)
>> Ada2=fitensemble(XAll(trainIDX,:),Yall(trainIDX),‘AdaBoostM2’,…
50,‘Tree’,‘LearnRate’, 0.1,‘nprint’, 10)
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% 1.6A MATLAB® code for random forest using TreeBagger, ‘HoldOut’ and predict
%% For ‘HoldOut’ = 0.1,0.2 & 0.3
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix for the out of bag observations of model 2 (50 trees)
>> [YtrainOOB, YtrainOOBScores] = oobPredict(model2);
%% Confusion matrix view
[conf,classorder] = confusionmat(ytrain,YtrainOOB);
disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder));
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix for the out of bag observations of model 4 (500 trees)
>> [YtrainOOB, YtrainOOBScores] = oobPredict(model4);
%% Confusion matrix view
[conf,classorder] = confusionmat(ytrain,YtrainOOB);
disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder));
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix of the testing data observations of model 2 (50 trees)
>> [YtestPred,YtestPredScore]=predict(model2,Xtest)
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Ytest,YtestPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix of the testing data observations of model 4 (500 trees)
>> [YtestPred,YtestPredScore]=predict(model4,Xtest)
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Ytest,YtestPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
%% Predictive performance (50 trees)
>> err1=error(model2,Xtest,Ytest)
%% Predictive performance (500 trees)
>> err2= error(model4,Xtest,Ytest)
% 1.6B MATLAB® code for random forest using TreeBagger, ‘KFold’ and predict
%% NTrees = 50 – 650
%% Cycle through:
two-fold training to 15-fold training= trainIDX1, trainIDX2….. trainIDXN
two –fold to 15–fold testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDXN
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix for the out of bag observations of model 2 (50 trees)
>> [YallOOB, YallOOBScores] = oobPredict(model2);
%% Confusion matrix view
[conf,classorder] = confusionmat(Yall(trainIDX),YAllOOB);
disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder));
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix for the out of bag observations of model 4 (500 trees)
>> [YAllOOB, YAllOOBScores] = oobPredict(model4);
%% Confusion matrix view
[conf,classorder] = confusionmat(Yall(trainIDX),YAllOOB);
disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder));
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix of the testing data observations of model 2 (50 trees)
>> [YAllPred,YAllPredScore]=predict(model2,XAll(testIDX,:))
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Yall(testIDX),YAllPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
%% Check prediction and confusion matrix of the testing data observations of model 4 (500 trees)
>> [YAllPred,YAllPredScore]=predict(model4,Xtest)
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Yall(testIDX),YAllPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
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%% Predictive performance (50 trees)
>> err1=error(model2,XAll(testIDX,:),Yall(testIDX))
%% Predictive performance (500 trees)
>> err2= error(model4,XAll(testIDX,:),Yall(testIDX))
% 1.7 MATLAB® code for the prediction of importance of individual variables in random forest using
TreeBagger and ‘HoldOut’
%% Cycle through both T1model and T2model
>> [YAllPred,YAllPredScore]=predict(T1model,Xtest)
>> YAll=cellstr(Yall);
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Yall(testIDX),YAllPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
% 1.8A MATLAB® code for random forest using fitensemble ‘AdaBoostM2’, ‘HoldOut’ and predict
%% For ‘HoldOut’ = 0.1,0.2 & 0.3
>> [YAllPred,YAllPredScore]=predict(Ada1,Xtest)
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(Ytest,YAllPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
%% Predictive metric
>> loss(Ada1,Xtest,Ytest, ‘mode’, ‘cumulative’)
%% Cross-validation
>> cv=fitensemble(XAll,Yall,‘AdaBoostM2’,100,‘Tree’,‘type’,‘Classification’,‘Kfold’, 5)
>> K=kfoldLoss(cv,‘mode’,‘cumulative’)
% 1.8B MATLAB® code for random forest using fitensemble ‘AdaBoostM2’, ‘KFold’ and predict
%% NTrees = 50 – 650
%% Cycle through:
two-fold to 15-fold testing= testIDX1, testIDX2….. testIDXN
>> [YallPred,YallPredScore]=Ad1.predict(XAll(testIDX,:));
>> YAll=transpose(Yall);
%% Confusion matrix view
>> [conf,classorder]=confusionmat(YAll(testIDX),YallPred)
>> disp(dataset({conf,classorder{:}},'obsnames',classorder))
>> K=kfoldLoss(cv,‘mode’,‘cumulative’)
% 1.9 MATLAB® code for variable importance
%% Importance of variables
>> [sortedDeltaCritDecisionSplit, sortedVars] = sort(model2.DeltaCritDecisionSplit, 'descend');
bar(sortedDeltaCritDecisionSplit)
set(gca, 'XLim', [0,size(Xtrain,2)])
xlabel('Variables')
ylabel('Improvement in split criterion')

% 1.10 MATLAB® code for 3D-surface and contour plot
%% T50–T650 are the number of trees and the corresponding average percentage (%) value for each fold (2–
15)
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>> T1=transpose(T50);
>> T2=transpose(T100);
>> T3=transpose(T150);
>> T4=transpose(T200);
>> T5=transpose(T250);
>> T6=transpose(T300);
>> T7=transpose(T350);
>> T8=transpose(T400);
>> T9=transpose(T450);
>> T10=transpose(T500);
>> T11=transpose(T550);
>> T12=transpose(T600);
>> T13=transpose(T650);
>> T=[T1;T2;T3;T4;T5;T6;T7;T8;T9;T10;T11;T12;T13];
>> figure()
>> surfc(T)
>> set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10','11','12','13','14','15'})
>> xlabel(‘K-folds’)
>> set(gca,'YTickLabel',{'50','100','150','200','250','300','350',…
'400','450','500','550','600','650'})
>> ylabel(‘Number of trees’)
>> set(gca,'ZTickLabel',{'78','79','80','81','82','83','84','85','86','87','88','89','90'})
>> zlabel('Percentage predicted correct(%)')
% 1.11 MATLAB® code for validation
%% Load model and validation (.mat) file.
>> [YAllPred2,YAllPredScore2]=model2.predict(Vtest)
%% In the case of top 150, 500 and 700 variables need to index
>> [YAllPred2,YAllPredScore2]=model2.predict(Vtest(:,topvars3))
%% Value of loss/ for percentage, multiply by 100
>> loss=loss(model2,Vtest,YVtest,'mode','ensemble')
%===================================================================%
%%% END OF SCRIPT %%%
%===================================================================%
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1.2 Appendix Material: PEAK matrix for training dataset
The following is the peak matrix generated by identifying peak activity in temperature windows. Rows =
sample; sample notation = [species, replicate number, letter indicating HRM plate where A represents plate one
and C represent plate three]; Columns = the number of peaks detected in a specified temperature window;
PEAK 1 = 73.0 – 75.3 ºC; PEAK 2 = 79.4 – 80.0 ºC; PEAK 3 = 77.9 – 78.1 ºC; PEAK 4 = 77.6 – 77.9 ºC;
PEAK 5 = 77.3 – 77.6 ºC; PEAK 6 = 78.2 – 78.6 ºC; PEAK 7 = 76.5 – 77.6 ºC; PEAK 8 = 76.5 – 77.3 ºC;
PEAK 9 = 75.5 – 76.5 ºC; PEAK 10 = 77.6 – 80.0 ºC; PEAK 11 = 81.5 – 82.9 ºC; PEAK 12 = 81.0 – 81.7 ºC.
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1.3 Appendix Material: R code used for training model using Boolean
#===================================================================#
#### START OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
#################################
# Import data from excel sheets #
#################################
# set the working directory for xls file
rm(list=ls())
getwd()
setwd("~/Desktop/R working directory for HRM")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
# READING DATA #
##################
#install.packages("openxlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(openxlsx) #to read and write excel spreadsheets ".xlsx"
#Data contains the first column as temperature, then each of the 10 non-human and human samples and its
replica. Each individual melting profile is produced by the column NOT row.
# File contains 2 sheets, each with a different samples data: import under separate data names
data.chicken <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=1)
#data.chicken1 <- t(data.chicken)
data.cat <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=2)
#data.cat1 <- t(data.cat)
data.cow <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=3)
#data.cow1 <- t(data.cow)
data.dog <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=4)
#data.dog1 <- t(data.dog)
data.fox <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=5)
#data.fox1 <- t(data.fox)
data.human <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=6)
#data.human1 <- t(data.human)
data.kangaroo <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=7)
#data.kangaroo1 <- t(data.kangaroo)
data.pig <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=8)
#data.pig1 <- t(data.pig)
data.rabbit <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=9)
#data.rabbit1 <- t(data.rabbit)
data.sheep <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=10)
#data.sheep1 <- t(data.sheep)
data.wombat <- read.xlsx("derivative HRM profiles.xlsx",sheet=11)
#data.wombat1 <- t(data.wombat)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#Observation: the first column of the data is the temperature
#Combine all separate species data into data.HRMALL
#Columns for each species and Rows for temperature points
data.HRMALL <- cbind(data.chicken, data.cat[,-1], data.cow[,-1],
data.dog[,-1], data.fox[,-1], data.human[,-1],
data.kangaroo[,-1], data.pig[,-1], data.rabbit[,-1], data.sheep[,-1], data.wombat[,-1])
#dim(data.HRMALL)
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#colnames(data.HRMALL)
#transpose all data
#data.HRMALL1 <- t(data.HRMALL)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the data #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALL,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALL,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#----------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_HRM.pdf")
#----------------------------------------#
plot(data.chicken[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.chicken[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.cat[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.cat[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.cow[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.cow[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.dog[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.dog[,i],type="l",col="red")}
plot(data.fox[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.fox[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.human[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.human[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.kangaroo[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.kangaroo[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.pig[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.pig[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.rabbit[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.rabbit[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.sheep[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.sheep[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.wombat[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
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for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.wombat[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
########################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 1 #
########################
#we only use the range 200-750 or 67.7 - 89.2 Temperature (ºC) to distinguish the ANIMALS.
data.HRMALL <- data.HRMALL[200:750,]
data.chicken <- data.chicken[200:750,]
data.cat <- data.cat[200:750,]
data.cow <- data.cow[200:750,]
data.dog <- data.dog[200:750,]
data.fox <- data.fox[200:750,]
data.human <- data.human[200:750,]
data.kangaroo <- data.kangaroo[200:750,]
data.pig <- data.pig[200:750,]
data.rabbit <- data.rabbit[200:750,]
data.sheep <- data.sheep[200:750,]
data.wombat <- data.wombat[200:750,]
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALL,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALL,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#---------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_after_clean_up_1_HRM.pdf")
#---------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.chicken[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.chicken[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.cat[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.cat[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.cow[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.cow[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.dog[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.dog[,i],type="l",col="red")}
plot(data.fox[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.fox[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.human[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.human[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
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plot(data.kangaroo[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.kangaroo[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.pig[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.pig[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.rabbit[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.rabbit[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.sheep[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.sheep[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.wombat[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:31){
lines(data.wombat[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
####################################
# DATA SETUP (REMOVE temp COLUMN) #
####################################
data.chicken <- data.chicken[,-1]
data.cat <- data.cat[,-1]
data.cow <- data.cow[,-1]
data.dog <- data.dog[,-1]
data.fox <- data.fox[,-1]
data.human <- data.human[,-1]
data.kangaroo <- data.kangaroo[,-1]
data.pig <- data.pig[,-1]
data.rabbit <- data.rabbit[,-1]
data.sheep <- data.sheep[,-1]
data.wombat <- data.wombat[,-1]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
## LOCATE PEAKS ##
##################
## "PROcess": Is a package used for spectrum analysis to identify proteins. This was developed for mass spec
analysis however has no reason
# not to be used for high resolution melt (HRM) profile analysis to identify melting peaks.
# Plots however,
#To install the package "PROcess":
## try http:// if https:// URLs are not supported
# source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
# biocLite("PROcess")
library(PROcess)
# understanding new function of newly installed package (version 1.48.0)
## isPeak: to locate peaks in a spectra using PROcess package
#?isPeak
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temp<-data.HRMALL[,1]; # These are the TEMPERATURE points
PEAKS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp,y),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)$peak}
AREAS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp,y),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)$area}
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
# CHICKEN #
###########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.chicken,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2CHICK #The peaks of chicken (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2CHICK,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2CHICK,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2chicksites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2chicksites) -> peak2chicksites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3CHICKtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.chicken[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.chicken,2,AREAS2)->Areas2CHICK
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#######
# CAT #
#######
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.cat,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2CAT #The peaks of cat (are those TRUE)
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#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2CAT,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2CAT,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2catsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2catsites) -> peak2catsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3CATtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.cat[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.cat,2,AREAS2)->Areas2CAT
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#######
# COW #
#######

!
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.cow,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2COW #The peaks of cow (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2COW,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2COW,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2cowsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
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melt(peak2cowsites) -> peak2cowsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3COWtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.cow[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.cow,2,AREAS2)->Areas2COW
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#######
# DOG #
#######
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.dog,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2DOG #The peaks of dog (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2DOG,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2DOG,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2dogsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2dogsites) -> peak2dogsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3DOGtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.dog[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
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#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.dog,2,AREAS2)->Areas2DOG
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#######
# FOX #
#######
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.fox,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2FOX #The peaks of fox (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2FOX,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2FOX,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2foxsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#-------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2foxsites) -> peak2foxsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3FOXtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.fox[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.fox,2,AREAS2)->Areas2FOX
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########
# HUMAN #
#########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.human,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2HUMAN #The peaks of human (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2HUMAN,2,sum)
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#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2HUMAN,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2humansites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2humansites) -> peak2humansites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3HUMANtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.human[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.human,2,AREAS2)->Areas2HUMAN
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#######
# PIG #
#######
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.pig,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2PIG #The peaks of pig (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2PIG,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2PIG,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2pigsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2pigsites) -> peak2pigsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
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# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3PIGtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.pig[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.pig,2,AREAS2)->Areas2PIG
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
############
# KANGAROO #
############
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.kangaroo,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2KANGAROO #The peaks of kangaroo (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2KANGAROO,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2KANGAROO,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2kangaroosites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2kangaroosites) -> peak2kangaroosites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3KANGAROOtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.kangaroo[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.kangaroo,2,AREAS2)->Areas2KANGAROO
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##########
# RABBIT #
##########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.rabbit,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2RABBIT #The peaks of rabbit (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2RABBIT,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2RABBIT,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2rabbitsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2rabbitsites) -> peak2rabbitsites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3RABBITtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.rabbit[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.rabbit,2,AREAS2)->Areas2RABBIT
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########
# SHEEP #
#########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.sheep,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2SHEEP #The peaks of sheep (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2SHEEP,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2SHEEP,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2sheepsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
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# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2sheepsites) -> peak2sheepsites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3SHEEPtest.pdf")
for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.sheep[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.sheep,2,AREAS2)->Areas2SHEEP
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##########
# WOMBAT #
##########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.wombat,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2WOMBAT #The peaks of wombat (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2WOMBAT,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2WOMBAT,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2wombatsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2wombatsites) -> peak2wombatsites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks3WOMBATtest.pdf")
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for( i in 1:30){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.wombat[,i]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#---------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.wombat,2,AREAS2)->Areas2WOMBAT
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(stringr)
#peak2chicksites.mat
colnames(peak2chicksites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2chicksites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2chicksites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2chicksites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2chicksites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2chicksites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2chicksites.mat$Replica,"chicken"))
#peak2catsites.mat
colnames(peak2catsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2catsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2catsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2catsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2catsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2catsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2catsites.mat$Replica,"cat"))
#peak2cowsites.mat
colnames(peak2cowsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2cowsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2cowsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2cowsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2cowsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2cowsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2cowsites.mat$Replica,"cow"))
#peak2dogsites.mat
colnames(peak2dogsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2dogsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2dogsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2dogsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2dogsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2dogsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2dogsites.mat$Replica,"dog"))
#peak2foxsites.mat
colnames(peak2foxsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2foxsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2foxsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2foxsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2foxsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2foxsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2foxsites.mat$Replica,"Fox"))
#peak2humansites.mat
colnames(peak2humansites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2humansites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2humansites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2humansites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2humansites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2humansites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2humansites.mat$Replica,"Human"))
#peak2kangaroosites.mat
colnames(peak2kangaroosites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2kangaroosites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2kangaroosites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2kangaroosites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2kangaroosites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2kangaroosites.mat$Sample.Name <as.character(str_extract(peak2kangaroosites.mat$Replica,"Kangaroo"))
#peak2pigsites.mat
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colnames(peak2pigsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2pigsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2pigsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2pigsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2pigsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2pigsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2pigsites.mat$Replica,"Pig"))
#peak2rabbitsites.mat
colnames(peak2rabbitsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2rabbitsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2rabbitsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2rabbitsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2rabbitsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2rabbitsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2rabbitsites.mat$Replica,"Rabbit"))
#peak2sheepsites.mat
colnames(peak2sheepsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2sheepsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2sheepsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2sheepsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2sheepsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2sheepsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2sheepsites.mat$Replica,"Sheep"))
#peak2wombatsites.mat
colnames(peak2wombatsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2wombatsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2wombatsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2wombatsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2wombatsites.mat$Replica, "[A-C]+"))
peak2wombatsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peak2wombatsites.mat$Replica,"Wombat"))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(peak2chicksites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="chicken",row.names=FALSE)
write.xlsx(peak2catsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx", sheetName="cat",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2cowsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="cow",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2dogsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx", sheetName="dog",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2foxsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="fox",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2kangaroosites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx", sheetName="kangaroo",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2humansites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="human",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2pigsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx", sheetName="pig",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2rabbitsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="rabbit",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2sheepsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx", sheetName="sheep",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peak2wombatsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_4_OCT_17B.xlsx",
sheetName="wombat",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#FOR DEVELOPMENT FOR HRM SCRIPTS
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##############
# CLUSTERING #
##############
# Only for 11 classes: chicken, cat, cow, dog, fox, human, kangaroo, pig, rabbit, sheep & wombat.
## Peaks for each species are in matrix format (.mat) columns= (1) peaksite coordinate, (2) Replica, (3) Sample
number (4) Replica number & (5) Sample Name.
## Combine these matrices for each species into matrix.peaks (ALL PEAKS) identified by rows.
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matrix.peaks<rbind(peak2chicksites.mat,peak2catsites.mat,peak2humansites.mat,peak2cowsites.mat,peak2wombatsites.mat,p
eak2dogsites.mat,
peak2sheepsites.mat,peak2foxsites.mat,peak2kangaroosites.mat,peak2pigsites.mat,peak2rabbitsites.mat)
dim(matrix.peaks)
peaks<- matrix(nrow=330,ncol=12)
## From matrix.peaks we specify, using 2 vectors consisting of our extreme.left and extreme.right sides of a
peak site.
## example, for 73.0 - 75.3 ºC rows 135 (left or the smallest) and 195 (right or the largest) make up that
peaksite.
## gained is limited for discrimination.
## In total, there are -----12---- peaksites specified.
# PEAK 1 <- 135-195 <- 73.0 - 75.3 ºC
# PEAK 2 <- 300-316 <- 79.4 - 80.0 ºC
# PEAK 3 <- 261-268 <- 77.9 - 78.1 ºC
# PEAK 4 <- 253-260 <- 77.6 - 77.9 ºC
# PEAK 5 <- 245-255 <- 77.3 - 77.6 ºC
# PEAK 6 <- 272-285 <- 78.3 - 78.8 ºC
# PEAK 7 <- 225-255 <- 76.5 - 77.6 ºC
# PEAK 8 <- 225-245 <- 76.5 - 77.3 ºC
# PEAK 9 <- 200-225 <- 75.5 - 76.5 ºC
# PEAK 10 <- 260-316 <- 77.6 - 80.0 ºC
# PEAK 11 <- 355-390 <- 81.5 - 82.9 ºC
# PEAK 12 <- 335-360 <- 80.7 - 81.7 ºC
extreme.left.peaks <- c(135,300,261,253,245,272,225,225,200,260,355,335)
extreme.right.peaks <- c(195,316,268,260,255,285,255,245,225,316,390,360)
## LOOP is used to search the matrix.peaks for each peak in a specified peaksite (by extreme.left and
extreme.right)
## and return the number of peaks found.
for(i in 1:12){
table(matrix.peaks[,1]>extreme.left.peaks[i] & matrix.peaks[,1]<extreme.right.peaks[i], matrix.peaks[,2])[2,] > peaks[,i]
}
# ending with another matrix with columns= peaksites (----12----), rows= species and replicates (30 x 11 = 330)
peaks
rownames(peaks)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###############################################
# GROUPS (PEAKS SITES AND BOOLEAN LOGIC) #
###############################################
# Groups have 11 columns
GROUPS <- matrix(nrow=330,ncol=11)
colnames(GROUPS) <c("chicken","cat","human","cow","wombat","dog","sheep","fox","kangaroo","pig","rabbit")
rownames(GROUPS)
## Boolean logic is used to search specific peaksites (columns) for peaks
## the Logic values of TRUE/FALSE are stored in GROUPS matrix
## Boolean logic is built using operators OR (|), AND (&) and NOT (which is not used).
## Majority vote
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# Use of equals ==, less than or equal to <=, greater than or equal to >=
# Use of 'apply', is calculated by ----12---- (peaksites) minus the definite (==1 or ==2) number of peaks
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "CHICKEN"
# (CHICKEN = 21/30 reps & 1 cat) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,1]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==1 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,7]==0
&
peaks[,10]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=9
peaks[GROUPS[,1]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "CAT"
# (CAT = 18/30 reps plus 2 CHICKEN reps and 1 roo) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,2]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==1 & peaks[,3]<=1 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,10]==2 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<=8
peaks[GROUPS[,2]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "HUMAN"
# (HUMAN = 14/29 reps plus 1 CHICKEN, 1 PIG and 1 WOMBAT replicate) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,3]<- peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,6]==1 & peaks[,8]==0 & peaks[,10]==1 & peaks[,11]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=9
peaks[GROUPS[,3]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "COW"
# (COW = 17/30 reps plus 1 dog, 1 fox, 2 roo, 7 pig, 4 sheep) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,4]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,7]==0
& peaks[,10]==0 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[GROUPS[,4]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "WOMBAT"
# (WOMBAT = 14/30 reps) 1 rabbit, 1 pig, 3 roo & 1 fox #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,5]<-peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,7]==1 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,8]<=1 & peaks[,10]==0
& apply(peaks,1,sum)<=11
peaks[GROUPS[,5]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "DOG"
# (DOG = 10/30 reps) # picks up 1 sheep
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,6]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]<=1 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,6]==0
& peaks[,7]==0 &
peaks[,10]==1 & peaks[,11]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=8
peaks[GROUPS[,6]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "SHEEP"
# (SHEEP = 9/30 reps) # picks up 3 dog and 1 pig
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,7]<-peaks[,1]<=1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]<=1 & peaks[,4]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,7]==0 & peaks[,10]<=1 & peaks[,12]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
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peaks[GROUPS[,7]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Table of replicates with TRUE/FALSE classification:
rownames(GROUPS)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
GROUPS
#number of replicates classified in each group:
CLASS <- apply(GROUPS,2,sum)
CLASS
## ADD THE HEADINGS AND EXTRACT THE REPLICA NUMBERS AND SAMPLE NAMES INTO
OTHER COLUMNS
library(reshape2)
library(stringr)
melt(GROUPS) -> GROUPS.mat
colnames(GROUPS.mat)<-c("Sample","Group","Classified")
GROUPS.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(GROUPS.mat$Sample, "[0-9]+"))
# write.xlsx(GROUPS.mat, file="classifier_4_octb_17.xlsx", sheetName="classified",row.names=FALSE)
#===================================================================#
#### END OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#

1.4 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.1 A
pdf("HRM_CAT.pdf")
plot(data.cat[,4],type="l",col="black",xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Fluroescence (e+5)",axes=FALSE)
axis(side=1, at=c(1,129,258,386,514,643,771,873), labels=c(60,65,70,75,80,85,90,94))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,500000,1000000,1500000,2000000,2500000,3000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20,25,30))
abline(v=c(200,750),lty=2,col="blue")
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

1.5 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.1 B
pdf("PeaksCAT_HRM.pdf")
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.cat[,4]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=3, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3,axes=FALSE)
axis(side=1, at=c(70,75,80,85,90), labels=c(70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,500000,1000000,1400000), labels=c(0,5,10,14))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

1.6 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.2
getwd()
setwd("~/Desktop/R working directory for HRM")
library(openxlsx)
PKALL <- read.xlsx("all_raw_peaks_29_JUNE_17.xlsx",sheet=13)
plot(PKALL[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="black", xlim=c(100,367), axes=FALSE)
abline(h=1:30,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(135,195,260,316),lty=2,col="black")
axis(side=1, at=c(59,110,161,213,264,315,367), labels=c(70,72,74,76,78,80,82))
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axis(side=2, at=c(5,10,15,20,25,30), labels=c(5,10,15,20,25,30))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

1.7 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.3A
pdf("HRM_DOG.pdf")
plot(data.dog[,25],type="l",col="blue",xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Fluroescence (e+5)",axes=FALSE)
axis(side=1, at=c(59,187,315,443,600), labels=c(70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,500000,1000000,1500000,2000000,2500000,3000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20,25,30))
# abline(v=c(200,750),lty=2,col="blue")
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

1.7 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.3B
pdf("PeaksDOG_HRM.pdf")
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.dog[,25]),SoN=2, span=21,
sm.span=5, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.05, ratio = 0.3,axes=FALSE)
axis(side=1, at=c(70,75,80,85), labels=c(70,75,80,85))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,500000,1000000,1400000), labels=c(0,5,10,14))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

1.8 Appendix Material: R code used for to generate Fig. 2.4
pdf("SCATTER_PLOT_HRM_animal.PDF")
#library(ggplot2)
qplot(PKALL$PeakSite,PKALL$Replica, colour=PKALL$Replica.Name,
data=PKALL, geom = "jitter", size=I(0.5), alpha=I(0.7),xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Replicates", main=
"Peak1 at 73.0 - 75.3 ºC") +
theme_bw() +
theme(legend.position="bottom", legend.key = element_blank(),axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),
axis.text.y = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),panel.grid.major.y = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.x = element_blank()) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(8,418, by=51),
labels =c("68","70","72","74","76","78","80","82","84")) +
scale_color_manual(breaks=c("Chicken","Cat","Cow","Dog","Fox","Kangaroo","Human","Pig","Rabbit","Shee
p","Wombat"),
values=c("orange2", "seagreen","magenta3",
"orangered3","black","deepskyblue","deeppink","yellowgreen", "red", "blue", "green"),
name="Species ID") +
guides(colour = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size = 2), nrow=2)) +
dev.off()

!
!
!
!
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Appendix 2.0
This Chapter’s appendix works with working directory:
setwd("~/Desktop/R working directory for Bacteria HRM")
2.1 Appendix Material: PEAK matrix for training dataset
PEAKS <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS)<-c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5")
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(PEAKS, file="raw_binary_for_training_HRM_bacteria.xlsx", sheetName="training")
The following is the peak matrix generated by identifying peak activity in temperature windows. Rows =
sample; sample notation = [bacterial species, replicate number, letter indicating HRM plate where j represents
plate one and k represent plate two]; Columns = the number of peaks detected in a specified temperature
window; PEAK 1 = 83.8 – 85.0 ºC; PEAK 2 = 82.5 – 83.2 ºC; PEAK 3 = 75.5 – 76.5 ºC; PEAK 4 = 76.8 – 77.5
ºC; PEAK 5 = 81.5 – 82.2 ºC; BA = B. anthracis strain Sterne; BC = B. cereus; BME = B. megaterium; BMY =
B. mycoides; BS = B. subtilis; BTA = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; BTB = B. thuringiensis subsp.
Israelensis; EC = E. coil.
!

PEAK1!

PEAK2!

PEAK3!

PEAK4!

PEAK5!

BA1j!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

BA1k!

1!

0!

1!

0!

1!

BA2j!

1!

0!

0!

0!

1!

BA2k!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

BA3j!

1!

0!

0!

0!

0!

BA3k!

1!

0!

0!

0!

1!

BA4j!

1!

0!

0!

0!

1!

BA4k!

1!

0!

0!

1!
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2.2 Appendix Material: PEAK matrix for testing dataset
PEAKS <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS)<-c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5")
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(PEAKS, file="raw_binary_for_training_HRM_bacteria.xlsx", sheetName="training")
The following is the peak matrix generated by identifying peak activity in temperature windows. Rows =
sample; sample notation = [bacterial species, replicate number, letter indicating HRM plate where I represents
plate three]; Columns = the number of peaks detected in a specified temperature window; PEAK 1 = 83.8 – 85.0
ºC; PEAK 2 = 82.5 – 83.2 ºC; PEAK 3 = 75.5 – 76.5 ºC; PEAK 4 = 76.8 – 77.5 ºC; PEAK 5 = 81.5 – 82.2 ºC;
BA = B. anthracis strain Sterne; BC = B. cereus; BME = B. megaterium; BMY = B. mycoides; BS = B. subtilis;
BTA = B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; BTB = B. thuringiensis subsp. Israelensis; EC = E. coil.!
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2.3 Appendix Material: R code used for training model
#===================================================================#
#### START OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
# OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT
# HRM DERIVATUVE PROFILES FROM PLATES 1 & 2:
#
DATA imported as RData = 'IMPORT_DATA_DERIVATIVE_HRM_BAC.RData'
#
OR XLSX = 'HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx' FOR PLATE 1 AND
'HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx' FOR PLATE 2
#
# SCRIPT DEVELOPED FROM PRIOR:
#
'peaks_detected_OCT_13_B_update.R', 'HRM_26_PROcess_INPUT_BACTERIA.R' AND
'HRM_21_SEP_DERIV_PROFILES_TRAINING.R'
#
# RESULTS OF PEAKS DETECTED ARE EXPORTED AS:
#
XLSX = 'all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST_13B_oct.xlsx' FOR PLATES 1 & 2
#
RData = 'HRM_PEAK_DETECTION_13B_OCT_UPDATED.RData' FOR PLATE 1 & 2
#
# FOR FIGURES USED IN CHAPTER, USE SCRIPT:
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#
'SB_FIGURES_HRM_BACTERIA_PEAK_SITES_PLATES.R'
#
'FIG_bacteria_HRM_chapter.R'
#
# FIGS USE Imported DATA as PKALL with xlsx stated in script, namely
'all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx' on sheet=9 which has all data'
## STEPS INCLUDED ##
# reading and cleaning the data
# detecting the peaks
# clustering the data
#===================================================================#

#################################
# Import data from excel sheets #
#################################
##################
# READING DATA #
##################
#install.packages("openxlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(openxlsx) #to read and write excel spreadsheets ".xlsx"
#Individual data SHEETS (8) contain the first column as temperature, then each of the 1 BACTERIAL
SPECIES and 7 replicates.
# BA = B. anthracis str. Sterne
# BT1 (REFER IN XL AS BTA) = B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki
# BT4 or (REFER IN XL AS BTB) = B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis
# BC = B. cereus
# BS = B. subtilis
# BME = B. megaterium
# BMY = B. mycoides
# EC = E. coli
# Each individual melting profile is produced by the column NOT row.
# File contains 10 sheets (first is overall layout and last is negative controls)
# Each sheet has a different samples data: import under separate data names
### PLATE 1 DAY 1 ###
data.anthracis1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=2)
data.thuringiensisA1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=3)
data.thuringiensisB1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=4)
data.cereus1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=5)
data.subtilis1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=6)
data.megaterium1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=7)
data.mycoides1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=8)
data.coli1 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=9)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
### PLATE 2 DAY 2 ###
data.anthracis2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=2)
data.thuringiensisA2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=3)
data.thuringiensisB2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=4)
data.cereus2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=5)
data.subtilis2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=6)
data.megaterium2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=7)
data.mycoides2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=8)
data.coli2 <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=9)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
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#Observation: the first column of the data is the temperature
#Combine all separate species data into data.HRMALLPLATE1
#Columns for each species and Rows for temperature points
data.HRMALLPLATE1 <- cbind(data.anthracis1, data.thuringiensisA1[,-1], data.thuringiensisB1[,-1],
data.cereus1[,-1], data.subtilis1[,-1], data.megaterium1[,-1],
data.mycoides1[,-1], data.coli1[,-1])
#Combine all separate species data into data.HRMALLPLATE2
data.HRMALLPLATE2 <- cbind(data.anthracis2, data.thuringiensisA2[,-1], data.thuringiensisB2[,-1],
data.cereus2[,-1], data.subtilis2[,-1], data.megaterium2[,-1],
data.mycoides2[,-1], data.coli2[,-1])
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the PLATE 1 data #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_HRM_BACTERIA_PLATE1.pdf")
#------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.anthracis1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. anthracis HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.anthracis1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisA1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisA1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisB1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisB1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.cereus1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. cereus HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.cereus1[,i],type="l",col="red")}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
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plot(data.subtilis1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. subtilis HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.subtilis1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.megaterium1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. megaterium HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.megaterium1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.mycoides1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. mycoides HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.mycoides1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.coli1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="E. coli HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.coli1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the PLATE 2 data #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE2,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE2,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#-------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_HRM_BACTERIA_PLATE2.pdf")
#-------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.anthracis2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. anthracis HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.anthracis2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisA2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
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ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisA2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisB2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisB2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.cereus2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. cereus HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.cereus2[,i],type="l",col="green")}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.subtilis2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. subtilis HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.subtilis2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.megaterium2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. megaterium HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.megaterium2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.mycoides2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. mycoides HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.mycoides2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.coli2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="E. coli HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.coli2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(56,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###############################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 1 PLATE 1#
###############################
#we only use the range 361-1360 or 65 ºC - 90 ºC sec to distinguish the bacteria, as the distinctive peak prior
#is the starting signal of the intstrument. We cut between the system peak and Upper marker.
data.HRMALLPLATE1 <- data.HRMALLPLATE1[361:1360,]
data.anthracis1 <- data.anthracis1[361:1360,]
data.thuringiensisA1 <- data.thuringiensisA1[361:1360,]
data.thuringiensisB1 <- data.thuringiensisB1[361:1360,]
data.cereus1 <- data.cereus1[361:1360,]
data.subtilis1 <- data.subtilis1[361:1360,]
data.megaterium1 <- data.megaterium1[361:1360,]
data.mycoides1 <- data.mycoides1[361:1360,]
data.coli1 <- data.coli1[361:1360,]
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#----------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_after_clean_up_1_HRM_PLATE_1.pdf")
#----------------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.anthracis1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. anthracis HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.anthracis1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisA1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisA1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisB1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisB1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.cereus1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. cereus HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.cereus1[,i],type="l",col="red")}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
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axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.subtilis1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. subtilis HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.subtilis1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.megaterium1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. megaterium HRM PLATE
1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.megaterium1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.mycoides1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. mycoides HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.mycoides1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.coli1[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="E. coli HRM PLATE 1",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.coli1[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###############################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 1 PLATE 2#
###############################
#we only use the range 360-1359 or 65 ºC - 90 ºC sec to distinguish the bacteria, as the distinctive peak prior
#is the starting signal of the intstrument. We cut between the system peak and Upper marker.
data.HRMALLPLATE2 <- data.HRMALLPLATE2[360:1359,]
data.anthracis2 <- data.anthracis2[360:1359,]
data.thuringiensisA2 <- data.thuringiensisA2[360:1359,]
data.thuringiensisB2 <- data.thuringiensisB2[360:1359,]
data.cereus2 <- data.cereus2[360:1359,]
data.subtilis2 <- data.subtilis2[360:1359,]
data.megaterium2 <- data.megaterium2[360:1359,]
data.mycoides2 <- data.mycoides2[360:1359,]
data.coli2 <- data.coli2[360:1359,]
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE2,2,max)
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el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE2,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#---------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_after_clean_up_1_HRM_PLATE_2.pdf")
#---------------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.anthracis2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. anthracis HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.anthracis2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisA2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisA2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.thuringiensisB2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.thuringiensisB2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.cereus2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. cereus HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.cereus2[,i],type="l",col="green")}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.subtilis2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. subtilis HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.subtilis2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.megaterium2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. megaterium HRM PLATE
2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.megaterium2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.mycoides2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
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ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="B. mycoides HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.mycoides2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
plot(data.coli2[,2],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)", main="E. coli HRM PLATE 2",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.coli2[,i],type="l",col="green",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
####################################
# DATA SETUP (REMOVE temp COLUMN) #
####################################
data.anthracis1 <- data.anthracis1[,-1]
data.anthracis2 <- data.anthracis2[,-1]
data.thuringiensisA1 <- data.thuringiensisA1[,-1]
data.thuringiensisA2 <- data.thuringiensisA2[,-1]
data.thuringiensisB1 <- data.thuringiensisB1[,-1]
data.thuringiensisB2 <- data.thuringiensisB2[,-1]
data.cereus1 <- data.cereus1[,-1]
data.cereus2 <- data.cereus2[,-1]
data.subtilis1 <- data.subtilis1[,-1]
data.subtilis2 <- data.subtilis2[,-1]
data.megaterium1 <- data.megaterium1[,-1]
data.megaterium2 <- data.megaterium2[,-1]
data.mycoides1 <- data.mycoides1[,-1]
data.mycoides2 <- data.mycoides2[,-1]
data.coli1 <- data.coli1[,-1]
data.coli2 <- data.coli2[,-1]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#combinding a single SPECIES and its REPLICATES from PLATE 1 - PLATE 2
data.anthracisALL <- cbind(data.anthracis1,data.anthracis2)
data.thuringiensis1ALL <- cbind(data.thuringiensisA1,data.thuringiensisA2)
data.thuringiensis4ALL <- cbind(data.thuringiensisB1,data.thuringiensisB2)
data.cereusALL <- cbind(data.cereus1,data.cereus2)
data.subtilisALL <- cbind(data.subtilis1,data.subtilis2)
data.megateriumALL <- cbind(data.megaterium1,data.megaterium2)
data.mycoidesALL <- cbind(data.mycoides1,data.mycoides2)
data.coliALL <- cbind(data.coli1,data.coli2)
data.HRMALL <- cbind(data.anthracisALL, data.thuringiensis1ALL, data.thuringiensis4ALL,
data.cereusALL, data.subtilisALL, data.megateriumALL,
data.mycoidesALL, data.coliALL)
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
## LOCATE PEAKS ##
##################
## "PROcess": Is a package used for spectrum analysis to identify proteins. This was developed for mass spec
analysis however has no reason
# not to be used for high resolution melt (HRM) profile analysis to identify melting peaks.
# Plots however,
#To install the package "PROcess":
## try http:// if https:// URLs are not supported
# source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
# biocLite("PROcess")
library(PROcess)
# understanding new function of newly installed package (version 1.48.0)
## isPeak: to locate peaks in a spectra using PROcess package
#?isPeak
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# round off the decimal points to 2
temp1<-data.HRMALLPLATE1[,1]; # These are the fluorescent points
temp1 <- round(temp1, digits = 2)
temp2<-data.HRMALLPLATE2[,1]; # These are the fluorescent points
temp2 <- round(temp2, digits = 2)
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#FOR PLATE 1
PEAK1<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp1,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$peak}
AREAS1<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp1,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$area}
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# FOR PLATE 2
PEAK2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp2,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$peak}
AREAS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp2,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$area}
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BA ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.anthracis1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BA1 #The peaks of B. anthracis (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BA1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BA1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BA1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#-------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
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#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BA1sites) -> PEAK1BA1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBAPLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.anthracis1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.anthracis1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BA1
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.anthracis2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BA2 #The peaks of B.anthracis (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BA2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BA2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BA2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BA2sites) -> PEAK2BA2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBAPLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.anthracis2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------#
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#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.anthracis2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BA2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BT1 ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.thuringiensisA1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BTA1 #The peaks of B. thuringiensis (str. Kurstaki) (are those
TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BTA1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BTA1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BTA1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BTA1sites) -> PEAK1BTA1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBT_STR_KURSTAKI_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.thuringiensisA1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.thuringiensisA1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BTA1
# #--------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.thuringiensisA2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BTA2 #The peaks of B. thuringiensis (str. Kurstaki) (are those
TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BTA2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BTA2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BTA2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
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# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BTA2sites) -> PEAK2BTA2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBT_STR_KURSTAKI_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.thuringiensisA2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.thuringiensisA2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BTA2
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BT4 ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.thuringiensisB1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BTB1 #The peaks of B. thuringiensis (str. Isrealenis) (are those
TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BTB1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BTB1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BTB1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BTB1sites) -> PEAK1BTB1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
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pdf("PeaksBT_STR_ISRAEL_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.thuringiensisB1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.thuringiensisB1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BTB1
# #---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.thuringiensisB2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BTB2 #The peaks of B. thuringiensis (str. Israelenis) (are those
TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BTB2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BTB2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BTB2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BTB2sites) -> PEAK2BTB2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBT_STR_ISRAEL_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.thuringiensisB2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.thuringiensisB2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BTB2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BC ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
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apply(data.cereus1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BC1 #The peaks of B. cereus (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BC1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BC1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BC1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BC1sites) -> PEAK1BC1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBC_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.cereus1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.cereus1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BC1
#---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.cereus2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BC2 #The peaks of B. cereus (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BC2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BC2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BC2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#-------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BC2sites) -> PEAK2BC2sites.mat
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#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBC_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.cereus2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.cereus2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BC2
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BS ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.subtilis1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BS1 #The peaks of B. subtilis (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BS1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BS1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BS1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BS1sites) -> PEAK1BS1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBS_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.subtilis1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
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apply(data.subtilis1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BS1
# #---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.subtilis2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BS2 #The peaks of B. subtilis (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BS2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BS2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BS2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BS2sites) -> PEAK2BS2sites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBS_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.subtilis2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.subtilis2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BS2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BME ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.megaterium1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BME1 #The peaks of B. megaterium (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BME1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BME1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BME1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
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# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BME1sites) -> PEAK1BME1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBME_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.megaterium1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.megaterium1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BME1
# #---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.megaterium2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BME2 #The peaks of B. megaterium (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BME2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BME2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BME2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BME2sites) -> PEAK2BME2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBME_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.megaterium2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
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#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.megaterium2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BME2
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### BMY ###
###########
#----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.mycoides1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1BMY1 #The peaks of B. mycoides (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1BMY1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1BMY1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1BMY1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1BMY1sites) -> PEAK1BMY1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBMY_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.mycoides1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.mycoides1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1BMY1
# #---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.mycoides2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2BMY2 #The peaks of B. mycoides (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2BMY2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2BMY2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2BMY2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
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#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2BMY2sites) -> PEAK2BMY2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBMY_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.mycoides2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.mycoides2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2BMY2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
### EC ###
###########
#-----------------------------------------####_PLATE_1_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.coli1,2,PEAK1)->PEAK1EC1 #The peaks of E. coli (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK1 <- apply(PEAK1EC1,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK1EC1,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK1EC1sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK1EC1sites) -> PEAK1EC1sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksEC_PLATE1_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.coli1[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
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sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.coli1,2,AREAS1)->AREAS1EC1
# #---------------------------------------####_PLATE_2_######---------------------------------------------#
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.coli2,2,PEAK2)->PEAK2EC2 #The peaks of E. coli (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPEAK2 <- apply(PEAK2EC2,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(PEAK2EC2,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> PEAK2EC2sites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(PEAK2EC2sites) -> PEAK2EC2sites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksEC_PLATE2_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:7){
isPeak(cbind(temp2, data.coli2[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.coli2,2,AREAS2)->AREAS2EC2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(stringr)
# Combine plates 1-2 data into one matrix
peakBAsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BA1sites.mat,PEAK2BA2sites.mat)
peakBTAsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BTA1sites.mat,PEAK2BTA2sites.mat)
peakBTBsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BTB1sites.mat,PEAK2BTB2sites.mat)
peakBCsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BC1sites.mat,PEAK2BC2sites.mat)
peakBMEsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BME1sites.mat,PEAK2BME2sites.mat)
peakBMYsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BMY1sites.mat,PEAK2BMY2sites.mat)
peakBSsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1BS1sites.mat,PEAK2BS2sites.mat)
peakECsites.mat <- rbind(PEAK1EC1sites.mat,PEAK2EC2sites.mat)
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# #peakBAsites.mat
colnames(peakBAsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBAsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBAsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBAsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBAsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBAsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBAsites.mat$Replica,"BA"))
#
# #peakBTAsites.mat
colnames(peakBTAsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBTAsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBTAsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBTAsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBTAsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBTAsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBTAsites.mat$Replica,"BTA"))
#
# #peakBTBsites.mat
colnames(peakBTBsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBTBsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBTBsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBTBsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBTBsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBTBsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBTBsites.mat$Replica,"BTB"))
#
# #peakBCsites.mat
colnames(peakBCsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBCsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBCsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBCsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBCsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBCsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBCsites.mat$Replica,"BC"))
#
# #peakBSsites.mat
colnames(peakBSsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBSsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBSsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBSsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBSsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBSsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBSsites.mat$Replica,"BS"))
#
# #peakBMEsites.mat
colnames(peakBMEsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBMEsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBMEsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBMEsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBMEsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBMEsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBMEsites.mat$Replica,"BME"))
#
# #peakBMYsites.mat
colnames(peakBMYsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakBMYsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakBMYsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakBMYsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakBMYsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakBMYsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakBMYsites.mat$Replica,"BMY"))
#
# #peakECsites.mat
colnames(peakECsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peakECsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peakECsites.mat$Replica, "[0-7]+"))
peakECsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peakECsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
peakECsites.mat$Sample.Name <- as.character(str_extract(peakECsites.mat$Replica,"EC"))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#RAW PEAKS EXPORTED AS EXCEL SHEETS
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# DATA EXPORTED AS:
# 'all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST_13B_oct.xlsx' FOR PLATE 1 AND 2 = RESULTS
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(peakBAsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BA",row.names=FALSE)
write.xlsx(peakBTAsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BTA", row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
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write.xlsx(peakBTBsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BTB",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peakBCsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BC", row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peakBSsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BS",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peakBMEsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BME", row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peakBMYsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="BMY",row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(peakECsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="EC", row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#FOR DEVELOPMENT FOR HRM SCRIPTS
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##############
# CLUSTERING #
##############
# Only for 8 classes: B. anthracis (BA), B. thuringiensis cry 1 (BTA), B. thuringiensis cry 4 (BTB),
# B. cereus (BC), B. subtilis (BS), B. megaterium (BME), B. mycoides (BMY), E. coli (EC)
# REPLICATES OF 7 OVER TWO PLATES = 14 REPS IN TOTAL
## Peaks for each species are in matrix format (.mat) columns= (1) peaksite coordinate, (2) Replica, (3) Sample
number (4) Replica number & (5) Sample Name.
## Combine these matrices for each species into matrix.peaks (ALL PEAKS) identified by rows.
matrix.peaks<- rbind(peakBAsites.mat,
peakBTAsites.mat,peakBTBsites.mat,peakBCsites.mat,peakBSsites.mat,peakBMEsites.mat,
peakBMYsites.mat,peakECsites.mat)
dim(matrix.peaks)
peaks<- matrix(nrow=112,ncol=5)
## From matrix.peaks we specify, using 2 vectors consisting of our extreme.left and extreme.right sides of a
peak site.
## example, for 32.40-34.65 seconds rows 200 (left or the smallest) and 245 (right or the largest) make up that
peaksite.
## gained is limited for discrimination.
## In total, there are -----5---- peaksites specified.
# PEAK 1
# PEAK 2
# PEAK 3
# PEAK 4
# PEAK 5

<- 755-800 <- 83.8 - 85.0 ºC
<- 697-730 <- 82.5 - 83.2 ºC
<- 429-460 <- 75.5 - 76.5 ºC
<- 475-500 <- 76.8 - 77.5 ºC
<- 665-690 <- 81.5 - 82.2 ºC

# TRAINING PEAKSITES
extreme.left.peaks <- c(755,697,429,475,665)
extreme.right.peaks <- c(800,730,460,500,690)
## LOOP is used to search the matrix.peaks for each peak in a specified peaksite (by extreme.left and
extreme.right)
## and return the number of peaks found.
for(i in 1:5){
table(matrix.peaks[,1]>extreme.left.peaks[i] & matrix.peaks[,1]<extreme.right.peaks[i], matrix.peaks[,2])[2,] > peaks[,i]
}
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# ending with another matrix with columns= peaksites (----5----), rows= species and replicates (14 x 8 = 112)
peaks
rownames(peaks)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#################################################################
# MAKING GROUPS BY HAND (PEAKS SITES AND BOOLEAN LOGIC) #
################################################################
# Groups have 5 columns
GROUPS <- matrix(nrow=112,ncol=5)
colnames(GROUPS) <- c("BC_group","BS","BME","BMY","EC")
rownames(GROUPS)
## Boolean logic is used to search specific peaksites (columns) for peaks
## the Logic values of TRUE/FALSE are stored in GROUPS matrix
## Boolean logic is built using operators OR (|), AND (&) and NOT (which is not used).
## Majority vote
# Use of equals ==, less than or equal to <=, greater than or equal to >=
# Use of 'apply', is calculated by ----5---- (peaksites) minus the definite (==1 or ==2) number of peaks
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of B. cereus group including "BA", "BTA", "BTB" and "BC"
# (BA = 8/14; BTA = 12/14; BTB = 6/14; BC = 11/14 = misclass 3 BMY reps) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,1]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]<=1 &
peaks[,5]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,1]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of B. subtilis "BS" (BS = 12 /14 = no misclassification ) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,2]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,2]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of B. megaterium "BME" (BME = 10 /14 = 1 BTB rep misclass) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,3]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,3]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of B. mycoides "BMY" (BMY = 10 /14 = 1 BA & 1 BC misclass) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,4]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,4]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of E. coli "EC" (EC = 13 /14 = no misclassification) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,5]<-peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==1 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=4
peaks[GROUPS[,5]==1,]
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Table of replicates with TRUE/FALSE classification:
rownames(GROUPS)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
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GROUPS
#number of replicates classified in each group:
CLASS <- apply(GROUPS,2,sum)
CLASS
## ADD THE HEADINGS AND EXTRACT THE REPLICA NUMBERS AND SAMPLE NAMES INTO
OTHER COLUMNS
library(reshape2)
library(stringr)
melt(GROUPS) -> GROUPS.mat
colnames(GROUPS.mat)<-c("Sample","Group","Classified")
GROUPS.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(GROUPS.mat$Sample, "[0-9]+"))
write.xlsx(GROUPS.mat, file="Bacterial_HRM_classifier_15_OCT_17.xlsx",
sheetName="classified",row.names=FALSE)
#===================================================================#
#### END OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#

!

2.4 Appendix Material: R code used for testing model
#===================================================================#
#### START OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
# 3 PLATES OVER 3 DAYS:
# PLATE 3 IS USED FOR TESTING
#
XLSX = 'HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx' SHEETS 2-9
#
RData = 'OCT_TESTING_UNKNOWNS_PLATE_3_BAC.RData'
# PLATE 1 & 2 HAS BEEN USED FOR TRAINING
#
XLSX = 'HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_1_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx' SHEETS 2-9
#
XLSX = 'HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_2_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx' SHEETS 2-9
#
RData = 'IMPORT_DATA_DERIVATIVE_HRM_BAC.RData'
# PEAKS DETECTED EXPORTED AS:
#
XLSX = as 'all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE_3_TEST_oct.xlsx'
#
RData = as '15_TEST_PEAKS_DETECTED_PLATE_3.RData'
# CLASSIFICATION USING BOOLEAN EXPORTED AS:
#
XLSX = 'classifier_UNKNOWNS_TEST_BAC_OCT_17.xlsx'
# PDF'S EXPORTED IN SCRIPT: 'graphics_HRM_BAC_TEST_UNKNOWNS_OCT.pdf' ;
'PeaksUNKNOWN_BAC_TEST.pdf' AND
#
'PEAK-SITES-UNKNOWN-OCTB.pdf'
## STEPS INCLUDED IN SCRIPT ##
# reading and cleaning the UN data
# detecting the peaks UN
# clustering the UN data
#====================================================================#
#################################
# Import data from excel sheets #
#################################
#install.packages("openxlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(openxlsx) #to read and write excel spreadsheets ".xlsx"
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#Individual data SHEETS (8) contain the first column as temperature, then each of the 1 BACTERIAL
SPECIES and 7 replicates.
# UNA = BA = B. anthracis str. Sterne (BA)
# UNB = BT1 (REFER IN XLSX AS BTA) = B. thuringiensis str. Kurstaki
# UNC = BT4 or (REFER IN XLSX AS BTB) = B. thuringiensis str. Israelensis
# UND = BC = B. cereus (BC)
# UNE = BS = B. subtilis (BS)
# UNF = BME = B. megaterium (BME)
# UNG = BMY = B. mycoides (BMY)
# UNH = EC = E. coli (EC)
# Each individual melting profile is produced by the column NOT row.
# File contains 10 sheets (first is overall layout and last is negative controls)
# Each sheet has a different samples data: import under separate data names
### PLATE 3 DAY 3 ###
data.UNA <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=2)
data.UNB <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=3)
data.UNC <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=4)
data.UND <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=5)
data.UNE <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=6)
data.UNF <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=7)
data.UNG <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=8)
data.UNH <- read.xlsx("HRM_DERIVATIVE_REP_3_BACILLUS_2013.xlsx",sheet=9)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#############################################################
#Observation: the first column of the data is the temperature
#############################################################
#Combine all separate species data into data.HRMALLTEST
#Columns for each species and Rows for temperature points
data.HRMALLTEST <- cbind(data.UNA, data.UNB[,-1], data.UNC[,-1],
data.UND[,-1], data.UNE[,-1], data.UNF[,-1],
data.UNG[,-1], data.UNH[,-1])
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the data #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLTEST,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLTEST,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_HRM_BAC_TEST_UNKNOWNS_OCT.pdf")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.UNA[,2],type="l",col="red", main= "Unknown1",xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Derivative
fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE, ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNA[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
# clean up step shown using abline 358 - 1357 or 65 ºC - 90 ºC
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
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plot(data.UNB[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown2",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNB[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
plot(data.UNC[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown3",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNC[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
plot(data.UND[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),main= "Unknown4",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UND[,i],type="l",col="red")}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
plot(data.UNE[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown5",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNE[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
plot(data.UNF[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown6",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNF[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
plot(data.UNG[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown7",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNG[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
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plot(data.UNH[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main= "Unknown8",xlab="Temperature
(ºC)",ylab="Derivative fluroescence (e+6)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:4){
lines(data.UNH[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0,160,360,560,760,960,1160,1360,1556), labels=c(58,60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000,20000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
abline(v=c(358,1357),lty=2,col="blue")
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# ########################
# # DATA CLEANING STEP 1 #
# ########################
#we only use the range 358-1357 or 65 ºC - 90 ºC to distinguish the bacteria, as the distinctive peak prior
#is the starting signal of the intstrument. We cut between the system peak and Upper marker.
data.HRMALLTEST <- data.HRMALLTEST[358:1357,]
data.UNA <- data.UNA[358:1357,]
data.UNB <- data.UNB[358:1357,]
data.UNC <- data.UNC[358:1357,]
data.UND <- data.UND[358:1357,]
data.UNE <- data.UNE[358:1357,]
data.UNF <- data.UNF[358:1357,]
data.UNG <- data.UNG[358:1357,]
data.UNH <- data.UNH[358:1357,]
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
####################################
# DATA SETUP (REMOVE temp COLUMN) #
####################################
data.UNA <- data.UNA[,-1]
data.UNB <- data.UNB[,-1]
data.UNC <- data.UNC[,-1]
data.UND <- data.UND[,-1]
data.UNE <- data.UNE[,-1]
data.UNF <- data.UNF[,-1]
data.UNG <- data.UNG[,-1]
data.UNH <- data.UNH[,-1]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
## LOCATE PEAKS ##
##################
## "PROcess": Is a package used for spectrum analysis to identify proteins. This was developed for mass spec
analysis however has no reason
# not to be used for high resolution melt (HRM) profile analysis to identify melting peaks.
# Plots however,
#To install the package "PROcess":
## try http:// if https:// URLs are not supported
# source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
# biocLite("PROcess")
library(PROcess)
# understanding new function of newly installed package (version 1.48.0)
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## isPeak: to locate peaks in a spectra using PROcess package
#?isPeak
# USED ARGUMENTS AND CAN BE MODIFIED
## 'SoN': signal to noise ratio criterion for peak detection
## 'span': parameter for estimating local variance before peak detection; default is set at 81, that is 40 points
# to the left and right of a point at which the variance is being estimated. In other words - the window widith for
estimation of local variation.
## 'sm.span': parameter for smoothing the spectrum before peak detection; default is set at 11, that is, 5 points.
# to the left and right of the point being smoothed. In other words - the window width for estimation of the
signal of 'f' (matrix with vectors of real values).
# However, it is not recommend a large amount of smoothing (controlled by parameter sm.span) in this step
because we do not wish to smooth away too many short and wide
# peaks and also we need the precision in peak locations. As a first step we do not mind getting more potential
features.
## VALUES FOR PEAK DETECTION AND APPEAR IN GENERATED PDFS:
# A dataframe with five components: 'peak','smooth', 'mz' and 'sigmas', each of length the number of rows 'f'
(matrix).
# 'peak' is the logical indictaing whether there is a peak or not (Y/N).
# 'smooth' the smooth of the spectrum/electropherogram.
# 'm/z' or 'mz' are the mass-to-charge ratio for a spectrum generated using MASS SPEC same as 'f[,1]' (first
column) or temp points in our case.
# 'sigmas or sigma or local sigma' the estimates of the local variation.
# 'area' the area assiciated with each peak after the first pass.
# 'zerothrsh' is an intensity level below which a local max is ignored and will not be considered a peak.
# 'plot' stated either equals TRUE or FALSE. If true, it will plot the smoothed spectrum and peaks.
# 'area.w' the neighbourhood of a peak m/z, mz*(1-area.w, 1+area.w).to calculate area of the peak.
# 'ratio' if the area/max(area) > ratio, the peak is retained.
## DETAILS ON (RIPLEY'S) 'PEAK' FUNCTION IN 'PROcess' PACKAGE TO LOCATE, IDENTIFY &
DETECT (THREE MAJOR STEPS):
# Peaks can be located by using 'isPeak'.
#1# Smoothing a spectrum uses the moving averages of K nearest neighbours and controlled by the 'sm.span'
parameter/argument. Smoothing helps to enhance peaks and get rid of spurious peaks.
### However, its not recommended for a large amount of smoothing in this step because we do not wish to
smooth away too many short and wide peaks.
### We need the precision in peak locations, and as it is a first step of peak detection we do not mind detecting
more potential features than less.
#2# Compute local variability as the median of the absolute deviations of K nearest neighbours and 'span'
argument. This is needed to estimate
### the local variation so that it is not overestimated due to the peaks nearby.
#3# Identify local maxima of the smoothed spectrum using three methods:
###A# The SNR (signal to noise ratio, which is the 'SoN' argument): local smooth/local variability.
###B# The detection/intensty threshold for the whole spectrum ('zerothrsh' argument).
###C# The shape ratio: the area under the curve within a small distance of a peak candidate/maximum of all
such peaks.
## CREATE TRUE PEAKS OBJECT
#A returned peak is 1/ a local max 2/ above zerothrsh 3/ above noise by SoN (signal:noise ratio)
#Then potential peaks are identified using Ripley’s ‘peaks’ function with ‘span’ points.
#Peaks that satify the conditions that the (smoothed) signal to noise ratio is greater than ‘SoN’ and that the
smoothed signal
#is greater than 1.64 * mad(sm) are returned.
#NOT the same parameters used in the previous script (PEAKS & AREAS)
# 'span' and 'sm.span' must have a value that is uneven
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temp<-data.HRMALLTEST[,1]; # These are the fluorescent points
data.HRMALLTEST <- data.HRMALLTEST[,-1]
PEAKS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$peak}
AREAS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(temp,y),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)$area}
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##########################
# HRMALLTEST_UNKNOWN #
##########################
# to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.HRMALLTEST,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2UN #The peaks of DATA.HRMALLTEST (are those TRUE)
# to find out how many peaks there are in each species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2UN,2,sum)
# to determine location/sites of peaks (fluorescent points)
apply(peaks2UN,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2UNsites #as a list
# need a list because not all the species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#-------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#-------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2UNsites) -> peak2UNsites.mat
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the SPECIES and see where are the peaks #
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksUNKNOWN_BAC_TEST.pdf")
for( i in 1:56){
isPeak(cbind(temp, data.HRMALLTEST[,i]),SoN=2, span=31,
sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all temps #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.HRMALLTEST,2,AREAS2)->Areas2UN
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########################################################################
# Split character data into numbers and letters (to use only the number associate with each replica) #
#########################################################################
#install.packages("stringr")
library(stringr)
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# Modifying peakUKsites.mat format
colnames(peak2UNsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2UNsites.mat
peak2UNsites.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2UNsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2UNsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2UNsites.mat$Replica, "[j-l]+"))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# ALL RAW PEAKS DETECTED EXPORTED AS XLSX:
#
'all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE_3_TEST_oct.xlsx' FOR PLATE 3/ testing
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(peak2UNsites.mat, file="all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE_3_TEST_oct.xlsx",
sheetName="UN",row.names=FALSE)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#FOR DEVELOPMENT FOR HRM SCRIPTS
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
################
# CLUSTERING #
###############
# Only for 8 UNKNOWN (UN) classes:
#
UNA = B. anthracis (BA)
#
UNB = B. thuringiensis cry 1 (BTA)
#
UNC = B. thuringiensis cry 4 (BTB)
#
UND = B. cereus (BC)
#
UNE = B. subtilis (BS)
#
UNF = B. megaterium (BME)
#
UNG = B. mycoides (BMY)
#
UNH = E. coli (EC)
# REPLICATES OF 7 OVER ONE PLATE (3) = 7 REPS IN TOTAL
## Peaks for each species are in matrix format (.mat) columns= (1) peaksite coordinate, (2) Replica, (3) Sample
number (4) Replica number & (5) Sample Name.
## Combine these matrices for each species into matrix.peaks (ALL PEAKS) identified by rows.
matrix.peaks<- peak2UNsites.mat
dim(matrix.peaks)
# New MATRIX named 'peaks'
# Has 57 Unknowns / 5 specific time windows
peaks<- matrix(nrow=56,ncol=5)
## From matrix.peaks we specify, using 2 vectors consisting of our extreme.left and extreme.right sides of a
peak site.
## example, for 73.0 - 75.3 ºC rows 135 (left or the smallest) and 195 (right or the largest) make up that
peaksite.
## gained is limited for discrimination.
## In total, there are -----5---- peaksites specified.
# PEAK 1
# PEAK 2
# PEAK 3
# PEAK 4
# PEAK 5

<- 755-800 <- 83.8 - 85.0 ºC
<- 700-730 <- 82.5 - 83.2 ºC
<- 430-460 <- 75.5 - 76.5 ºC
<- 475-500 <- 76.8 - 77.5 ºC
<- 665-690 <- 81.5 - 82.2 ºC

# TRAINING PEAKSITES_15_OCT
extreme.left.peaks <- c(755,697,429,475,665)
extreme.right.peaks <- c(800,730,460,500,690)
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## LOOP is used to search the matrix.peaks for each peak in a specified peaksite (by extreme.left and
extreme.right)
## and return the number of peaks found.
for(i in 1:5){
table(matrix.peaks[,1]>extreme.left.peaks[i] & matrix.peaks[,1]<extreme.right.peaks[i], matrix.peaks[,2])[2,] > peaks[,i]
}
# ending with another matrix with columns= peaksites (----12----), rows= species and replicates (30 x 11 = 330)
peaks
rownames(peaks)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########################################################
# PEAKS SITES AND BOOLEAN LOGIC #
#########################################################
# Groups have 5 columns
GROUPS <- matrix(nrow=56,ncol=5)
colnames(GROUPS) <- c("BC_group","BS","BME","BMY","EC")
rownames(GROUPS)
## Boolean logic is used to search specific peaksites (columns) for peaks
## the Logic values of TRUE/FALSE are stored in GROUPS matrix
## Boolean logic is built using operators OR (|), AND (&) and NOT (which is not used).
## Majority vote
# Use of equals ==, less than or equal to <=, greater than or equal to >=
# Use of 'apply', is calculated by ----5---- (peaksites) minus the definate (==1 or ==2) number of peaks
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distnguish the class of B. cereus group including "BA", "BTA", "BTB" and "BC"
# (BA = 3/7; BTA = 5/7; BTB = 3/7; BC = 4/7 = 1 BMY misclasslification) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,1]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]<=1 &
peaks[,5]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,1]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distnguish the class of B. subtilis "BS" (BS = 7/7 = 1 BTA misclassification ) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,2]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,2]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distnguish the class of B. megaterium "BME" (BME = 7/7 = 1 BMY misclassification) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,3]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,3]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distnguish the class of B. mycoides "BMY" (BMY = 1/7 = 3 BC misclassification) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,4]<-peaks[,1]==1 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=3
peaks[GROUPS[,4]==1,]
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distnguish the class of E. coli "EC" (EC = 5/7 = no misclassification) #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,5]<-peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==1 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==0 &
peaks[,5]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=4
peaks[GROUPS[,5]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Table of replicates with TRUE/FALSE classification:
rownames(GROUPS)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
GROUPS
#number of replicates classified in each group:
CLASS <- apply(GROUPS,2,sum)
CLASS
## ADD THE HEADINGS AND EXTRACT THE REPLICA NUMBERS AND SAMPLE NAMES INTO
OTHER COLUMNS
library(reshape2)
library(stringr)
melt(GROUPS) -> GROUPS.mat
colnames(GROUPS.mat)<-c("Sample","Group","Classified")
GROUPS.mat$Sample.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(GROUPS.mat$Sample, "[0-9]+"))
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
write.xlsx(peak2UNsites.mat, file="peaks_detected_UNKNOWNS_TEST_BAC_OCT_17.xlsx",
sheetName="peaks",row.names=FALSE)
#===================================================================#
#### END OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#!

!

2.5 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.1A
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.HRMALLPLATE1,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
pdf("BA_graphics_after_clean_up_1_HRM_PLATE_1.pdf")
plot(data.anthracis1[,5],type="l",col="black",ylim=c(el.min, el.max),
ylab="Fluorescence (e+06)",xlab="Temperature (ºC)",axes=FALSE)
for (i in 2:8){
lines(data.anthracis1[,i],type="l",col="black",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
axis(side=1, at=c(0, 160, 360,560,760,960), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,5000000,10000000,15000000), labels=c(0,5,10,15))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

!
!

2.5 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.1B
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PeaksBA _HRM1.pdf")
isPeak(cbind(temp1, data.anthracis1[,5]),SoN=2, span=31,
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sm.span=7, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3,axes=FALSE,main="BA")
axis(side=1, at=c(65,70,75,80,85,90), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,2000000,4000000,6000000,8000000,10000000,12000000), labels=c(0,2,4,6,8,10,12))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

!

2.6 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.2
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(openxlsx)
PKALL <- read.xlsx("all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",sheet=9)
# Scatter plot with each individual replicate for each species as x-axis
# y-axis as FLUORESCENT POINTS once converted from row number
pdf("SCATTER_PLOT_BACTERIA_HRM_PLATE1&2_TEST_OCT_13B.PDF")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(ggplot2)
qplot(PKALL$PeakSite,PKALL$Replica, colour=PKALL$Sample.Name,
data=PKALL, geom = "jitter", size=I(1.0), alpha=I(0.7),xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Replicates", main=
"ALL PLATES (1 & 2)") +
theme_bw() +
theme(legend.position="bottom", legend.key = element_blank(),axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),
axis.text.y = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),panel.grid.major.y = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.x = element_blank()) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(0,1000, by=200),
labels =c("65","70","75","80","85","90")) +
scale_color_manual(breaks=c("BA","BTA","BTB","BC","BS","BME","BMY","EC"),
values=c("orange2", "seagreen","magenta3",
"orangered3","black","deepskyblue","deeppink","yellowgreen"),
name="Species ID") +
guides(colour = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size = 2), nrow=1))
dev.off()

!

2.7 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.3A
pdf("HRM_BA_BT1.pdf")
plot(data.anthracis1[,5],type="l",col="black",xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Fluroescence
(e+6)",ylim=c(0,13000000),axes=FALSE)
lines(data.thuringiensisA1[,7],type="l",col="forestgreen")
lines(data.cereus1[,2],type="l",col="blue")
lines(data.coli2[,3],type="l",col="red")
axis(side=1, at=c(1,200,400,600,800,1000), labels=c(65,70,75,80,85,90))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,2000000,4000000,6000000,8000000,10000000,12000000), labels=c(0,2,4,6,8,10,12))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
dev.off()

2.8 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.3B
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(openxlsx)
PKALL1 <- read.xlsx("all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2_TEST13B_oct.xlsx",sheet=12)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(ggplot2)
pdf("BA_EC_BT1_BC_peak_points.pdf")
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qplot(PKALL1$PeakSite,PKALL1$Replica, colour=PKALL1$Sample.Name,
data=PKALL1, geom = "jitter", size=I(3.0), alpha=I(0.7),xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Replicates") +
theme_bw() +
theme(legend.position="none", legend.key = element_blank(),axis.ticks.length=unit(.25,"cm"),
axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),axis.text.y = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.y = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.x = element_blank(),axis.text.x = element_text(size=15,margin=margin(11,5,5,5,"pt")),
panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black", fill=NA, size=1)) +
scale_x_continuous(limit=c(0,1000),breaks=seq(0,1000, by=200),
labels =c("65","70","75","80","85","90")) +
scale_color_manual(breaks=c("BA","BTA","BC","EC"),
values=c("black", "blue","forestgreen", "red"),
name="Species ID") +
guides(colour = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size = 2), nrow=1))
dev.off()

2.9 Appendix Material: R code to generate Fig. 3.5
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(openxlsx)
PKALL1 <- read.xlsx("all_raw_peaks_BACTERIA_PLATE1&2&3_OCT_14_17.xlsx",sheet=13)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(ggplot2)
pdf("BMY_peak_points.pdf")
qplot(PKALL1$PeakSite,PKALL1$Replica, colour=PKALL1$Sample.Name, shape=PKALL1$classified,
data=PKALL1, size=I(2.0), alpha=I(0.7),xlab="Temperature (ºC)",ylab="Replicates") +
theme_bw() +
theme(legend.position="bottom", legend.key = element_blank(),axis.ticks.length=unit(.25,"cm"),
axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),axis.text.y = element_blank(), panel.grid.major.y = element_blank(),
panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.x = element_blank(),axis.text.x = element_text(size=15,margin=margin(11,5,5,5,"pt")),
panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black", fill=NA, size=1)) +
geom_point(aes(colour = factor(PKALL1$Sample.Name)), size = 4) +
geom_point(colour = "grey90", size = 1.5) +
scale_x_continuous(limit=c(0,800),breaks=seq(0,1000, by=200),
labels =c("65","70","75","80","85","90")) +
scale_color_manual(breaks=c("BMY 1", "BMY 2", "BMY 3"),
values=c("black","blue", "red"),
name="Plate number") +
scale_shape(breaks=c("TRUE","FALSE"),labels=c("TRUE","FALSE"), name="Classification") +
guides(colour = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size = 3), nrow=1)) +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (429)),colour="black", linetype="dashed") +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (460)),colour="black", linetype="dashed") +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (755)),colour="black", linetype="dashed") +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (800)),colour="black", linetype="dashed") +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (665)),colour="black", linetype="dashed") +
geom_vline(aes (xintercept= (690)),colour="black", linetype="dashed")
dev.off()
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Appendix 3.0
Below includes supplementary material that was submitted with manuscript as well as
appendix items.
3.1 Appendix Material: PEAK matrix for training dataset
PEAKS <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS)<-c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5",
"PEAK6","PEAK7","PEAK8","PEAK9","PEAK10", "PEAK11", "PEAK12")
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(PEAKS, file="raw_binary_for_training_experion.xlsx", sheetName="training")
The following is the peak matrix generated by identifying peak activity in temperature windows. Rows =
sample; sample notation = [bacterial species, replicate number, letter indicating HRM plate where I represents
plate three]; Columns = the number of peaks detected in a specified temperature window; PEAK 1 = 32.40 –
34.65 seconds; PEAK 2 = 40.40 – 45.40 seconds; PEAK 3 = 36.15 – 39.15 seconds; PEAK 4 = 29.65 – 31.15
seconds; PEAK 5 = 25.15 – 27.15 seconds; PEAK 6 = 23.90 – 25.15 seconds; PEAK 7 = 27.90 – 29.60 seconds;
PEAK 8 = 28.90 – 31.40 seconds; PEAK 9 = 31.40 – 33.90 seconds; PEAK 10 = 27.80 – 31.40 seconds; PEAK
11 = 30.90 – 33.0 seconds; PEAK 12 = 29.85 – 30.60 seconds;BA = B. anthracis strain Sterne; BC = B. cereus;
FL = plain wheat flour; YE = Y. enterocolitica B1A S09; YP = Y. pseudotuberculosis; DP = powdered-based B.
thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki as Dipel; BT = cultured-based B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki; EC = E. coil.
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3.2 Appendix Material: PEAK matrix for testing dataset
PEAKS <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS)<-c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5",
"PEAK6","PEAK7","PEAK8","PEAK9","PEAK10", "PEAK11", "PEAK12")
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(PEAKS, file="raw_binary_for_testing_experion.xlsx", sheetName="testing")
The following is the peak matrix generated by identifying peak activity in temperature windows. Rows =
sample; sample notation = [bacterial species, replicate number, letter indicating HRM plate where I represents
plate three]; Columns = the number of peaks detected in a specified temperature window; PEAK 1 = 32.40 –
34.65 seconds; PEAK 2 = 40.40 – 45.40 seconds; PEAK 3 = 36.15 – 39.15 seconds; PEAK 4 = 29.65 – 31.15
seconds; PEAK 5 = 25.15 – 27.15 seconds; PEAK 6 = 23.90 – 25.15 seconds; PEAK 7 = 27.90 – 29.60 seconds;
PEAK 8 = 28.90 – 31.40 seconds; PEAK 9 = 31.40 – 33.90 seconds; PEAK 10 = 27.80 – 31.40 seconds; PEAK
11 = 30.90 – 33.0 seconds; PEAK 12 = 29.85 – 30.60 seconds; UN = unknowns.
Where, UN4 & UN8 = B. anthracis strain Sterne; UN15 & UN16 = B. cereus; UN11 & UN12 = plain wheat
flour; UN2 & UN10 = Y. enterocolitica B1A S09; UN1 & UN6 = Y. pseudotuberculosis; UN3 & UN7 =
powdered-based B. thuringiensis subsp. Kurstaki as Dipel; UN13 & UN14 = cultured-based B. thuringiensis
subsp. Kurstaki; UN5 & UN9 = E. coil.
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3.3 Appendix Material: R code used to generate Fig. 1A
pdf("electropherogram.pdf")
plot(data.Dipel[,2],type="l",col="black",axes=FALSE)
axis(side=1, at=c(1,201,401,601,801,1001,1201,1401), labels=c(0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70))
axis(side=2, at=c(0,500,1000,1500,2000), labels=c(0,500,1000,1500,2000))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#-----------#
dev.off()
#-----------#
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3.4 Appendix Material: R code used to generate Fig. 1D
pdf("d_bt.pdf")
plot(peak2Dsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="black", xlim=c(0,800), axes=FALSE)
points(peak2BTsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="red")
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(200,245,360,460),lty=2,col="black")
axis(side=1, at=c(152,352,552,752), labels=c(30,40,50,60))
axis(side=2, at=c(5,10,15,20), labels=c(5,10,15,20))
box(lty = "solid", col = 'black')
#-----------#
dev.off()
#-----------#

3.5 Appendix Material: R code used to generate Fig. 2
rm(list=ls())
getwd()
setwd("~/Desktop/R working
directory/!ACTIVE_FILE!GRAPHING_XLSX_RAW_CLUSTERING_USED_FOR_ROSE_PLOTS")
library(openxlsx)
PKALL <- read.xlsx("all_raw_peaks_20_FEB_16.xlsx",sheet=9)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Scatter plot with each individual replicate for each species as x-axis
# y-axis as time (sec) once converted from row number
pdf("SCATTER_PLOT_20_FEB_B.PDF")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
library(ggplot2)
qplot(PKALL$PeakSite,PKALL$Replica, colour=PKALL$Replica.Name,
data=PKALL, geom = "jitter", size=I(0.5), alpha=I(0.7),xlab="Time (seconds)",ylab="Replicates") +
theme_bw() +
theme(legend.position="bottom", legend.key = element_blank(),axis.ticks.y=element_blank(),
axis.text.y = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),panel.grid.major.y = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major.x = element_blank()) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(52,752, by=90),
labels =c("25","30","35","40","45","50","55","60")) +
scale_color_manual(breaks=c("DP","BA","BC","BT","FL","EC","YE","YP"),
values=c("orange2", "seagreen","magenta3",
"orangered3","black","deepskyblue","deeppink","yellowgreen"),
name="Species ID") +
guides(colour = guide_legend(override.aes = list(size = 3), nrow=1))
#-----------#
dev.off()
#-----------#

3.6 Appendix Material: R code used for training model
#===================================================================#
#### START OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
## STEPS INCLUDED ##
# reading and cleaning the data
# detecting the peaks
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# clustering the data
#====================================================================#
#################################
# Import data from excel sheets #
#################################
# set the working directory for xls file
rm(list=ls())
getwd()
setwd("~/Desktop/R working directory for experion")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
# READING DATA #
##################
#install.packages("openxlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(openxlsx) #to read and write excel spreadsheets ".xlsx"
#Data contains the first column as time, then each bacteria and its replica. Each individual electropherogram is
produced by the column NOT row.
# File contains 8 sheets, each with a different samples data: import under separate data names
data.Dipel <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=1)
data.Anthracis <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=2)
data.Thuringiensis <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=3)
data.Coli <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=4)
data.Cereus <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=5)
data.Pseudotuberculosis <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=6)
data.Enterocolitica <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=7)
data.Flour <- read.xlsx("data_bacteria_Sorelle_V2.xlsx",sheet=8)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
########################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 1 #
########################
#All negative values are replaced by zero:
data.Dipel[which(data.Dipel <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Anthracis[which(data.Anthracis <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Thuringiensis [which(data.Thuringiensis <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Coli[which(data.Coli <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Cereus[which(data.Cereus <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Pseudotuberculosis[which(data.Pseudotuberculosis <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Enterocolitica[which(data.Enterocolitica <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
data.Flour[which(data.Flour <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
#Observation: the first column of the data is the time
#Combine all separate species data into data.bacteria
#Columns for each species and Rows for time points
data.bacteria <- cbind(data.Dipel, data.Anthracis[,-1], data.Thuringiensis[,-1],
data.Coli[,-1], data.Cereus[,-1], data.Pseudotuberculosis[,-1],
data.Enterocolitica[,-1], data.Flour[,-1])
# dim(data.bacteria)
# colnames(data.bacteria)
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#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the data #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.bacteria,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.bacteria,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
#the minimum is already zero
#----------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics-after-clean-up-step-1.pdf")
#----------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.Dipel[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Dipel[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Anthracis[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Anthracis[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Thuringiensis[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Thuringiensis[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Cereus[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Cereus[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Coli[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Coli[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Pseudotuberculosis[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Pseudotuberculosis[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Enterocolitica[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Enterocolitica[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Flour[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Flour[,i],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
########################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 2 #
########################
#we only use the range 450-1250 or 22.45 sec - 62.45 sec to distinguish the bacteria, as the distinctive peak
prior
#is the starting signal of the instrument. We cut between the system peak and Upper marker.
data.bacteria <- data.bacteria[450:1250,]
data.Dipel <- data.Dipel[450:1250,]
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data.Anthracis <- data.Anthracis[450:1250,]
data.Thuringiensis <- data.Thuringiensis[450:1250,]
data.Cereus <- data.Cereus[450:1250,]
data.Coli <- data.Coli[450:1250,]
data.Pseudotuberculosis <- data.Pseudotuberculosis[450:1250,]
data.Enterocolitica <- data.Enterocolitica[450:1250,]
data.Flour <- data.Flour[450:1250,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# We do these graphical representations "to see" the data #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.bacteria,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.bacteria,2,min)
el.min<-0
#the minimum is already zero
#----------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics-after-clean-up-step-2.pdf")
#----------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.Dipel[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Dipel[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Anthracis[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Anthracis[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Thuringiensis[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Thuringiensis[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Cereus[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Cereus[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Coli[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Coli[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Pseudotuberculosis[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Pseudotuberculosis[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Enterocolitica[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Enterocolitica[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
plot(data.Flour[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))
for (i in 3:21){
lines(data.Flour[,i],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max))}
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
####################################
# DATA SETUP (REMOVE TIME COLUMN) #
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####################################
data.Dipel <- data.Dipel[,-1]
data.Anthracis <- data.Anthracis[,-1]
data.Thuringiensis <- data.Thuringiensis[,-1]
data.Cereus <- data.Cereus[,-1]
data.Coli <- data.Coli[,-1]
data.Pseudotuberculosis <- data.Pseudotuberculosis[,-1]
data.Enterocolitica <- data.Enterocolitica[,-1]
data.Flour <- data.Flour[,-1]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
##################
## LOCATE PEAKS ##
##################
## "PROcess": Is a package used for spectrum analysis to identify proteins. This was developed for mass spec
analysis however has no reason
# not to be used for electropherogram analysis to identify proteins, generated by protein profiling.
# Plots however,
#To install the package "PROcess":
## try http:// if https:// URLs are not supported
# source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
# biocLite("PROcess")
library(PROcess)
# understanding new function of newly installed package (version 1.48.0)
## isPeak: to locate peaks in a spectra using PROcess package
#?isPeak
# USED ARGUMENTS AND CAN BE MODIFIED
## 'SoN': signal to noise ratio criterion for peak detection
## 'span': parameter for estimating local variance before peak detection; default is set at 81, that is 40 points
# to the left and right of a point at which the variance is being estimated. In other words - the window widith for
estimation of local variation.
## 'sm.span': parameter for smoothing the spectrum before peak detection; default is set at 11, that is, 5 points.
# to the left and right of the point being smoothed. In other words - the window width for estimation of the
signal of 'f' (matrix with vectors of real values).
# However, it is not recommend a large amount of smoothing (controlled by parameter sm.span) in this step
because we do not wish to smooth away too many short and wide
# peaks and also we need the precision in peak locations. As a first step we do not mind getting more potential
features.
## VALUES FOR PEAK DETECTION AND APPEAR IN GENERATED PDFS:
# A dataframe with five components: 'peak','smooth', 'mz' and 'sigmas', each of length the number of rows 'f'
(matrix).
# 'peak' is the logical indictaing whether there is a peak or not (Y/N).
# 'smooth' the smooth of the spectrum/electropherogram.
# 'm/z' or 'mz' are the mass-to-charge ratio for a spectrum generated using MASS SPEC same as 'f[,1]' (first
column) or Time points in our case.
# 'sigmas or sigma or local sigma' the estimates of the local variation.
# 'area' the area assiciated with each peak after the first pass.
# 'zerothrsh' is an intensity level below which a local max is ignored and will not be considered a peak.
# 'plot' stated either equals TRUE or FALSE. If true, it will plot the smoothed spectrum and peaks.
# 'area.w' the neighbourhood of a peak m/z, mz*(1-area.w, 1+area.w).to calculate area of the peak.
# 'ratio' if the area/max(area) > ratio, the peak is retained.
## DETAILS ON (RIPLEY'S) 'PEAK' FUNCTION IN 'PROcess' PACKAGE TO LOCATE, IDENTIFY &
DETECT (THREE MAJOR STEPS):
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# Peaks can be located by using 'isPeak'.
#1# Smoothing a spectrum uses the moving averages of K nearest neighbours and controlled by the 'sm.span'
parameter/argument. Smoothing helps to enhance peaks and get rid of spurious peaks.
### However, its not recommended for a large amount of smoothing in this step because we do not wish to
smooth away too many short and wide peaks.
### We need the precision in peak locations, and as it is a first step of peak detection we do not mind detecting
more potential features than less.
#2# Compute local variability as the median of the absolute deviations of K nearest neighbours and 'span'
argument. This is needed to estimate
### the local variation so that it is not overestimated due to the peaks nearby.
#3# Identify local maxima of the smoothed spectrum using three methods:
###A# The SNR (signal to noise ratio, which is the 'SoN' argument): local smooth/local variability.
###B# The detection/intensty threshold for the whole spectrum ('zerothrsh' argument).
###C# The shape ratio: the area under the curve within a small distance of a peak candidate/maximum of all
such peaks.
## CREATE TRUE PEAKS OBJECT
#A returned peak is 1/ a local max 2/ above zerothrsh 3/ above noise by SoN (signal:noise ratio)
#Then potential peaks are identified using Ripley’s ‘peaks’ function with ‘span’ points.
#Peaks that satify the conditions that the (smoothed) signal to noise ratio is greater than ‘SoN’ and that the
smoothed signal
#is greater than 1.64 * mad(sm) are returned.
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#-----------------------------------------------------#
# # Functions for PEAKS2 and AREAS2 # #
#----------------------------------------------------#
#THE PARAMETERS of the FUNCTIONS TO FIND THE PEAKS AND AREAS,
#MUST BE THE SAME FOR ALL BACTERIA
time<-data.bacteria[,1]; # These are the time points
#NOT the same parameters used in the previous script (PEAKS & AREAS)
# 'span' and 'sm.span' must have a value that is uneven
PEAKS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(time,y),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)$peak}
AREAS2<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(time,y),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)$area}
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########
# Dipel #
#########
#to determine if there is a peak or no peak
apply(data.Dipel,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2D #The peaks of Dipel (are those TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are in each bacterial species
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2D,2,sum)
#to determine location/sites of peaks (time point)
apply(peaks2D,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2Dsites #as a list
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# need a list because not all the bacterial species have the same number or location/site of peaks
# obtain a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peak2Dsites) -> peak2Dsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where are the peaks #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2D.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time, data.Dipel[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Dipel,2,AREAS2)->Areas2D
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
################
# B. anthracis #
################
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Anthracis,2,PEAKS2)->peaks2BA
#The peaks of the B. anthracis (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2BA,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2BA,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2BAsites
#and list them
#---------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#---------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2BAsites) -> peak2BAsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where are the peaks #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2BA.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time, data.Anthracis[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
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dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Anthracis,2,AREAS2)->Areas2BA
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###################
# B. thuringiensis #
###################
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Thuringiensis[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2BT
#The peaks of the B. thuringiensis (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2BT,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2BT,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2BTsites
#in a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2BTsites) -> peak2BTsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where are the peaks #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2BT.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time, data.Thuringiensis[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
BT <- sigma(peaks2BT,span=25)
plot(BT)
#----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Thuringiensis,2,AREAS2)->Areas2BT
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###############
# B. cereus #
###############
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Cereus[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2BC
#The peaks of the B. cereus (are TRUE)
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#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2BC,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2BC,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2BCsites
# make a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2BCsites) -> peak2BCsites.mat
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where are the peaks #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2BC.pdf")
for(i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time,data.Cereus[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Cereus,2,AREAS2)->Areas2BC
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########
# E. coli #
###########
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Coli[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2EC
#The peaks of the E.coli (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2EC,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2EC,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2ECsites
# make a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2ECsites) -> peak2ECsites.mat
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where the peaks are #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2EC.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time,data.Coli[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
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dev.off()
#----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Coli,2,AREAS2)->Areas2EC
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########################
# Y. pseudotuberculosis #
#########################
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Pseudotuberculosis[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2YP
#The peaks of the Y. pseudotuberculosis (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2YP,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2YP,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2YPsites
# make a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2YPsites) -> peak2YPsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where the peaks are #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2YP.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time,data.Pseudotuberculosis[,i]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
#----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Pseudotuberculosis,2,AREAS2)->Areas2YP
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#####################
# Y. enterocolitica #
#####################
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Enterocolitica[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2YE
#The peaks of the Y. enterocolitica (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2YE,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
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apply(peaks2YE,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2YEsites
# make a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2YEsites) -> peak2YEsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where the peaks are #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2YE.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time,data.Enterocolitica[,13]),SoN=2, span=25,
sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3, zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
#----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Enterocolitica,2,AREAS2)->Areas2YE
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#########
# Flour #
#########
# if there is or not a peak
apply(data.Flour[,],2,PEAKS2)->peaks2F
#The peaks of the Flour (are TRUE)
#to find out how many peaks there are
nPeaks2 <- apply(peaks2F,2,sum)
#to determine location/site of peaks
apply(peaks2F,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peak2Fsites
# make a list
#--------------------------------------------------#
# to convert the list of sites in a matrix #
#--------------------------------------------------#
melt(peak2Fsites) -> peak2Fsites.mat
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# draw the graphics of all the bacteria and see where the peaks are #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("Peaks2F.pdf")
for( i in 1:20){
isPeak(cbind(time,data.Flour[,i]),SoN=2, span=25, sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3,
zerothrsh=5)
}
dev.off()
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#----------------------------------------------------------#
# calculate the value of the area for all times #
#----------------------------------------------------------#
#If not there is no peak, NA
apply(data.Flour,2,AREAS2)->Areas2F
##########################################################################
#The following procedure is "manual":
#we see where the peaks are and
#we select the sites where the peaks can be distinguish for each bacteria
##########################################################################
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###########################################################################
# Split character data into numbers and letters (to use only the number associate with each replica) #
###########################################################################
library(stringr)
#peak2Dsites.mat
colnames(peak2Dsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2Dsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2Dsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2Dsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2Dsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2BAsites.mat
colnames(peak2BAsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2BAsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2BAsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2BAsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2BAsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2BCsites.mat
colnames(peak2BCsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2BCsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2BCsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2BCsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2BCsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2BTsites.mat
colnames(peak2BTsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2BTsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2BTsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2BTsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2BTsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2ECsites.mat
colnames(peak2ECsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2ECsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2ECsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2ECsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2ECsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2YPsites.mat
colnames(peak2YPsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2YPsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2YPsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2YPsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2YPsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2YEsites.mat
colnames(peak2YEsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2YEsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2YEsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2YEsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2YEsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#peak2Fsites.mat
colnames(peak2Fsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2Fsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2Fsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
peak2Fsites.mat$Replica.Name<-as.character(str_extract(peak2Fsites.mat$Replica, "[BA-YP]+"))
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
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##########################################
# Seeing the sites where there are peaks #
##########################################
#time[peak2Dsites.mat[,1]]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("PLOTS-IDENTIFY-SPECIES-SPECIFIC-PEAK-SITES.pdf")
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(peak2Dsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="blue",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="Dipel peak sites (32.40-34.65 & 40.40-45.50 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(200,245,380,460),lty=2,col="gray")
#D has a peak between 200-245, and exactly two peaks between 380-460
plot(peak2BAsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="red2",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="B. anthracis peak sites (36.15-39.15 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(275,335),lty=2,col="gray")
#BA has a peak between 275-335
plot(peak2BCsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="green4",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="B. cereus peak sites (23.90-25.15, 25.15-27.15, 28.15-29.40 & 29.65-31.15 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(30,55,95,115,140,175),lty=2,col="gray")
#BC has at least one peak between 140-175, 30-55, 55-95 & 115-140.
plot(peak2BTsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="orange2",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="B. thuringiensis peak sites (28.90-29.90, 32.15-33.40 & 40.40-42.15 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(130,150,195,220,360,395),lty=2,col="gray")
# The BT replicates all have at least one peak at any of these sites: between 130-150,
# including 195-220 or between 360-395.
##--- added new line at 44 to include a new partition as compared to DATA_SB_3.mat ---##
plot(peak2ECsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="cyan2",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="E. coli peak sites (24.60-27.80 & 29.15-31.40 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(44,100,135,180),lty=2,col="gray")
# The EC replicates all have at least one peak between 44-100 & 135-180.
plot(peak2YPsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="magenta2",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="Y. pseudotuberculosis peak sites (27.65-29.65 & 30.40-33.00 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(105,145,160,212),lty=2,col="gray")
# All replicates of YP (except replicates 17 and 18) have at least one peak between 105-145 or between 160212.
plot(peak2YEsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="wheat4",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="Y. enterocolitica peak sites (29.65-33.40 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(140,220),lty=2,col="gray")
# The YE replicates have a peak between 140-220
plot(peak2Fsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="purple2",ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site",
main="Flour peak site (28.90-31.40 & 31.40-33.90 seconds)",xlim=c(0,800))
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,col="gray")
abline(v=c(130,180,230),lty=2,col="gray")
# The replica F (except the replica 11) have at least one peak between 180-230 or between 130-180
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#one graph, for 8 species:
plot(peak2Dsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="blue",xlim=c(0,800),ylab="Replicates",xlab="Peak site", main="All
Bacteria")
points(peak2BAsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="red2")
points(peak2BCsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="green4")
points(peak2BTsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="orange2")
points(peak2ECsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="cyan2")
points(peak2YPsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="magenta2")
points(peak2YEsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="wheat4")
points(peak2Fsites.mat[,c(1,3)],pch=20,col="purple2")
abline(h=1:20,lty=3,lwd=0.7,col="gray")
abline(v=seq(0,800,by=100),lty=3,lwd=0.7,col="gray")
legend( "topright", pch=16, cex=0.7, c("D","BA","BC","BT","EC","YP","YE","F"),
col=c("blue","red2","green4","orange2","cyan2","magenta2","wheat4","purple2"))
#----------#
dev.off()
#----------#
##############
# CLUSTERING #
##############
# Only for classes D (DIPEL), BA (B. anthracis), BC (B. cereus), BT (B. thuringiensis),
# F (FLOUR), YE (Y. enterocolitica), YP (Y. pseudotuberculosis), EC (E. coli).
## Peaks for each species are in matrix format (.mat) columns= (1) peaksite, (2) Replica num & (3) Replica
name.
## Combine these matrices for each species into matrix.peaks (ALL PEAKS) identified by rows.
matrix.peaks<- rbind(peak2Dsites.mat,peak2BAsites.mat,peak2BCsites.mat,peak2BTsites.mat,
peak2Fsites.mat,peak2ECsites.mat,peak2YEsites.mat,peak2YPsites.mat)
dim(matrix.peaks)
peaks<- matrix(nrow=160,ncol=12)
## From matrix.peaks we specify, using 2 vectors consisting of our extreme.left and extreme.right sides of a
peak site.
## example, for 32.40-34.65 seconds rows 200 (left or the smallest) and 245 (right or the largest) make up that
peaksite.
## Peaksites do not extend to beyond 46.00 seconds because these replicates are not consistent and the
information
## gained is limited for discrimination.
## In total, there are 12 peaksites specified.
extreme.left.peaks <- c(200,360,275,140,55,30,110,130,180,100,170,149)
extreme.right.peaks <- c(245,460,335,175,95,55,145,180,230,180,212,164)
## LOOP is used to search the matrix.peaks for each peak in a specified peaksite (by extreme.left and
extreme.right)
## and return the number of peaks found.
for(i in 1:12){
table(matrix.peaks[,1]>extreme.left.peaks[i] & matrix.peaks[,1]<extreme.right.peaks[i], matrix.peaks[,2])[2,] > peaks[,i]
}
# ending with another matrix with columns= peaksites (12), rows= species and replicates (20 x 8 = 160)
peaks
rownames(peaks)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
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#########################################################
# CLUSTERING (PEAKS SITES AND BOOLEAN LOGIC) #
#########################################################
# Groups have 7 columns as Dipel and B. thuringiensis are treated as one classification.
GROUPS <- matrix(nrow=160,ncol=7)
colnames(GROUPS) <- c("D/BT","BA","BC","F","YE","YP","EC")
rownames(GROUPS)
## Boolean logic is used to search specific peaksites (columns) for peaks
## the Logic values of TRUE/FALSE are stored in GROUPS matrix
## Boolean logic is built using operators OR (|), AND (&) and NOT (which is not used).
## Majority vote
# Use of equals ==, less than or equal to <=, greater than or equal to >=
# Use of 'apply', is calculated by 12 (peaksites) minus the definate (==1 or ==2) number of peaks
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "Dipel"/"B. thuringiensis" , (D = 20 reps, BT = 17 REPS) #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,1]<-peaks[,1]<=1 & (peaks[,2]==1 | peaks[,2]==2) & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,9]<=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[GROUPS[,1]==1,]
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "B. anthracis" (20 reps) #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,2]<- peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,9]==0 &
peaks[,10]<=1 & peaks[,11]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=11
peaks[GROUPS[,2]==1,]
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "B. cereus" (12 replicates) #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,3]<- peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]>=1 &
(peaks[,6]==1 | peaks[,7]==1) & peaks[,5]==1 & peaks[,8]>=1 & peaks[,9]==0 & peaks[,10]>=1 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[GROUPS[,3]==1,]
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "Flour" (14 reps) #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,4]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,7]==0 &
(peaks[,8]==1 | peaks[,11]==1) & peaks[,9]==1 & peaks[,10]<=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[GROUPS[,4]==1,]
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "Y. enterocolitica" (17 reps) #
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,5]<-peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,7]==0 & peaks[,8]==1 & peaks[,9]==0 & peaks[,10]==1 &
peaks[,12]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=8
peaks[GROUPS[,5]==1,]
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "Y. pseudotuberculosis" (12 reps) BUT picks up 1 EC #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,6]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]<=1 & peaks[,6]>=1 &
peaks[,7]==1 & peaks[,8]<=1 & peaks[,9]<=1 & peaks[,10]>=1 & peaks[,11]==1 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<= 10
peaks[GROUPS[,6]==1,]
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#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# to distinguish the class of "E. coli" (9 reps) BUT picks up 1 YP #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
GROUPS[,7]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 & (peaks[,5]==2 | peaks[,10]==2) &
(peaks[,6]==0 | peaks[,7]==0) & peaks[,8]>=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=11
peaks[GROUPS[,7]==1,]
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Table of replicates with TRUE/FALSE classification:
rownames(GROUPS)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
GROUPS
#number of replicates classified in each group:
CLASS <- apply(GROUPS,2,sum)
CLASS
## ADD THE HEADINGS AND EXTRACT THE REPLICA NUMBERS AND SAMPLE NAMES INTO
OTHER COLUMNS
library(reshape2)
library(stringr)
melt(GROUPS) -> GROUPS.mat
colnames(GROUPS.mat)<-c("Sample","Group","Classified")
GROUPS.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(GROUPS.mat$Sample, "[0-9]+"))
GROUPS.mat$Sample.Name<-as.character(str_extract(GROUPS.mat$Sample, "[BA-YP]+"))
##ADD AN EXTRA COLUMN THAT IS A BINARY EXPLANATION OF THE TRUE/FALSE RESPONSE
IN 'CLASSIFIED'
## 1==TRUE WHILE 0==FALSE (NOT CLASSIFIED CORRECTLY)
GROUP.data <- data.frame(GROUPS.mat)
GROUP.data$Classified.Binary <- as.numeric(GROUP.data$Classified ==1)
##SEPARATE DATA INTO GROUPS RATHER THAN ALL DATA- EASIER TO VIEW
GROUP_D_BT.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[1:160,])
GROUP_BA.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[161:320,])
GROUP_BC.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[321:480,])
GROUP_F.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[481:640,])
GROUP_YE.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[641:800,])
GROUP_YP.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[801:960,])
GROUP_EC.data <- data.frame(GROUP.data[961:1120,])
##ADD AN EXTRA COLUMN FOR A BINARY (NUMERIC) EXPLANATION- TO SEE IF THE GROUPS
CONTAIN ANY MISCLASSIFICATION
## 1==TRUE WHILE 0==FALSE (NOT CLASSIFIED CORRECTLY)
# check for replicates that were MISCLASSIFIED in the GROUPS:
GROUP_D_BT.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_D_BT.data$Sample.Name=="BT" |
GROUP_D_BT.data$Sample.Name=="D")
GROUP_BA.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_BA.data$Sample.Name=="BA")
GROUP_BC.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_BC.data$Sample.Name=="BC")
GROUP_F.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_F.data$Sample.Name=="F")
GROUP_YE.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_YE.data$Sample.Name=="YE")
GROUP_YP.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_YP.data$Sample.Name=="YP")
GROUP_EC.data$Correct.Class <- as.numeric(GROUP_EC.data$Sample.Name=="EC")
##NEW DATA.FRAME WITH ALL THE SAMPLES/SPECIES THAT WERE NOT CLASSIFIED AT ALL
##SPECIES THAT SHOULD BE PRESENT IN THIS 'GROUP_NOT_CLASS' ARE E.COLI AND
Y.PSUEDOTUBERCULOSIS (PRESENT BUT NOT SPECIFICALLY CLASSFIED)
#replicates that were NOT classified in GROUPS:
## ADD EXTRA COLUMNS FOR SAMPLE NAME AND REPLICA NUMBER
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GROUPS_NOT_CLASS <- rownames(GROUPS)[which(apply(GROUPS,1,sum)<1)]
melt(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS) -> GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat
colnames(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat)<-c("Sample")
GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat$Sample,
"[0-9]+"))
GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat$Sample.Name<-as.character(str_extract(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat$Sample,
"[BA-YP]+"))
GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.data <- data.frame(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.mat)
## check for replicates that were MISCLASSIFIED in the GROUPS:
## USE THE 'CLASSIFIED.BINARY' COLUMN TO DETERMINE WHAT HAS BEEN GROUPED AS
DETERMINED BY THE PEAKS SITES AND BOOLEAN STATEMENTS
## 1==TRUE (CLASSIFIED AS BASED ON THE GROUPINGS) WHILE 0==FALSE (NOT CLASSIFIED
AS BASED ON THE GROUPINGS)
## TARGETING 1==TRUE TO ISOLATE THE 5 GROUPINGS
D_BT_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_D_BT.data, Classified.Binary==1)
D_BT_CLASS.data <- data.frame(D_BT_CLASS)
BA_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_BA.data, Classified.Binary==1)
BA_CLASS.data <- data.frame(BA_CLASS)
BC_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_BC.data, Classified.Binary==1)
BC_CLASS.data <- data.frame(BC_CLASS)
F_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_F.data, Classified.Binary==1)
F_CLASS.data <- data.frame(F_CLASS)
YE_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_YE.data, Classified.Binary==1)
YE_CLASS.data <- data.frame(YE_CLASS)
YP_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_YP.data, Classified.Binary==1)
YP_CLASS.data <- data.frame(YP_CLASS)
EC_CLASS <- subset(GROUP_EC.data, Classified.Binary==1)
EC_CLASS.data <- data.frame(EC_CLASS)
## check for replicates that were MISCLASSIFIED in the GROUPS:
## USE THE 'CORRECT.CLASS' COLUMN TO DETERMINE IF WHAT IS GROUPED IS MEANT TO BE
THERE
## 1==TRUE (CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED ) WHILE 0==FALSE (NOT CLASSIFIED CORRECTLY)
## TARGETING 0==FALSE TO ISOLATE THE MISCLASSIFIED CASES IN EACH GROUP TO REPORT
AS SEPARATE SUBSET
D_BT_MISS <- subset(D_BT_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
BA_MISS <- subset(BA_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
BC_MISS <- subset(BC_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
F_MISS <- subset(F_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
YE_MISS <- subset(YE_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
YP_MISS <- subset(YP_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
EC_MISS <- subset(EC_CLASS.data, Correct.Class==0)
## BIND ALL THE MISCLASSIFIED CASES FROM ALL THE GROUPINGS
MISCLASSIFIED.data <data.frame(rbind(D_BT_MISS,BA_MISS,BC_MISS,F_MISS,YE_MISS,YP_MISS,EC_MISS))
MISCLASSIFIED.data
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#---------------------------------------------------------------#
# EXPORT THE CLUSTERING DATA AS XLSX #
#---------------------------------------------------------------#
#openXLSX_WRITE_MULTIPLE_DATA_SHEETS.R
#install.packages("xlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(GROUP.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx",
sheetName="ALL_DATA",row.names=FALSE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_D_BT.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="D&BT GROUPING",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
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write.xlsx(GROUP_BA.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BA
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_BC.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BC
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_F.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="F GROUPING",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_YE.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YE
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_YP.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YP
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP_EC.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="EC
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.data, file="all_raw_clustering_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="NOT
GROUPED",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUP.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="ALL_DATA",row.names=FALSE)
write.xlsx(D_BT_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="D&BT GROUPING",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(BA_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BA
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(BC_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BC
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(F_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="F GROUPING",
row.names=FALSE,append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(YE_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YE
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(YP_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YP
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(EC_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="EC
GROUPING",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(GROUPS_NOT_CLASS.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="NOT
GROUPED",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(MISCLASSIFIED.data, file="clusterings_20_FEB.xlsx",
sheetName="MISCLASSIFIED",row.names=FALSE, append=TRUE)
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# EXPORT THE RAW BINARY DATA FOR PEAKS AS XLSX #
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## ADD THE HEADINGS FOR THE 'PEAKS' TO BE ABLE TO EXPORT THE RAW BINARY.
PEAKS <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS)<c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5","PEAK6","PEAK7","PEAK8","PEAK9","PEAK10",
"PEAK11", "PEAK12")
##SEPARATING DATA FRAMES INTO SPECIES TO EASILY VIEW AND EXPORT
BA.peaks <- data.frame(PEAKS[1:20,])
BC.peaks<- data.frame(PEAKS[21:40,])
D_BT.peaks<- data.frame(PEAKS[41:80,])
EC.peaks <- data.frame(PEAKS[81:100,])
F.peaks <- data.frame(PEAKS[101:120,])
YE.peaks <- data.frame(PEAKS[121:140,])
YP.peaks <- data.frame(PEAKS[141:160,])
library(xlsx)
write.xlsx(PEAKS, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="ALL_DATA_RAW")
write.xlsx(BA.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BA.peaks",append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(BC.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="BC.peaks", append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(D_BT.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="D_BT.peaks",
append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(EC.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="EC.peaks", append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(F.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="F.peaks", append=TRUE)
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write.xlsx(YE.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YE.peaks", append=TRUE)
write.xlsx(YP.peaks, file="raw_binary_for_12_peaks_20_FEB.xlsx", sheetName="YP.peaks",append=TRUE)
#===================================================================#
#### END OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#

3.7 Appendix Material: R code used for testing
#===================================================================#
#### START OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
## NOTES:
# Test dataset from McLaughlin et al. & Bennett et al
# Importing 'Protein_profiling_test_set_VB_JM.xlsx' and cleaning steps
# 16 Unknown samples labelled 'UN1' to 'UN16'
# Detecting electrophoretic protein peaks using PROcess and 'isPeak'
# 12 informative time windows
# Classified using Boolean Logic Paths with up to 12 active gates.
# There are 7 paths, as Dipel and B. thuringiensis are treated as one sample.
#====================================================================#
######################################################################
# IMPORTING DATA FROM EXCEL WORKBOOK #
######################################################################
# install.packages("openxlsx",dependencies=TRUE)
library(openxlsx) #to read and write excel spreadsheets ".xlsx"
# DATA contains the first column as time points (seconds), then each sample and its replicate in proceeding
columns.
# Each individual electropherogram is IN columns NOT the row.
# DATA containing unknown headings (sheet 1)
data.TEST <- read.xlsx("Protein_profiling_test_set_VB_JM.xlsx",sheet=1)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
######################################################################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 1 #
######################################################################
# ALL negative values of fluorescence (y-axis) from 0-70 seconds were replaced by zero:
data.TEST[which(data.TEST <0,arr.ind=TRUE)]<-0
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Graphical representations of output from cleaning step 1 #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.TEST,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.TEST,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
# The minimum is already zero
#--------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_clean_up_step_1_unknown.pdf") #
#--------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.TEST[,2],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 1")
plot(data.TEST[,3],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 2")
plot(data.TEST[,4],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 3")
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plot(data.TEST[,5],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 4")
plot(data.TEST[,6],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 5")
plot(data.TEST[,7],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 6")
plot(data.TEST[,8],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 7")
plot(data.TEST[,9],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 8")
plot(data.TEST[,10],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 9")
plot(data.TEST[,11],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 10")
plot(data.TEST[,12],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 11")
plot(data.TEST[,13],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 12")
plot(data.TEST[,14],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 13")
plot(data.TEST[,15],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 14")
plot(data.TEST[,16],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 15")
plot(data.TEST[,17],type="l",col="red",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 16")
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
######################################################################
# DATA CLEANING STEP 2 #
######################################################################
# Truncated from 22.45 sec - 62.45 sec (rows 450-1250).
# This data is between the system peak of the intstrument and the upper internal marker.
data.TEST <- data.TEST[450:1250,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Graphical representations of output from cleaning step 2 #
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Calculate maximum and minimum limits
maximum<-apply(data.TEST,2,max)
el.max<-max(maximum)
minimum<-apply(data.TEST,2,min)
el.min<-min(minimum)
# The minimum is already zero
#--------------------------------------------------------------#
pdf("graphics_clean_up_step_2_unknown.pdf") #
#--------------------------------------------------------------#
plot(data.TEST[,2],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 1")
plot(data.TEST[,3],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 2")
plot(data.TEST[,4],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 3")
plot(data.TEST[,5],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 4")
plot(data.TEST[,6],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 5")
plot(data.TEST[,7],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 6")
plot(data.TEST[,8],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 7")
plot(data.TEST[,9],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 8")
plot(data.TEST[,10],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 9")
plot(data.TEST[,11],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 10")
plot(data.TEST[,12],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 11")
plot(data.TEST[,13],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 12")
plot(data.TEST[,14],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 13")
plot(data.TEST[,15],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 14")
plot(data.TEST[,16],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 15")
plot(data.TEST[,17],type="l",col="blue",ylim=c(el.min, el.max), main="Unknown 16")
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
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######################################################################
# LOCATE PEAKS USING PROCESS AND OPTIMISED PARAMETERS #
######################################################################
# "PROcess": Is a package used for electropherogram analysis to identify protein peaks.
# To install the package "PROcess":
# http:// if https:// URLs are not supported
# source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
# biocLite("PROcess")
library(PROcess)
## 'isPeak': to locate peaks in a spectra using PROcess package
# USED ARGUMENTS:
## 'SoN': signal to noise ratio for peak detection
## 'span': parameter for estimating local variance before peak detection
## 'sm.span': parameter for smoothing electropherogram before peak detection
## TO LOCATE, IDENTIFY & DETECT (THREE MAJOR STEPS):
#1# Smoothing the electrpherogram uses the moving averages of K-nearest neighbours and controlled by the
'sm.span' parameter/argument.
#2# Compute local variability as the median of the absolute deviations of K-nearest neighbours and 'span'
argument.
#3# Identify local maxima of the smoothed spectrum using three methods:
###A# The SNR (signal to noise ratio, which is the 'SoN' argument): local smooth/local variability.
###B# The intensty threshold for the whole spectrum ('zerothrsh' argument).
###C# The shape ratio: the area under the curve within a small distance of a peak candidate/maximum of all
such peaks.
#--------------------------------------------#
# Functions: PEAKS and AREAS #
#--------------------------------------------#
# THESE ARE THE OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOR FUNCTIONS TO FIND THE PEAKS AND AREAS
time<-data.TEST[,1]; # These are the time points
data.TEST <- data.TEST[,-1]; # These REMOVE the time points
# NOTE: 'span' and 'sm.span' must have a value that is uneven
PEAKS<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(time,y),SoN=2, span=25, sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio =
0.3, zerothrsh=5)$peak}
AREAS<-function(y){isPeak(cbind(time,y),SoN=2, span=25, sm.span=11, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3,
zerothrsh=5)$area}
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#############################
# TEST SET - IDENTIFY PEAKS #
#############################
# To identify peaks in unknown samples according to optimal parameters in PEAKS function
apply(data.TEST,2,PEAKS)->peaksUK
# To determine the number of peaks in each unknown sample
nPeaks <- apply(peaksUK,2,sum)
# To determine location of peaks (according to row number that can than be matched to time points)
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# Format as a list
apply(peaksUK,2,function(x){which(x==TRUE)}) -> peakUKsites
# We used a list, as not all samples have the same number or location/site of peaks
# Re-format as a matrix
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Convert the list of 'PEAKS' to a matrix with detected peaks and locations #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#install.packages("reshape2")
library(reshape2)
melt(peakUKsites) -> peakUKsites.mat
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Graphical representation of individual samples and the location of peaks detected #
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#-------------------------#
pdf("PeaksUK.pdf")
#-------------------------#
for( i in 1:16){
isPeak(cbind(time, data.TEST[,i]),SoN=2, span=25, sm.span=11, plot=TRUE, area.w =0.01, ratio = 0.3,
zerothrsh=5)
}
#--------#
dev.off()
#--------#
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# Calculate the value of the area for samples #
#-----------------------------------------------------------#
# If not there is no peak, use of NA
apply(data.TEST,2,AREAS)->AreasUK
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
###################################################################################
# Split character data into numbers and letters (to use only the number associated with each replicate) #
##################################################################################
#install.packages("stringr")
library(stringr)
# Modifying peakUKsites.mat format
colnames(peak2UKsites.mat)<-c("PeakSite","Replica")
peak2UKsites.mat
peak2UKsites.mat$Replica.Num<-as.numeric(str_extract(peak2UKsites.mat$Replica, "[0-9]+"))
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
############################
# 12 Specific time windows #
############################
## Peaks for each sample are in a matrix format as 'peakUKsites.mat' with columns= [,1] Peak site/location, [,2]
Sample name (UN1 to UN16) & [,3] Replicate number (1-16).
matrix.peaks<- peakUKsites.mat
dim(matrix.peaks)
# New MATRIX named 'peaks'
# Has 16 Unknowns / 12 specific time windows
peaks<- matrix(nrow=16,ncol=12)
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## From matrix.peaks we specify, using 2 vectors consisting of our extreme.left and extreme.right sides of a
time window.
## For example, the time window of 32.40-34.65 seconds, is from rows 200 (extreme.left or the smallest) to 245
(extreme.right or the largest) make up that target site.
## Time windows do not extend beyond 46.00 seconds.
extreme.left.peaks <- c(200,360,275,140,55,30,110,130,180,100,170,149)
extreme.right.peaks <- c(245,460,335,175,95,55,145,180,230,180,212,164)
## LOOP is used to search the matrix.peaks for each peak in a specified window (by extreme.left and
extreme.right) and return the number of peaks found in that window.
for(i in 1:12){
table(matrix.peaks[,1]>extreme.left.peaks[i] & matrix.peaks[,1]<extreme.right.peaks[i], matrix.peaks[,2])[2,] > peaks[,i]
}
# Ending with the PEAK MATRIX ('peaks') with the number of peaks detected in the 12 specified time
windows (columns= 12), for all sample unknowns (rows= 16)
peaks
rownames(peaks)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
# NOTE:
# ROWS '200-245' is equal to the 32.40-34.65 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK1' or 'peaks[,1]'
# ROWS '360-460' is equal to the 40.40-45.40 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK2' or 'peaks[,2]'
# ROWS '275-335' is equal to the 36.15-39.15 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK3' or 'peaks[,3]'
# ROWS '140-175' is equal to the 29.65-31.15 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK4' or 'peaks[,4]'
# ROWS '55-95' is equal to the 25.15-27.15 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK5' or 'peaks[,5]'
# ROWS '30-55' is equal to the 23.90-25.15 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK6' or 'peaks[,6]'
# ROWS '110-145' is equal to the 27.90-29.60 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK7' or 'peaks[,7]'
# ROWS '130-180' is equal to the 28.90-31.40 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK8' or 'peaks[,8]'
# ROWS '180-230' is equal to the 31.40-33.90 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK9' or 'peaks[,9]'
# ROWS '100-180' is equal to the 27.80-31.40 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK10' or 'peaks[,10]'
# ROWS '170-212' is equal to the 30.90-33.0 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK11' or 'peaks[,11]'
# ROWS '149-164' is equal to the 29.85-30.60 second time window, also referred to as 'PEAK12' or 'peaks[,12]'
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
################################################################
# CLASSIFICATION FOR 7 SAMPLES USING BOOLEAN LOGIC PATHS #
################################################################
# SAMPLES have 7 columns as Dipel and B. thuringiensis are treated as one classification.
# 16 ROWS as there unknowns
# NOTE:
# "D/BT" = powder-based ('dipel') and culture-based B. thuringiensis Kurstaki strain
# "BA" = B. anthracis Sterne strain
# "BC" = B. cereus
# "FL" = plain wheat flour
# "YE" = Y. enterocolitica B1A S09
# "YP" = Y. pseudotuberculosis
# "EC" = E. coli
SAMPLES <- matrix(nrow=16,ncol=7)
colnames(SAMPLES) <- c("D/BT","BA","BC","FL","YE","YP","EC")
rownames(SAMPLES)
## Boolean logic paths use up to 12 active gates with specific time windows (columns) and threshold of peaks
(present or absent) as parameters.
## The Logic values of TRUE/FALSE are stored in the 'SAMPLES' matrix.
## Boolean logic are built using operators OR (|) and AND (&) here.
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# Use of equals '==', less than or equal to '<=', greater than or equal to '>='
# Use of 'apply', is calculated by 12 (time windows) minus the total indicative peaks (represented by equals '=='
e.g. ==1 or ==2)
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "powder-based ('dipel') and culture-based B. thuringiensis Kurstaki strain" or "D/BT" #
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,1]<-peaks[,1]<=1 & (peaks[,2]==1 | peaks[,2]==2) & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,9]<=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[SAMPLES[,1]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "B. anthracis Sterne strain" or "BA" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,2]<- peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==1 & peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,9]==0 &
peaks[,10]<=1 & peaks[,11]==0 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=11
peaks[SAMPLES[,2]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "B. cereus" or "BC" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,3]<- peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]>=1 &
(peaks[,6]==1 | peaks[,7]==1) & peaks[,5]==1 & peaks[,8]>=1 & peaks[,9]==0 & peaks[,10]>=1 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[SAMPLES[,3]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "plain wheat flour" or "FL" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,4]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]==0 & peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,7]==0 &
(peaks[,8]==1 | peaks[,11]==1) & peaks[,9]==1 & peaks[,10]<=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=10
peaks[SAMPLES[,4]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "Y. enterocolitica B1A S09" or "YE" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,5]<-peaks[,1]==0 & peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 & peaks[,5]==0 &
peaks[,6]==0 & peaks[,7]==0 & peaks[,8]==1 & peaks[,9]==0 & peaks[,10]==1 &
peaks[,12]==1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=8
peaks[SAMPLES[,5]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "Y. pseudotuberculosis" or "YP" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,6]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,5]<=1 & peaks[,6]>=1 &
peaks[,7]==1 & peaks[,8]<=1 & peaks[,9]<=1 & peaks[,10]>=1 & peaks[,11]==1 &
apply(peaks,1,sum)<= 10
peaks[SAMPLES[,6]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Path to classify "E. coli" or "EC" #
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
SAMPLES[,7]<- peaks[,2]==0 & peaks[,3]==0 & peaks[,4]==1 & (peaks[,5]==2 | peaks[,10]==2) &
(peaks[,6]==0 | peaks[,7]==0) & peaks[,8]>=1 & apply(peaks,1,sum)<=11
peaks[SAMPLES[,7]==1,]
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Table of replicates with BINARY TRUE/FALSE classification for each unknown:
rownames(SAMPLES)<-names(table(matrix.peaks[,2]))
SAMPLES
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# Number of samples classified in each Boolean logic path:
CLASS <- apply(SAMPLES,2,sum)
CLASS
# Add column names = 'PEAKS' to the Peak matrix
PEAKS1 <- data.frame(peaks)
colnames(PEAKS1)<c("PEAK1","PEAK2","PEAK3","PEAK4","PEAK5","PEAK6","PEAK7","PEAK8","PEAK9","PEAK10",
"PEAK11", "PEAK12")
# For peak matrix export
#library(xlsx)
#write.xlsx(PEAKS1, file="peak_matrix.xlsx", sheetName="test_PEAK_matrix", row.names = TRUE)
#===================================================================#
#### END OF SCRIPT ###
#===================================================================#
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Appendix 4.0
4.1 Appendix Material: code used for training model
The following UNIX code used in the Mac OS X Terminal, for the computational aspects of sequences read
processing, including quality control, aligning to a reference, converting file type and plotting in MATLAB.
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## Install homebrew ##
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
/usr/bin/ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/master/install)"
## Check computer ailments before using and for install capabilities ##
brew doctor
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## FileExporter from Ion server to Command-line ##
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Use Homebrew to install samtools version 1.5 (Tools for alignments in the SAM format) by:
brew tap homebrew/science
brew install samtools
# for info on package use
samtools
# move into file directory with Fastq files (downloaded from server by using Filexporter plugin) by:
cd desktop
cd 'R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1'
# or
cd 'R_2017_11_08_13_08_06_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2’
# or as of 20/11/17 I use this directory:
cd 'R working directory for MPS'
# conversely to move out use:
cd
# see fastq file by:
head Bc1_0009.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq
# Example of output:
@EF5HK:00217:00720
AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCAATAAGCGTCCTCGACGACGCTTATT
+
;;<6<<7<;;;;1;;;;C@CACC@CC<<<8//////.;C<;*//+
@EF5HK:00229:00877
AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCAATAAGCGTTCCTGACGACGCTTATT
+
;;D7<<7<;;;;1;;;;;7;7?A<>;54.494=@B;;;6@A7;;6
@EF5HK:00430:00268
AGCCAGGATCAAACTCTCCAATAAGCGTTCCCTGACGACG
# Use Homebrew to install Bedtools, Bamtools and fastqc by:
brew tap homebrew/science
brew install bedtools
brew install bamtools
brew install fastqc
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# Use of bedtools to convert samples 10 – 12 on both chips, from Bam format to fastq as Filexporter was unable
to compress these. Completed by:
bedtools bamtofastq -i BA_CONTROL_Bc10_R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.bam -fq BA_control.fastq
# Quality control of sequence reads by extracting info using fastqc package. An html file for a full output (All
files located in FASTQC folder) checked and read pass QC:
fastqc --extract BA_control.fastq
# Estimate a total number of usable sequences in a fastq (precise count lines divided by 4) by:
cat Bc2.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq | echo $((`wc l`/4))
Output for chip1:
# note samples 10 – 12 were exported as bam files and converted to fastq:
Bc1_626 reads
Bc2_ 20309 reads
Bc3_582 reads
Bc4_26358 reads
Bc5_10795 reads
Bc6_33522 reads
Bc7_8531 reads
Bc8_19159 reads
Bc9_603 reads
Bc10_608 reads
Bc11_352 reads
Bc12_626 reads
Output for chip2:
# note samples 10 – 12 were exported as bam files and converted to fastq:
Bc_1 1677 reads
Bc2_361 reads
Bc3_675 reads
Bc4_ 14803 reads
Bc5_5646 reads
Bc6_ 1490 reads
Bc7_324 reads
Bc8_1823 reads
Bc9_2881 reads
Bc10_1327 reads
Bc11_1677 reads
Bc12_1804 reads
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## Mapping using bowtie2 ##
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Install bowtie2 and BCFtools using Homebrew
brew tap homebrew/science
brew install bowtie
brew install BCFtools
# From NCBI fasta files of ‘B. anthracis Ames Ancestor’ was used as a reference (three NCBI entries were
used: genome NC_007530.2; pXO1 NC_007322.2; pXO2 NC_007323.3)
# To use Bowtie2 the reference must be indexed. To build these indexes, the executatble command ‘bowtiebuild’ is used. A bagenomeref, bapXO1ref and bapXO2ref were built by:
bowtie2-build BA_genome.fasta BAgenomeref
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bowtie2-build BA_pXO1.fasta BApXO1ref
bowtie2-build BA_pXO2.fasta BApXO2ref
**Note if commands have not been moved to your path, you need to use the “./bowtie-build” and “./bowtie”
command
# example output for BAgenomeref should produce 6 new files:
BAgenomeref.1.b2
BAgenomeref.2.b2
BAgenomeref.3.b2
BAgenomeref.4.b2
primary EBWT file: BAgenomeref.rev.1.b2
secondary EBWT file: BAgenomeref.rev.2.b2
# CHECK INDEX using forward 16S primer sequence, this should return a single read in the indexed
BAgenome reference by:
Bowtie2 -c BAgenomeref AATAAGCGTCGTCAGGAACG
# ALIGNMENT OUTPUT:
0
+
chrM 28941 AATAAGCGTCGTCAGGAACG IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 0
# reads processed: 1
# reads with at least one reported alignment: 1 (100.00%)
# reads that failed to align: 0 (0.00%)
Reported 1 alignments to 1 output stream(s)
# These 6 index files will be used in the Bowtie. Note that all six files have the same prefix as this prefix will
be used to indicate the reference. The alignment results are in sam format which are written to the file
bacontrol.sam, and a short alignment summary is written to the console.
## To execute “bowtie2” for controls:
# BA control (bc10_chip1) sample by:
bowtie2 -x BAgenomeref -U BA_control.fastq bacontrol.sam
bowtie2 -x BApXO1ref -U BA_control.fastq bacontrol2.sam
bowtie2 -x BApXO2ref -U BA_control.fastq bacontrol3.sam
# BT1 control (bc9_chip1) sample by:
bowtie2 -x BAgenomeref -U Bc9.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq bt1control.sam
bowtie2 -x BApXO1ref -U Bc9.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq bt1control2.sam
bowtie2 -x BApXO2ref -U Bc9.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq bt1control3.sam
# NTC and TE control (bc11 and bc12_chip1) samples: NO Alignment
# this is repeated for samples
# To see the first few lines of the SAM output, run:
head bacontrol.sam
# The first few lines (beginning with @: @HD, @SQ and @PG) are SAM header lines, and the rest of the lines
are SAM alignments, one line per read or mate. See the Bowtie 2 manual section on SAM output and the SAM
specification for details about how to interpret the SAM file format.
# # Info summarised from manual ##
# Each line describes an alignment or, if the read failed to align. Each line is a collection of at least 12 fields
separated by tabs; from left to right, the fields are:
Name of read that aligned.
Sum of all applicable flags. Flags relevant to Bowtie2 are:
1 The read is one of a pair
2 The alignment is one end of a proper paired-end alignment
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4
8
16
32
64

The read has no reported alignments
The read is one of a pair and has no reported alignments
The alignment is to the reverse reference strand
The other mate in the paired-end alignment is aligned to the reverse reference strand
The read is mate 1 in a pair

128 The read is mate 2 in a pair
An unpaired read that aligns to the reverse reference strand will have flag 16. A paired-end read that aligns and
is the first mate in the pair will have flag 83 (= 64 + 16 + 2 + 1).
Name of reference sequence where alignment occurs
1-based offset into the forward reference strand where leftmost character of the alignment occurs
Mapping quality
CIGAR string representation of alignment
Name of reference sequence where mate's alignment occurs. Set to = if the mate's reference sequence is the
same as this alignment's, or * if there is no mate.
1-based offset into the forward reference strand where leftmost character of the mate's alignment occurs. Offset
is 0 if there is no mate.
Inferred fragment length. Size is negative if the mate's alignment occurs upstream of this alignment. Size is 0 if
the mates did not align concordantly. However, size is non-0 if the mates aligned discordantly to the same
chromosome.
Read sequence (reverse-complemented if aligned to the reverse strand)
ASCII-encoded read qualities (reverse-complemented if the read aligned to the reverse strand). The encoded
quality values are on the Phred quality scale and the encoding is ASCII-offset by 33 (ASCII char !), similarly to
a FASTQ file.
Optional fields. Fields are tab-separated. bowtie2 outputs zero or more of these optional fields for each
alignment, depending on the type of the alignment:
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## Convert sam to bam ##
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Next, convert sam file to bam in preparation for sorting.
## to remove unmapped reads by:
samtools view -hS -F 4 bacontrol.sam > bacontrolmapped_only.sam
samtools view -hS -F 4 bacontrol2.sam > bacontrolmapped2_only.sam
samtools view -hS -F 4 bacontrol3.sam > bacontrolmapped3_only.sam
samtools view -bS bacontrolmapped_only.sam > bacontrol.bam
samtools view -bS bacontrolmapped2_only.sam > bacontrol2.bam
samtools view -bS bacontrolmapped3_only.sam > bacontrol3.bam
## skip boxed code to keep all reads for VCF files
# Convert the sam file into a bam file (the binary format corresponding to the sam text format) by:
samtools view -bS bacontrol.sam > bacontrol.bam
samtools view -bS bacontrol2.sam > bacontrol2.bam
samtools view -bS bacontrol3.sam > bacontrol3.bam
# Sort bam file by:
samtools sort bacontrol.bam -o bacontrol.sorted.bam
samtools sort bacontrol2.bam -o bacontrol2.sorted.bam
samtools sort bacontrol3.bam -o bacontrol3.sorted.bam
#BA control bam file mapped with BWA and also contains all read info aligned and non-aligned reads (unless
using boxed code)
# View sorted bam files by:
samtools view bacontrol.sorted.bam
# add an index to sorted bam
samtools index bacontrol.sorted.bam
samtools index bacontrol2.sorted.bam
samtools index bacontrol3.sorted.bam
# output to check using ‘flagstat’ command
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samtools flagstat bacontrol.sorted.bam
# Number of Mapped locations:
# The -F 0x40 flag to samtools view means, ‘exclude any record in the bam file that has bit #0x40 set’ – that a
record contains read #1 of a pair. By using this you'll get unmapped #reads, secondary alignments, and
supplementary alignments. If, we want to select only the #properly paired reads use `bitwise flag -f 2`. If we
want to remove duplicated reads use #`bitwise flag -F 1024`. Completed by:
samtools view -F 0x04 -c bacontrol.sorted.bam
# Samtools ‘fillmd’ shows the insertions (as below) and mismatches (not in the example) but # never deletions.
# the -e changes identical bases between the read and reference into ='s
samtools view -b bacontrol.sorted.bam | samtools fillmd -e - BA_genome.fasta
samtools view -b bacontrol2.sorted.bam | samtools fillmd -e - BA_pXO1.fasta
samtools view -b bacontrol3.sorted.bam | samtools fillmd -e - BA_pXO2.fasta
#!#! only if you kept all the unmapped reads from previous conversion of bam to sam (boxed code) #!#!
# We now have a sorted BAM file called bacontrol.sorted.bam. Sorted BAM is a useful as the alignments are (a)
compressed (for long-term storage) and (b) sorted (for variant discovery). # To generate variant calls in VCF
format by:
samtools mpileup -uf BA_genome.fasta bacontrol.sorted.bam | bcftools view -Ov - > bacontrol.raw.bcf
# Then to view the variants, run:
bcftools view bacontrol.raw.bcf
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
## Convert bam to fasta ##
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
brew install picard-tools
brew install seqtk
# more info use:
picard
seqtk
# convert bam to fasta chaining Picard executionables with seqtk
samtools bam2fq bacontrol.sorted.bam | seqtk seq -A > bagenomecontrol.fasta
samtools bam2fq bacontrol2.sorted.bam | seqtk seq -A > bapXO1control.fasta
samtools bam2fq bacontrol3.sorted.bam | seqtk seq -A > bapXO2control.fasta
# convert bam to fastq using bedtools or samtools
bedtools bamtofastq -i bacontrol.sorted.bam -fq bacontrol_genome.fastq
# add a heading for sample
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9POV202/' bc1.fasta > bc1_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LC202/' bc2.fasta > bc2_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9PO212/' bc3.fasta > bc3_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LO212/' bc4.fasta > bc4_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra11LO234/' bc5.fasta > bc5_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra11PO294/' bc6.fasta > bc6_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra11LI29.4/' bc7.fasta > bc7_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LO202/' bc8.fasta > bc8_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&ControlBT1/' bc9.fasta > bc9_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&ControlBA/' ba-control.fasta > bc10_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&ControlNTC/' bc11.fasta > bc11_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&ControlTE/' bc12.fasta > bc12_ch1.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LC242/' bc1.fasta > bc1_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LC252/' bc2.fasta > bc2_ch2.fasta
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sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9POV212/' bc3.fasta > bc3_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra13LO216/' bc4.fasta > bc4_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra7FI1912/' bc5.fasta > bc5_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra13LO206/' bc6.fasta > bc6_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LI206/' bc7.fasta > bc7_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9POV222/' bc8.fasta > bc8_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LO242/' bc9.fasta > bc9_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra9LO252/' bc10.fasta > bc10_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&Canberra11POV294/' bc11.fasta > bc11_ch2.fasta
sed 's/>.*/&CanberraS56FO208/' bc12.fasta > bc12_ch2.fasta
# write out the fasta file to desktop
cat Bc1_0009.R_2017_11_08_10_24_04_user_PGM-33-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_1.fastq | paste - - - | sed 's/^@/>/g'| cut -f1-2 | tr '\t' '\n'> bc1.fasta
# example output with sample headers
>EF5HK:00654:01146Canberra9POV202

AAAAGTAATCCAAGTATTCACTTTCAATAGAAAGTAAA

4.2 Appendix Material: MATLAB® code used to generate Fig. 7A
% import fasta file into MATLAB
>> BAgenomecontrol = fastaread('bagenomecontrol.fasta')
% MATLAB interface with Bioinformatics toolbox to plot stacked barplots
% CHIP 1 relative abundance barplots
>> figure()
>> subplot(1,1,1)
>> q=[46 19 0 35;69 0 0 31; 0 0 0 100; 0 0 0 100; 0 4 2 94;17 1 2 80; 2 24 1 73; 24 1 2 73; 62 0 0 38; 29 0 2 69;
14 0 2 84; 41 0 1 58]
>> bar(q, 'stacked')
>> set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'BA control','BT1 control','NTC control','TE buffer' ,'CA9 POV 20.2' ,'CA9 LC 20.2'
,'CA9 PO 21.2' ,'CA9 LO 21.2' ,'CA11 LO 23.4' ,'CA11 PO 29.4', 'CA11 LI 29.4' ,'CA9 LO 20.2'})

4.2 Appendix Material: R code used to generate Fig. 7B
% CHIP 2 relative abundance barplots
>> figure()
>> subplot(1,1,1)
>> q=[2 0 4 94; 35 0 0 65; 7 1 0 92; 29 0.2 1 69.8; 49 0 1 50; 15 0 0.3 84.7; 0 0 0 100; 0 1 3 96; 27 1 2 70; 22 1
0 77; 2 0 4 94; 0 0 5 95]
>> bar(q, 'stacked')
>> set(gca,'XTickLabel',{'CA9 LC 24.2','CA9 LC 25.2','CA9 POV 21.2','CA13 LO 21.6' ,'CA7 FI 19.12' ,'CA13
LO 20.6' ,'CA9 LI 20.6' ,'CA9 POV 22.2' ,'CA9 LO 24.2' ,'CA9 LO 25.2', 'CA11 POV 29.4' ,'S56 FO 20.8'})

4.3 Appendix Material: contents of BED file for 16S rRNA marker
track
chrM

"name=""ba_genome""" "description=""b.anthracis_genome_marker"""
28942 29126

type=bedDetail

4.4 Appendix Material: contents of BED file for cya marker
track
chrM

"name=""ba_pxo1"""
124440 124590

"description=""b.anthracis_plasmid1_marker"""

type=bedDetail
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4.5 Appendix Material: contents of BED file for capB marker
track
chrM

"name=""ba_pxo2"""
56256 56404

"description=""b.anthracis_plasmid2_marker"""

type=bedDetail
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4.7 Appendix Material: Ion Torrent report for chip 2

Reports :

Run Summary: R_2017_11_08_13_08_06_user_PGM-34-

Auto_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2_96 (63)

Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2

Read Summary: Unaligned

3.42 M

87

45,345

75 bp

62 bp

45 bp

Total Bases

Key Signal

Total Reads

Mean

Median

Mode

5%

74 %

Read Length

Usable Reads

ISP Loading

ISP (Ion Sphere Particles) Density

ISP (Ion Sphere Particles) Summary

Aligned to Bacillus anthracis str. 'Ames ancestor' complete genome

1.48 M

0.3X

95.1%

514 K

Total Aligned Bases

Reference Coverage

Mean Raw Accuracy 1x

AQ17 Total Bases

Alignment Quality

Count

%

Total Reads

33,047

—

Aligned Reads

24,550

74.3%

8,497

25.7%

Unaligned Reads

coverageAnalysis (v5.0.4.0)

AQ17

AQ20

Perfect

Total Number of
Bases [bp]

514 K

439 K

432 K

Mean Length [bp]

38

33

32

Longest Alignment
[bp]

186

184

150

Mean Coverage
Depth [x]

0.1

0.1

0.1

coverageAnalysis.html (/output/Home/Auto_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2_96_063/plugin_out/coverageAnalysis_out.203/coverageAnalysis.html)

Completed

1 of 3

27/11/2017, 4:23 PM
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Library type: TargetSeq
Target regions: ba_genome(27_4)
Read filters: Non-duplicate
Barcode Name

Sample

Mapped Reads

On Target

Mean Depth

Uniformity

Bc1 (Bc1/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 LC 24.5

161

61.49%

10.52

22.77%

Bc2 (Bc2/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 LC 25.2

243

74.49%

105.3

99.46%

Bc3 (Bc3/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 POV 21.2

558

60.39%

61.49

99.46%

Bc4 (Bc4/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA13 LO 21.6

12,145

75.00%

2,845

99.46%

Bc5 (Bc5/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA7 FI 19.12

5,311

77.41%

2,319

99.46%

Bc6 (Bc6/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA13 LO 20.6

1,326

65.16%

228.6

99.46%

Bc7 (Bc7/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 LI 20.2

273

64.47%

18.79

26.09%

Bc8 (Bc8/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 POV 22.2

515

13.98%

7.424

18.45%

Bc9 (Bc9/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 LO 24.2

1,736

66.01%

594.2

99.46%

Bc10 (Bc10/coverageAnalysis.html)

CA9 LO 25.2

1,188

59.68%

297.7

99.46%

1

2

10

variantCaller (v5.0.4.0)

1 - 10 of 12 items

items per page

variantCaller.html (/output/Home/Auto_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2_96_063/plugin_out/variantCaller_out.204/variantCaller.html)

Error

No plugin output at this time.

Output Files
File Type

Unaligned Reads

Aligned Reads

Library

Barcode Name

Sample

Bases

>=Q20 Bases

Reads

Mean Read Length

No barcode

None

635,962

357,279

12,298

52 bp

Bc1

CA9 LC 24.5

14,021

11,086

236

59 bp

Bc2

CA9 LC 25.2

33,059

24,298

361

92 bp

Bc3

CA9 POV 21.2

60,152

46,068

675

89 bp

Bc4

CA13 LO 21.6

1,188,041

847,334

14,803

80 bp

Bc5

CA7 FI 19.12

621,025

445,752

5,646

110 bp

Bc6

CA13 LO 20.6

132,995

100,646

1,490

89 bp

Bc7

CA9 LI 20.2

17,561

14,103

324

54 bp

Bc8

CA9 POV 22.2

117,745

90,651

1,823

65 bp

Bc9

CA9 LO 24.2

234,548

170,698

2,881

81 bp

1

2

10

Read Length Histogram

Files

1 - 10 of 13 items

items per page

coverageAnalysis (v5.0.4.0) [ 203 ] See plugin results above
IonReporterUploader (v5.0.3.27) [ 235 ]

3.08 MB Completed
Started

IRU upload status to Michelle Gahan IR Cloud (Ion Reporter 5.6) as
michelle.gahan@canberra.edu.au
View the detailed status
•status.html (/output/Home/Auto_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2_96_063/plugin_out/IonReporterUploader_out.235/status.html)
•summary.html (/output/Home/Auto_user_PGM-34-Canberra_Airport_Samples_Chip_2_96_063/plugin_out/IonReporterUploader_out.235/summary.html)
variantCaller (v5.0.4.0) [ 204 ] See plugin results above

2 of 3
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